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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This monograph focuses on the use of digital artifacts to enable chronic disease patients in the selfmanagement of their disease. Although researchers and healthcare professionals alike are uncertain
about how beneficial these artifacts are to the treatment of chronic disease patients, digital artifacts are
believed to be promising. Accordingly, physicians and researchers seek to find ways of motivating
patients to use these artifacts. However, we do not know much about how patients experience them as
an integrated part of their everyday life.
It is important to understand digital artifacts in the patients’ everyday context, because the use of digital
artifacts can cause unintended consequences to daily lives. In the daily lives of patients, artifacts may
both enable or not enable what developers and physicians aimed at, but they may also cause changes in
patients’ lives that could not be foreseen. By investigating to what extent digital artifacts can enable selfmanagement in patients’ everyday life, this dissertation specifically shines a light on the patients’
perspective to understand how they experience the use and what consequences it may have to them.
This dissertation does so through an ethnographic research study, which examines an app to: 1) selfmanage symptoms in six juvenile idiopathic arthritis patients’ everyday lives, and 2) support
communication with physicians during consultations at Aarhus University Hospital. The patients are
followed in their homes, to school, to afterschool activities and so on to see how they apply the app to
their self-management. To understand how the digital artifact affects the patients’ experiences of
everyday life, Yoo’s (2010) conceptual framework for experiential computing is applied. From the
experiential computing perspective, it is believed that the digital artifacts mediate our experience of the
world in a way that changes how we understand it. The analysis of data from the patients’ everyday life
shows that, although the use of the digital artifact affords physicians a glimpse into patients' experiences
of life outside the hospital, the patients’ experience of themselves is also changed during the use of the
app.
The study offers several contributions to digitally enabled chronic disease management; theoretical
insight into experiential computing; and a perspective on the value to the Information Systems (IS)
community in researching digital artifacts outside the organization. The main contribution to digitally
enabled chronic disease self-management lies in the acknowledgement that digital artifacts are not
always beneficial to the disease self-management activities. While the use of a digital artifact at specific
times may be beneficial to patients, at other times it is unnecessarily causing patients to reflect upon
the disease and experience their role as a patient. Furthermore, it was seen that a digital artifact imposes
a new responsibility for self-management upon children, which changes the child-parent collaboration
on and the activity of disease self-management. In terms of research on experiential computing this
dissertation explores how researchers can adopt Yoo's (2010) experiential computing framework. It
furthermore suggests that while a post-phenomenological approach to experiential computing results
in research about the consequences of embodied use to the experiences of the world, critical realism
1

may broaden such results. Specifically, a critical realistic approach also includes results on how the
dimensions of everyday life constrain and permit the use of digital artifacts. To the IS research
community this dissertation showcases how the study of individuals’ use of digital artifacts outside of
the organization enables a greater understanding of how digital artifacts change organizational
individuals.
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DANSK RESÚME
Denne monografi fokuserer på brugen af digitale artefakter til kronisk syge patienters selvledelse af
deres sygdom. Forskere og sundhedsprofessionelle antager generelt at sådanne artefakter er
fordelagtige i behandlingen af kroniske patienter. Derfor forsøger læger og forskere at finde måder at
motivere patienterne til at bruge dem. Vi ved dog endnu ikke meget om hvordan patienterne oplever
dem som en integreret del af deres hverdagsliv.
Det er dog vigtigt at forstå digitale artefakter i patienters hverdagskontekst, fordi brugen af artefakterne
kan have utilsigtede konsekvenser i det daglige liv. I patienternes daglige liv kan artefakter både
muliggøre og umuliggøre de mål, som udviklere og læger sigter imod, men de kan også forårsage
forandringer i patienternes liv, som ikke var forudsete. Ved at undersøge i hvilken grad digitale
artefakter kan muliggøre selv-ledelse i patienternes hverdagsliv, stiller denne afhandlingen skarpt på
patienternes perspektiv for at forstå, hvordan de oplever brugen og hvilke konsekvenser denne brug kan
have.
Dette gøres igennem et etnografisk forskningsstudie, som observerer brugen af en smartphone og tablet
applikation til 1) selvledelse af symptomer i seks børneleddegigt patienters hverdagsliv, og 2)
kommunikation med lægen i konsultationer på Aarhus Universitetshospital. Patienterne følges i deres
hjem, i skole, til fritidsaktiviteter og lignende for at se hvordan de anvender appen til deres selv-ledelse.
For at forstå hvordan brugen af denne digitale artefakt forandrer patienters oplevelse af deres
hverdagsliv trækkes der her på den teoretiske begrebsramme om experiential computing (Yoo 2010).
Fra et experiential computing perspektiv er det antaget at digitale artefakter medierer vores oplevelse
af verden på en måde som forandrer, hvordan vi forstår den. Analysen af data fra patienternes
hverdagsliv viser, at selvom brugen af appen fordrer lægen et glimt ind i patienternes oplevelser af livet
udenfor hospitalet, så ændrer patienternes oplevelse af sig selv sig også igennem brugen af appen.
Dette studie tilbyder flere bidrag til viden om digitale artefakter, der gør kronisk sygdomsledelse mulig;
teoretisk indsigt i experiential computing; og et perspektiv på værdien for forskere indenfor
Informations Systemer (IS) i at undersøge brugen af digitale artefakter udenfor organisationen.
Hovedbidraget til brug af digitale artefakter til kronisk sygdomsledelse ligger i anerkendelsen af at
brugen ikke altid er nyttig for selvledelsesaktiviteterne. Imens brugen på specifikke tidspunkter er
fordelagtig for patienterne, er den på andre tidspunkter årsag til at patienter reflekterer unødigt over
deres sygdom og oplever deres rolle som patient. Derudover bliver det tydeligt, at en digital artefakt
pålægger børn et nyt ansvar for selvledelse, hvilket ændrer børn og forældres samarbejde omkring
selvledelse, samt aktiviteten af at sygdomsselvlede. Denne afhandling udforsker derudover hvordan
forskere kan anvende begrebsrammen om experiential computing (Yoo 2010). Det foreslås at imens en
post-fænomenologisk tilgang til experiential computing resulterer i forskning om konsekvenserne af
digitalt medierede oplevelser af verden, så kan kritisk realisme udvide sådanne resultater. Specifikt kan
en kritisk realistisk tilgang også inkludere resultater på hvordan dimensionerne af hverdagslivet
3

begrænser og tillader digital brug. Til IS forskningsfællesskabet viser denne afhandling hvordan studiet
af menneskers brug af digitale artefakter udenfor organisationen muliggør en bedre forståelse for
hvordan digitale artefakter forandrer organisatoriske individer.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
(Non-)Experiences of a Chronic Disease
Mark, Robert’s father, and I are standing beside a soccer field, watching Robert play soccer with 12 other
boys. A coach is yelling encouraging commands to all of them, such as “Well done, George, remember
to sprint all the way” and “Come on boys, come, come, come!”. This, however, is difficult to hear as his
words disappear into the wind. Its early December and close to zero degrees Celsius. I am wearing a
sailing outfit and two layers of woolen clothes underneath it, yet I am still cold. Mark and I have both
brought umbrellas to keep us dry, but the wind is so strong that neither of us dare to open one. Mark
has brought warm coffee for both of us which we are drinking quickly, before it gets cold. While we are
watching Robert, Mark talks about Robert’s passion for soccer.
Observing Robert, he is a little shorter, say 10-20 centimeters, than the rest of the boys. Aside from that,
it is difficult to pick him out of the bunch. Like the rest of the boys on the field, he is running and kicking
the ball for an hour and a half, with only one 3-minute break. While Mark and I are freezing on the
sidelines, Robert and the rest of the boys are only wearing shorts and t-shirts. Their cheeks are glowing
red and the few times they stand still they are breathing heavily. In the middle of this observation, Mark
comments: “It’s good to have something to... I mean, instead of wrapping them up, right? This [the
arthritis, red.] can quickly become ehm… stigmatizing. If you can put it that way.”
At the time I barely thought about what he was saying and why he was saying it. It seems obvious that
we do not want children who feel healthy and happy to overthink their chronic disease. It turned out,
however, that I would continuously hear parents tell exactly the same story, and this story grew in
importance each time. During a horseback-riding session, a mother explains how little the disease
constrains her child’s physical activity. She is more worried that her child will fall off the horse than the
child experiencing the disease. The family barely notice it and are cautious of placing too much attention
on it. Another mother observes during a dance class that there is no way of pointing her child out from
the rest of the children, meaning that the child’s disease is far from visible. On the other hand, she also
explains that they seldom notice it at home. A third mother tells me that, in their home, they barely talk
about the disease. It is an unspoken thing that they know is there, but it is not their focal interest and
they need not bring it to their attention.
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Motivating Disease Self-management
Looking into the literature, however, another image of chronic diseases is painted. Chronic diseases are
a major challenge to our health, and this is not without valid reason: as the leading cause of death
worldwide, chronic diseases present a difficult and persistent challenge to world healthcare (Bauer et
al. 2014; WHO 2014, 2018). In 2016 the WHO claimed that chronic diseases are responsible for the
overwhelming number of 41 million deaths, or 71% of all deaths worldwide (WHO 2018). This large
number of chronic disease patients and their need for continuous care self-evidently produces a heavy
and costly burden on healthcare systems (McPhail 2016). Accordingly, finding ways to engage patients
in the care of their disease on a day-to-day basis is welcomed. Such self-management solutions are
believed to decrease healthcare costs and potentially improve patient health (Martin 2007) and a
considerable amount of research focuses on finding ways to carry self-management out.
An opportunity to engage chronic disease patients in the self-management of their disease lies in the
challenge healthcare professionals face in acquiring information about patients’ everyday life (Jiang and
Cameron 2020). From a healthcare professional’s perspective, detailed information about the chronic
disease patient’s everyday life is necessary to fully understand and find possibilities for long- and shortterm treatment of a patient’s chronic disease (Barr et al. 2003; Coleman et al. 2009; Lorig 1996; Wagner
et al. 2001). Tracking of information in everyday life about the disease is accordingly one of the activities
that the self-management of a chronic disease entails (Majid Dadgar and Joshi 2018; Jiang and
Cameron 2020). Yet, tracking by paper-based artifacts is associated with several challenges such as low
compliance and recall bias (Faurholt-Jepsen et al. 2015).
These challenges have motivated the development of digital artifacts to track information at home
(Faurholt-Jepsen et al. 2015). The use of such digital artifacts has been shown to improve
communication between physician and patient (e.g. Hess et al. 2007; Nordqvist et al. 2009) and help
track and monitor the patient’s disease (Jiang and Cameron 2020). Research is inconclusive when it
comes to the correlation between the use of digital artifacts and the health of the patient (Ekeland et al.
2010). Even then researchers and physicians are still optimistic about digital artifacts to enable selfmanagement (J.-A. Lee et al. 2018; Paré et al. 2010). Patients, however, are not always interested in
digitally enabled chronic disease self-management (Ancker et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2013). Design studies
have accordingly focused much of their attention on tackling the question of how to encourage and
motivate chronic disease patients to use digital artifacts (e.g. Giunti et al. 2018; Gogovor et al. 2017).
Such studies focus both on how to design digital artifacts (Chatterjee et al. 2018), but also how patients
perceive them (Savoli et al. 2020).
Interestingly, it seems that the overwhelming interest in trying to motivate patients to use digital
artifacts to self-manage their disease is hindering research about the actual use and unintended
consequences of use in the patient’s everyday life. In fact, this was pointed out as a large opportunity by
a recent review on digitally enabled chronic disease self-monitoring (Jiang and Cameron 2020). The
consequences of digital artifacts to the patient’s everyday life are not well-understood, although
important to address. As seen in the introductory stories, families were busy explaining how little the
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disease is experienced in everyday life. A digital artifact to self-manage thus seems exaggerated. On the
other hand, the literature describes digital artifacts as having a large potential. A suggestion lies in
understanding the unintended consequences to the patient’s everyday life and whether digital artifacts
are always useful, instead of solely focusing on motivating patients to use them. I consequently look to
answer: To what extent can digital artifacts enable self-management of chronic diseases in patients’
everyday life?
To understand the consequences of digital artifacts to chronic disease patients’ everyday life, this
research takes its point of departure in the creation and use of a digital artifact. A group of physicians
at Aarhus University Hospital (AUH) suggested and developed the digital artifact, How-R-you, as a
solution to acquire information about Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis (JIA) patients. How-R-you consists
of four modules with multiple-choice questions about aspects of patients’ daily life with the disease. By
the use of ethnographic methods, I seek to understand the patients’ utilization and experience of the
digital artifact. Ethnographic methods offer a powerful tool to do so as they “open up silenced areas and
elevate unheard voices in organizations” and approach “neglected issues or forgotten dimensions”
(Linstead 2002, p. 92). Accordingly, this research takes place in the everyday life of six JIA patients who
are using the app. As part of my ethnographic fieldwork I follow the JIA patients in their everyday life;
to school, on their summer holidays, on their way to the hospital, at consultations, etc., to see how the
digital artifact supports and challenges them. I furthermore interview the patients, formally and
informally, to understand their experience.
Drawing on Yoo’s (2010) theoretical concept of experiential computing I analyze the data to gain an
understanding of how the embodied use of How-R-you changes patients’ experiences. The experiential
computing perspective underscores that the world we live in is experienced directly through physical
and existential participation. Accordingly, users understand and shape the world around them through
the tools they use, in this case How-R-you. Experiential computing then completely or partially
mediates the lived world, which is characterized by the four dimensions of Yoo’s (2010) framework for
experiential computing, namely space, time, other actors and other artifacts. To strengthen Yoo’s (2010)
conceptualization I supplement his theoretical dimensions with Ihde's (1990) original ideas on
experiential computing. The combination allows for a framework that guides the understanding of
children’s changed experience of disease self-management when it is digitally mediated.
This work contributes to the literature on digitally enabled chronic disease self-management in multiple
ways. Throughout this study I will uncover how a digital artifact shapes self-management of chronic
diseases and how patients experience their chronic disease through a digital artifact. By dividing selfmanagement into automatic and reflective activities, I reveal that a digital artifact to self-manage a
chronic disease is more valuable during some time periods than others. The consequence of using the
digital artifact during a time period through which the child and parents automatically self-manage the
disease is that the child is unnecessarily reminded about the disease. In contrast, during time periods
of reflective chronic disease self-management, the digital artifact may support and calm the patient.
I furthermore contribute to the literature on digital artifacts to enable self-management of children and
adolescents with chronic diseases by explaining the role of the parent in this embodied activity. I will
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draw upon three different relationships between parents and children, that change how and when
digital artifacts are used by the child and accordingly, how and when children experience their disease.
This ethnographic study suggests a move of Information Systems (IS) research in the direction of
understanding the personal in contrast to the professional use of information systems which other
researchers have also recently proposed (Kupfer et al. 2018). Because the evolution of the digital artifact
has placed them in the intersection between many opposites (e.g. work and play) (Baskerville 2011)
there have been calls for more research on information systems’ use by individuals (Crowston et al.
2010; Kupfer et al. 2018) in their everyday life (Yoo 2010). These emerging understandings focus on the
user not as an organizational member per se, but as a user with much broader social roles in groups of
families, friends or neighbors (Yoo 2010). Digital artifacts are incorporated into everyday life as with
other digital and non-digital tools, yet they enhance much broader experiences and reflect deeper
human needs and values (Yoo 2010).

Overview of this Dissertation
The dissertation will be structured as follows. In chapter 2, I will position my research by presenting the
literature on digitally enabled chronic disease self-management. The presentation includes a general
overview of the literature stream and moves on to describe the literature on digitally enabled chronic
disease self-management framed by Dadgar and Joshi’s (2018) 7 self-management activities. The
literature will firstly present a broad overview of all digital artifacts and patients to support digitally
enabled chronic disease self-management activities, then increase focus to only describe literature on
mHealth and finally focus on the literature on mHealth use by children and adolescents. In chapter 3,
the theoretical background, Yoo’s (2010) concept of experiential computing and the experiential
computing framework is presented. To strengthen the framework, I also present some of Ihde's (1990)
ideas, which inspired Yoo’s (2010) concepts. In chapter 4, I present the empirical case followed by
chapter 5, where I describe the ethnographic data collection and the analysis process. Chapter 6
contains six detailed and in-depth within-case analyses, describing each of the six children’s experiences
with How-R-you. Every analysis begins with a description of the child’s experience of everyday life
without the app to provide the reader an understanding of how integrated their chronic disease is to
their everyday life. After this description follows an examination of each of the embodied experiences
of each of the four dimensions: actor, time, space and artifact. Chapter 7 is a cross-case analysis in which
patterns in the six cases are found by comparing them and finding similarities and differences. A
discussion of contributions is provided in chapter 8, where my findings are discussed against the current
literature streams on digitally enabled chronic disease self-management and experiential computing.
In chapter 9 I present the practical implications to developers, physicians and patients. I also examine
the limitations to my study. Finally, in chapter 10, I conclude the study.
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CHAPTER 2

AREA OF CONCERN
Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-management
The topic of digitally enabled chronic disease self-management is increasing in popularity. Researchers
are particularly motivated by the opportunity to cut costs in healthcare sectors and deliver better health
results to patients (Bardhan et al. 2020). Digital artifacts (e.g. IoT devices, sensors, wearables, social
media, genomics, electronic health records) present such opportunities. As noted by Grewal et al.
(2020)
[...] they are changing what care gets delivered (e.g., precision medicine), how and where care
is delivered (e.g., remote monitoring), how patients interact with providers (e.g., patient
portals, telemedicine), caregivers, and other patients (e.g., online patient communities), how
patients receive medical information (e.g., conversational agents), and how organizations in
the healthcare ecosystem exchange information and coordinate patient care.
Yet how, when and for whom is still unclear.
To investigate such questions, I will start by examining what the chronic disease self-management
concept means and covers. I will then move on to examine what activities self-management involves
(e.g. Barlow et al. 2002; Corbin and Strauss 1988; Dadgar and Joshi 2018; Schulman-Green et al. 2012).
Continuing from there, I will review the state-of-the-art literature on chronic disease self-management.
Although the empirical case revolves around 6 patients with the specific chronic disease, JIA, the review
describes chronic disease patients in general to reveal similarities and differences between JIA and
other chronic disease patients. To present the literature, I will firstly provide a general outline of
research within the area. Secondly, to understand what we currently know about how digital artifacts
enable self-management activities, I will then present the literature on digital artifacts in chronic disease
self-management framed by Dadgar and Joshi’s (2018) 7 self-management activities. The scope of
literature will decrease as I then focus my attention on mHealth studies to reveal how mHealth differs
from other digital artifacts during self-management activities. Lastly, I will present the limited literature
on mHealth-enabled chronic disease self-management by children and adolescents. These steps will
ultimately result in research opportunities.
My approach to the review of literature is described in Appendix 1.
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Chronic Disease Self-management
Although the topic of chronic disease self-management is widely applied (Lorig and Holman 2003), the
self-management concept is not consistently defined (Schilling et al. 2002), and it is used
interchangeably with concepts such as self-monitoring, self-care, symptom management, self-tracking,
self-recording (Jiang and Cameron 2020; Minet et al. 2010; Schilling et al. 2002) and patient
empowerment (El-Gayar et al. 2013). Disagreement on how self-management is carried out, by whom
and by what means is found in definitions of self-management roles, activities and skills. Selfmanagement roles, for instance, are considered by researchers to include the patient, although whether
it is an individual activity (e.g. Badawy et al. 2018; Khan et al. 2018) or part-taken by family (e.g.
Carpenter et al. 2016; Wysocki and Greco 1997), community (Dadgar and Joshi 2018) or healthcare
professionals (Archer et al. 2014) differs. Furthermore, expectations for the self-management of the
chronic disease by the patient vary between taking responsibility for the disease (e.g. Alvarado et al.
2017), having an active role in care (Lasorsa et al. 2016), being involved in the care (Jiang and Cameron
2020), or simply being able to self-manage their disease (Barlow et al. 2002). Lorig and Holman (2003)
go as far as to state that ‘one cannot not manage’ and explain that the decision not to engage in healthy
behavior also reflects a self-management style. On the other hand, Schilling et al. (2002) state that
chronic disease self-management contrasts with other concepts, such as compliance and adherence, by
including the need to not only control the disease, but also to live with it in the complexity of the patient’s
everyday life.
It is agreed that, in order to responsibly self-manage, skills are required (Delamater et al. 1990;
Hentinen and Kyngäs 1992). Looking through the literature leaves the impression that selfmanagement skills are broadly accepted as important, considering how often they are mentioned. A
closer look, however, reveals that there is no consensus about what self-management skills are or what
types of skills are needed to perform self-management. Self-management skills are often mentioned,
but not explained. Researchers call skills emotional (Abu-Dawood 2016), cognitive (Newman et al.
2004), social (Sardi et al. 2017), communicative (Silver 2015), coping (Gogovor et al. 2017),
technological (Zibrik et al. 2015), information defining and retrieving (Ekberg et al. 2010), healthrelated (Klasnja and Pratt 2012), etc., but leave out details concerning what such skills entail.
Researchers further disagree on whether specific skills are needed or not. In some studies, for instance,
IT skills are necessary for digitally enabled self-management (Zibrik et al. 2015), while in others they
are not considered of importance (Burkow et al. 2008). Of the few studies that do explain the details of
self-management skills, most are disease-specific, such as a listing of pain management, adequate
hydration and balanced nutrition as being important for sickle cell disease (Badawy et al. 2018), and
healthy eating, being active and taking medication in the case of diabetes (Chen et al. 2013). To the best
of my knowledge, Lorig and Holman (2003) are the only researchers to suggest and thoroughly examine
five general core self-management skills: problem solving, decision making, resource utilization,
forming a patient/physician partnership and taking action.
Exploring chronic disease self-management activities puts the extent of a patient’s skills into
perspective. The literature appears to agree that chronic disease self-management activities relate to the
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specific performances to self-manage chronic diseases on a day-to-day basis (Adams et al. 2004). In the
literature, however, self-management activities presented in different models are usually neither
distinguished from other self-management activities and patient skills nor the health outcome of
performing them, which makes it difficult to precisely link them to technological affordances. Another
lack is a holistic approach towards the use of the self-management activity models when developing
information systems for self-management (Cummings and Turner 2009). Furthermore, the activities
differ according to the specific disease in question, yet some of the activities seem to be of general
character.
Some of the models that present general self-management activities address the limitations described
above. A review of 101 self-management models led to the understanding, that self-management is not
a static process and it is impossible to note a specific hierarchical or structural order in which selfmanagement activities take place (Schulman-Green et al. 2012). Corbin and Strauss's (1988) broad
categorization of medical, emotional and role management as the three activities for self-management
of chronic diseases may be the most commonly recognized within the literature and in models, although
only parts are represented in models at a time (Schulman-Green et al. 2012). Medical management
concerns the activity of communication with healthcare professionals, adherence to treatment plans
and the adoption of healthy lifestyle choices. Emotional management focuses on the psychological
activities affected by processing negative emotions caused by being chronically ill and role management
connects to the adaptions in social relationships as a result of the disease (Corbin and Strauss 1988).
Barlow et al.s (2002) 7 self-management activities are more specific, yet they concern chronic diseases
in general: (1) communication with physicians concerns talking with professionals about needs and
challenges in everyday life; (2) drug management entails adhering to a schedule for taking medication;
(3) information usage is the activity of acquiring information to understand treatment and the disease;
(4) symptom management is the activity of self-managing symptoms and side effects by recognizing,
monitoring and managing them; (5) lifestyle management is engagement in modifying lifestyle to adapt
to the disease; (6) management of psychological consequences through social support to address social
challenges and limit isolation; and (7) use of social support systems to recognize, monitor and manage
symptoms and side effects in everyday life. Looking across the seven activities, activities (1)-(5) are
congruent with Corbin and Strauss's (1988) medical management, activity (6) to emotional
management and activity (7) to role management. Dadgar and Joshi (2018) develop the seven selfmanagement activities into a conceptual model of a self-management work systems. Through a valuesensitive design, Dadgar and Joshi (2018) explore how information systems create value for patients
during self-management activities and show.
In the current study, I am interested in exploring the use of an app in the self-management of a chronic
disease in children’s everyday life. Accordingly, I am interested in understanding how the app is utilized
in the child’s self-management activities at home, although I am well-aware that, for children, this
includes a specific focus on the involvement of other actors to assist the activities. Dadgar and Joshi's
(2018) development of the 7 self-management activities not only present a specific understanding of
each self-management activity from an information systems angle, they also include a perspective on
role management. Accordingly, it is fitting to use Dadgar and Joshi’s (2018) self-management activities
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to frame the exploration of the digitally enabled chronic disease self-management literature and to
understand the activities that children perform at home. Although the children do carry out all 7 selfmanagement activities, How-R-you is particularly helpful to three of the seven activities: (4) symptom
management, because this is the activity that the app supports; (1) communication with healthcare
professionals, because the app is used during consultations with physicians; and (7) use of social
support systems, because children are assisted by parents when conducting self-management. Because
the data is particularly rich concerning these three activities, I limit the review of the literature and
research to concern only these three activities.
Furthermore, I adopt Dadgar and Joshi's (2018: 87) definition of self-management, which consists of a
combination of different researchers’ thoughts, in this research because it supports: 1) the view of
chronic disease self-management as a series of different activities, and 2) the view of children’s selfmanagement activities as performed with family and healthcare professionals. Dadgar and Joshi's
(2018: 87) definition is:
SM [self-management, red.] refers to a care management approach in which patients actively
take responsibility for treating their chronic diseases (Bodenheimer et al. 2002). It is a selfregulating, dynamic, continuous, interactive process (Barlow et al. 2002:178 ; Schulman-Green
et al. 2012), employed in collaboration with family, community, and healthcare professionals
for managing patients’ chronic conditions. SM requires a patient to simultaneously address and
manage several different elements: medication, treatments, symptoms, psychological
consequences, and lifestyle changes (Barlow et al. 2002; Bodenheimer et al. 2002).
Before exploring how digitally enabled chronic disease self-management supports the three activities, I
will present a general perspective of the digitally enabled chronic disease self-management literature to
enable a better understanding of the background and challenges of the current state.

A General Perspective on the Literature
Journals
Most of the literature within the digitally enabled chronic disease management field has been published
in Health Information Systems (HIS) journals such as the Journal of Medical Internet Research, the
Journal of Medical Systems and the Health Informatics Journal. Papers in these journals study, in
particular, medical intervention design and evaluations, which often lead to very practical and
normative contributions (Jiang and Cameron 2020). Fewer papers are published in Information
Systems (IS) journals, although digitally enabled chronic disease self-management is receiving
increasing interest.

Year
It has recently been noted that chronic disease self-management enabled by digital artifacts as a whole
has gained increasing interest within both IS and HIS literature (Jiang and Cameron 2020). According
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to Jiang and Cameron's (2020) review of 159 studies regarding digitally enabled self-monitoring dating
from 2006-2017, 70% of the literature was published between 2014 and 2017. Of the 11 IS papers chosen
in this literature background, six have been published between 2018-2020 in Basket of Eight journals.
Four of these papers were published in a recent special issue on digitally enabled chronic disease
management in Management Information Systems Quarterly.

Methods
Various methods have been adopted in research on digitally enabled chronic disease management. The
bulk of the research I review uses quantitative methods and particularly randomized control trials. This
is unsurprising given that the empirical phenomenon is medical. The same tendency was also found in
a recent review on digitally enabled chronic disease self-monitoring (Jiang and Cameron 2020). The
quantitative literature generally seeks to reveal correlations between the health outcomes of specific
chronic diseases when applying specific digital artifacts to patients’ everyday life (Jiang and Cameron
2020; Kitsiou et al. 2015, 2017). The reported contributions are often deterministic in nature by showing
that a digital artifact improves or worsens the health statuses of specific groups of chronic disease
patients. For instance, in one study on the use of a system to individualize insulin support for diabetes
patients it is concluded that: “The Diabeo system gives a substantial improvement to metabolic control
in chronic, poorly controlled type 1 diabetic patients without requiring more medical time and at a lower
overall cost for the patient than usual care” (Charpentier et al. 2011). Accordingly, the implementation
of the system is here understood to simply improve patients’ care and consequently their health. In
particular, the quantitative literature leaves one impression: that digital artifacts are simple in nature
and that their consequences are isolated and focused. However, from a socio-technical point of view it
has been shown that digital artifacts affect numerous dimensions of human everyday life and cause
unforeseen consequences (Orlikowski 1992). In this way, the challenge of this quantitative research is
that the consequences of digital artifacts are not isolated but complex in patients’ life.
Design-oriented methods in papers are motivated by both the opportunity to develop and motivate the
use of such digital artifacts for patients while at the same time they are able to contribute to general
knowledge about the use and development of them (e.g. Chatterjee et al. 2018). Researchers have, for
instance, contributed to characteristics of well-functioning digital artifacts for self-management
(Gogovor et al. 2017), the characteristics of patients who use them (LeRouge et al. 2013; Savoli et al.
2020), user needs (Vuong et al. 2012) and development practice (Chatterjee et al. 2018; Giunti 2018).
In contrast to the quantitative papers, these are rich in details about the mechanisms in the relationship
between digital artifacts and users. Most of the papers implement or develop an artifact and follow its
use by interviewing users or groups of users. In this way, these researchers collect valuable information
about the implications of the digital artifacts. However, most of these papers research the digital
artifacts from an organizational viewpoint because the interviews are focused on how patients use a
digital artifact and how it affects self-management. Interviews do not necessarily catch patients’
experiences with digitally enabled chronic disease self-management in the full context of their everyday
life. This is because it is difficult to know what the everyday life for patients entails until the researcher
embeds him-/herself in the patients’ everyday setting and follows them around to see what actions they
perform. This means that the literature portrays patients as constantly reflectively self-managing their
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disease. Consequently, this literature also ignores a significant part of how the artifact may affect
patients’ everyday life.
Another large part of the literature consists of literature reviews. Often, they aim at capturing
understandings from research about the use of digital artifacts to self-manage a specific chronic disease
or understand how a specific type of artifact can enable self-management of chronic disease in general.
It is, for instance, concluded that, in order to manage diabetes, several different digital artifacts are
needed to cover the needs of the diabetes patient (El-Gayar et al. 2013). On the other hand, it has also
been shown how mHealth artifacts can support chronic disease patients in adherence to treatment plans
(Hamine et al. 2015). Yet, the outcomes across academic papers often differ and leave researchers and
practitioners confused about the outcome of the use. In a review of reviews on the effect of telemedicine
it is, for instance, found that roughly one third of the reviews reported that telemedicine is effective,
while one third wrote that telemedicine is ineffective and one third believed that it is promising (Ekeland
et al. 2010). Accordingly, from the amount of reviews it is seen that a great deal has been written about
the area (Ekeland et al. 2010). However, researchers (e.g. Or and Tao 2014) question the strength of the
contributions of these literature reviews as they compare similar digital artifacts with different designs
(for instance different apps or different systems) or chronic disease patients in very different settings
(for instance comparing patients across different diseases or in different health systems).

Type of digital artifacts
The term digital artifacts covers a range of different technologies. In this dissertation, I use digital
artifacts to cover artifacts used in actors’ everyday life with embedded computing capabilities (Ihde
1990; Yoo 2010). Within the literature on digitally enabled chronic disease self-management, digital
artifacts are, for instance, wearables (Atallah et al. 2009), the Internet of Things and sensors (Chatterjee
et al. 2018), online social networks (Merolli et al. 2013, 2015), and mHealth (Hamine et al. 2015).
mHealth is not clearly defined (World Health Organization 2011); however, most research on mHealth
has focused on the use of mobile devices, such as personal digital assistants, smartphones and tablets
and their applications (Cameron et al. 2017). Some research includes wearables, e.g. digital artifacts
that the user wears on his or her body, and sensors in their definition of mHealth (e.g. Istepanian et al.
2004; Kumar et al. 2013). Others leave wearables and sensors out, but instead focus on the possibility
of the ability of the mHealth to transmit data to other mHealth (Akter et al. 2013). Some definitions
include the idea that mHealth assists both medical and public health (World Health Organization 2011).
In this study, I have chosen to use Whittaker's (2012) definition of mHealth as “[...] health-related
services delivered via mobile communications devices.” While this definition is broad it limits mHealth
to mobile communication devices, yet categorizes these mobile communication devices broadly. This is
important, because I want to draw a clear line between technologies that require the patient to perform
a reflective activity when used, and others that independently collect data (for instance wearables).

Type of chronic disease
The literature mentions a variety of kinds of disease. Often the literature studies either chronic disease
in general (e.g. Celler et al. 2018; Jiang and Cameron 2020; De Jong et al. 2014) or diabetes (e.g. Farmer
et al. 2007; Tieu et al. 2015). Other research looks at chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (Farmer et
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al. 2017), chronic kidney disease (Y.-L. Lee et al. 2018), multiple sclerosis (Giunti et al. 2018),
multimorbidity (Ancker et al. 2015) and a range of other diseases. Some researchers are critical when it
comes to generalizing use across chronic diseases (Karhula et al. 2015; Or and Tao 2014). In light of this
critique it is interesting to note that across studies, few patterns are found between the type of chronic
disease studied and the functionality of digital artifact used in the study (Jiang and Cameron 2020).
In the following I will present the literature on digital artifacts and mHealth, respectively, to support
the three chronic disease self-management activities. Table 1 presents the activities and key references.

Digitally enabled self-management activities and references
Activities

Definitions (Dadgar and Joshi 2018)

Digital artifacts

mHealth

Symptom
management

Recognizing, monitoring, and
managing symptoms and side
effects of the chronic disease.

Celler et al. 2018

J.-A. Lee et al. 2018

Paré et al. 2010

Farmer et al. 2017

Farmer et al. 2007

Parmanto et al. 2013

Communicating needs and
problems assertively, and
creating and maintaining
relationships with physicians.

Essén and Oborn 2017

Khan et al. 2018

Nordqvist et al. 2009

De Jong et al. 2014

Hess et al. 2007

Cingi et al. 2015

Obtaining and managing social
support from family, friends,
and community; addressing
social and environmental
challenges; and limiting
isolation.

Merolli et al. 2014

Piette et al. 2015

Communication
with physicians

Use of social
support systems

Shaw and Johnson 2011
Ekberg et al. 2010

Table 1: Digitally enabled self-management activities and references

Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management Activities
Digital Artifacts to Self-Manage Symptoms
Management of symptoms requires recognizing and monitoring symptoms, and digital artifacts may be
a powerful resource to achieve this. They show potential for the self-management of symptoms because
their key functionalities can enable patients to, in particular, perform two important tasks for symptom
self-management: collect and reflect upon data (Jiang and Cameron 2020). Concerning the collection
of data, most research results show a promise of improved patient health and early detection of patient
health deterioration when data are collected during patients’ self-management of symptoms (Paré et al.
2010). In fact, as two studies in Jiang and Cameron’s (2020) recent review observed, it has been shown
that the amount of collected data regarding symptoms by a patient on a webpage correlates with the
improvement of the patients’ health (Iljaž et al. 2017; Jongen et al. 2015). This is in line with research
stating that patients’ utilization of digital artifacts significantly impacts their abilities to self-manage
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chronic diseases and health outcomes (Kelley et al. 2011). Researchers conclude that home-based
monitoring may reduce the healthcare facilities costs of performing these when patients’ adherence to
scheduled vital sign monitoring is high (Celler et al. 2018). Yet, it is also important to remember that
the change in behavior requires time to show an effect (Chen et al. 2013).
Some digital artifacts, such as wearables, enable patients and healthcare professionals to monitor the
type and extent of symptoms in patients’ everyday life easily, and, in some cases, patients do not even
notice worn digital artifacts in their everyday life activities (Atallah et al. 2009; Lupton 2014). One of
the most advanced examples may be the recently developed smart inhalers, that track abnormalities in
use in comparison to the patients’ usual use (Son et al. 2017, 2020). This type of automatic data
capturing, that does not need patients to manually register symptoms, is not without limitations, as not
all data can be tracked in this way (Jiang and Cameron 2020). Although patients are in general positive
about the use of digital artifacts to monitor chronic diseases and find that they ease related everyday
disease self-management activities (Hess et al. 2007), for well-controlled patients it may not be
necessary to recommend self-monitoring (Farmer et al. 2007).
On the other hand, reflection upon data on symptoms is described as being an important addition to
digital artifacts. Patients’ reflection on data is enabled through digital artifact functionalities such as
data display, push messages and gamification (Jiang and Cameron 2020). In the case of gamification,
more research is needed in order to understand the impact on patients’ use, since most studies so far
do not study gamification in use (Sardi et al. 2017). Data are presented in different ways, yet most digital
artifacts use either graphs, tables or text to show all data; aggregations of the data to show tendencies
in the data; or hold the data against patients’ goals to evaluate their self-management (Jiang and
Cameron 2020).

Digital Artifacts to Communicate with Physicians
Digital artifacts have been shown to add considerable value to patients’ communication with healthcare
professionals if they are introduced correctly and well received by patients (Nordqvist et al. 2009). They
are then able to remove the gap between patients and physicians (Jeddi et al. 2017). There are benefits
to the use, which are believed to save both patients and physicians time and resources. Digital artifacts
for instance enable the timely renewal of prescriptions and easy scheduling of appointments (Hess et
al. 2007). Furthermore, online asynchronous two-way communication eliminates the challenge of
reaching the physician at specific office hours (Hess et al. 2007; Jiang and Cameron 2020). In cases of
multimorbidity, digitally enabled communication in particular reduces hospital readmissions and
healthcare spending (Gaikwad and Warren 2009). A single study also presented that therapy via a
digital artifact (e-mail or online meeting) is more successful for individual than group communication
(Barak et al. 2008). Patients and their caregivers do not question the confidentiality of such messaging
with physicians via digital artifacts or express anxiety about it (Byczkowski et al. 2014). Yet thus far,
researchers are missing an overview of which functionalities are the most beneficial in the patientphysician communication (Osborn et al. 2010).
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A search of Jiang and Cameron’s (2020) review and tables of different technologies also revealed a
change in digital artifact use across research on the social connection with physicians. While research
primarily used to describe PC-based interventions, research now embraces both web-based (which
accordingly means all devices) and mHealth solutions. However, from this review, it is difficult to see
what consequences the difference between these two artifact types have to the social connection with
physicians. As described in the review, the literature in general lacks in-depth studies that understand
the unintended consequences of digital artifact use (Jiang and Cameron 2020). One study has described
unintended consequences from the use of a digital artifact to the communication between patient and
physician. In Essén and Oborn's (2017) study, patients were well aware that the registrations of
numbers to represent their disease in everyday life could only communicate a limited part of their life
to physicians. At the same time, physicians wished for the data to be standardized to enable an
aggregation and easier treatment of the patient. This created a tension between physicians and patients.

Digital Artifacts to use Social Support Systems
Digital artifacts are effective when addressing social support issues. Social support is important to selfmanagement because learning about chronic diseases is not an isolated activity but one that takes place
in social communities. Digital artifacts may enable such a learning environment (Ekberg et al. 2010).
Digital artifacts have been shown to connect chronic disease patients to limit social isolation (Merolli et
al. 2014) and help obtain social support in online communities even at a geographical distance (Shaw
and Johnson 2011). Significant results from patients’ perception of social support are seen in as little as
three months’ attendance in an online social support group (Barrera et al. 2002).
In a search for patterns used in digital artifacts for social support systems in Jiang and Cameron’s
(2020) review (similar to the one described to support the connection with physicians), it was found
that most of the digital artifacts used were mHealth and wearables. A few studies (such as the ones here)
described web services to help peer-to-peer interaction. However, again, it is difficult to see the
difference between mHealth and other digital artifacts from the review.

Use Barriers and Concerns
Although there are benefits to the use of digital artifacts for self-management activities researchers have
also reported barriers and concerns. Reviews on the subject often conclude that, while some results are
positive, and others are promising, still others are non-significant and limited (e.g. Ekeland et al. 2010;
Or and Tao 2014). Implementing digital artifacts is a difficult activity as patients often withdraw from
using the artifact because of personal or technical challenges (Broendum et al. 2018). Patients are not
always enthusiastic about the use of digital artifacts (Ancker et al. 2015) and sometimes they find digital
artifacts difficult to use (Archer et al. 2014). Because the results only reflect the patients who are able to
use the artifact and ignore the large group of patients who are not capable, most studies may be
questioned (Tieu et al. 2015). Barriers to use these digital artifacts are related to patient characteristics
(e.g. low formal education, artifact illiteracy or low perceived value), artifact access (e.g. limited internet
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or unaffordable digital artifacts), design (e.g. patients not incorporated into the design or lack of
accuracy/reliability), systems (e.g. limitations to scalability) or physicians (e.g. lack of data accessibility
or low integration to work flow) (Alvarado et al. 2017). In regard to the barriers to use related to
physicians, the patient-physician relationship has also proved to be important. Patients’ previous
relationship with physicians is important to their acceptance of digital artifacts. Patients who feel their
relationship to their physician is inadequate appreciate the introduction of digital artifacts, while
patients who feel they have a strong relationship with their physician experience that the relationship
is compromised by digital artifacts (Zickmund et al. 2008).

Self-management of Chronic Diseases by mHealth
When trying to describe what makes mHealth different in comparison to other artifacts in the digital
artifact pool, it often is mentioned that mHealth refers specifically to wireless and mobile devices (Gee
et al. 2015). mHealth devices seem ideal for chronic disease self-management because they are widely
spread, portable and ubiquitous (Parmanto et al. 2013). With their access to the internet, mHealth helps
patients anytime, anywhere (Silva et al. 2015; Silver 2015) and is available to a large amount of people.
They not only reach underserved patients (Parmanto et al. 2013) but also overcome geographical,
temporal and organizational barriers (Silver 2015). Accordingly, these cost-effective and scalable
solutions are key in modern healthcare solutions to chronic disease self-management by enabling fast
access to healthcare services (Parmanto et al. 2013; Silver 2015). However, how those specific
functionalities are used and help patients in comparison to other technologies is still unclear (Fiordelli
et al. 2013; Silva et al. 2015).
To date, research on mHealth to enable chronic disease self-management presents inconsistent results
in regard to patients’ health, yet the future of mHealth for chronic diseases is described as “presumably
optimistic” (J.-A. Lee et al. 2018: 17). While mHealth has been developed for different health conditions
there has been an evident focus on chronic diseases because researchers and physicians believe them to
be specifically beneficial to this challenged group (Fiordelli et al. 2013). Patients value mHealth
solutions although the full potential is only achieved if solutions become tailored to specific health needs
(Khan et al. 2018; Somers et al. 2019; Whitehead and Seaton 2016). It also seems that the motivation
to use mHealth decreases as patients gain a sense of mastery over their disease (Tatara et al. 2013).
Content analysis of mHealth solutions has shown that they are not personalized to the patient, and,
accordingly, health advice and results are inconsistent across mHealth solutions (Y.-L. Lee et al. 2018).
Few options have all the features patients need to self-manage their disease (Nguyen et al. 2016). In line
with these findings, some researchers also question previous the inconsistency in health results,
especially in relation to how patients use digital artifacts and how digital artifacts affect them (e.g.
Kitsiou et al. 2017).
Accordingly, much of the research on the development of mHealth has focused on contextualizing
mHealth solutions. Frameworks are, for instance, created to involve all stakeholders in the development
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of mHealth solutions (Marvel et al. 2018). This is important, because adoption depends on alignment
between the values inscribed in the digital artifact and those of the patient (M Dadgar and Joshi 2018).
In another case, Giunti (2018) encourages condition-specific, artifact-based and motivation-related
development of mHealth and presents a development model to create mHealth designs that are
contextual and motivational. Lastly, design science research has been applied to develop mHealth and
sensor solutions which respect the user and the user context throughout the process (Chatterjee et al.
2018).
In the following I will address how mHealth then enables chronic disease self-management activities.

mHealth to Self-Manage Symptoms
The most commonly described mHealth-enabled chronic disease self-management activity is tracking
or monitoring symptoms (J.-A. Lee et al. 2018). Patients are interested in using mHealth to track
symptoms throughout the day (Lunde et al. 2018; Mattila et al. 2010), which is possible because of the
mobility it offers (Parmanto et al. 2013). mHealth compliance is even higher than paper-based diaries,
even for patients with technical literacy challenges, because mHealth enables real-time tracking and has
alarm and audio functionality (Garcia-Palacios et al. 2014). Goal setting via checklists in mHealth
motivates patients to track symptoms as they can track themselves and tick off goals on-the-go
(Dicianno et al. 2017). Furthermore, it is easy for healthcare professionals to get in touch with patients
through the mobile systems, whenever this is needed (Parmanto et al. 2013).
In this way, mHealth makes for cost-efficient ways to learn more about the patients’ everyday real-time
experiences. However, the results of mHealth use for chronic disease patients are not always better than
simply attending in-person consultations (Cubo et al. 2017). While the results have been shown to be
positive after 4-week trial, 5- and 11-month follow-ups were non-significant, suggesting that the
motivation to use mHealth anytime, anywhere decreases after some time has passed (Kristjánsdóttir et
al. 2011). Nonetheless, in general, research evidence on mHealth’s effects on chronic disease status is
positive (J.-A. Lee et al. 2018). One study for instance shows that even though tracking symptoms
through mHealth did not improve chronic disease status, it did improve the general health of the
patients, although the researchers do not determine why (Farmer et al. 2017).
Some studies explore how the mobility of mHealth affects the utilization of the artifact. An interesting
example by Giunti et al. (2018) projected the development of mHealth to help chronic disease patients
manage their daily energy levels throughout the day. Another study has developed a real-time feedback
system to complement the tracking of symptoms with mHealth. Advice on medication, nutrition or
behavior was given when patients needed them (Kearney et al. 2009). By sending patients push
messages to their mobile device, it is also possible to support patients’ reflection on their selfmanagement to make them more aware and engage them in their self-management (Jiang and Cameron
2020). Yet, while patients may perceive the activity of retrieving and reading their data as being
important in efforts to correctly self-manage their disease, they still may not always know how to react
to them (M Dadgar and Joshi 2018).
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mHealth to Communicate with Healthcare Professionals
Literature on mHealth to communicate with healthcare professionals seeks to reveal how mHealth
affects this communication. This has been shown to decrease visits to the physician and increase the
self-management of chronic diseases, creating positive health outcomes by improving physical
symptoms and psychosocial outcomes (De Jong et al. 2014). However, other research results appear
quite ambiguous. For instance, the use of mHealth may enable timely communication with the
physician because of the mobility of the artifact, and such communication is needed, especially in the
early phases of living with a disease (Gibson et al. 2010). However, this type of communication with
healthcare professionals will paradoxically engender patient dependency on healthcare or technical
professionals (Pinnock et al. 2007). Another example is that, with the use of mHealth interventions to
enable communication with healthcare professionals about non-urgent matters whenever needed,
patients score better quality of life and control of disease than without (Cingi et al. 2015). On the other
hand, the use of mHealth for communication has been seen to increase healthcare professionals’
workload due to increased requests for communication throughout the day (Vuorinen et al. 2014).
Perhaps this is one of the reasons why healthcare professionals oppose mHealth as the primary
communication option (Cingi et al. 2015).
mHealth enables communication between physicians and patients from afar, yet the mobility of
mHealth also means that patients can bring the digital artifact to the consultation with the physician
(Khan et al. 2018). Patients find that mHealth amply supplements the consultation if it enables the
coverage of personal needs; however, patients do not want it to replace consultations with physicians.
Physicians meanwhile believe they gain a better understanding of the patient from the use of mHealth
(ibid). To encourage patients to keep tracking their disease with mHealth, however, physicians who read
patient data must clearly show their empathy for the patient when doing so. A lack of empathy may
discourage patients (M Dadgar and Joshi 2018).

mHealth to use Social Support Systems
Piette et al.'s (2015) study makes an interesting observation in on the combined mHealth and
involvement of a CarePartner (a friend or family member) in self-management. They found that
automatic status reports from mHealth solutions to CarePartners not only improved patients’
medication adherence, health status and signs of depression but also caregiver communication. These
results emphasize the importance of community in everyday chronic disease self-management, but also
describe how patients’ sharing of detailed health data with CarePartners influences patients’
performance of self-management. But although mHealth has also been shown to enable this kind of
“track and share” activity with existing social networks or online communities, patients can also do so
in community opportunities in the app and mainstream social media platforms (Jiang and Cameron
2020). Patients sometimes distrust the forums in which other patients comment and write and,
accordingly, they do not use the information they find there (Dadgar and Joshi 2018).
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mHealth use by Children and Adolescents
Children and adolescents are immature, a work in progress (Frøisland et al. 2012). Accordingly, it is no
surprise that self-management of chronic diseases by children and adolescents differs from selfmanagement by adults in the process of self-management and goal setting by children and adolescents.
The process of self-management differs importantly between children and adults in that children and
adolescents share the responsibility of self-management activities with parents or caregivers, who are
deciding or co-deciding how the disease is managed. Achieving responsibility for own care is a gradual
process, in which children and adolescents collaborate with both healthcare professionals and parents.
Healthcare professionals do not agree on a specific age where children are old enough to take full
responsibility for the activities (Schilling et al. 2002). Studies have even revealed that for 12- to 18-yearolds to adequately adhere to treatment plans, parents need to closely supervise their self-management
activities (Ellis et al. 2007). Use of goals is a way to help along the process of maturation and motivate
children to self-manage their disease (Clark et al. 2001). Goal setting is an important, yet difficult,
activity for children and adolescents because child’s and parents’ goals may differ and in some cases
even clash (Schilling et al. 2002).
Digital artifacts are available to enable children and adolescents in performing chronic disease selfmanagement activities (Armoiry et al. 2018) and given the large ownership by children and adolescents
(Carpenter et al. 2016; Fedele et al. 2017), even of low socioeconomic status (Rhee et al. 2014); the
ubiquity of smartphones (Fedele et al. 2017); and the willingness of children and adolescents to use
smartphones (Fedele et al. 2017; Frøisland et al. 2012; Rhee et al. 2014), they appear to be a fitting
choice when studying and developing behavior-changing digital artifacts.
Little has been written about when children and adolescents should use mHealth during their disease
self-management. Yet it is noted that systems are most helpful just after the disease is diagnosed, as
children and parents are anxious about managing symptoms at this time (Gibson et al. 2010).
Furthermore, when children and adolescents are allowed to decide when and what text reminders they
receive, they are more likely to self-manage their disease (Britto et al. 2012).
The following will discuss what the research has so far found on the subject of mHealth for chronic
disease management by children and adolescents.

mHealth Enabled Self-management Activities by Children and Adolescents
On an overall note, findings on mHealth use by children and adolescents are promising, especially in
regard to behavioral changes in self-management (Fedele et al. 2017). Use of mHealth to symptom selfmanage often connects with the use of mHealth to communicate with healthcare professionals, as
mHealth is used to supply physicians with information. In fact, in the communication between
adolescents and healthcare professionals, the use of mHealth has been seen to promote engagement,
relationship and trust (Huang et al. 2014). For instance, adolescents use mHealth to track symptoms,
which calms them when they experience a frightening symptom, while the tracked data are also helpful
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in communication with healthcare professionals (Gibson et al. 2010). mHealth can enable personalized
feedback to adolescents, produced from information collected by SMS about their symptoms in daily
life (MacDonell et al. 2012). When these mHealth-tracked symptoms, lifestyle choices and causes are
used at consultations with the physician, they enable the development and understanding of disease
treatments. In this way, mHealth is described as more of an educational than a communication tool,
which is appreciated by adolescents and physicians (Frøisland et al. 2012). Adolescents also prefer SMS
to communicate with healthcare professionals from a distance (ibid) and both children and adolescents
will use SMS to communicate health status, report symptoms and receive medication reminders
(Franklin et al. 2008; Rhee et al. 2014). Research has presented cases in which the use of SMS has
improved adolescents’ abilities to perform self-management (Huang et al. 2014). All of these activities,
and communication with healthcare professionals, are needed as part of an integrated approach to
improve adolescents’ adherence (Leonard et al. 2017) and the likelihood for that to occur is higher when
adolescents are trying to achieve self-set disease goals (Clark et al. 2001).
The use of social support systems is especially important to children and adolescents with chronic
diseases, because the management of the disease is a shared responsibility between children and
caregivers. In fact, although Ellis et al. (2007) do not describe the use of digital artifacts or mHealth,
they show how parents or caregivers are instrumental in ensuring the self-management of the child’s
disease. In regard to the use of mHealth to enable this activity, it is shown that the involvement of
caregivers in mHealth-enabled chronic disease self-management to produce larger effects (Fedele et al.
2017). These findings are questionable, however, because: 1) they mainly target children under the age
of five, and 2) focus on the immunization of the child, not self-management (ibid). In general, the
literature mentions caregivers as an important factor in the self-management of children and
adolescents with chronic diseases. However, it is uncertain why, since research about parent
involvement is unclear and conflicting (Armoiry et al. 2018; Fedele et al. 2017). mHealth enables
symptom self-management, information use and drug self-management, which are also described as
key activities for adolescents to take ownership of their disease (Carpenter et al. 2016). It has
furthermore been researched that adolescents’ independence in disease self-management is increased
by the use of mHealth (Franklin et al. 2008; Gammon et al. 2005; Seid et al. 2012). However,
adolescents and parents hypothesize the parent as a main actor in the performance of self-management
in a proposed mHealth strategy (Sezgin et al. 2018). Caregivers report a decreased burden when
adolescents self-manage by the use of mHealth and that fewer arguments take place between parents
and children about disease self-management (Franklin et al. 2008). In one study, participants even
explained that they believed the artifact would improve communication between family members by
enabling parents to see children’s data through a parental gateway (Holtz et al. 2017).
Furthermore, the literature on parent involvement in mHealth-enabled self-management of chronic
disease by children and adolescents does not differ between children across age groups. Literature on
children with chronic diseases has been seen to divide children into age groups for various reasons
(Thierry et al. 2014); for instance children’s cognitive abilities varying across age groups (Berry et al.
1993) and their need across various age groups to involve caregivers in self-management (Baars et al.
2005; Barlow et al. 1999). However, most studies focus either on young children (Fedele et al. 2017) or
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mature children (e.g. Frøisland et al. 2012; Gibson et al. 2010; Rhee et al. 2014; Slater et al. 2017).
According to Fedele et al.’s (2017) review, 9 out of 16 qualitative studies that involve caregivers target
very young children (aged 5 and under) and two thirds of these studies involved an intervention to
remind caregivers about immunization – consequently the child is not involved in the study (Fedele et
al. 2017). Of the few studies that include children in all (Franklin et al. 2008; Leonard et al. 2017) or
two (e.g. Carpenter et al. 2016; Ellis et al. 2007) age categories, they do not differ between the different
ways in which parents involve themselves in self-management according to the child’s age.

Parent/caregiver involvement in studies on children and adolescents’ digitally enabled
chronic disease self-management
Reference

Age of patient

Parental/caregiver involvement in study

Franklin et al.
2008

8–18 years

Did not include parents/caregivers.

Gibson et al.
2010

14–18 years

Explained as important to the self-management of children, however,
their involvement in mHealth is not discussed.

Seid et al. 2012

12–18 years

A potential benefit is a decrease in patient-parent conflict.

Frøisland et al.
2012

13–19 years

Did not include parents/caregivers.

Rhee et al. 2014

13–17 years

App provides parents with daily reports summarizing adolescents’
symptoms to enable timely and adequate care. However, the effect on
this to the patient-parent relationship or the patient’s self-management
is not discussed.

Huang et al.
2014

12–22 years

Did not include parents/caregivers.

Gammon et al.
2015

9–15 years

Parents are more involved in patients’ mHealth use if patients track
irregularly, compared to patients that regularly track symptoms.
Increasing reminders from mHealth may result in parent-patient
conflicts, which ultimately harm tracking.

Carpenter et al.
2016

12–16 years

The app should provide an option to share data with parents to
enhance social support, however, thus far it does not.

Slater et al. 2017

15–24 years

Did not include parents/caregivers.

Leonard et al.
2017

8–21 years

Caregivers are included, however, not discussed.

Holtz et al. 2017

10–15 years

Parents are involved in the self-management and has their own
gateway to observe children’s registrations.

Table 2: Parent/caregiver involvement in studies on children and adolescents’ digitally enabled chronic disease self-management

Another reason for the lack of clarity on parent involvement in chronic disease self-management is that
most research mentions but does not study caregivers as part of the disease management activity (e.g.
Carpenter et al. 2016; Gibson et al. 2010; Rhee et al. 2014). A recent review noted that, although the
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body of literature on mHealth-enabled chronic disease management for children and adolescents is
growing, parental involvement and the role of parents is often not discussed (Armoiry et al. 2018). Table
2 clarifies the age of patients and the degree of the involvement of parents/caregivers in the studies on
digitally enabled chronic disease self-management.

Use Barriers and Concerns
A final comment on mHealth-enabled chronic disease self-management by children and adolescents:
these digital artifacts should not be trusted blindly, as research studies have shown that adoption and
use of mHealth by adolescents is still a challenge (Fedele et al. 2017). Although adolescents feel more in
control of their disease and the symptoms when using mHealth to self-manage them, their symptoms
have been seen to worsen (Rhee et al. 2014). mHealth has furthermore failed to integrate into real-world
settings and adoption practices, making it less likely for children and adolescents to use (Slater et al.
2017). Lastly, chronic disease self-management activities change as children mature physiologically and
psychologically (Schilling et al. 2002) which may change expectations for mHealth severely (Slater et
al. 2017).

Summary of Findings and Gaps in Literature
As seen in this review of the literature, the pool of literature on digitally enabled chronic disease selfmanagement is rapidly growing. In this review, I examined the use to support the activities of symptom
management, communication with physicians and social support. Interestingly, this research does not
study the unintended consequences of such digital artifacts to patients’ everyday life, although most of
the artifacts are intended for daily use. Instead, it focuses on the effects of the digital artifacts, on the
one hand, and development to motivate use on the other. This research gap was also noted in Jiang and
Cameron’s (2020) review, where the researchers comment that medical research treats the use of digital
artifacts as “[...] a black box and largely ignores the impacts of user perceptions and experiences”
(p.452). On the other hand, IS and computer science focus on the design of useful and effective digital
artifacts by examining them in detail, but this “[...] largely ignores the chronic disease context and
patients’ specific needs” (p.452). Accordingly, for Jiang and Cameron’s (2020) review, the results are
consistent with what I found in mine. In their words, the literature stream is in need of a more holistic
understanding of this phenomenon. Consequently, Jiang and Cameron’s (2020) literature review is
concluded by suggesting that researchers especially “[...] pursue more diverse perspectives of ITSM
[self-monitoring] for chronic care”, and “[...] pursue an in-depth understanding of the transformational
role of IT in chronic care” (p.482).
mHealth solutions are distinctly different from other digital artifacts because of their mobility. As shown
here, researchers describe this characteristic as being important to chronic disease management
because it enables self-management activities to be carried out anytime, anywhere. This characteristic
furthermore increases the adherence of patients to agreed-upon self-management plans. It also
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improves the communication between patients and physicians. Looking further into the literature on
mHealth-enabled chronic disease self-management, the performance of activities entailed in such selfmanagement differs between children and adolescents and other chronic disease patients. In the case
of children and adolescents, parental involvement is seen as instrumental for patients’ self-management
in the general self-management literature (Ellis et al. 2007), yet parents and caregivers are barely
mentioned in studies of mHealth use. For instance, the literature does not describe the details of
digitally enabled self-management as a shared set of activities between patient and parents and how
parental involvement differs across age groups. Hence, researchers call for studies explaining caregiver
involvement in cases of mHealth use by children and adolescents (Fedele et al. 2017). It is especially
notable that the research does not address the social mechanisms between caregiver and patient in
mHealth enabled chronic disease management (ibid). As Badawy et al. (2018) express: “Caregivers are
an essential component of the care of the child, and more studies are needed to evaluate the use of
eHealth in the parent-and-child dynamic to better understand optimal use of eHealth for both parts of
this dynamic” (p. 2).
My study aims to answer these different calls by examining both the unintended consequences of
mHealth use and parental involvement in children’s and adolescents’ disease self-management. As
suggested by Jiang and Cameron (2020) I do so through an in-depth study of chronic disease children’s
and adolescents’ mHealth use in everyday life and by the use of theory to enable a better understanding
of the experiences of such use.
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CHAPTER 3

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Research on Individual Everyday use of Information Systems
Since the Industrial Revolution, information systems (IS) have had a growing place in organizations
and have brought dramatic improvements to productivity (Bojanova 2014). In fact, it is almost
impossible to think of an organization that does not use IS to organize itself today. The use of IS in
organizations has also changed since the introduction of IS to organizations. Many systems work on
their own to take care of tasks that humans previously performed. Moreover, with ever-evolving
technologies that rapidly become smaller, more powerful and user-friendly, a larger proportion of
employees are using IS in workplaces for all kinds of work tasks. The effects of IS on the nature of work
are far reaching and may have fundamental consequences for work, as seen in agricultural organizations
(Vnther and Müller 2018), the police force (Waardenburg et al. 2018) and in operating theatres
(Sergeeva et al. n.d.). In combination, the technical development and the consequences of its
implementation have caused a change from organization-owned IS targeting the goals of the specific
organization to individual IS, targeting employees’ specific work tasks and personal life (Lamb and
Kling 2003). Organizations have even started to offer BYOD (build your own device) with professional
and personal functionalities to potential employees (Weeger et al. 2016). Accordingly, the application
of IS has grown for a range of different tasks which enable the use of them at home (Bojanova 2014). In
other words, as part of the shift to IS use in organizations, IS have found a place beyond organizations
in human everyday life. IS are no longer preserved for organizations but have become something that
everyone owns and organizes their everyday life with and by (Baskerville 2011a). On top of that, it should
be noted that digital natives, who grew up in a world of digital artifacts, and digital immigrants who did
not (Prensky 2001), have very different perceptions of IS use. Digital natives seamlessly transition
between the professional and personal use of IS and, for them, the boundaries between professional
and personal use are blurred (Vodanovich et al. 2010).
This evolving nature of IS is encouraging a shift in focus for IS researchers (Baskerville 2011a; Sørensen
2016). While researchers within IS have traditionally focused on the organizational use of IS, new
boundaries for the field include the personal use of digital artifacts (Crowston et al. 2010; Kupfer et al.
2018). Questions about how humans surround themselves and use digital artifacts in their personal life
are numerous and this digitalization of everyday life means that IS research should broaden its
boundaries (Avison and Elliot 2006; Tarafdar et al. 2015). However, the role and use of digital artifacts
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in personal settings is fundamentally different from the role and use in organizations (Baskerville 2011a;
Brown and Venkatesh 2005), which concepts such as hedonic, mandatory and mixed use have been
used to specify (Van der Heijden 2004; Middleton et al. 2014; Venkatesh et al. 2012). In his descriptions
of individual IS, Baskerville (2011a, 2011b) draws clear boundaries between personal and professional
systems. Following Baskerville (2011a, 2011b), Kupfer et al. (2018) define professional systems as
consisting of functionalities that increase work productivity, whereas personal systems include
entertainment systems, retailing purchasing systems, personal communication systems and
home/private productivity systems. Kupfer et al. (2018) furthermore point out that some systems have
fluent boundaries and may be included to enhance both personal and professional tasks. These are
systems such as personal finance systems, office productivity systems, network systems and computing
systems. However, a bibliometric analysis of journal articles in top IS outlets found that, even if there is
a growing interest in the personal use of digital artifacts, few papers are published on the topic (Kupfer
et al. 2018).
Although most IS research focuses on the organizational use of IS, the IS research tradition is still
believed to enable a much-appreciated understanding of the evolving phenomena of personal IS use
(Baskerville 2011a). Furthermore, because the personal use of IS in people’s everyday life has
implications to organizations that fundamentally change organizational collaboration with employees,
customers and society in general, there is a need to understand this change. Consequently, the IS
research community calls for studies on the individual use of digital artifacts outside of organizations
(Baskerville 2011a; Crowston et al. 2010; Kupfer et al. 2018; Sørensen 2016) .
IS research on personal use has largely concentrated on entertainment systems such as online gaming
(e.g. Hou et al. 2019), personal communication systems such as social media (e.g. Kane et al. 2012;
Levina and Arriaga 2014; Susarla et al. 2012) and virtual worlds (e.g. Schultze 2010), home/private
productivity systems such as fitness trackers and home/household systems (e.g. Brown and Venkatesh
2005), and general tendencies for personal IS use (e.g. Hoehle et al. 2015; Vodanovich et al. 2010).
Some researchers apply theories that were originally developed and used in organizations to explain
individual use. The Technology Adaption Model (TAM) has, for instance, been used to explain 74% of
the variance in intention to adopt IS in households (Brown and Venkatesh 2005). Another example
draws on theories about habitual organizational IS use to conclude that specific digital artifact strategies
can disrupt unwanted online personal gambling habits (Hou et al. 2019). Furthermore, by applying
Hofstede’s five cultural values, it has been shown that culture on a national level does not affect user
intentions to use mobile applications (Hoehle et al. 2015). Lastly, investigations of Twitter use have used
marketing theories to show how individuals express uniqueness through personally branding
themselves online. Users have done so both by providing their own knowledge to chosen conversations
(Boyd et al. 2010; Shi et al. 2013) and by promoting other users’ knowledge (Geva et al. 2019).
Theories to understand the specific personal use of IS in everyday life have also been developed without
the use of organizational theories, although the paradigm has not been fully conceptualized (Matt et al.
2019). To outline where researchers may contribute to the knowledge on personal IS, Matt et al. (2019)
recently developed a framework with research directions for personal IS by explicating the different
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roles individuals may have and the different angles through which they may be studied. An individual
with a digital artifact can take the role of him- or herself, as social being, as citizen, as customer or as
employee and the research angle can be one of consequences, behavior or design (Matt et al. 2019). In
the case of How-R-you, the patient acts the role of him- or herself and a social being and this case is
investigated from the angle of use and consequences of use of the self-management artifact. Use of selftracking devices (such as How-R-you) have also been explored by IS researchers from both individual
and social angles. From the individual angle, researchers have focused on the benefits of self-tracking
and why people accept, use or discontinue the use of the devices (Kamal et al. 2010; Li et al. 2010, 2011;
MacLeod et al. 2013; Rooksby et al. 2014). Engaging in self-tracking devices takes place through five
different phases: preparation, collection, integration, reflection and action (Li et al. 2010). Yet, when
the individual him- or herself uses such devices, this does not necessarily lead to behavioral changes,
although users do reflect mentally on their self-tracked data using four different coping tactics (Sjöklint
et al. 2015). Accordingly, it is not surprising that most of the self-tracking literature focuses on the
psychological effect of self-tracking (Kamal et al. 2010). Self-tracking is seen to give the user a greater
feeling of control of their life (Choe et al. 2014; Li et al. 2010; Nafus and Sherman 2014), even if the
technologies are sometimes experienced as annoying because they raise the users’ awareness of their
own bodily flesh (Lupton 2012; Ruckenstein 2014). The social angle of self-tracking is less commonly
studied, yet some individuals are drawn to the community perspective of trackers (Lupton 2013; Nafus
and Sherman 2014). While individual users are motivated by goals and drawn to self-tracking because
of the data-collection aspect, users without specific goals may be drawn to tracking devices for a social
experience (James et al. 2019).
In summary, the IS field’s contributions to personal use of IS are rapidly growing (Yoo et al. 2012),
although work on the paradigm is neither fully conceptualized (Baskerville 2011a; Matt et al. 2019), nor
sufficiently well represented in IS outlets (Kupfer et al. 2018). Accordingly, we still lack a consistent
body of theory to explain the impact of digital artifacts in personal everyday life (Baskerville 2011a;
Ciriello and Richter 2015). Furthermore, the perspective of the embedded digital artifact to everyday
life is not well elaborated (Bødker 2017), and most theories do not take both the role of individuals’ use
of digital artifact and the context within which it is used into account. This perspective, however, is
important due to the increasing presence and influence that personal digital artifacts have in our
everyday life and the different contexts we use them in. At a time where organizations are increasing
their digital initiatives, it is furthermore important to understand how these initiatives are perceived
and used, and how they change customers’, employees’ and stakeholders’ behavior.
Youngling Yoo’s (2010) conceptual framework of experiential computing is seldom adopted in research,
although the framework is well-suited for research that explores the increasing role of digital artifacts
as embedded in everyday life for two reasons: (1) it places emphasis on digital artifact-mediated
experiences of individuals in their everyday life, and (2) it takes into account that digital artifact use is
intricately entangled in an everyday context by including contextual dimensions. The experiential
computing framework enables a deep understanding of how digital artifacts change the experiences of
everyday life. Recently, researchers have explored the theory from auto-ethnographic approaches,
leading Avital et al. (2017, p. 245) to ask whether auto-ethnographies will be the mainstream way of
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exploring experiential computing theory, or if we can study the phenomenon in a more traditional
manner. In this dissertation, I suggest the experiential computing framework to uncover experiences of
digitally enabled chronic disease self-management in everyday life. This perspective is currently needed
in the literature stream regarding digitally enabled chronic disease self-management to shed light on
the far-reaching consequences of digital artifacts.
In the following I will firstly present Yoo’s (2010) experiential computing framework and then move
towards an elaboration of this framework by unfolding Ihde’s (1990) theories, which heavily inspired
Yoo’s (2010) framework.

Experiential Computing in Everyday Life
On an overall note, Yoo (2010) argues that digital artifacts are new types of technologies that digitize
our everyday artifacts and weave themselves into the fabric of our everyday life. The number of digital
artifacts in everyday life has grown exponentially and, with their increasingly smaller size and higher
computing power, they sneak into and change our everyday life. They enable individuals to perform new
things by, for instance, connecting individuals across large distances while, at the same time, these
individuals are physically able to use other digital or non-digital artifacts. On the other hand, the use of
digital artifacts can also take place from afar. Furthermore, a digital artifact can adapt to the needs of
the person using it, giving it a specific personal value for the user. In this way, digital artifacts innovate
everyday life, and more than that – they become one with the individuals using them and alter their
experiences (Yoo 2010).
Yoo (2010) then defines experiential computing in the following way:
Experiential computing is defined as digitally mediated embodied experiences in everyday
activities through everyday artifacts with embedded computing capabilities. By everyday
activities, I mean non computing activities that we do to sustain our daily lives. By everyday
artifacts, I mean non-computer artifacts with which we interact. (p.215)
To understand this concept in context, Yoo (2010) suggests the experiential computing framework,
which is concerned with the nature of the relationship between human and digital artifacts.
Furthermore, it describes how this relationship affects our experiences of the world. Yoo (2010) draws
on Ihde’s (1990) work to say that, with the increased volume and affordances of digital artifacts, the
relationship between humans and digital artifacts has drastically changed. In particular, as described
in Dourish (2001), two perspectives have previously been applied when researching this relationship;
representational computing and imagined computing. The perspective of representational computing
explains that the digital artifact is merely representing physical life, for instance by representing a
feeling or an amount by using a number. Within IS, this is the approach most researchers have taken
(see reviews by Banker and Kauffman 2004; Orlikowski and Iacono 2001; Orlikowski and Scott 2008;
Sidorova et al. 2008). On the other hand, imagined computing is used to explain that the relationship
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between actor and digital artifact is the user’s focal point in the interaction with digital artifact. Research
from this perspective often accounts for the creation of online alter egos or avatars (e.g. Suh et al. 2011).
In contrast to the perspectives of representational and imagined computing, Yoo (2010) argues that the
interaction between artifact, world and people is embodied in everyday practices, and social and
physical relationships are experienced directly. Digital artifacts no longer merely represent physical life
or are used to imagine it. Drawing heavily on Don Ihde’s Technology and the Lifeworld, Yoo (2010)
proposes the experiential relationship between digital artifact and person. “Technology is not being
interpreted, neither is it being experienced as an end in itself. Instead, it directly shapes and occasionally
transforms our lived experiences” (Yoo 2010:218). In this way digital artifacts are not presenting
abstractions from the world, but rather they are embodied in all we do in a way that cannot part them
from any of our practices. This embodied relationship is the premise of experiential computing.
Yoo (2010) reference Dourish (2001) to define embodiment as “the property of being manifest in and
of the everyday world”. As explained in Dourish (2001), the concept of embodiment is not new, rather
it is “a common theme running through much twentieth century thought” (p. 21). In particular, however,
it has played a role in much work in the school of philosophical thought, phenomenology. In this way,
experiential computing as presented by Yoo (2010) with the key concept of “embodiment” draws on a
long line of philosophical work, for instance that of (Merleau-Ponty 1962).
From Yoo’s (2010) perspective, experiential computing necessitates a post-phenomenological
perspective (Merleau-Ponty 1962) because experiential computing takes its point of departure in the
user-digital artifact perspective to question the embodiment of artifacts, world and people. Yoo (2010)
argues that:
[...] the embodied experience is conceptualized as an interaction between our body and the
environments characterized by four dimensions: time, space, other actors, and things
(including the natural world). Experiential computing then rests on the possibility of complete
or partial mediation of the four dimensions of lived human experiences by technology (p. 218).
In other words, the embodied relationship between digital artifact and human changes the experience
of the four contextual dimensions. It is these experiences that experiential computing is interested in
uncovering.
The embodied experience has consequences for each of the four dimensions. Yoo (2010) explains that
the dimension of space is a physically constructed structure of connected things. Space is experienced
through the body, meaning that humans understand what is up, down or sideways through their
physical existence. As such, the construction of space is shaped through human activities and it is
performed intentionally. However, humans cannot experience space independently of things because
of the embodiment of artifacts, world and people.
The same is true for the dimension of time. As with space, experiences of time are anchored in the body
and humans can only be in one place at a specific time. The experience of time is constructed by both
the anticipation of the future and a reconstruction of the past. Things are emergent and evolving as part
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of the embodied experience. Thus, the embodied experience of time and space does not change the
concept of time and space and people can only be present here and now. This means that we are situated
in the now, whether we are off- or online, digital or analogue (Yoo 2010).
Time and space are tightly related to digital artifacts and how digitization is enabling relationships
between actors. Everyday artifacts are being digitized in simple and complex ways, ranging from the
tagging of things with two-dimensional barcodes to complex embedded sensors in objects. This
digitization gives actors information about – and enables interaction with – an artifact or allows an
artifact to interact with other artifacts. Digitization then is the process of encoding analogue information
into a digital format which again creates programmable, addressable, sensible, communicable,
memorable, traceable, and associable artifacts (Yoo 2010).
Digitization also enables relationships between actors to occur across time and space barriers by
enabling a social bond even when actors are not in the same physical place. Social media platforms such
as Myspace, Facebook or LinkedIn or other networks that also incorporate factors such as location, time
and artifacts in online social networking are examples of this. Because digital artifacts are embodied
these relationships are as real as when experienced without digital artifacts (Yoo 2010).

Experiential Computing Research
Research adopting the experiential computing point of view has fostered some interesting contributions
to the literature on personal IS use. It is suggested that researching the embodiment of digital artifacts
moves the focus from organizations to individuals because experiential computing extends the
individual’s experience of their own body (Prasopoulou 2017). This has been seen in different ways. For
instance, the embodiment directly influences human emotional and physical states, which is seen by
the physical reactions (such as goosebumps, tensions, headaches, small pleasures, etc.) to digital
artifacts (Bødker 2017; Bødker and Chamberlain 2016). These emotional and physical reactions are
especially interesting because emotions towards digital artifact functionalities are seen to affect actors’
use and continued use of technologies. Emotions related to the disconfirmation of perceived benefits –
especially positively or negatively – arouse users to use or not use technologies (Ding and Chai 2015).
Emotional reactions to personal data lead to different coping tactics (disregard, procrastination,
selective attribution and neglect) and not just a rational changed behavior (Sjöklint et al. 2015). Another
example of how focus changes with experiential computing is research exploring the individual process
of embodying digital artifacts. Such embodiment goes through different phases through which the
relationship between human and digital artifact dramatically changes from new and interesting to
mundane and well-known. Furthermore, the use of digital artifacts as embodied can both occur as an
integral part of everyday life processes, but also as a reflective process from the mundane everyday life
(Bødker et al. 2014). On the other hand, mobile digital artifacts provide specific affordances for
embodied experiences that are observed to hamper reflectivity. In Piccoli’s research, triggered essential
reviewing is the immediate online response to service encounters through digital artifacts which takes
place as a consequence of the artifact’s embodiment (Piccoli 2016). Finally, instead of researching
organizations, researchers have moved towards describing how individual views on organizations
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change as a consequence of the embodiment of digital artifacts. Digital immigrants and digital natives
are experiencing computing differently and organizations should technologically adapt to the embodied
technological needs of digital natives (Vodanovich et al. 2010). In fact, for digital natives, the boundaries
between organizations and everyday life are blurred (ibid).

Don Ihde’s Experiential Computing
Yoo’s (2010) framework on experiential computing presents an interesting approach to studying the
embodied experience in everyday life because it proposes an account of both the relationship between
human and digital artifact and the surrounding context. However, a re-reading of the technophilosopher Don Ihde’s (1990) work, which inspired Yoo’s (2010) framework, offers some muchappreciated elaboration of Yoo’s (2010) initial conceptualization. In the following I will outline aspects
of Ihde’s (1990) ideas to clarify the concepts outlined above.
Ihde (1990) explains how humans perceive the world through embodied technologies. Through
Heidegger’s concepts, Ihde (1990) points out that technologies provide a representation of the world,
that, when embodied, restricts and amplifies how people may sense or interpret the world. The concept
of technological intentionality is a key notion in Don Ihde’s work. Drawing on the difference between
humans and technologies he states that:
The difference is that all instruments have differently shaped 'intentionalities' which expose
precisely those aspects of the world which have hitherto either been overlooked, taken as
unimportant, not known at all, or even totally unsuspected (Ihde 1979, p. 78).
While technologies uncover just one aspect of the world, it is argued that humans are less selective and
more broadminded when it comes to what they experience. Embodied technologies, with different
intentionalities, furthermore amplify and reduce the human experience of the technology’s specific
intentionality (Ihde 1990). For instance, in the case of an X-ray, the technology enhances the doctor’s
visual intentionality and amplifies the viewing of fluids in the joints. However, the X-ray cannot uncover
the swelling or the rash that follows with increasing fluid levels. Hence, the X-ray both reduces and
amplifies the visual intentionality.
Because embodied technologies have this effect on humans, it is impossible to talk about what actors
are, without also touching upon which technologies they use and how. Technologies extend what
humans can do and transform humans with new capacities. In this sense, the human body is not fixed
but malleable. Some technologies require extensive training to use, yet, when embodied, humans use
them without even thinking about how. Of course, specific technologies fit specific uses. The X-ray is
used by a doctor to understand the progression or severity of a disease. A football coach would not know
how to use the X-ray or what to look for. In this way, technologies enable different actions to accomplish
different tasks which define people’s roles. Therefore, humans are also shaped by the technologies they
surround themselves with. When understanding an actor, it is important to pay attention to the artifacts
they use, because these artifacts reflect the role of the actor (Ihde 1990).
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In regard to the dimension of space, Ihde (1990) draws specifically on the historical development of
tools for navigation to understand how people experience space. Before the development of maps, a
position in space was experienced from the narrow viewpoint of the person. Because space was not very
precisely viewed, the idea of space was broad. The development of maps necessitated that people saw
their positions from above because they needed to imagine themselves to be above their position to read
the map. This change influenced the perception of the world and humans’ place in it by giving people
more precise locations and understandings of their travels from one place to the other; however, it also
disembodied people from the world.
Similarly, the development of the clock changed the human experience of time because the clock
quantified the previously subjectively interpreted time. Ihde points out that the technology gave
humans a new concept of time, which not only changed how humans perceive, but also how they act
upon, time. In his explanation of the clock, Ihde explains that the symbolic values of the clock represent
two dimensions of time. One dimension is the instant represented by the hands of the clock. A hand
increases the specificity of time to allow for particular instants. Ihde demonstrates the difference
between the subjective interpretation and the quantified view of the instant by drawing on a meeting
between two people from two perspectives. In the first example, the meeting will take place when the
sun is in its highest position of the sky. Since the two people subjectively interpret the broad span of
when this could happen, the one who is at the meeting place first is not anxious regarding why the other
one is not yet there. With the introduction of the first hand (hours) of a clock, people became more
precise but also more anxious, as the precision of time introduced a higher degree of timeconsciousness. The aspect of precision and time-consciousness increases with the introduction of both
the minute and second hands. A situation where two people are meeting at twelve noon is radically
different from the previous example, because a larger degree of precision is required and expected of
both. The second dimension of time is the span or duration of time represented by the round clock face.
With the development of digital watches, however, the instant is centered while duration of time is
placed more into the background (Ihde 1990). In fact, the connectedness of smart watches could be
argued to foreground the instant even more, since our understandings of instances are precisely the
same with internet-run timekeeping. Furthermore, Ihde (1990) argues that the backgrounding of
duration of time requires new mental thought processes, because duration must be inferred.
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CHAPTER 4

EMPIRICAL CASE
Data for this dissertation were collected by following chronic disease children using a digital artifact to
manage their disease, Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis (JIA), in their everyday life and at the hospital. This
case description will introduce the section for children’s rheumatology at Aarhus University Hospital
(AUH), the JIA patients included in this study and the development and functions of the digital artifact,
How-R-you.

JIA Patients
Aside from their age and disease, JIA children do not have much in common. As with all other children,
they have different interests, dreams and some even have other medical conditions to manage. These
differences are especially noticeable in the children’s everyday life. Although I did observe children
when they attended consultations at AUH, I spent most of my time with JIA children in their homes, in
school and at afterschool activities. For most of these children, their everyday life is not centered around
the disease. For instance, Robert’s greatest interest was playing soccer. Robert played soccer every day
and hated winter, mostly because the local soccer club was closed at that time. Every time I saw him, he
was wearing a soccer strip and, whenever he was with his friends, they were playing soccer. Another
child, Rachel, spent as much time as possible horseback riding. Since the riding school was quite far
away, she did not go every day. However, her uncle built two wooden horses that she and her friend
always played on in her garden. When together, Rachel and her friend only played games involving
horses. For Christmas and birthdays, she only wished for riding gear. These two examples show how, in
everyday life, the disease was not center of attention, rather something else was.
I met with many different JIA children during this fieldwork and, from the patient’s viewpoint, only a
few felt that the disease limited their everyday life and activities. In fact, one word I heard repeatedly
during this fieldwork about the self-management of chronic diseases was “everyday life”. Accordingly,
in the presentation of the children in this fieldwork, it is important to note that the disease is not
experienced as a separate part of the children, but instead entangled in their everyday life. The children
do not necessarily experience it as something that keeps them from doing specific things. Part of the
explanation for recall bias is that children forget the chronic disease as something separate from their
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Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis – a medical overview
Although little is known about this disease, JIA is the general term for all types of arthritis appearing in children
under the age of 16 and persisting for at least 6 weeks (Ravelli and Martini 2007). To date, the cause is unknown,
although researchers believe it to be related to both genetic and environmental factors (Prakken et al. 2011).
JIA is characterized as a malfunction in the child's immune system which, triggered by an environmental factor,
initiates an inflammation in one or more joints (Prakken et al. 2011). If the inflammation is not treated it will
damage the joints, which may cause substantial consequences to bones. The eyes and kidneys may also endure
sustained damage if attacked and not treated effectively and the effects can leave the patients with lifelong
disabilities. Often the medical treatment also leaves patients with adverse effects, either physically or
psychologically (Consolaro et al. 2016). The inflammatory condition has several symptoms, the most common
being severe pain, stiffness and swelling in joints, rashes and redness on infected areas, and fever (Ravelli and
Martini 2007).
The International League of Associations for Rheumatology (ILAR) has categorized seven different subtypes of
the disease. These present themselves differently, and have different clinical features and genetic backgrounds.
Although the subtypes do affect some of the treatment features of the disease (e.g. frequency of appointments,
types of medication, screening for specific symptoms), the disease has many common features and it is generally
treated in the same manner (Ravelli and Martini 2007).
JIA is a rare disease. In developed countries it has been reported to have a prevalence that varies between 16 and
150 per 100,000 and an incidence of between 2 and 20 per 100,000 (Prakken et al. 2011). Furthermore, a higher
proportion of girls than boys have the disease (Ravelli and Martini 2007). Remission of the disease is seen in
around half of the cases (Prakken et al. 2011).
The treatment of JIA has developed remarkably during the past 30 years. The aim of medical treatment is to
reach complete control of the disease, to preserve the physical and psychological integrity of the child, and to
prevent any long-term consequences related to the disease or its therapy (Ravelli and Martini 2007, p. 773). This
is achieved through long-term monitoring of the disease activity, treatment and damage to continuously
understand the activity of the disease and targeted joint (Consolaro et al. 2009).

Box 1: Facts about Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis

everyday life and the symptoms are consequently difficult to remember. However, information about
their disease is still believed to be important to their treatment (J.-A. Lee et al. 2018; Paré et al. 2010),
hence the digital artifact presents an opportunity to track the disease in the patients’ everyday life.
The six children in this fieldwork represent a variety of JIA children in order to reflect both their
similarities and differences. They have been chosen in consultation with the physician and gatekeeper
on the project from four different parameters: 1) disease, 2) maturity group, and 3) associated hospital.
Firstly, all of the studied children are diagnosed with JIA, and JIA is the only chronic condition they
have (read more on JIA in Box 1). This is important to ensure that the children’s registrations in HowR-you are primarily focused on JIA and not other chronic diseases. Secondly, the six children have been
chosen to represent three different maturity groups. Literature has described age-groups as important
for a JIA child’s cognitive abilities to understand and act on a chronic disease (Tong et al. 2012). In this
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study we decided to include children from 6 years old,
because this is the age that children are proved to be able
to assess their pain via the visual analogue scale, used in
the How-R-you (McGrath et al. 1996; Shields et al.
2003). From 18 years old and above, adolescents at AUH
start treatment for adults and accordingly, after that
point were not interesting to the study. While most
literature divides JIA children between 7 – 18 years of
age into two age-groups, the specific ages of these agegroups are varying across the field (Tong et al. 2012). In
some cases, the two age groups are divided at 12 years
old (e.g. Beales et al. 1983), while in other cases the age
is 13 (e.g. De Monte et al. 2009). However, a study by
Berry et al. (1993) explain the importance of studying the

Table 3: JIA patients

age-group of 7-10 year old’s separately. The researchers
distinguish between the concrete- and formal-logical

explanations, in which younger children are able to concretely differentiate between internal/external
causes and self/others, but cannot understand the formal reasoning about what triggers the disease and
the psychophysiological explanations of this. In this research, I, in collaboration with the physician
accordingly decided to include an age-frame of 7-10 years old, while concurrently splitting the mature
group of children into two groups to accommodate findings of other literature (e.g. Beales et al. 1983;
De Monte et al. 2009): the mature group of 11-13 years old and the group of adolescents of 14-17 years
old. In collaboration with the physician who is also working on the How-R-you project, I chose to
include two children in each age group. The literature on chronic disease self-management describes
that although the literature has focused on different age groups, the differences between children of
different ages have not been addressed to a satisfactory degree (Fedele et al. 2017; Gammon et al. 2005).
Lastly, all of the children were treated at the section for children’s rheumatology at AUH and were
treated by the same group of physicians. The children are presented in Table 3.

Section for Rheumatology, Immunology and Benign Hematology at AUH
AUH is one of Denmark’s largest hospitals in terms of number of beds, employees and patients. The
hospital employs, in total, 9,699 people, who work to ensure the health of the hospital’s approximately
1.1 million yearly patients (Aarhus University Hospital, accessed 19/08/2020).
According to their webpage, AUH is also one of Denmark’s most specialized hospitals. The hospital has
41 clinical departments, one of which is the Department of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine.
Pediatrics and Adolescents Medicine covers 18 specialties within eight sections, one of which is the
section for Rheumatology, Immunology and Benign Hematology (Aarhus University Hospital 2020).
This is where this fieldwork started and where part of it took place.
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The healthcare professionals in this section cover different positions. The section has six physicians who
specialize in JIA, of which the section’s two chief physicians retired during and just after my fieldwork.
They also have five nurses hired in four full-time positions, and a new secretary was hired during my
fieldwork. Additionally, various other functions are associated with the department. During my
fieldwork I met physiotherapists, medical students, music therapists, ward porters, advisory school
teachers and, not to forget, hospital clowns at the department. The healthcare professionals at the
department also work closely with other specialties including dentists, ophthalmologists, orthopedic
surgeons, and different clinicians who sample and test children, for instance nurses at the blood bank.
The rooms in the section have different functions to serve the purpose of treating the JIA patients. When
walking through the doors to the section, patients are met by the desk reception. Next to the reception
is a small room with office supplies. Behind this reception is an office with desks, computers and office
chairs. A door in the office connects to a section meeting room and lunchroom. Patients wait to be called
in for consultations on a long curvy bench in the hallway or in the waiting room, which has been
decorated to resemble a forest with hiding places, relaxing sofas and a range of different toys. Through
the entrance to the waiting room, healthcare professionals also have access to the staff restroom and
closets. The section has four day consultation rooms, which are used for consultations with JIA patients.
For the purpose of teaching about medication, talking about difficult subjects or additional treatments,
the section also has three conversation rooms, which are smaller than the consultation rooms and
mainly used by the nurses. JIA children occasionally experience that they need treatment including
direct injections of adrenocortical hormones. For these occasions, the physicians use an operational
room in the neighboring hallway. The section also has a bed ward, including a patient kitchen, in which
children wake up after the injections.
Although this description is accurate in terms of amounts and descriptions for the section, it does not
give the reader a true feeling of knowing the section. In Box 2, I provide an image of the section, by
including a vignette describing how the section is experienced from the viewpoint of the ethnographic
researcher. The vignette presents how the section embraces the everyday life of the child, although it
also inherently represents the dimension of the disease by its medical equipment, hospital scrubs and
such like. When children step through the door to the section they automatically turn into patients and
their disease is now the center of attention, even when fun, soccer and princess dresses are mixed into
the conversations about treatment. When physicians ask about everyday life, sports interests, mood and
bedtimes, they often do so with the disease in mind. Understanding everyday life is important to both
diagnose and treat the disease. In this way, there is a difference between everyday life and the hospital,
which will be fully explored during the six within-case analyses.
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A description of the section for children’s rheumatology from the researcher’s perspective
The walk to the section for children’s rheumatology at AUH goes through a 150-meter-long hallway with a blue
floor, white walls and floor-to-ceiling glass windows all the way along it. On each side of the hallway there is a
playground, one for children with low-tolerance immune systems and one for other children. Most often the
playgrounds are empty of children but full of toy bikes and slides spread randomly across the ground. Once in a
while, however, a child is playing there, with a parent always walking close by. The hallway has three small table
and chair arrangements, half hidden behind partitions. Yet, the hallway is also most often empty, leaving room
for the occasional hospital transportation vehicle or bike. The steps on the hallway floor echo as one walks
through it. At the end of the hallway, electric glass doors open when a cord, hanging from the ceiling, is pulled.
Behind the glass doors is the children’s rheumatology section. As in most other hospital departments, the floors
are blue, hand sanitizer is hanging on every wall and the nurses are wearing their hair up and are dressed in
white scrubs. Unlike most of the other hospital sections, the walls here are full of arty graffiti and colorful
pictures painted directly onto the wall. However, no one gathers around the paintings to look at them. In fact,
most patients walk into the section and steer right to the electronic check-in system and then to the waiting area.
Here, a long curvy bench leaning against the wall may be occupied by a 13-year-old boy with his smartphone in
hand and a parent next to him, browsing through a magazine, or perhaps a mother watching her two-year-old
girl push bricks into a wall-mounted LEGO plate. Even if the two-year-old may be laughing, her voice will be so
small that it is only heard by persons sitting right next to each other. That is to say, except for when the nurses
appear; the nurses with toy mice in their front pockets who know each of the children in the waiting room and
who call them out by name when they see them. “Alice! It is wonderful to see you!” they claim, and immediately
child and parent eyes are looking up, smartphones are hidden into pockets, magazines are put away, cheeks
redden, lips smile, and chatter spreads. Sometimes the walk to the physician’s office even steers by the reception
desk, on which a toy parrot spreads joy by repeating everything patients tell it in a high-pitched tone while
waddling across the desk. Once every so often the hospital clowns come by the waiting area. Within five minutes
of their appearance, children and parents alike will leave their individual projects and take part in jokes, clown
selfies, soccer discussions and laughter with the clowns and other kids. Then, in the midst of jokes and soccer,
the patient’s name is called out by a physician or nurse, who picks up the child and walks them to the consultation
room where they are examined.
Consultation rooms, where the physicians examine patients, are somewhat similar to the waiting area. While the
hospital beds in these rooms are covered with an easy-wrinkling, although not yet wrinkled, paper sheet and
walls are mounted with bottles of soap, sanitizer, O2 access and a heart-stop alarm, there is also a paradoxically
different side to the rooms. Behind the computer screens and large white-painted steel bins are walls, colorfully
painted with half-elephant/half-giraffe animals and fairytale drawings from Ida, four years old, and Casper, five
years old, made out to the physicians and nurses of the section. The physicians in here speak about swollen,
painful knees and fingers as much as they talk about princess skirts and World of Warcraft. And the nurses here
talk about doses of methotrexate, while they do a little tap dance.

Box 2: Vignette of children’s section for rheumatology
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How-R-you
As described in a promotional video by Lars Ganzhorn Knudsen, an executive consultant at AUH “[a]t
Aarhus University Hospital, digital transformation and innovation has been a vital part of the planning
process of the new hospital” (Aarhus University Hospital, accessed 19/08/2020). The video goes on to
describe different examples of systems and explains that they are primarily employed to gain
transparence between employees and between employees and patients.
This too was the aim of How-R-you, a digital artifact for tablet and smartphone devices. It was
developed in a collaboration between a physician at AUH and an IS developer from Aarhus Business
College (EEEA) to help JIA patients collect information about their disease in their everyday life. IS
researchers at Aarhus University (AU) later joined the development to better understand the use and
the consequences of use.
The initiative enables patients in capturing disease experiences about everyday life, including
information about patients’ sleep, activity level, school and afterschool activity experiences, mood, pain,
nausea, medication and much more besides. The service consists of various modules with multiplechoice questions concerning headlined subjects such as “My pain”, “My medication”, “My day”, and “My
night”, which are the four modules usually used for JIA patients (see Figure 1). Patients and physicians
can then select modules that are of relevance to the treatment of the particular patient. This easy
configuration means that patients can capture the disease experiences important to their particular
everyday life, which further individualizes the content. The service also contains free-form text fields,
where patients may write notes and questions. Finally, the service converts historical data into tables
and graphs to facilitate access to and overview of content.

Figure 1: How-R-you homepage, modules, question, table, and graph examples

The design and development of How-R-you passed through two overall design phases. The first edition
of How-R-you was designed using the knowledge of the physician to facilitate the patients being asked
the questions they are usually asked at consultations and some specific questions about pain on an
everyday basis. After the development of the first edition, the digital artifact was used and tested in
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research into pain involving 150 JIA children. Each of the children used How-R-you every day for a
week to support the research. However, the initial interviews with JIA children in their everyday life
resulted in questions about the relevance of the app and motivation to use it for JIA children. Since the
app was designed by physicians, the questions, content and the logic of modules did not completely
correspond with the concerns and life of JIA children. Accordingly, it was decided that the JIA children's
concerns and logic should be directly incorporated to the digital artifact. The development of the second
edition of the digital artifact included the knowledge and experiences of 15 JIA patients collected in
semi-structured interviews in the patients’ homes. This led to important changes in How-R-you such as
changes in multiple questions (i.e. new questions about experiences important to patients as well as
changes to existing questions, for instance how they were asked, when and in which module) and
changes in modules and their names. An important addition was the new ‘OK’ function, which enables
the patients to skip the questions in a module (just press OK) if they have not experienced anything of
importance concerning that particular subject on a specific day. This function was added to limit the
amount of time that the patients needed to spend using the app. After the second version was
introduced, patients continuously reported shortfalls and system failures, which led the research team
to troubleshoot and implement smaller additions to the service (such as specific types of medication to
questions about medication, a change in the order of questions, etc.).
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CHAPTER 5

METHODOLOGY
Data Collection: Considerations about the Ethnographic Approach
An ethnographic investigation is highly suitable when trying to understand the extent and consequences
of digital artifacts to the self-management of chronic diseases, because the methods result in deep
insights to the contextual use of the artifact. In this fieldwork I covered patients’ experiences with digital
artifacts by ethnographically questioning how patients approach not only the digital artifact and chronic
disease self-management, but also their life as a whole. As seen in the case description, the impressions
I received from visiting patients in the hospital setting and in their homes were completely different. In
the beginning of my data collection these differences confused me. Because I started my research in the
hospital setting, I assumed that chronic diseases were naturally a large part of a patient’s everyday life.
However, observations of patients in their personal everyday life enriched my understanding of chronic
disease patients as it gave me an insight into different patient scenes. I then realized that the disease is
not necessarily a large concern in a patient’s life.
The understanding of different scenes is naturally important for digital artifacts as their use is
contextually bound (Miller 2018). As seen in this example, one of the qualities of ethnographic,
participatory research is its recurrent conversation and trade between researcher and informant.
Ethnographic research naturally seeks real-life problems and settings through participation in the
informant’s field and the written results reflect work created with the people we investigate. While I, as
a researcher, had an analytical distance to the field through my research question, academic interest
and comparison of the field experiences to other academic work, my informants also had an agenda and
wanted to show and tell me different things, which affected my work in different directions. In this way,
ethnographic research work is not primarily performed on the researcher’s premises, but balances
researcher and informant interest and thereby mixes the academic interest with real-life problems. In
other words, the outcome, the qualitative researchers’ theories and the academic interests are
reflections of real conversations with the people we study (Hammersley and Atkinson 2007).

Critical Social Science Perspective
Importantly, in this study I philosophically approach the field from a critical realistic perspective
(Bhaskar 1979). Accordingly, my ontological and epistemological stance is that an objective reality exists
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beyond my concepts and theorizations of it. On the other hand, the perception of this objective reality
is always conceptually communicated. Accordingly, in Mingers' (2004) words “[...] for a (critical) realist
having a causal effect on the world implies existence, regardless of perceptibility“ (p. 97).
Furthermore, what we observe (in both statistical and social science ways) in the world is just one of the
three stratifications that Bhaskar (1975) describes. It is only a reduction of larger domains. Above the
domain of the observed (the empirical domain) lies the actual domain, which consists of events that are
generated from the whole of reality; the real domain. The real domain contains mechanisms, events and
experiences, and it is these that we are looking to uncover, although within critical realism, researchers
stay critical to theoretical hypothesis. In this way, researchers attempt to explain the real, although we
can never truly know whether this production of knowledge is truly real. However, as argued by Mingers
(2004), the things that exist independently of us (intransitive objects) are out of our control, and
knowledge is always historically and socially constructed. In this way, we must continuously attempt to
test theories (Mingers 2004).
When producing knowledge from a critical realistic view, the researcher aims to propose hypotheses
about real mechanisms from an empirical phenomenon. To do so, the researcher observes the
phenomenon to compare with previous hypotheses. In this research, “[t]he major advantage of a critical
realist approach is that it maintains reality whilst still recognizing the inherent meaningfulness of social
interaction” (Mingers 2004: 99). This means that, in this ethnographic work, it is possible to propose
mechanisms from hypotheses compared with other work and to present normative suggestions from
the knowledge production.

Fieldwork and being born again
The collection of data for this dissertation started in May 2017 and mostly took place at the hospital.
The first time I stepped into the section for children’s rheumatology I was curious yet confused. The
first few days I spent observing patients, attending consultations and following different physicians and
nurses around without always understanding what they said. I eased in questions whenever this was
possible, whether the opportunity came while walking to another room or during breaktime. I did not
know exactly what I was looking for and my collection of data was therefore very broad. Yet, I constantly
learned something new about the field while I was talking to people and observing their behavior. This
approach is common to anthropologists and both Malinowski (1922) and Whyte (1951) insisted that
ethnographic methods begin with ideas or interests (not rigid hypothesis) that are constantly shaped
and reshaped in the meeting with the field. In this way, the ethnographic research stays relevant to the
informant’s real-life challenges. Spradley (1980) calls this part of the fieldwork ‘descriptive’ because the
researcher is trying to paint a overall picture of the field in a descriptive manner.
Even with my shared everyday language and nationality, I had much to learn in the field and I tried to
remind myself that even things I assumed I knew could be different here (Wadel 2002). While it was
easy to ask questions about medical concepts or examination processes, it was more difficult to ask
questions about specific everyday behavior (such as everyday words, greetings of patients, or work
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roles), because these questions seemed silly in the consultation rooms coming from a fellow Dane. When
conducting fieldwork in other cultures, such questions may open for new understandings of everyday
logic. As Evan E. Evans-Pritchard (1951:12-13) demonstrated in his work on The Nuer, even taken-forgranted assumptions such as names and family may be different in the field. Yet, as it is also seen in The
Nuer, this confusion is important to the data collection because it provokes the researcher’s
assumptions and challenges the researcher to ask new questions in order to become familiar with the
field. Consequently, the fieldworker must prepare to be ‘born again’ into the field in which the research
takes place (Peacock 1986), meaning to start anew and learn from the field to understand the underlying
assumptions and knowledge discourses there. This is especially difficult when some cultural details are
already known (or assumed) (Wadel 2002). Interestingly, when I finally did access the children’s
everyday life, I experienced that the difficulties I had asking questions about everyday behavior seemed
to disappear. Addressing assumptions was much easier around the children and I seldom felt silly for
asking a question of any kind. Accordingly, I tried to continuously question assumptions around the six
children in their everyday life.

Selecting a Social Situation
During the first descriptive phase of the How-R-you fieldwork (May 2017 – June 2017 and again after
the school holiday from September 2017 – October 2017) I followed two social situations (consisting of
place, actors and activities (Spradley 1980)): the hospital setting where healthcare professionals and
patients worked with healthcare practices and the homes of the developers of the application attending
meetings. Both situations had the How-R-you platform in common; however, the perspective on the
app was different in each setting. I spent these months trying to understand each of the situations,
including their perspectives on JIA and information concerning the disease to finally select one with
which to go into greater depth (Spradley 1980). As I spent time with physicians and developers it
became clearer that I was very interested in understanding the chronic disease children’s lives and use
of the artifact.
The final selection of social situation, understanding the patients’ perspectives on How-R-you, was
made out of both personal interest, suggestions by informants, and theoretical interest (Spradley 1980).
Personally, how people go about and live their life (Peacock 1986) has always been an interest of mine.
I was impressed with JIA children and their strength and way of life, and I was curious to know more
about how a digital artifact would affect their everyday life. This included spending time at various
places such as homes, school, afterschool activities and at the hospital to see if and how the digital
artifact was used in different settings by patients and how this utilization changed them. This interest
was further encouraged by my main gatekeeper in this fieldwork, a physician at the hospital. From her
point of view, the digital artifact would enhance her consultations with children, however she needed
insights into the children’s registrations of disease experiences to understand if it made sense to use the
app. This interest was shared with other healthcare professionals who often encouraged my fieldwork
ideas. Finally, I was interested in understanding the discrepancy in literature between patients’
rejections of digital artifacts to enable chronic disease self-management and the academic efforts on
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motivating the use. Accordingly, I was motivated and encouraged to embed myself into the everyday life
of JIA patients and begin a more focused data collection (Spradley 1980).

Data Access
The selection of the patients’ perspective meant that I needed to take part in the patients’ everyday lives,
including their visits to the hospital. Furthermore, in order to understand patients’ use of the digital
artifact, I also needed: 1) a working application, and 2) patients to use it. Naively, I believed that both
tasks would be straightforward.
Data access turned out to be one of the biggest challenges in this fieldwork. While the hospital and the
developer were easily convinced to take me in, it was harder to gain access to observe the patients’ lives
(see Figure 2 for comparison of data collection timelines). The pool of patients who were eligible to join
the project and that fitted the pre-selected criteria was very small. To gain access, I tried out different
methods using different tools, beginning with: 1) gaining access by physician, 2) drawing attention by
posters, 3) handing out flyers, and finally 4) asking potential patients in person. The first of the four
data access attempts was made in August 2017.
Firstly, the collaborating physician assured me that she would easily find six patients for the project.
Consequently, she started asking patients to participate in the project, albeit without any luck. After a
month and a half, we decided to try another approach and created a poster in collaboration with the
AUH communications department that was fixed to the wall inside the section for children’s
rheumatology. This approach was also unsuccessful, and it was decided to ask nurses to hand out the
poster as a flyer for eligible patients. Again, not a single patient contacted me.
In the beginning of 2018, I decided to meet with eligible patients in person to tell them about the project.
I reasoned that meeting someone in person would have a very different effect than a piece of paper. This
work required a practical and structured approach involving many calls and meetings to make sure that
the process ran smoothly, but it also presented occasional misunderstandings that recurrently
optimized the access process: at the end of each week I would call the physician to obtain a list of
selected, eligible JIA children who would visit the hospital in the coming week. In this way, the physician
served as a gatekeeper and decided which doors to open and which ones not to (Morrill et al. 1999). Her
role was incredibly important for the work, because without her I could not get in touch with the
informants (as has also been evident in Boa’s (Rohner 1966), Whyte’s (Whyte 1993) and Malinowski’s
(Malinowski 1967) work). Using a gatekeeper who is in a position to explicitly or implicitly coax new
informants into participation in the fieldwork may create challenges to ethical research conduct.
Accordingly, it was agreed that the physician would ask patients to talk to me and I would invite them
to participate. I furthermore made sure to give them time to consider the question and would always
ask them, in follow-up phone conversations, whether they were still interested in participating. In the
beginning of the search for patients, the list included five to seven patients across two or three days. On
the days where patients came for consultations, I would position myself in the waiting room. I learned
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that I needed to message the physician the night before the planned consultation and arrive 15 minutes
before the actual scheduled consultation to remind the physician that I was there. When I arrived, I
would take a place in the far corner of the consultation room and sit quietly without talking to anyone
unless asked. During the consultation the physician would ask the children if they were interested in
talking to me about How-R-you. Many patients declined; however, some children were interested in
hearing about the project. In that case, the physician would tell me that the patient was interested, and
I would then invite the interested patient and parent to a closed conversation room, that I had sought
out during their consultation. I would then give a brief 5-minute presentation of the project. During the
project presentation I stressed that the patient is an expert on life with JIA, something that I would love
to learn more about. I then asked if I could conduct an interview in their home. While some patients
were interested, others bluntly declined. A significant mistake I made during this data-access process
was that I never registered who declined at what time in the data access process and why. Since the pool
of eligible patients was small, we started meeting some of the same patients later in the process, which
also meant that the physician and I would discuss each patient before we invited them to join the project
to ensure that they had not already declined. Asking a second time would place too much unnecessary
pressure on the patient to join.
As positions filled, the list of eligible patients became much shorter. Eligible girls were found within two
months. Eligible boys were harder to find and include. Not only are a higher proportion of JIA children
girls than boys, a larger proportion of JIA boys are diagnosed with a second chronic disease. After a
three-month period using this method, I’d obtained access to conduct 15 interviews in patients’ homes
where I also conducted some observations before, after and during the interviews. Of these 15, six
children carried on trying the digital artifact and took part in the fieldwork.
Five of the six trial patients are well-medicated and experience the chronic condition accordingly.
Fortunately, the average JIA child experiences the disease this way. However, for this research it is a
limitation that only one child experienced JIA symptoms on a daily basis. Having said that, it was near
to impossible to recruit other JIA patients for a variety of different reasons: firstly, very few children are
diagnosed with the disease each year, thus limiting the pool of potential informants. Secondly, the
symptoms are often seen before treatment, where patients are also experiencing a chaotic period of
multiple physicians and structural changes to their everyday family life. The chances of the researcher
being present when this diagnosis takes place and that the family is interested in joining the project are
very low.
Access, however, is a continuous challenge throughout the fieldwork and a researcher may only gain
access to the arenas to which he or she is invited (Wadel 2002). Recently, another Danish researcher
attempted to gain access to JIA children’s everyday lives to understand the self-management practices
of the children (Bagge-Petersen et al. 2020). However, due to concerns that the disease should not “take
up too much space”, this researcher was forced to reconsider the initial plans for observation. In this
case, the researcher ended up conducting 16 up to four-hour observations of patients when interviewing
them, similar to the focused observations and interviews in this fieldwork. The access I experienced in
the homes of the six different families was of varying degrees, from full access to experiencing different
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aspects of the patient’s everyday life to only experiencing the home of the child. Following them to
consultations, however, never seemed to be troublesome to the patient, except for a single patient, John,
who declined my presence during a part of the consultation, the examination.
Methods to gain access to the informants’ different arenas also include learning specific behavior. Even
if the patients knew that I would like to observe everyday life with them, it was more difficult to gain
access to some scenes than others (Wadel 2002). I learned that asking to observe afterschool activities
before other scenes is a promising approach with children, as they were excited at the opportunity to
show their interests. An informant who has never previously been observed may be more comfortable
in situations they like and are interested in. Furthermore, we learned that the physician’s participation
in the project and her use of the app in her consultations were motivating to patients’ use of the app.
However, some of the most interesting moments to capture (for instance immediately before the patient
goes to sleep, where the app is often filled out, etc.) were impossible to gain access to. I would instead
ask patients to describe in detail how this would play out and would even make the patients simulate
the experience.

Observation and Interviews
To triangulate my data, I used both interviews and observations in this fieldwork. I used observations
to make sure that interviews with informants were coherent with what happened in social situations. I
also used different styles of interview to make sure that I did not interpret observed situations instead
of understanding what the informant was doing. In this way I ensured the validity of my collected data
(Hammersley and Atkinson 2007). I will now demonstrate this through examples in both the section
on observations and the section on interviews.

Scope of Observations
The participant observations in this study started out as descriptive by understanding the social
situations How-R-you affected, then became more focused to understand the patients in these
situations and finally, selective data collection was used to collect data about the specific use of How-Ryou (Spradley 1980). In this way, I was able to shine a harsh light on a selected topic (the selective data
collection) while the boundaries of the topic remained fuzzy (the descriptive data collection) (Peacock
1986). Details of the observations can be found in Table 4. Figure 2 also visually presents the moves
between different styles of observations used in the fieldwork. The figure adapts Spradley’s (1980)
model on styles of observations and participant observation roles with the data collected for this study
and timeline, which describes when and where I performed participatory observations. It should be
borne in mind that the move between use of different styles of observation is more fluid than presented,
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which is symbolized in the figure using dotted lines; a point which will be presented in the descriptions
of different observation styles below.

Figure 2: Spradley's (1979, 1980) scope of observation, type of participation and interview styles adopted to. present the dissertation fieldwork
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Descriptive Participant Observations
During my descriptive observations, I tried to observe as much as possible (Spradley 1980). Since I was
not yet sure what the fieldwork would focus upon except for How-R-you, I went on to observe the
situations where How-R-you played a role. I observed the business and IS developer work on How-Ryou and their meetings about the application. At the same time, I visited the Section for Rheumatology
at the hospital to understand their processes at the hospital. I saw physicians’ consultations and
examinations of children and learned about the disease and how it was treated. I observed children and
parents from when they stepped into the section; during their waiting time to be called by the physician;
during their consultation; receiving medication; talking about administrative processes with the nurse;
having their blood drawn; and finally observed them walking out of the hospital again. In the homes of
developers and at the hospital, I primarily undertook passive participant observation and found an
observation post in order to avoid engaging in the situation, and instead mainly observed it (ibid). In
the developers’ home, this was difficult, because the developers naturally kept involving me into their
conversation since there were only three of us.
The descriptive observations in children and parents’ homes sought to observe the JIA children during
their everyday activities in their everyday life. To ensure that the data were collected to support the
children's view of the disease I asked children to show me things or places that they were interested in
and tell me about what they liked and disliked about them. In this way it was quickly revealed that the
disease played only a small part in the children’s lives. Observations included rollerblading on the
asphalt in front of a patient’s home, shopping in thrift stores in the city, a full school day, or visiting a
family in their summer house, which included scenic walks and bathing and the like. In these situations,
I performed moderate participation (Spradley 1980), because the children and parents knew that I was
an outsider; however, because I for instance asked children to show me what was interesting, I was not
a passive observant. Often these observations were performed after or before my starting explorative
interviews, which, alongside the fact that I was practically a stranger in the family’s home, also made it
difficult to slide back into the passive participant role.

Focused Observations
At this point, I had narrowed down the fieldwork to include only the consultations at the hospital and
the patients’ everyday life. In general, the fieldwork changed to focus more on JIA patients’ everyday
life self-management of the disease and physicians’ consultations with and efforts in enabling good selfmanagement practice for the patients. However, moving from descriptive to focused observations was
not as structured as it is presented in this text or in Figure 2.
First of all, the shift to more focused observations started much earlier within the hospital setting than
in patients’ everyday life due the difficulties of gaining access to children’s everyday life. Furthermore,
although my observations were now focused on understanding specific aspects of the situation, I also
still performed descriptive observations. For instance, although I kept meeting with new patients and
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performing descriptive observations in their homes, I also started to use focused observations to observe
specific situations that were important to make sense of patient statements or other actions. I, for
instance, attempted to understand whether parents or children used artifacts to keep track of the
disease. Another example is that, through interviews and chats with patients, I became aware that
different patients spoke with their parents about their disease experiences during transportation to the
hospital and in the waiting room before consultations. To triangulate these statement (Hammersley and
Atkinson 2007), I gained access to sit in a couple of patients’ cars on their way to the hospital and started
observing families in the waiting room to see if all patients did so. During focused observations in
patients’ homes I was somewhere between being a passive and moderate participatory observant
(Spradley 1980). In the patients’ homes it can be difficult to participate less then moderately, but when
finding out when patients spoke to their parents about their disease experiences, I made sure to observe
patients and parents without disturbing them as much as possible.
At the hospital, focused observations were performed while I attempted to gain access. When I went to
the hospital to meet new patients and invite them to join the study, I also conducted observations. I
focused my observation on children and parents in the waiting area and in consultations, in which I
focused in particular on the creation of the anamnesis (the patient’s recollection of past disease events).
In these situations, I passively observed the situations (Spradley 1980).

Selective Observations
The shift to the collection of selective observations changed both what observations I collected and my
role as an observant. During this part of the observation I specifically focused my attention on children’s
use of How-R-you and how it affected their everyday life and visits at the hospital. I closely observed
how the app was used (and not used) in different settings, what it did, when it was used, how it worked
(and did not work) and so on. In consultations, I deliberately selected to specifically focus on the use of
the app. In this way, the focus of the study became much clearer.
However, in carrying out these observations, I gave the six children an app to use and asked physicians
to use the app in their consultation, which changes the fieldwork to become an engaged scholarship. In
this way, it also changed my role in the observations. I now became an active participatory observant. I
helped the children, parents and physicians when they had questions about different functions in the
app. I never told the patients, parents or physicians how to use it, but merely explained how How-Ryou worked. I also collected their suggestions and comments and brought these experiences to the
developer, who implemented most of them in the app.
Performing these selective observations was an intense and difficult activity, through which I collected
most of the data for this dissertation. It involved considerable coordination between patient, parents
and physicians to make sure that I did not miss app consultations or other important events. Access was
still a large challenge, which held me back from some observations that particularly interested me.
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Observation details
Methods

Data

Participants

Places

Activities

Time period

Descriptive
observation:
daily life at the
hospital
(without app)

• Tape
recordings

• Patients

Section for
children’s
rheumatology,
consultation
rooms,
operating
theatres, blood
bank, section
for children’s
osteopathic, MR
scanning,
canteen,
hallways,
conference
rooms, offices
[…]

Waiting,
consultations,
medical
interventions,
scanning, blood
drawing,
walking from
section to
section with
various actors,
eating, drinking
coffee, buying
candy in the
shop […]

May 2017 –
June 2017 and
September 2017
– October 2017

Home of the IS
developer

Meetings and
discussions
about digital
artifact
development,
business cases,
funding etc.

May – June and
September 2017

At home, in
school, at
afterschool
activities,
transportation
time, in stores,
[…]

Relaxing,
learning, being
with friends,
doing sports,
acting, playing
[…]

April –
September 2018

Consultation
rooms, waiting
rooms,
conversation
rooms […]

Consultations,
waiting areas
[…]

March –
October 2018

Home,
afterschool
activities,
transportation
time […]

Talking to
parent or
friends, doing
afterschool
activities,
getting around
[…]

June – October
2018

• Fieldnotes
• Drawings
• Photos

• Parents
• Physicians
• Nurses
• Physical
therapists
• Music
therapist
• Office
managers
• Specialist
teacher
[…]

Descriptive
observation:
meetings about
the
development of
How-R-you

• Tape
recordings

Descriptive
observation:
patients’
everyday life
(without app)

• Tape
recordings

• Fieldnotes

• Fieldnotes
• Photos

• IS developer
• Business
developer

• 15 patients
• Parents
• Siblings
• Teachers

• Patients’
drawings

• Friends

Focused
observations:
daily life at
section for
children’s
rheumatology
(without app)

• Fieldnotes

• Patients

• Photos

• Parents

Focused
observations:
patients’
everyday life
outside the
hospital
(without app)

•
Tape
recordings

• 6 patients
before app test

• Fieldnotes

• Parents

• Photos

• Siblings

• Physicians
• Nurses

• Friends
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Selective
observations:
patient’s
everyday life
(with app)

• Tape
recordings

• 6 app using
patients

• Fieldnotes

• Parents

• App
registrations

• Siblings

Home,
afterschool
activities,
transportation
time […]

Specific focus
on app
situations such
as: use, ideas,
talk, etc.

November 2018
– May 2019

Consultation
rooms

Specific focus
on use of the
app in the
consultation

November 2018
– May 2019

• Friends

• Photos
Selective
observations:
consultations
(with app)

• Tape
recordings

• 6 app using
patients

• Fieldnotes

• Parents
accompanying
patients.

• App
screenshots
• Photos

• 4 physicians

Table 4: Scopes of observations and details

Styles of Interviews
I used different styles of interviews as part of this fieldwork; open, semi-structured, informal interviews
(Spradley 1979) and debriefings. The different styles of interviews are presented in Table 5.

Descriptive Interviews
The descriptive and very loosely semi-structured interviews with 15 JIA children in their homes were
framed by basic questions about what the children normally do in their everyday life and how the disease
affects it. These interviews were intentionally open because I was interested in the children's stories and
what they found important instead of what I heard from healthcare professionals.
The interviews were carried out in children’s homes of two reasons: firstly, the safe environment support
ensured that the children spoke freely about the care of their disease, and secondly, the environment
framed the conversation, which gave the patients an opportunity to talk about their everyday life at
home and not necessarily the disease. These interviews served to give me an introduction to the
everyday life of JIA children and were valuable in addressing my assumptions about living with JIA.
Observations at the hospital and literature on chronic disease self-management had generated the
assumption that signs of the disease and disease self-management would be easy to spot in everyday
life. Knowing that patients would probably mention the disease because they knew why I was there, I
was surprised to find out that JIA often was not mentioned before I asked about it. In this way it became
clear that children in fact did not consider the disease to be a large part of their everyday life, which
guided my observations to triangulate this.
The descriptive interviews lasted between 1 and 2.5 hours. They were tape-recorded and field notes were
written up during the interview. These were often accompanied with descriptive before or after the
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interview, where children showed me, for instance their rooms, toys, special drawings, gymnastic tricks
or a particularly interesting app on their iPad.

Debriefings
Debriefings were conducted after: 1) each of the children's consultations with physicians, and 2) when
I finished the project with the children. After each of the consultations in which the app was used, brief
debriefings with both the patient and the physicians were conducted to catch their immediate thoughts
about the role of How-R-you at the consultation. These interviews were short and aimed towards the
value and consequences of How-R-you at the consultation, but also addressed questions about
observations. I initially set out to interview both patients and physicians on my own, but the challenge
of addressing the patient and parent on the one hand and the physician on the other became
overwhelming. Sometimes interviews with the physicians were performed on the following day on the
phone instead of immediately after consultations as initially planned. I accordingly asked another
researcher for help. I then principally addressed the patients and talked with them in conversation
rooms after the consultation, while my fellow researcher stayed in the consultation room and debriefed
the physician.
Furthermore, long debriefings were conducted with each of the six participants. These were conducted
as I completed the fieldwork in order to gain a deeper understanding of the children’s and parents’
experiences with How-R-you after six months of use. Four of these debriefing interviews were carried
out at the hospital, while two took place in the patients’ homes. I again asked my fellow researcher to
join the debriefing and allocated two different roles. While I was responsible for asking all questions on
the prepared interview guide, we both asked follow-up questions when we were curious about patients’
descriptions. My fellow researcher also made sure that we stayed within the timeframe that we had
given patients beforehand.

Informal Interviews
In the focused and selective data collection, most of the interviews were informal (Spradley 1980) and
unstructured. Questions were not prepared in advance but instead emerged in the situation. They
occurred during observations of children or physicians and are a mixture of conversations with children,
parents, siblings, teachers, afterschool activity teachers, friends, physicians and nurses. These
interviews included a range of different subjects but revolved around what was currently taking place
in the social situation we were concurrently observing. They also described experiences of JIA or HowR-you. Families often told me about the things they experienced using How-R-you during these times
and I had the opportunity to ask about situations I observed to make sure I did not make assumptions
about what happened. During the observation of a child in school, I, for instance, saw a JIA child holding
his hands on his leg and, knowing he had experienced arthritis in this leg, I assumed that he felt arthritis
pain. When I asked him about it during a break, he told me that one of his classmates had accidently hit
him across the leg with a hockey stick. Informal interviews were also important when recalling a specific
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situation, because the children were able to point out such situations. Walking through her small
hometown one of the girls was able to point out specifically where she experienced a JIA situation she
had referred to earlier. Another patient was able to describe her nightly routines in detail, including
filling in How-R-you, by showing me her room. At the hospital, physicians and nurses could describe to
me the process of examination after a consultation or explain differences between medication types.
These interviews were very valuable and a good source of information, because they felt less stiff and
structured, as has been noted by researchers before me (Spradley 1979).

Phone Interviews
During the focused data collection, I also called patients for different reasons. First of all, since I could
not spend each day with each patient, I made sure to know how each patient was, when they would visit
the hospital and suchlike. The children occasionally went to the hospital on other days than scheduled
(for instance if they experienced symptoms or needed to change the date for other reasons) and because
I was interested in observing consultations between patients and physicians with How-R-you, I made
sure to stay updated on changes. Secondly, I wanted to make sure that the digital artifact worked and
that occasional technical errors would be caught along the way. Thirdly, I was interested in keeping
updated on how children and families felt about using How-R-you and schedule observations whenever
possible. For the purpose of these calls I had a short interview guide with a few important questions,
but also individualized the questions with each family to ensure that I asked about their specific

Interview details
Methods

Data

Participants

Amount

Length

Time period

Descriptive
interviews

• Tape
recordings

• 15 patients

• 15 in total

1 – 2.5 hours

April – October
2018

• 28 in total

~ 10-20 minutes

November 2018
– May 2019

• Fieldnotes
Semi-structured
debriefings after
consultations

• Tape
recordings

• 6 patients

Semi-structured
debriefings after
app trial

• Tape
recordings

• 6 patients

• 6 in total

~ 1 hour

April 2019

Phone
interviews

• Tape
recordings

• 6 patients

• 24 in total

~ 15-20 min

November 2018
– May 2019

Informal
interviews

• Tape
recordings

• Patients

• Not available
due the nature
of informal
interviews

• Not available
due the nature
of informal
interviews

During
observations
happening
between May
2017 – May
2019

• Fieldnotes

• 4 physicians

• Physicians
• Nurses
• Parents
• Etc.

Table 5: Styles of interviews and details
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situation. In the beginning of the fieldwork with the six children these phone interviews took up much
of my time, but as JIA families became more aware of my interests they started calling me when they
needed help with How-R-you or when they re-scheduled an appointment at the hospital.

Tools to collect Data
Fieldnotes
Fieldnotes have been used throughout the process of collecting data. I always carried at least two pens
and pocket-sized blocks to make sure I did not run out. I made informants aware that my fieldnotes
were always open and that informants were welcome to see what I wrote. To enable this, I always took
notes using pen and paper. For smaller children I offered a reading of the written notes. I did this to
include the patients in my work by not sending a closed and secret signal. I furthermore noticed that
when patients did read my notes, they would make important suggestions or comments for my
fieldwork. My fieldnotes were written in a manner in which I would attempt to describe the situation as
close to objectively as possible. While I recognize that I am choosing what to include in the observation,
I did try to describe the observations without too many subjective interpretations by, for instance,
replacing the word “many” with counted numbers or “angry” with facial expressions. I did this to avoid
my own assumptions about what is going on and instead ask informants about my observations later.

Pictures
Pictures were used to support my memory of the situation and for illustrative purposes. I always asked
for permission before taking pictures.

Recordings
Much of my fieldwork was recorded with the permission of the people in the situation. I did not
necessarily transcribe everything in the recording. Yet, like researchers before me (Hastrup 2010), I
found that these recordings were especially important when writing up fieldnotes in Word. Not only did
they capture most of my informal interviews, that are difficult to recover unless recorded, I also found
that they were helpful when explaining who was in the room at a specific time, what tools they used or
where we were. As Hastrup (2010) explains, the acoustics that were so familiar to me were caught on
tape, meaning that I would quickly recognize the sound of a specific locker, voice or the canteen and
could locate specific conversations with specific people even after many hours of observation.

Interview guides
Interview guides were produced for the descriptive interview, debriefings (both short and long), and
phone interviews. All interview guides included a short introduction with an aim and purpose and were
divided into themes to ensure the questions were asked in a logical order. Questions were carefully
selected and discussed with a fellow researcher before interviews. Language was sometimes a challenge,
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because I needed to frame questions in order to enable the JIA children to answer. This is especially
important to ensure trust between child and researcher, establish the child’s self-confidence and enable
the child to answer the questions elaborately (Spradley 1979).
I now want to address how questions were asked in some of the interview guides. For the descriptive
interviews, the questions were few and broad. I always began these interviews by explaining to the
patient that I did not know how it felt to live with arthritis, and I hoped the patient would tell me about
their everyday life in order to help me understand. I then started the interview with the same typical
grand tour question (Spradley 1979): “Could you describe a typical day from when you wake up until
you go to sleep?”. Although this question worked well on mature children and adolescents, I quickly
found out that smaller children found it difficult to answer. Instead I asked smaller children to describe
a typical morning and helped them along from then on by following up on their answers. The strength
of asking broad, descriptive questions is that the interview can follow the interest of the informants. It
was my task to ask the children about their answers and let their interests guide me (ibid). Because I
was also interested in knowing how the disease affected the children in their everyday life, the interview
would at some point turn to focus more on the disease. If the patient had not yet described the disease,
I would say: “Listen, I haven’t heard you talking about the JIA at all! Are there any days at all where you
experience your disease?”. A new conversation would then strike up from the specific grand tour
question (Spradley 1979).
Both short and long debriefing interviews were semi-structured. Unlike the descriptive interviews, these
debriefings were time limited and, accordingly, the guide included few grand tour questions and more
mini tour ones. For instance, in the long debriefings, although I was interested in knowing the overall
experience with the app, I was also interested in learning about the specific situations in which it was
used, and how patients perceived its value in those places. Accordingly, the interviews started with a
specific grand tour question (Spradley 1979) (“Can you describe how it has been to be part of this
project?”) and continued with a series of mini tour questions (ibid) (“Could you describe how you
register in How-R-you?”).

Field Diary
After fieldwork I made personal reflections about what I had experienced in the field. These reflections
are personal, yet I found that when I needed to write out transcriptions of observations and include
notes from the field, the personal notes were very helpful. The personal notes also let me juggle
academic ideas and theories, which I could not put into my other notes (Spradley 1980).
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Ethical Considerations
As it has recently been pointed out within IS research (Marabelli and Markus 2017; Markus 2016)
ethical considerations should have a larger place in IS research. There are a few points I now want to
address.
The study has been approved by the regional committee on health research ethics and complies with
applicable data protection laws. During the fieldwork, all informants gave informed consent to all parts
of the fieldwork. The study also complies with the American Anthropological Association’s (AAA) ethical
principles for ethnographic fieldwork (American Anthropological Association 2012). I for instance
explained my research often and well and was always open to informants’ questions about the research.
I often asked for permission to join and never forced myself into an arena in which I knew the patient
was or would be uncomfortable having me (Wadel 2002). Knowing the vulnerability of the young
patients, I never asked twice if the patient had already given me a negative answer and I gave the
patients time to consider with parents every time I asked for permission to go anywhere with them. I
furthermore always asked the patients before the physician or the parents, since I wanted to give them
an opportunity to say no.
I did not share information about the children with the healthcare professionals and made sure that
both patients and healthcare professionals knew that I did not want to do so. Not only would I be
breaking the confidentiality between myself and my informants, but any information that I would share
could unintentionally create challenges for my informants. I have also described to the patients what
would be published in this dissertation to make sure that they feel comfortable with the content.
All participants in the study are anonymized and before submitting this dissertation, all participators
were offered to read the parts in the dissertation involving their own story. This was to provide an
opportunity to leave out information that felt unsafe. I offered assistance with explanations and
translation to Danish, which were done in phone calls. None of the children or parents disagreed or
suggested corrections of their chapter. In fact, they expressed gratitude for the stories in that they felt
they represented their lives well. They all gave me written consents to publish the stories.
During the fieldwork, I was eager to show the informants my appreciation for partaking in the fieldwork,
spending time with me and inviting me to observe their life. According to Wadel (2002), however,
researchers should consider how and what they give informants during a fieldwork. Famously theorized
by Marcel Mauss (1954) a gift is given, received and reciprocated and, depending on the reciprocation,
the gift either builds alliances between people or breaks them. Gifts are both material and immaterial.
By giving anything to informants, the researcher may unintentionally build up informants’ obligations
to reveal or provide information they are not comfortable sharing. I therefore decided that it was my
ethical responsibility to not give any presents during the fieldwork, but always thanked them for their
time when leaving them in their homes or at the hospital. After the fieldwork ended, however, I sent all
patients a personal present as a token of my appreciation, although this is a small gesture when
compared to their participation in the work.
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Data Analysis: The Continuous Data Analysis
Although the analysis of data is here described as something that took place after the data was collected
and ready to analyze in NVivo, in ethnographic research such as this, analysis starts considerably before
data are uploaded in the program (Hammersley and Atkinson 2007; O’Reilly 2012). Analysis started
the moment I tried to make sense of the field and the data (Hammersley and Atkinson 2007), and
followed throughout the collection (O’Reilly 2012). The theoretical ideas to assist me in making sense
of the data have also changed multiple times. A few examples include co-creation theories to help me
make sense of patients’ and physicians’ collaboration, to theories on rituals to understand the
consultation between patients and physicians, and finally experiential computing, which was finally
adapted in this monography to sort and understand the data on the patients’ personal experiences with
How-R-you in everyday life. This final choice of theoretical framing for this monography was made
because the patients’ experiences seemed overlooked and yet important to both patients, physicians and
developers. The experiential computing framework offered a way to make sense of the experiences with
How-R-you in everyday life which matched the informants’ concerns.

The Analysis Strategy
My coding strategy was to analyze the data using experiential computing as a etic frame while also
including emic perspectives (Miles et al. 2014). Yoo’s (2010) “Experiential Computing in Everyday Life”
is widely cited, yet not widely used, which has led me to believe that other researchers are also interested
in it. Accordingly, I have attempted to translate Yoo’s (2010) and Ihde’s (1990) theory on experiential
computing into analytical codes, which made the analysis partly theoretically based. Moreover, I used
two inductive high-level categories to include the context of patient’s everyday life outside of the
mediated experience. I will use the analysis to theorize from empirical data to empirical descriptions
(Lee and Baskerville 2003).
Following Yoo (2010) and Ihde’s (1990) theories on experiential computing led to a starting list (Miles
et al. 2014) of codes consisting of the four high-level categories that describe the dimensions of everyday
life: “Time”, “Space”, “Actor” and “Artifact”. These codes are intended to categorize how the embodied
use changes the experience of the four dimensions of disease self-management. I also included a fifth
inductive high-level category, “Disease experience”, to describe the overall disease experience, with or
without the app. Yet, during the coding of this category, it became evident that children and parents
spoke more about normal everyday experiences than the disease. I decided to include a sixth inductive
high-level category called “Everyday life experiences” to also include this perspective. Yoo’s (2010) and
Ihde’s (1990) work combined with what I saw in the data also led to nine mid-level subcategories that
specified the high-level theory-based categories and three mid-level subcategories to support the highlevel inductive categories. Theory-based high-level categories with subcategories and properties can be
found in Table 6, while inductive high-level categories with subcategories and properties can be found
in Table 7.
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I asked a fellow researcher, who has followed the data collection comprehensively, to check my codes
(Miles and Huberman 1994). We discussed the categories both before I started the coding process and
continuously throughout the coding in weekly meetings. In this way, the definitions became sharper
and my difficulties were discussed through the process.

Preparing Data for Coding
The work on translating observations and transcriptions of audio records was a large task. I converted
my handwritten notes to Word documents as soon as possible after the observations.
I carefully examined all of my fieldnotes and the audio recordings before I started coding the data
(Corbin and Strauss 2008). This process has been outlined as being of great importance to create thick
descriptions (Geertz 1973), in which the researcher knows his or her data, instead of cherry-picking bits
and pieces for quotation (Hammersley and Atkinson 2007).
The qualitative data analysis software NVivo 12 was used to carry out the analysis process. I categorized
a little over 10,300 text passages and added memos to all categorizations. Every memo explicates the
reason for the categorization by explaining the link between the text passage and the code. The memos
were instrumental in analyzing the data when other data parts were difficult to code, because they
provided a firm basis for the comparison with other data for similarities and differences (Corbin and
Strauss 2008).

First Round of Coding
The coding process in NVivo 12 contained two rounds of coding. During the first round of coding with
high-level categories, Yoo’s (2010) dimensions “Time”, “Space”, “Actor” and “Artifact” and the inductive
categories of “Disease experience” and “Everyday life Experience” were coded. Following my analysis
strategy, I coded the categories guided by what I knew from Yoo (2010) and Ihde (1990) but also with
an open mindset towards the empirical data (Miles and Huberman 1994).
I will start by describing how I coded the four high-level theory-based categories. Although at first sight
such broad terms seem easy to code, it proved more difficult than expected for three reasons: 1) I was
forced to recurrently adjust my perceptions of the children’s experiences when moving from one patient
to the next, 2) the application of the concepts was harder than expected, and 3) distinguishing the codes
was sometimes difficult.
Firstly, I quickly found out that it was important to code the entire dataset, because in my comparison
of data to the categories, I found negative cases when coding a new case. This meant that I needed to
adjust my understanding of children’s experiences and accordingly the categories as I moved along to
categorize the next child or the next situation (Corbin and Strauss 2008). I, for instance, struggled for
quite a long time, because I kept focusing on the child’s embodied experiences, but not the parents’.
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Theory-based concepts
Theory-based
categories

Explanation

Sub-categories

Properties

Explanation

Questions

Time

People exist only in the now;
however, the now is constructed
through the anticipations of the
future and the reconstruction of
the past (Yoo 2010).

Period

Time periods with/without
arthritis; Graphs in How-Ryou

Artifacts represents periods of time
in different ways, which affect our
experience of time (Ihde 1990).

When does the embodied
use take place?

Episode with/without
arthritis; Tables in How-R-you

Artifacts represent episodes in time
in different ways, which affect our
experience of those episodes in
different ways (Ihde 1990).

How often do episodes
take place?

Episode

Space

Space is experienced through the
body, meaning that humans
understand what is up, down or
sideways through their physical
existence.
As
such,
the
construction of space is shaped
through human activities and it is
performed intentionally (Yoo
2010).

How does the embodied
use affect the experience
of time periods?

How does the embodied
use affect the experience
of episodes in time?

Physical place

School; Work; Afterschool
activity; Home; Hospital; Car

People are situated in a specific place
and cannot be physically present in
more than one place (Yoo 2010).

What is the location of the
embodied use?

Enacted space

Activities known from the
hospital; Everyday information
to support activities

Artifacts represent our place in the
world, which affect our experience of
that place in different ways (Ihde
1990).

How is the embodied use
of the digital artifact (the
actions it affords)
affecting the experience
of the physical location
where this enactment
takes place?

Space is shaped by human activities
(Yoo 2010).
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Actor

Actors are ordinary people, in and
outside the organization. Their
interacting with digital and nondigital artifacts enhances the
experiences of everyday activities
(Yoo 2010).

Relationships

Roles

Artifact

Digital and non-digital everyday
artifacts, with which we interact
during everyday activities (Yoo
2010).

Family and physician; Patient
and physician; Parent and
physician; Child and parent

Actors experience broader social
relationships to other actors with
and without digital artifacts, and
relationships are real in whichever
way they are experienced (Yoo
2010). Access to and use of artifacts
is negotiated and renegotiated (ibid).

Who uses the digital
artifact together and

Child;
Patient;
Physician

When understanding an actor, it is
important to pay attention to the
artifacts they use, because these
artifacts reflect the role of the actor
(Ihde 1990).

Who uses the artifact?

Artifacts extend what humans can do
and transform humans with new
capacities. In this sense, the human
body is not fixed but malleable (Ihde
1990).

What does the embodied
use enable actors?

Parent;

how does the embodied
use affect relationships
between actors?

How does the embodied
use affect actors’ roles?

Capability

Responsibility;
abilities

Digital and nondigital disease
management
artifacts

Paper/Post-it/Journal;
Electronic Patient Journal;
How-R-you

The digitization of things makes it
possible for actors to interact with
artifacts and let the artifact interact
with other artifacts (Yoo 2010).

What other artifacts are
used by different actors to
manage
the
chronic
disease?

Features

Enabling (with lower level
properties to describe what
How-R-you
enables,
for
instance memory, assurance,
education
and
finding
patterns); Disabling (with
lower level properties to
describe what How-R-you
harms, for instance misguiding
graphs, annoying chores, no
change of consultation and
leaving guilty feelings)

Technological
intentionality
amplifies a specific aspect of the
world and reduces other aspects
(Ihde 1990).

What does the embodied
use enable compared to
other artifacts?

professional

Table 6: High-level theory-based concepts, mid-level subcategories, properties and questions
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Inductive categories
Inductive
categories

Explanation

Sub-categories

Properties

Explanation

Questions

Disease
Experience

The overall experience of the
disease including what actors find
to be important to explain the
experience of the disease.

Disease
situations

Being injected with a syringe;
Administrative work;
Documentation of disease
experiences; Meeting the
Physiotherapy; Meeting the
Dentist; Meeting the
Ophthalmologist; Consultations
with Rheumatologist (with
properties to support each of the
consultation processes,
including “Anamnesis”, “Joint
examination”, “Blood samples”
and “Summary”); Getting help;
Effects and side effects of
medication; Getting diagnosed;
Medication; Symptoms

Descriptions of situations with the
disease, e.g. when being
diagnosed, when documenting the
disease or when attending
consultations.

What are the disease
experiences that
patients have?

Disease
thoughts

Experiential knowledge;
Centering the disease in
everyday life; Pathologization

Patient descriptions of how
centered the disease is and how
centered they would like it to be in
everyday life, their disease
experience and how they think
about it at different times and
places.

How do children and
parents think about the
disease in everyday
life?
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Everyday Life
Experience

The overall experience of everyday
life including what actors find to
be important to explain the
experience of everyday life.

Everyday Life
situations

School; After-school activities;
Being with friends; Being with
family; Playing; Doing things at
home; Chores; Commutes;
Holidays

Descriptions of situations in
everyday life, e.g. going to school,
after school activities, being with
family or doing chores.

What are the everyday
life experiences that
children have?

Table 7: High-level inductive categories, mid-level subcategories, properties and questions
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However, during the analysis of the young children I had to include parents because they were the main
users of How-R-you. I realized that parents interpret their child, which affects the child’s experience of
their disease and their everyday life. Yet, for adolescents, this situation was the opposite, and thus they
represented a negative case. The parents were rarely involved in adolescent’s registration. The
difference between the cases ended up being central to the division of children and parents in different
relationships.
Secondly, applying different categories turned out to be more challenging than expected. There are
different reasons for this. One is that Yoo’s (2010) and Ihde’s (1990) concepts focus on the individual
embodied experience including one person and one digital artifact. This initially made it difficult to
understand who actually experienced the embodied use, which further made it difficult to analyze the
effects of the embodied experience on the four dimensions. I kept observing that the embodied use
included multiple people using the same digital artifact. When I finally started coding the data in the
way I saw it, i.e. that more than one actor experienced the embodied use of How-R-you, I ran into
difficulties seeing other artifacts in the fieldwork. I simply focused my attention on how all of the actors
used just one artifact, How-R-you. Another challenge is that I found multiple ways to use every concept
because of their broadness. With the category of “Time”, for instance, I ended up using the subcategories “Periods” and “Episodes” but also explored the possibility of using inductive subcategories
to explain tempus or subcategories describing daily routine times, because these codes could offer other
interesting insights. I imagine that the use of tempus could explore how the physician is able to alter
patients’ future experiences, by educating them and letting them understand past ones in a new light.
During the second round of coding, however, I chose my current coding strategy and left the emerging
ideas.
Thirdly, the high-level theory-based categories are difficult to keep parted when adapted in practice. I
would like to present two examples. The first is the coding of “Time” and “Space”, respectively. A good
example is that when the patients explained experiences of time, they also described the place where
they were when something happened. It was difficult for them to refer to the period, just gone by,
without also describing where they were, or to explain an episode without explaining where this
happened. I solved this challenge by coding the same text passage with both codes and emphasizing in
the memo why it resembled both “Space” and “Time”. The second example is how the role of patient
kept being part of all of the dimensions, which made coding very confusing and made it difficult to
separate the codes. When coding “Space”, I kept seeing that children and parents enacted activities that
they knew from the hospital, which meant that the space around the child required children to think
about themselves as patients. Furthermore, in the coding of “Time”, children and parents discussed
when the enactment of these activities (and the child’s role as patient) was interesting and necessary.
In the coding of “Artifact” it was noted that children’s experience of being a patient was represented in
How-R-you in contrast to other artifacts that represented other views. Lastly, in “Actor” it was found
that in the relationship between child and parent, the child is experienced more as a patient. The process
taught me that the embodied use of How-R-you must enforce an experience of being a patient in many
different dimensions, including dimensions of when and where this experience occurs, with who, and,
lastly, how this compares to the use of other artifacts.
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I will now turn to how I coded the inductive categories, “Disease experience” and “Everyday
Experience”. The categorization of “Disease experience” assisted my understanding of the experience
of having a disease, because there are different situations (“Being injected with a syringe”,
“Consultation”, “Effects and side effects of medication”, “Getting the diagnosis”, etc.) in which the
disease is represented. Yet, I also wanted to compare what challenges children experienced. I found out
that no two children are battling exactly the same disease challenges, which made the comparison in
this part of the coding very difficult. In fact, coding specific disease challenges only revealed differences
across the cases. Rachel explained that she was battling nausea as a side effect of the medication; Mark
explained their approach to Robert’s sensitivity challenges; Amanda had difficulties distinguishing
between arthritis and non-arthritis symptoms; John occasionally experienced knee pains, which made
it difficult for him to run; Oliver had difficulties understanding the link between physical activity and
pain; and finally, Sophie had issues with physiotherapy and orthopedic surgeries. I thought that a way
that I would be be able to compare these very different challenges across cases would be to categorize
the children’s disease as more or less invasive. However, a child, Sophie, reminded me (not exactly in
these words) that all of the children are diagnosed with arthritis, and it is unnecessary to understand
whether they are more or less ill, since this is a subjective matter. She then made me aware that, in order
to understand the children’s experience of their disease at home, it was often less important to
understand their specific challenges and more important to understand their thoughts about these
challenges. This subsequently led to a subcategory under the high-level sensitizing category “Disease
experience” called “Disease thoughts”, which furthermore had the three lower level codes “Experiential
knowledge”, “Centering the disease in everyday life” and “pathologization”. The subcategory, “Disease
thoughts”, and the three lower level codes of this subcategorization, helped me to understand how the
children and their parents understand the disease and attempt to keep it backgrounded in everyday life.
Using this category also led the “Disease experience” categories’ dichotomous part “Everyday life
experiences”. While I was coding the data, it became clearer to me, that, while I looked for “Disease
experience”, children and parents spoke more about everyday life experiences. Accordingly, I decided
to code these too. The subcategory of “Disease thoughts” had made me understand that experiences of
“Everyday life” are much more foregrounded for children and their parents. Children’s and parents’
descriptions coded as “Disease thoughts” concern having the disease now, and these bridge “Everyday
life experience” and “Disease experience”, because they describe the disease in everyday life, but
children and parents also describe how they currently want the disease to stay in the background. The
similarities between the experiences that I saw when the patient was at the hospital, including their
description of past experiences with worrisome symptoms, compared to everyday life including their
current thoughts about the disease, led to the division of automatic and reflective disease selfmanagement activities.

Second Round of Coding
During the second round I coded for subcategories and properties within each of the high-level
categories, one by one. I did so by using the subcategories appropriate for that high-level category. The
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nine subcategories were theory-based, while three were inductive. Yet, the nine theory-based
subcategories were also guided by the data. For instance, during the coding of “Episodes” and “Periods”
the data revealed that each of these subcategories can be understood in different ways. I, for instance,
found that a period in my dataset could both be a period of time with or without arthritis which emerged
from the data, but it can also refer to the representation of a period of time in How-R-you as explained
by Ihde (1990). Therefore, I decided to code both. Similarly, an episode can be an event that takes in
the world, or a representation of this in the app. I also decided to code both of these. Similar to this,
other codes were partly theory and partly empirically grounded.
Although this made coding difficult, it also evolved the codes in order to involve new properties.
However, this also often made me question how the subcategories had previously been coded, which
necessitated that I went back to sort the subcategories in the previous work again. Whenever I fell across
a new subcategory or property of a subcategory, I went back to make sure that the categories and
subcategories were coded in the same way throughout the data. In this way, the coding process was
highly iterative, as qualitative coding has been suggested to be before (Corbin and Strauss 2008).
Although the coding process looks structured, in actuality it was messier than outlined. The process
included going back and forth between codes and categorizations in order to understand each of the
codes. Sometimes actions were stopped and started over because categories made better sense when
reflecting about them, than when they were used. This is, for instance, how the idea about coding
tempus was discarded to focus on “Periods” and “Episodes”.

Writing up Analysis
I thought of different strategies for writing up the data. The first included a focus on describing each of
the high-level categories, including their subcategories with properties using the data from the case.
The second was the opportunity of telling each of the children’s stories framed by the high-level
categories, subcategories and properties. I went with the second option for two reasons: firstly, I was
eager to tell the story of each child and, secondly, I wanted to show how different the lives of the six
children are, while also letting the reader understand that there are similarities, for instance how the
disease is integrated to their lives.
Yet, writing up what I had found in the coding process brought new consequences to the analysis. The
writing phase at times forced me to rethink details, because writing down these connections made me
aware of small pieces of information I had missed in the categorization. An example is that, while
writing up Robert’s story, it became clear to me that Mark, Robert’s father, used the word “sensitive” in
two different ways. While I had always assumed that sensitivity was a concept that described a specific
mentality, Mark referred to sensitivity as something physical. Although I had noticed him doing this
before, when I was collecting the data (I did in fact ask him about what the word meant) and when I
was analyzing it, I did not understand that it was important to know both meaning before I was writing
up Robert’s story. Mark attempted to explain that Robert’s physical sensitivity, which involved him
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being quick to feel arthritis and non-arthritis pain, was crucial to how much Robert thought of his
disease, and thus his mental sensitivity. Although it seems a small finding, it was quite important to
understand how Mark tried to protect Robert from the use of How-R-you, which would affect Robert’s
mental and physical sensitivity. In this way, even in the writing of the within-cases, I was still iteratively
analyzing the data.

Cross-Case Analysis
The cross-case analysis strategy in this dissertation is similar to the approach Miles and Huberman
(1994: 176) term stacking comparison. After all six within-analyses were written, I compared each
corresponding category across the six cases to find similarities and differences and create a “meta
matrix” to support the cross-case analysis. The comparison across the six cases was difficult because of
the details in each case. To begin with all within-cases kept showing differences. However, when I
started comparing those differences within each of the age groups I started finding similarities within
age groups and differences between them. Lastly, I found that there were similarities across all of the
six cases, but that children within each age group resembled each other to a high degree across all
dimensions. My findings on similarities and differences were written up in the chapter on the crosscase analysis and in tables (table 8-12) to create a better overview of the data comparison.
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CHAPTER 6

WITHIN-CASE ANALYSIS
Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management in six JIA Patients’ Everyday Lives
As seen in the review of literature on digitally enabled chronic disease self-management, there are a lack
of detailed accounts of the use of digital artifacts in everyday life and our understanding of the use and
consequences is limited. Few investigations have focused on patients’ everyday life and few, it seems,
have embedded themselves in patients’ life to closely observe the intertwining of digital artifacts with
their everyday life. However, such accounts are important to fully understand patients and their
contextual use of digital artifacts to self-manage their chronic disease. Furthermore, it is important to
understand how the use of such digital artifacts in everyday life influences the experience of managing
the disease altogether, meaning that the perspective of visiting the hospital for regular check-ups should
also be taken into account. Accordingly, to answer the research question, I will present my findings
through six within-case analyses focusing on the patients’ embodied experience of self-management.
The following within-case analyses serve to describe and explain the six patients’ everyday life without
and with the app to show how the use and its consequences vary in real-life context yet have similarities
across cases. It will also describe patients’ consultations at the hospital to see what consequences the
app has to these.
The cases are structured as follows: They will begin by a presentation of the patient’s life with JIA. This
presentation will focus on everyday life without How-R-you to deepen the understanding of JIA
patients, their different lifestyles and their different self-management of the disease. After this
presentation I will introduce the embodied perspective on everyday life for each patient, by explaining
its consequences to the four dimensions: actors, time, space and artifact. When analyzing the concepts
of “Actor”, I will first show how the app affects the experience of collaboration between actors at home,
their responsibility and role in disease self-management and their abilities to carry out the activity. I
will then move on to explain how the collaboration, roles and abilities also change in consultations.
Through the analysis of the concept of “Time”, the focus will be on the experience of the instance of the
app’s use at home and on the period of time in which this activity is performed. At consultations, I will
turn my attention to the embodied experience of specific registrations versus the view of registrations
across a time period. The analysis of each child’s and parent’s experience of the concept of “Space” will
explain how the app changes their experiences through new self-management activities afforded by the
app in the places of everyday life. In consultation spaces, the app also offers other disease management
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activities through the information it affords the physician. Finally, children and parents experience the
use of other “artifacts” to self-manage the disease in new ways and it is seen how How-R-you in
comparison to other artifacts affords a new perspective on the child’s disease.
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CASE 1: Nina
Summary
In her everyday life, Nina has many roles, but she seldom experiences the role of a patient. Nina is much
more a dancer, schoolgirl and friend. Nina is too young to self-manage her disease on her own, and,
accordingly, Amanda and James self-manage it for her. Although Amanda and James seldom think
about the disease, they experience challenges concerning self-management of symptoms because Nina
has difficulties describing and remembering her pain. Amanda and James believe that Nina sometimes
experiences arthritis pain, although physicians immediately reject this proposition at consultations. At
the current time, however, Amanda and James are not worried about Nina and the few arthritis related
symptoms they believe she feels, especially not compared to other time periods during Nina’s disease
treatment. Currently, they almost only experience Nina in her role as a patient when they visit the
hospital.
The experiences of the disease self-management in everyday life changes as the family integrates HowR-you into their life. The everyday dimension of “Actor” changes because How-R-you affects
collaboration between actors, capabilities to self-manage and roles in the disease self-management. At
home, How-R-you enables new types of collaboration between Nina and her parents by shifting the
responsibilities of Nina’s disease. Because of the embodied experience, Nina receives new responsibility
for the self-management of symptoms. Primarily, this responsibility is her need to report experiences
of the disease to her parents, and the registration in How-R-you that she does in collaboration with
Amanda. The questions in the app make Nina capable of performing the self-management of symptoms
by presenting the details of her disease that are interesting to register. The increased responsibility
changes Nina’s role to become more of a patient than before. The collaboration also changes between
Amanda and James. Amanda was and is primarily responsible for the self-management of the disease,
however with How-R-you James is now also more engaged in Nina’s disease. Amanda also feels that
she has better arguments to offer at the hospital and, accordingly, physicians reject her propositions
less. The physicians experience that they have easier access to Nina’s experiences in everyday life.
The embodied use of How-R-you furthermore changes the experience of the dimension “Time”. Nina
and Amanda or Amanda on her own register every evening. Registration is fast. Yet, Nina and Amanda
think about symptoms throughout the day and report more on disease episodes than before the use of
How-R-you. For Amanda the registration means that Nina is experienced more as a patient, but also
that Amanda and James do not forget important details at consultations. Nina does not use the graphs
and tables at home, and time periods are only interesting at times when Nina experiences more
symptoms (for instance during medication shifts or when she was newly diagnosed). The specific
registrations of episodes make it easier to remember specific disease experiences at the hospital.
Furthermore, physicians are able to address interpretations and help sorting arthritis related pain from
non-arthritis related pain.
The dimension of “Space” in the disease management is experienced anew by the embodied use of HowR-you. Disease management only takes place at locations where Nina’s parents or physicians are
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present because she is not able to use How-R-you or self-manage the disease on her own. Disease selfmanagement has so far been a small activity at home; however, with How-R-you, the activity of keeping
track of symptoms goes from being occasional to being an everyday routine in Nina’s home. The activity
reminds the family about the activity of creating the anamnesis that they know from the hospital, and
the enactment accordingly alters the home space to include the hospital space more. At the hospital
Amanda and Nina are used to Nina’s role as a patient and the specific focus on the arthritis. However,
the information in How-R-you enables the physician to have a broader understanding of Nina’s
challenges in everyday life. The use of the information in the consultation thus also enables that
everyday life is better represented in the consultation. Because the physician has a broader
understanding of Nina and acts on the new information, physicians also change roles to become more
of a pediatrician instead of solely rheumatologists.
When How-R-you is embodied into the disease self-management, the family starts experiencing other
digital and non-digital “Artifacts” in a new way. Compared to other artifacts, the family generally
remembers to use How-R-you, which leaves them confident that they remember how Nina has been.
On the other hand, How-R-you also reminds Nina that she is a patient on a daily basis. At consultations
How-R-you represents a counterpart to the physicians’ Electronic Patient Journal and Amanda’s
occasional pieces of paper in that it partly represents Nina’s experiences. Because Nina collaborates
with Amanda during the registration her experiences are partly registered, whereas the Electronic
Patient Journal represents physicians’ interpretations of Nina and pieces of paper represent Amanda’s
interpretations.

Nina’s Everyday Life
Experiencing Everyday Life with JIA
Nina is 7 years old and the youngest of the six patients observed. She lives in a small Danish town with
around 3000 inhabitants, an hour and a half’s drive from Aarhus University Hospital. Her family
consists of her mother, Amanda, and father, James, and her 8-year-old sister, Frida. Amanda works as
a teacher and James as a cook.
Nina’s everyday life is full of activities and she seldom relaxes. Nina has just started school. The school
has around 500 students and is located near Nina’s home. Most days she walks there with one of her
parents and her sister, who attends the same school. Her four best friends, whom she has known since
birth, all attend the same class. Her favorite activity in school is learning and playing with toy money
and safes. Although Nina feels tired after school, according to Amanda she seldom rests. Instead she
either plays with friends, is picked up by James who works next to the school, or attends afterschool
care with her sister. Yet, even after these activities, Nina still plays with her toys when she arrives home
and continues playing until she goes to bed. Amanda reports that Nina never runs out of energy. In
comparison, Frida often needs a break after school and other activities and must relax by watching a
movie. Nina’s favorite toys include LEGO and drawing, even when iPads and television are included as
toys. In her garden Nina also has two rabbits, which she spends a great deal of time around.
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Once a week Nina attends ballroom dancing classes, her greatest interest. She attends the classes with
her best friend. Classes take place 20 minutes’ drive from Nina’s place at the premises of a private
school. On the ride there, Nina and her friend talk and laugh the whole way. When they arrive, they
quickly change into their dance clothes in a classroom, because a quick change allows them time to run
and play before class starts. Nina and her friend particularly enjoy running between the tables and
crawling under them. The ballroom dancing classes are one hour long and very active. Children
attending the class learn the Waltz, Quickstep, Cha Cha and Jive, which they dance both alone and with
partners. The dance that Nina likes the best is the Quickstep, or rather the jumping dance, as she has
named it herself. Much of the teaching’s focus is not on the dances as such, but on teaching the children
to move to the pace of the music. To teach this, the dance teacher has different dancing games, for
instance one where the children must move in specific ways when they hear different sounds and
another where they must dance quicker or slower depending on the pace of the music. Nina and her
friend are the youngest children there, but not the loudest ones. Even if maintaining concentration
seems troublesome to some of the other children, Nina is focused and raises her hand to answer every
time the teacher asks a question. During the class she never stops her activity unless the teacher tells
the children to do so. She clearly concentrates on the dance moves. Nina never stops dancing during a
dance class and, watching her, it’s hard to imagine that she has a chronic disease. As Amanda says: “And
as you see, nothing is actually keeping her back related to the arthritis, that is. But, I mean, it can… it
may appear around 10 or 11 pm, she may wake up and be in pain or… It may even appear at half past 7,
right?” (Amanda). Amanda and James often treat Nina with pain medication before the dance classes
to make sure the pain does not bother her, and usually she will not notice it at all.
In fact, when talking openly about her everyday life, Nina does not include her JIA. For her to talk about
the disease she must actively respond to questions about it and, even then, it can be difficult for Nina to
explain the details about the disease or how it feels. Nina, for instance, confirms that there is a difference
between arthritis and other pain, but she is unable to communicate what the difference is. Amanda and
James explain that when Nina feels pain during her everyday life, she often doubts whether it is in fact
arthritis. Nina expresses that she seldom feels or remembers the pain at the time. Although Amanda
and James point out that there are still times when Nina feels the JIA symptoms, Nina does not think
so herself. As a follow-up question to Amanda and James’ clarification of her symptoms, I ask Nina if
she knows whether the pain she feels after school is arthritis, to which she answers: “No, because it does
not hurt when I come home” (Nina). According to Amanda and James, Nina does not talk about JIA or
ask questions about the disease. She only occasionally recalls the pain she experiences during that day.
Knowing that Nina receives an injection with medication every Friday I ask how she feels about the
injection. Nina answers that: “I’m used to it” (Nina), and that she does not think about it and usually
goes straight back to her room to play with her LEGO after the injection. Amanda even thinks that
Nina’s injection is hurting Frida more than it does Nina.
The disease and its processes have become an integral and almost unnoticed part of everyday life and
Nina only briefly thinks about her arthritis during a normal day. Nina in her everyday life experiences
the roles of child, student, friend, daughter, sister, and dancer, but she is seldom still and she rarely
feels the effect of her disease.
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Disease Self-Management and Responsibility at Home
Because of Nina’s young age, James and Amanda carry the responsibility of her disease selfmanagement, which requires information about how it is experienced. For Amanda and James, who
consider themselves Nina’s spokespeople (Amanda), it is a challenging task to know how and what Nina
is feeling and experiencing. Amanda explains: “There are stretches of time where we feel that she is
more tired or she says that she is in pain or… so and that’s often late afternoon, early evening. […] we
always ask, “Is it arthritis?” – this is what we usually say. Because she is in doubt whether it is one or
the other. But I think she is quite good at considering what it is” (Amanda). Nina’s assessment of the
pain is important to Amanda and James’ self-management of her disease, because it: 1) helps them
decide how to self-manage specific situations, and 2) the information can be important to Nina’s longterm management of the disease.
Firstly, depending on their understanding of Nina’s assessment of the pain, Nina receives pain
medication and heating pads to ease the pain or must endure it without either of them. Often, they ask
Nina to continue playing and consider the pain, and if the pain persists they offer her relief (medication
or heating pads). However, in some cases, Amanda and James follow another strategy for pain relief,
for instance if they know a specific pain pattern. An example is that Nina often experiences pain at dance
classes or active days in school. Even if she does not feel pain during or after dance classes or activities,
she will feel it later in the same evening. Nina then wakes up in pain an hour or two after she has gone
to sleep. Amanda and James to not wish only relieve her of the pain, but also to help her sleep better.
Accordingly, they treat her with strong pain medication every Thursday, on the day of the dance classes.
Secondly, even if Nina doesn’t experience JIA on a daily basis, information about how Nina experiences
(or does not experience) the disease in her everyday life is important to her long-term management of
the disease. Amanda and James explain that the amount of medication Nina is given is balanced,
depending on the symptoms Nina experiences. When physicians first started the biological medication,
Nina was given the treatment every fourth week. However, the treatment pattern was changed to every
sixth week when the physicians found that Nina’s arthritis was less aggressive than expected. Less
medication will put less pressure on Nina’s liver. Accordingly, knowing how Nina is doing in between
the treatments is important in assessing whether she is effectively treated, but also whether the
physicians may reduce the medication. Accordingly, Amanda and James aim to remember how Nina is
doing and discuss experiencing the signs of arthritis every time they appear. During the 6 weeks
between treatments they listen carefully if Nina expresses pain in her legs or feet and ask her to point
out exactly where the pain is. In the beginning of the treatment, Nina’s joints would swell up, which
made it easy to see the arthritis. Nina’s joints do not swell up anymore, which makes the task of
assessing the pain more difficult. Amanda and James are thus left guessing what the pain is. “So we talk
a lot about it here, at home, when she is having a bad stretch of time, is it just her age, are other children
feeling the same, or is it because she just started dance classes, or that she went to see her grandmother
during the weekend or… So, it could be the disease, but she could also just be a normal child” (Amanda).
They sometimes try to explain their concerns at consultations with physicians but are often met with
difficulties. “You have to be careful down there [the hospital, red.], because when we say that she is in
pain, or that she is feeling bad or something, she is in pain, then they say ‘It probably is growing pains’
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[…] Then I say ‘It is not growing pains’” (James). Amanda and James doubt the physicians’ assessment
of the pains as being growing pains, because they have observed that the pains return recurrently every
fifth week after a treatment, just before Nina’s next treatment. Consequently, they are also worried that
the physicians may want to change the treatment pattern again to allow a longer time between
treatments, because they fear this may provoke the arthritis even more. Even if they are both aware that
Nina may feel more growing pains than other children because of her medication, they feel that the
physicians could help them more in this situation: “But ask [physicians, red.], then! Give us a few
pointers to help us find out… I mean, how do we find out, because she is only six years old, right? So it
is difficult for her, because how should she be able to… Because she has had arthritis in all of the years
that she can remember. So how should she know the difference between those things, and we can’t feel
it for her… […] Because surely it is a worry for us” (Amanda). Amanda and James even feel that the
physicians could care more about these concerns and x-ray Nina’s joints to make sure that the arthritis
is not active. This type of action would ease their concerns and help them in making the right decisions
when managing Nina’s disease.

Past Experiences and their Effect on Disease Self-Management
Amanda and James have, however, experienced a much more stressful time during the treatment
process. The first few years after Nina’s symptoms had been classified as arthritis were especially
stressful. Nina’s parents started becoming worried about their one-and-a-half-year-old girl’s health
when her mood and activity changed overnight. They discovered that something was wrong because
Nina “[…] was extremely whiny and from being able to walk she suddenly did not want to walk on her
own legs, she did not want to stand on her own legs. She just wanted to hang over my lap the whole
time. And she was sad and there were episodes where she suddenly turned into a completely different
child. No one could touch her, she only wanted to sit with me. I had to sit on the floor, and then she only
wanted to sit there and did not want to do anything else. So she sat there and was furious […] After a
while we just thought that it was too much, that she was uncomfortable all of the time and that we
couldn’t make her stand up anymore, she just fell. So that’s when we thought, something is wrong here.
So that’s where it started. Meaning that she could walk and be around everyone else but then she
suddenly did nothing. Like she was just going backwards in her development from one second to the
next” (Amanda). Amanda and James decided to bring Nina to their pediatrician, who immediately sent
them to the local children’s hospital. Amanda and James spent night and day there with Nina, who
wouldn’t move or eat and constantly had a high fever. After many weeks of testing for different
diagnoses the physicians decided to send Nina to Aarhus University Hospital, where physicians quickly
diagnosed her with JIA.
The family still experienced many challenges during the following years. The physicians treated the pain
in the now two-year-old Nina’s joints with direct injections of adrenocortical hormones which helped
in keeping Nina pain-free. To lower the inflammation in her joints, physicians gave Nina the medication
Methotrexate in pill form. However, Nina turned out to be intolerant to the medication. Methotrexate
not only damaged Nina’s liver severely, it also caused different side effects such as tiredness, fatigue
and low appetite. Nina was short-tempered and was not interested in doing anything. Amanda in
particular remembers those days as being the worst during the span of the disease. The family’s
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observations of side effects and the challenges associated with her failing liver caused the physicians to
discontinue the Methotrexate treatment. On their second attempt, the physicians gave Nina biological
medications which eased the disease. Today, Nina receives biological treatment at the hospital
combined with a weekly injection by Amanda or James of Methotrexate. Nina has now reacted
positively towards the Methotrexate injections, which implies that she is treated with the correct
amount.
At the current time, Amanda and James are more relaxed about the disease process, treatment and
hospitals. Amanda and James are used to hospitals by now, after having assisted both of their children
at the hospital multiple times. Frida was born prematurely and is still treated with hormones to
stimulate her growth. Nina too was born early. Their children have been hospitalized more than once,
injected with syringes on a daily basis, and had an unclear diagnosis and, because of this, the family
have become used to the world of the physicians. Although they sometimes question their choices, in
general they trust the physician’s assessment. Currently they do not worry too much about the disease
in their everyday life and in respect to their children’s future either. Amanda and James agree that they
do think about the medication with which Nina is injected, because they know she will have to receive
it for many years. Medications in these amounts are not necessarily beneficial. On the other hand, they
have to move the process forward using the methods available. In this way, even if signs of disease are
present in the family’s everyday life, these have become familiar and acceptable to both Nina and her
parents.

Experiences as Patient
Since Nina started the biological treatment, she has not experienced any other symptoms than pain
from the arthritis. At home she only seldom experiences the disease when she is feeling the symptoms
or at times of medication injections. However, she is treated for arthritis every sixth week at Aarhus
University Hospital. The trip to the hospital lasts a full day and Nina always goes with one of her parents.
Usually Amanda and James share the hospital trips between them if possible. At the hospital Nina
usually visits the optometric physician before attending the consultation at the children’s department
for rheumatology. The optometric physician looks for cells in Nina’s eyes to ensure that her sight is
intact. Following her eye exam, Nina walks from the optometric physician to attend the consultation
with the rheumatologist. The medical treatment by the optometric physician is closely connected to the
rheumatological treatment and, accordingly, the rheumatologist always asks for the results of the eye
exam.
Nina likes her time at the hospital. She is excited to see the physicians and the nurses there.
Observations of her in the consultation room reveal that she is mostly quiet and shy and leans towards
or sits on Amanda or James’ lap. Her eyes usually wander around the consultation room and they are
more interested in the drawings of animals and princesses on the wall than the physician in front of her.
Whenever she is asked a question, she answers shortly or simply nods her head, which the physicians
sometimes comment on while encouraging her to say more. Even then, Nina is quiet, and Amanda or
James will start speaking on her behalf. If she does talk the topic is never arthritis. “I mean she… After
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a little while she might say something, but it’s about all kinds of stuff. It’s not about the disease” (James).
Nina never has any questions for the physicians.
Following the consultation with the physician, an IV line is set up through a peripheral venous catheter
in Nina’s vein to medicate her. Nina does not mind having IV lines or blood tests and is ‘quiet as a
mouse’, in her own words. So quiet, in fact, that a nurse at the hospital once videotaped her to make a
film for other children who are nervous about the injection. During the filming, Nina sat with her
mother while an employee from Aarhus University Hospital’s communication department filmed in
front of her, a nurse explained to the camera what was taking place, and a physician injected Nina with
a needle. Yet Nina still did not make a sound and the physician and nurse expressed more nervousness
than Nina. I only experienced that Nina was once upset during an injection to draw blood. A nurse tried
to inject Nina four times before she was finally able to perform a blood test. Nina whispered “It hurts!”
while tears ran down her face. After the blood test, she kept her arm drawn in towards her stomach,
stayed close to Amanda, and sobbed quietly, but she quickly recovered and a minute later she was
demonstrating how to blow up a balloon. After Nina’s blood has been drawn, she is ready for
medication. Nina’s biological medication and the saltwater used to cleanse after the medication takes
about two hours to run through, during which time Nina is forced to sit still because of her attached IV
line. She often spends the time drawing, painting or playing with an iPad, while Amanda or James sit
next to her. Nina does not experience any side effects from the medication. When the saltwater has run
through, Nina is ready to go home.
Amanda and James believe that the trips to Aarhus University Hospital should be positively
remembered by Nina. Accordingly, the family always eats at McDonalds on their way home and bring
candies and crackers, which make the trip exciting for Nina.

Embodied Experience on Actors
Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management between Nina, Amanda and James
Collaboration between the actors, Nina and her parents, around the self-management of the disease
change with How-R-you. Nina and Amanda have a routine together regarding the registration in HowR-you and they use it every evening at dinner or when Nina is put to bed. A few times a week they forget
to register and then Amanda registers without Nina when she realizes that they forgot.
Nina and Amanda each have a task when they collaborate regarding the registration. Amanda holds the
app and reads the questions aloud, while Nina types in the answers to the questions by pressing the
screen. Nina remembers the modules by their colors on the screen and accordingly she is prepared for
the types of questions she will answer in each module. “The colors to show if it is pain or those other
ones, then she recognizes it by the colors we have reached. […] As soon as she needs to answer the
questions, she will read with me. Then she knows what it is about.” Usually, Nina is confident when
answering, but sometimes she pauses and then Amanda helps her or tells her the answer. In this way,
Amanda’s interpretation of how Nina has been is also represented in the registration. Nina thinks the
activity is fun and declares that she would use it even if she did not have to show it to the physician.
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The routine forces Amanda to check up on Nina’s health once every day and in a structured manner.
The period they spend registering their answers is a time where they together reflect upon Nina’s day
and talk about what has happened. Yet their conversation is structured by the questions and modules
in How-R-you. Because the questions How-R-you provides are the same, Nina knows what questions
to answer. In the beginning of the test, Amanda needed to explain some of the questions and words to
Nina, but now Nina understands them all. In the following observed conversation, Nina and Amanda
are registering Nina’s answers to the questions while talking about Nina’s morning. It is just before
dinnertime and Amanda is sitting in front of Nina with How-R-you on her smartphone screen, turned
towards Nina but in a way that they are both able to see the screen. They start by registering questions
in the module “My night” and then continue with another module, “My day”. James and Frida are in
the kitchen, listening to Amanda and Nina’s conversation.
Amanda: We start with the one about the night, right; this is the one I usually fill in. When did you go
to bed? I think it was at… It was actually at this time yesterday… 10 minutes past seven. And then you
actually woke up really early today. Do you remember, Nina?
Nina: Yes! [Nina and Frida laugh]
Amanda: I was completely shocked when you stood by my bed!
James: She woke me up, because she wanted to open her morning present!
Amanda: You were up at 10 minutes to six! It’s not like you. How did you sleep? [Amanda looks at Nina]
Nina: I slept well…
Amanda: Then it is the upper one [“My night”, red.]. Did you feel rested today?
Nina: Mmhmm [Nina is nodding her head]
Amanda: Then you need to press yes, OK?
Nina: Is it this one?
Amanda: Yes.
[Amanda helps Nina by finding the module, “My day”, on How-R-you. With the application turned
towards Nina, she starts reading while Nina presses the answers.]
Amanda: This time it’s the purple one. Have you been to school today?
Nina: Yes.
[Nina presses ‘yes’]
Amanda: Did you engage in after school activities? This is the one where you usually press that you did
not, but today, you did.
Nina: Mmhmm.
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Amanda: So you need to press ‘yes’ today, because you did go ballroom dancing.
[Nina presses ‘yes’]
Amanda: And then it asks whether you have experienced arthritis today?
Nina: Uh-uh [Nina shakes her head]
Amanda: Then you need to press ‘no’.
[Nina presses ‘no’]
Amanda: How was your mood today?
Nina: Good!
Amanda: Then it is the upper one.
As this example displays, in the collaboration of registering in How-R-you, Amanda helps Nina by
reading the questions presented by How-R-you while Nina answers the questions with some help from
Amanda. In this way How-R-you supports the collaboration between Amanda and Nina by enabling a
transfer of experiences between them. While Nina does not say much, she still is forced to answer the
questions and think about how she has been, because Amanda asks her questions instead of answering
them for her. This shift in roles puts a greater responsibility on Nina. Amanda follows Nina’s answers
closely to make sure that Nina does not answer too quickly and at times helps her to answer. Amanda
reports that Nina is so engaged in the registration process that she never puts in a wrong or fast answer.
James even explains that the few times where Nina did not sleep well, she remembered to answer that
her sleep was uneasy. When How-R-you presents questions Nina is not used to, Amanda helps her to
answer and the registration takes longer. Usually though, on days where Nina is pain-free and sleeps
well, the registration is quick and easy.
The collaboration around the registration in How-R-you has caused Nina to start telling Amanda and
James about her pains during the day or when she feels them. An example is that Nina has reported to
Amanda that her heel is hurting after school. Amanda, who has previously felt challenged by not
knowing precisely when Nina is in pain, is surprised by the outcome. “She is much better at telling us
about it, right? And showing us precisely where it hurts. Right? Yes. So before [beginning of the HowR-you test, red.] I think we registered it when we [Amanda and James, red.] felt that she was tired or
fell asleep, when she came home in the afternoon or… I mean... while she now tells us about it every
single time. Or we feel she does. I mean, she tells us much more about it” (Amanda).
Furthermore, when Nina reports her pain to Amanda or James to register it in the app, she explains
more details about the pain, for instance what type of pain she experiences, and how bad it is. This
surprises Amanda and James, because it is a new skill for Nina, who has not previously been able to go
into detail about her pain. In fact, Amanda did not expect that Nina would be able to express details
about her pain yet because of her young age. Before the family started using the app, pain was difficult
to assess. “Nina is not very old, so it can be hard to say what is arthritis and what is regular pain. What
are growing pains. […] We have a procedure at home to say whether we [Amanda or James, red.] think
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it is one or the other” (Amanda). The procedure mentioned here was Amanda and James’ way of
interpreting Nina’s pains to decide whether they were related to arthritis or not. They did so by
comparing them to previous episodes of pain. To illustrate how the app enables Nina to assess her pain,
Amanda explains how Nina reported the pain she felt in her heel: “But now [after How-R-you was
introduced, red.] Nina has become so good at this that she can say: ‘My heel is hurting,’ as she said one
day. ‘But I don’t think it is arthritis, because it only hurts when I step on it’. ‘How would it need to hurt
for it to be arthritis?’, ‘But then it would also hurt when I lay down and when I sit in my chair and things
like that’” (Amanda). Nina also explains that arthritis pain “[…] hurts all of the time” (Amanda).
Amanda adds that she and James keep an extra-good eye on Nina during the rest of the day to make
sure that Nina does not experience signs of arthritis.
Amanda describes that in times where Nina reports pain Amanda immediately considers how she must
remember to register the observation in How-R-you. She only does so, however, if Nina turns out to
consider the pain to be arthritis. On another occasion Nina did report that she felt arthritis pain. “[…]
you [Nina, red.] told me, that you knew it was arthritis, because you were in pain all of the time. It was
you who came back to tell me about it. I was very surprised about that; that she discovered that she was
hurting. And then we said, like we usually do, that it was a good thing you told us. And then she came
back and said: ‘And I know it is arthritis because…’ or, I mean, ‘I know it isn’t arthritis because it only
hurts when I walk.’” (Amanda). Amanda explains that Nina reports episodes as they happen or as soon
as she meets Amanda or James after she has experienced an episode. “No, it was because she was
hurting, then she needs to tell us, so that we can register it. […] And she knows… when she is hurting,
she knows that we need to put it in the app. She does it by herself. When she tells us that she is hurting,
she will point to where she believes it is. Because she knows we want to know because we need to register
that in the app too.” According to Amanda, the repetitive registration in the app then not only reminds
Nina that she has to remember that she felt pain and report it to her parents, but also that she has to
reflect on what type of pain she experiences, and where she feels it. She believes that the app has made
it easier for Nina to distinguish between pains because James and Amanda are forced to talk to Nina
about what the pain is. Before their registrations in How-R-you they would have quickly concluded that
most pain Nina felt was arthritis. With the app Amanda and James not only talk more about the pain
with Nina, but Nina also thinks about it differently. Consequently, even when How-R-you is in the
background and not present, it still affects how and what Nina thinks about concerning her disease and
what information is important to track.

Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management between Amanda and James
In addition, How-R-you helps Amanda and James collaborate regarding Nina’s JIA. Although they
share many responsibilities between them, Amanda is the one who is primarily responsible for Nina
and keeping track of her disease, while James, for instance, knows their medication inventory for both
children. Before the family started using How-R-you to keep track of Nina’s experiences, conversations
regarding Nina’s symptoms were often brief and they only answered whether Nina was well or not.
“Before [before they used the app, red.] it was a little more like, ‘Did you hear Nina say that her foot was
hurting today?’, ‘Yes, she said that to me’, James may then say. And then we do not say any more. Maybe
he thinks that then we do not need to do anything more about it, but in my mind, I keep thinking, is
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there something that we should do about it? […] Ehm, it’s like that kind of; it’s not a disagreement, it’s
just that he deals with it in one way, I may do it in a different way” (Amanda).
With How-R-you there is a greater need for Amanda and James to talk and collaborate about the
symptoms to enable their registration. In order to present an accurate account of the experiences with
How-R-you, James and Amanda must talk about their experiences of Nina’s symptoms, because they
do not expect Nina to accurately remember them. A specific example is that James told Amanda that he
had given Nina pain medication one night. Amanda explains: “[…] now James also tells me, ‘I gave Nina
medication last night, because her ankle was hurting really bad’. So he may not have told me these
things before [before they used the app, red.], because for him it was unnecessary information, because
he’d already treated the pain, you see?” (Amanda). The information that James previously deemed
unimportant is now significant for filling in How-R-you and both parents must take part in
remembering information because they both spend time alone with their daughter. Furthermore, they
not only have to remember that a symptom occurred, but also the details about it. The app also serves
as a tool to identify what information is important by structuring the conversation about symptoms
around the modules and questions suggested by the app. In this way Amanda and James share more
details about their experiences of Nina between them when guided by the app. Although Amanda is in
charge of the registration together with Nina, James consequently has a role in the process too and
needs to be able to answer the questions. Through doing so, James not only remembers information,
but he also pays more attention to Nina’s JIA experiences, even when How-R-you is not present. “But
ehm… James, he is even more attentive towards remembering details when he experiences something
concerning her, right? We have talked about that too, that now we suddenly need to talk about it, when
he has been around her and experienced something. In this way we remind each other about it, when
there is something. It is necessary. To remind me about writing it down” (Amanda).
Lastly, Amanda also feels that James’ extra attention and the conversations and collaboration between
her and James leave her with peace of mind. She explains that when James takes Nina to the hospital
and hands over How-R-you to the physician, he too can answer every question from the physician,
because they talked over the times when Nina was in pain. They also prepare for the consultations
together, using How-R-you: “We usually discuss how she has been, and have we experienced anything
in the time before the consultation. Then we usually bring it [How-R-you, red.] forward so we can… so
we are on the same page at the consultation” (Amanda).
In this way, How-R-you has also changed Amanda and James’ experience of self-managing Nina’s
disease by requiring them to collaborate on the answers in the app. Although Amanda still has the
responsibility of registering disease experiences in the app with Nina, the responsibility of paying
attention to Nina’s disease in their everyday life is now shared between the parents.

Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management between the Family and Physician
In general, Amanda and James trust the healthcare professionals who treat Nina, which makes
collaboration with physicians easier. The physicians are specialists and their knowledge of the disease
is based on evidence. Yet every so often they do not entirely agree with the physicians, for instance on
questions of assessing Nina’s pain. Amanda and James are careful about where they find information
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about the disease from, and, if they have questions, they write them on a piece of paper to remind
themselves to ask the healthcare professionals about them at the consultations. Consequently, they do
not feel that they have much to offer concerning the decisions about the treatment of Nina. Nonetheless,
with How-R-you they feel that they may be able to contribute to the treatment with valuable knowledge.
“Well, I guess, because we have spent so much time in hospitals and all, I just think that we trust their
assessments, however I think that in one way or another this [How-R-you, red.] may help us with
handing over some knowledge to them about how it looks during everyday life, right? So that [the
physicians making decisions about the treatment, red.] shouldn’t change, but then they could also take
what they think is relevant [from the app, red.]” (Amanda). In line with this, Amanda likes that the
presented information about Nina’s disease experiences is the same, no matter whether it is James or
her who takes Nina to consultations.
In a typical consultation where the physician uses the app, James or Amanda lead most of the
conversation with the physician. James and Amanda usually say that everything is fine, but, as shown
in the following extract from a consultation, the information in the app widens that conversation. Nina
walks into the consultation with Amanda and sits on Amanda’s lap across from the physician, Brenda.
Brenda is talking in a light tone of voice and she is smiling at Nina and Amanda. The round table is
placed in a corner to the left of the door to the hallway. Nina and Amanda have placed themselves in
the very left corner while Brenda is to their left. Nina is wrapping her mom’s arms around herself and
is looking around. She observes not only Brenda and the nurse there, but also the drawings on the wall
and occasionally she even fixes her eyes on me, as if she is closely investigating me. Brenda is leaning
towards the two and asks them both if she can see the app. Amanda finds her smartphone in the pocket
of her jacket, selects How-R-you on the screen, and hands it over to Brenda. Brenda moves a little closer
to Amanda and Nina to share the screen with them.
Brenda: Wait a minute! What should I look at, your pain?
Nina nods. Brenda accesses the module and finds a pain episode in the table for the module.
Brenda: Have you had any at all? Yes, actually you have, your feet have been hurting.
Amanda: This was the other night, am I right?
Nina nods.
Brenda: Yes. In the middle of the night?
Amanda: Not that I experienced it, but dad did!
Amanda laughs.
Brenda: Yes. Was it around the time when dad usually goes to bed or something like that?
Amanda: I think that we’d already gone to bed. Was dad in bed too Nina?
Nina: Yes.
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During this conversation we see how the physician is able to extract details through How-R-you to learn
more about what the family experiences. Following up on the consultation Amanda explains how she
experiences that the physician receives more information at consultations with How-R-you, even if the
conversation is not very different from consultations without the app, according to Amanda. Amanda
explains that: “I still feel like we are talking about the same things, really… So, the only thing is that
today, when she sat with it [How-R-you, red.] in that way in there, ehm. Then I thought that, ehm, it
was like she was able to look into the app and see some things, which she did not ask me about, but I
thought: ‘I’m okay with that’.” Amanda continues to state that since all of the data relates to Nina’s
arthritis, it is relevant to the physician and less intimidating to share.
Following the consultation Amanda further explains that even though she approves of the physician’s
approach to the use of How-R-you to support their collaboration, she misses that the physician asks
more direct questions about the data. This wish is directly linked to Amanda and James’ challenges with
the physician’s assessment of Nina’s pain as growing pains. Amanda and James, in collaboration with
Nina, have assessed each of Nina’s pain experiences to only register what they believe to be arthritis
related ones. During this consultation Amanda feels that the physician too quickly concludes by reading
data in How-R-you that the pains Nina experiences are growing pains. Amanda would have liked to
demonstrate and express that the family think the pains are arthritis related. “Now she [the physician,
red.] says, right away, that these are growing pains. Then I thought… She’s saying that because of the
data in the app but I’d still like to add a few things… To argue that I’m not completely certain that it is
just growing pains.” However, Amanda also describes that this consultation is different from other
consultations, because she also felt that Brenda did not completely reject Amanda’s proposition of the
pain as being arthritis pain. To understand Amanda’s contradicting viewpoints on how Brenda has and
is assessing and diagnosing Nina’s pain, I will present some observations from the consultation.
In this part of the consultation, Brenda mentions for the first time that the pains may be growing pains
and Amanda reacts to this message. Brenda now moves into graphs to see whether the pain episode was
a one-time experience or lasted across multiple days, which would be a sign of arthritis. The graphs
show spikes, meaning that Nina has experienced the pain more than once, but not for days at a time.
Brenda: But see, it is actually many times, huh? A little further ahead. Is it always your feet? Should I
take a look here?
[Brenda moves back to the tables in How-R-you to see where the pain occurred.]
Brenda: Yes. And is it always late evening or night?
Amanda: Yes, it is.
Brenda: Yes. And then, is there any [pain, red.] left in the morning?
Amanda: No.
Brenda: It sounds a lot like what we call growing pain. It can be difficult to assess…
Amanda: She [Nina, red.] really isn’t… She points to the right ankle.
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Brenda: Hm… Every time?
Amanda: And I got to tell you, I think it is a couple of weeks ago or something, where you [Nina, red.]
said, ehm, said that your foot was hurting and then ehm, then we [James and Amanda, red.] said that,
okay, and then you came a little later and said: ‘But this is not arthritis.’ And then I said: ‘Try to tell me
how you know that it isn’t?’ And then, what did you say, Nina, then you said that it was because it only…
Well, it was because you said that when you feel arthritis it hurts all of the time, and on that day, it only
hurt when you walked, is that right? I thought that was an attentive observation, actually.
Nurse: It was!
Brenda: Ehm, really, really great!
Amanda: Yes, so I think that she now, after all of this [How-R-you, red.], will begin to…
Brenda: Yes, you [Nina, red.] know the difference between one and the other, don’t you?
Amanda: I at least think that she thinks, that when it is arthritis it hurts all of the time, right? Then it
isn’t just when she is walking.
Brenda: No, but I would’ve expected it to last for a few days, actually, meaning many days of pain in the
same spot, right?
Amanda: Yes.
Brenda: Now, it is the same spot, but it also is the same place as when it is…
Amanda: But when she says that [the pain is arthritis, red.], then we register it as arthritis, because it is
difficult for us to ehm… to do anything else…
Amanda is here trying to make the case that Nina knows the difference between arthritis pain and other
pain, and, accordingly, what is registered and what Nina is experiencing is or could be arthritis. At the
same time Brenda argues that arthritis pain generally follows another pattern. This is what usually
frustrates Amanda, because she feels that the physician does not consider the family’s worries carefully
enough. Usually the assessment of the pain would stop here. However, as Amanda reports following
this consultation, this is the first time she experiences that the family’s assessment of the pain has not
been completely contradicted. Hence, in this consultation Brenda approaches the family’s concerns
about the pain differently from usual pain assessment.
Firstly, in contrast to other consultations, Brenda now starts to closely examine the rich dataset. She
starts a search in the modules “My day” and “My night” for signs of arthritis, for instance to see whether
Nina has skipped days in school. Brenda moves to the tables in “My day” and scrolls through:
Brenda: She hasn’t skipped school because of it [the pain, red.] or…
Amanda: No, not at all and it is not something that affects her.
Brenda: No, and I can see that there is nothing else here.
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Amanda: No, it doesn’t affect her at all. Not at all, it’s never keeping her from doing anything or…
Brenda: No.
Amanda: And it often is in the evening or at night, and then we give her Bonyl [pain medication, red.]
and a heating pad and then… Then everything is fine again.
Brenda: Yes. And you haven’t seen any swellings around the joints, you haven’t seen anything swell?
Amanda: No.
[Brenda switches between the tables and graphs in “My day” and “My night” to see the different data.
While she does so, the room is quiet for a little while. She then comments:]
Brenda: Then, now I will just take a look at how the sleep looks. Your sleep [Nina’s, red.] looks a little
restless. It isn’t on the same nights [as the pain, red.]. And there are also a few nights, it isn’t many,
where you woke up, huh? In the middle of the night.
Amanda: You [Nina, red.] usually sleep really well, right?
Brenda: Yes, it looks fine, all of this. Hmm…
Brenda wants to move out of the “My night” table, but when she accidently turns on Siri and she quickly
puts the phone down on the round table, before the smartphone voice asks how she can help. Everybody
laughs. Brenda pushes herself away from the table and looks at Amanda and Nina, while Amanda takes
her phone and puts it back into her pocket.
Brenda’s examination of data both enables her to find other signs that the pain may or may not be
arthritis and it also signals to the family that she is considering the family’s work around registering the
data and their worries concerning the pain.
Secondly, using what she just saw in How-R-you, Brenda summarizes things and explains why she’s not
concerned that the pains are arthritis pain. She does so by pointing out the difference between arthritis
and Nina’s pain and by explaining what other types of pain these patterns usually fit with. By presenting
her analysis to the family she also teaches them about the signs and symptoms that they should carefully
notice, and how the current signs and symptoms fit with other pain.
Brenda: So, it actually seems as if everything is good. But there are pains late in the evening and I think
it is super-great that you are [considering them, red.], because we have this thing that is called pains
when you overload… I mean when you are really active. It sounds like those. And then there are the
pains in the lower part of the leg and feet, that you in fact feel just before your own bedtime or around
your parents’ bedtime or just around midnight. Around early evening and they can really do a lot, like
your bigger sister, who has growing pains, it is not completely similar from child to child, except for the
part about how it appears as a bolt from the blue and then it is gone and not necessarily coherent
throughout days; it appears a little out of order, right?
The third way Brenda approaches the family’s concerns is by returning to them during the physical
exam, where she carefully examines Nina’s joints for physical signs of arthritis. In this way she tests her
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suspicion that the pain does not derive from arthritis, and signals to Amanda that she is genuinely
interested in finding out. In the following joint examination Brenda examines Nina’s right ankle. Nina
is lying quietly on the examination table, while Brenda examines Nina’s ankles by holding and twisting
her feet.
Brenda: They look good, the feet. Is it up here that they hurt, when they hurt or more like back here?
[While Brenda talks, she points out two spots on Nina’s ankle and foot.]
Nina: Here!
Brenda: Okay, it’s right there.
[There is a small pause while Brenda looks at the foot and twists it.]
Brenda: Do you feel anything now?
[Nina shakes her head and there is another pause in the conversation.]
Brenda: It seems like you can move it really well. And I don’t think that it is arthritis.
After the consultation Amanda is still not certain that the pains are not arthritis, but she feels that
Brenda went into detail about the pain this time, which helped their collaboration. “Maybe I even think
that this was the very first time that I did not feel completely rejected when I say that our registrations
are arthritis, as we assess it.” During this consultation Amanda did not show Brenda how she thought
that other patterns in How-R-you signaled that the pain is arthritis. The pain, for instance, always
returns just before Nina receives her medication at Aarhus University Hospital. “I think we would be
able to see [in the data, red.] that she has experienced it once or twice before this. And, I mean, then it
is strange that she is feeling growing pains just before every time. Before she receives her medication.
That’s my immediate assessment.” She furthermore explains that the app makes the argument more
reliable. Nevertheless, this is an argument that Amanda saves for another time, when she needs it more.
She would use it if she felt that the physician implied a wrong assessment of Nina. A much more specific
situation is also mentioned: “I’m thinking that the next time we need to adjust the medication, this
[How-R-you, red.] could become a great help.” Amanda explains that in the past they have had some
discussions with the physicians about the medication Nina receives. If the physicians were to change
the medication again, Amanda would use How-R-you: “If they say: ‘we need to give her some other
medication’ or ‘we will take the medication away from her’, or something like that, then I would
probably say: ‘we would also like that, but let’s just take a look at how it has been so far.’ Then we have
a foundation to… well, if it doesn’t work, then we can see that there were some episodes before. […] And
we can see it from our daily registrations, not just from their registrations every six weeks.” In this way
Amanda experiences that she is able to influence the physicians’ assessments by offering them more
precise data.
On the other side of the table, the physicians experience both advantages and disadvantages when
collaborating with Nina and her parents through the app in the consultation. Following the exemplified
consultation, Brenda said that she felt obliged to go through the registrations even if it was a stressful
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day, where she usually would not have had time for that sort of conversation. Brenda felt that the quality
of her treatment was much higher because she was obliged to investigate the data. Brenda exemplifies:
“When I saw the results, then I thought I could really, really use the app, because now I’m completely
certain that it is growing pains. Ehm, and she… Or just a few chronic pains compared to how she did
have arthritis before, I mean, using this [data in How-R-you, red.] I don’t at all think arthritis, not with
that pattern, so I actually think that the information in the app were really great and exactly what I
actually wished for.”
Another physician, Maddie, also collaborated with Nina around the app. After that consultation, Maddie
said: “It’s easy. This is so easy! It’s a fast tool and a great tool to quickly gain an overview. […] When it
works, then, then you can say, then it is easy to ask: is she sleeping well? Yes! Feeling any pain? No! If
it is zero, zero, zero, zero the whole way.” In this way How-R-you helps the physicians gain the
information they need quickly and, Maddie adds, the physician is more confident that the child really
is pain-free because the data have been systematically registered and read.

Embodied Experience of Time
Times of Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management in Everyday Life
Episodes at home. With How-R-you the family now register every evening to explicitly remember when
they experience arthritis episodes. Registering with the app is quick and easy and the information on
Nina’s experiences is helpful to the family. Nina sometimes tells Amanda or James about an episode
during the day, which they then register in the evening. “The reason that we do it in the evening is that
we fill it out for the day. ‘How has your day been?’, then I just think that it makes sense to register when
the day is about over. And I just think that sometimes, if we register in the afternoon when we are all
home, then I think, well… Then we did not register for the part of the day, where we saw her. I mean, if
we do it at 3 pm then we miss the whole part of the day where we are able to see how the day is for her.”
The evening registration accordingly enables a better overview of how the whole day has been in order
to ensure that all details are included.
However, arthritis episodes occur during both the night and the day. Before the use of How-R-you the
family would observe an episode and be reminded about it during or just before a consultation if it
turned out to be important. Usually, Nina would experience pain and forget it soon after, and often
Amanda and James would not discover the pain because Nina forgot about it before she had the chance
to tell them. After the introduction of How-R-you, however, the family has focused on registering data
in the app. Consequently, they sometimes have to remember a datapoint throughout the day to enable
the registration of data in the evening. It is possible to register during the day, but the family finds it
more sensible to do so in the evening. Nina expresses that she does not think about the disease more
often in her everyday life. Amanda also declares that she is not bothered by additional thoughts and
barely remembers the app during her everyday life: “The thoughts are present during the 10 seconds
extra I spend registering in the app. So not at all. If I forget it one day or two, then my thoughts are more
like: ‘Oh shit, now I forgot it!’ […] If it was in my thoughts all of the time, then I would remember to fill
out the app every day and I do forget it some days because it’s not in my thoughts, so no, it’s [JIA, red.]
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not more present than before.” Yet, this clear example shows that the app provokes thoughts about the
disease throughout the day. Amanda mentions an episode where Nina told James about her pain at
night. The day after they talked about registering this event but decided to wait until later. The family
then carry the information with them throughout the day until they register their thoughts in the app.
At this time Nina will have swiftly experienced herself reflecting on the disease several times that day.
Instead of experiencing the disease as just an integrated part of everyday life that she does not think
much about, Nina then experiences herself as a patient who reflects and self-manages her disease.
Periods at home. How-R-you enables a reflection on Nina’s disease experience across longer time
periods, for instance the time that has gone since the last consultation. It facilitates a quick overview on
how Nina has been and how many episodes she has experienced in a specific time period. To prepare
before a consultation, James and Amanda go over the data they registered in How-R-you to see what
has taken place during the time period.
The exercise of looking over the data for a time period in How-R-you also helps them to make decisions
about the self-management of the disease in Nina’s everyday life. Understanding how Nina has been
helps them deal with situations of different kinds because how Nina is currently does not always match
how she has been during the past few weeks. In everyday life it is easy to forget how she has actually
been. “Of course, we just need to look at her and listen to her, but it is a nice thing to get a better
visualization of how she is actually doing just now. But yes, it is because everyday life just flashes by,
right, so writing it down quickly enables a better visualization of… maybe we actually need to give her a
kick scooter at the next school run because she’s had a bad time period” (Amanda). As seen here, such
reflections about the past few weeks enable Amanda and James make decisions about Nina’s current
actions. However, Nina is too young to understand graphs. “For her, it is difficult to understand. We
looked at graphs and stuff like that and she is not there yet at all. And she doesn’t understand it at all.
So, we don’t show it to her. It’s not something I spend time doing either, looking at graphs!” (Amanda).
However, Amanda and James explain that Nina is experiencing a time period with only a few and known
symptoms, which makes the app less applicable to her. James thinks that Nina experiences too few
episodes to register properly. Amanda attempts to explain that the app would be more useful to other
families where the child experiences the disease more. “I think some people would, I mean… Would be
more afflicted than us so you could say, I mean, then it would be possible to see a clear image of when
it, it burdens, is in relation to sport activities or is it, ehm, I mean…” She also describes that there have
been times where How-R-you would have been more valuable to Nina and her disease selfmanagement: “Yes, I mean, I think that in the period, in the periods of time where the disease was worst,
then I noted when and how often she said it. Just to have a better image ourselves. And in those periods
of time it would have been good to have some sort of tool.” Amanda also points out that How-R-you is
of interest during times of medication change, where she may experience more symptoms, and would
have been interesting when they started the treatment. “If we agree with the hospital, that there is a sort
of transitional period with new medication or something like that, then okay, we should also register
how things are at home to collaborate” (Amanda).
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Times of Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management at Consultations
Episodes at consultations. Registrations in How-R-you help Nina and her family explain specific
episodes at the hospital. Because the physicians are able to see the many datapoints for a single day in
How-R-you’s table function, they can quickly spot if something is out of the ordinary. In that case the
physician starts asking questions or looking for more data about the episode. These details were often
forgotten before their use of How-R-you. With How-R-you the family is able to explain details about an
episode at the consultation. Amanda experiences this a sense of assurance: “I really think that it is the
assurance for us in knowing that we have written it up. I mean, that’s what I’ve often wondered about,
how… How do I, how do I register that something has happened or that she feels bad some days and
what does that mean? […] Then they [the physicians, red.] would be able to ask: we can see something
here and then we would be able to talk about it, yes.” In consultations with the physician Amanda uses
these details. For instance, she did so to point out the correlation between a dance lesson and a pain
episode and to explain how James considered whether and how to give Nina pain medication.
Furthermore, it is difficult to remember details, for instance precisely when something happened, but
How-R-you helps: “And then the thing about, that it is actually difficult to remember something six
weeks ago. Was it during those six weeks or was it the six weeks before those or, right, sometimes
that’s… then it’s easy that it is registered” (Amanda).
However, reading the large amount of data for specific time periods during the consultation can be time
consuming for the physician. After a consultation with Nina where Brenda spends time teaching Nina
and Amanda about different types of pain, Brenda mentioned that How-R-you does not only expose
arthritis related challenges, which can be challenging.
Periods at consultations. The graphs in How-R-you show what has happened across a full period of
time between consultations. By looking at these graphs, the physician can see how the patient has been
and whether anything is out of the ordinary. James explains that it can be very difficult to remember
periods of arthritis related symptoms: “I’m sure that the app is justified, because sometimes you can go
back, and it is actually really hard to remember that there was a difficult time period, where we
experienced this and that and many pains and things like that. You forget those things in your everyday
life.”
James also believes that the app reveals otherwise hidden patterns across time periods because there
are many different datapoints in the graphs. Comparing graphs enables a quick identification of
correlating episodes across the different categories and timespans. The physicians’ professional
background enables the exposure of such correlations. In Nina’s case, Amanda specifically thinks that
the graphs may reveal that her pain is arthritis and not growing pain, that is if the physicians were to
compare different time periods: “We could have jumped into the app and said: ‘let’s take a look at, at
the ehm, two weeks up to this, to this day [consultation, where Nina receives medication, red.]. Then
let’s look at the last two weeks up towards the former time [former consultation, red.]’. Then we could,
I think, see that she has been in pain once or twice just before it [consultation, red.]. And then we could
discuss that it is a little weird that she has growing pains just before each time [consultation, red.]”
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(Amanda). In this way Amanda experiences that the arthritis symptoms appear in a specific pattern
which she would be able to reveal to the physician.
For David, How-R-you is mostly valuable to patients with more symptoms than Nina, and who would
register more across a time period. David even suggests that Nina should only register if she feels the
pain across multiple days: ”Just as I would say that for someone like Nina, who may not feel very bad
now, then there could come a day where she feels it and then register, and then register the next couple
of days if it does not go away and then it is in there [How-R-you, red.], right? But that’s the point, it
ends up that here in ‘pain’ [the module, red.] for instance, she registered the four, three times, that there
was any pain. And then that’s it” (David).

Embodied Experience of Space
Places for Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management in Everyday Life
Because of her young age Nina needs help with disease self-management activities from her parents or
physicians. Disease management activities accordingly take place where these people are located, either
with her parents at home or with the physicians at the hospital. Although symptoms may appear in
other places, for instance at school or in dance classes, they are only managed at home or at the hospital
due to Nina’s age and need for assistance. Disease management at home and at the hospital are,
however, very different activities.
In Nina’s home, disease self-management of arthritis is a small activity undertaken in-between many
others and not something that is necessarily experienced every day. In fact, aside from her use of HowR-you, Nina’s only fixed, recurrent disease self-management routine at home is her weekly injection
with medication preceded and followed by two oral pills (one before the injection and one on the day
after the injection). Aside from this self-management of medication, home-based disease selfmanagement of Nina’s arthritis includes self-managing her symptoms. Without How-R-you, symptom
self-management is a more spontaneous activity depending on how Nina is feeling and whether she
informs Amanda or James about her symptoms. Since a family dinner is an activity where the family
gathers in the dining room to talk about the day, this is also a safe place where Nina can talk about the
symptoms, unless she is in more pain and has to seek help from Amanda or James to treat it. Most days,
however, they do not talk about arthritis because Nina does not experience or does not remember
experiencing symptoms. According to Amanda and James it is important that the disease does not
interfere too much in the family space and that Nina is not too aware of her disease. “I think, as we
express, that Nina is not very conscious about it [arthritis, red.], right? But we are not doing anything
to make it bigger than it is. So we are open about it, and we do talk about it, when she is going [to the
hospital, red.], and there is no problem there, and she is allowed to talk about it and… But we don’t want
it to become a project, something that makes it bigger than it is. So, I think she doesn’t need to say
much, but it is still good to be open about it,” Amanda explains. The few times when Nina experiences
pain repeatedly, Amanda and James worry more about her. Hence, they spend more time self-managing
symptoms and asking about Nina’s pain experience: “I mean, she won’t say: ‘my joint hurts’, instead
she’ll say: ‘my leg hurts’ or ‘my foot hurts’, and then we’ll ask her to point out where it is. She’ll point to
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approximately where it hurts. For a period of time she was swollen, and then it was really easy for us to
see where it was. But now, when she’s not doing that anymore, we need to spend more time to find it”
(Amanda). However, it is both difficult to know what information physicians find valuable and to
remember Nina’s answers during consultations. Yet, even during times where James and Amanda
worry, they seldom write down what they experience: “No, we don’t write it up”, James explains when
I ask him directly.
With the app, however, symptom self-management is a recurrent, fixed activity, which has been added
to the family space, specifically at dinnertime in the dining room or during bedtime in Nina’s bedroom.
As the family usually meet to chat at the end of the day at these two places, this is also a safe space to
catch up on questions in How-R-you. “We either do it just after dinner or when she is put to bed”
(Amanda). Registering only takes a minute, yet although it is a small activity to add to Nina’s homebased self-management activities, it does bring the topic of arthritis to the table every day. Nina, for
instance, now always remembers to report symptoms to Amanda or James, because she knows that the
symptoms need to be registered.
If not for the app, self-management of symptoms would potentially be forgotten in the family space.
Nevertheless, the topic of arthritis does not seem to bother the family, although Amanda and James
have been worrying about it taking up more room in the family space. “It [registering in How-R-you,
red.] doesn’t take up a lot of room, there are a few days where I forget it but ehm, mostly… But it takes
like… When you sit down, it does not take, I mean it takes a minute and then you are finished, so…”
(Amanda). Yet thoughts about registering do occur at home too: “I actually remember it every day, but,
you know, I’m just not always by my smartphone, when I remember it. I mean, it’s when I sit on my
sofa in the evening. I’m just about to register, but then I forget it again. So, it actually isn’t that I don’t
remember it every day. I mean, often I remember it in the morning when I’m blow-drying my hair some
place [at home, red.], then I think that I could use the time to concurrently register something”
(Amanda). Accordingly, a day never goes by without Amanda thinking about the app.
Furthermore, the app has not only changed how often the disease is self-managed at home, but also
how it is self-managed. Many questions have been added to the family conversation about the disease.
Nina not only answers questions about where the pain occurs, but also how much it hurts, in what
situation she felt it, whether it has disrupted her sleep or activity, or changed her mood, etc. For Amanda
the questions presented in How-R-you are valuable because they guide the family and Nina on what
questions they should be asking and tracking. Amanda used to worry about not remembering or asking
about the important information that the physicians need: “Is this something that we should remember
the next time we are going [to the hospital, red.], because maybe it is an important sign? […] is it
something that will return? Is it something we should say or is it something we shouldn’t say?” This is
no longer a challenge: “And with this [How-R-you, red.] we have started talking about it and then we
bring Nina into the conversation and we register. So then it feels like, I mean, now we are really fast at
figuring out whether it [the symptom, red.] has something to do with the arthritis or not. I mean.
Because we need to register it when it is related to the arthritis” (Amanda). Because a physician has codeveloped the questions and takes time at consultations to see the registrations, it feels as if registering
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in How-R-you is also valuable to the physicians. This leaves Amanda with a sense of assurance that
Nina’s condition is now tracked by the hospital, because it feels as if the app is simulating the procedure
the family knows from the hospital. In this way, How-R-you becomes a virtual extension of the activities
at the hospital.
Nonetheless, the activity is also different from the activity at the hospital. Carrying out the activity of
self-management of symptoms on a daily basis, with the help of parents and in the comfort of a known
space, enables Nina to say more about how she feels. In contrast to her behavior at the hospital, Nina is
not shy when talking at home. Hence, the blending of her home space and the hospital activities
introduced by How-R-you ensure that Nina’s perspective on the disease is given more room. On the
other hand, Amanda and James still help to Nina decide whether she is experiencing arthritis and they
only register the pain at home if they agree that it could be related to arthritis: “As I say, many days are
similar for her. So, I’ll say that the days where she is in pain and where we believe that it is related to
arthritis, those are the days where they [pains, red.] are always registered, because this is something we
have to do” (Amanda). In this way, Amanda and James are still filtering Nina’s raw experiences of pain
to decide what should be registered in the app, in the same way as they are often speaking on behalf of
Nina at the hospital.
In so doing, How-R-you changes how much room disease self-management is given in the family space.
Before the use of How-R-you, the self-management of symptoms was less visible. Even though How-Ryou is only used briefly each day, it brings forward self-management of symptoms which imprints itself
in the family space. The increased attention towards self-managing symptoms has affected how Nina
behaves at home, as she is now reporting her symptoms to her parents more often and has learned what
questions to answer, as a result of the repetitive use of the app. The activities known from the hospital
are given more room in the safe home space. Through the app these activities have become infused in
the family space by invisibly teaching Nina and her family to reflect more about her symptoms during
their everyday life and experience a larger part of her life in the role as a patient.

Places for Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management at the Hospital
Nina travels with Amanda or James to the hospital every sixth week and spends between three and four
hours there. At the hospital most activities concern disease management. Disease management
activities at the hospital include both consultations with the ophthalmologist and the rheumatologist.
The ophthalmologist examines Nina’s eyes for inflammatory cells while the rheumatologist examines
her joints for inflammation. The ophthalmologist and the rheumatologist collaborate on Nina’s
medication prescription to ensure that the medication Nina receives for each inflammation do not
counteract or damage other parts of Nina’s body.
The consultation at the rheumatologist’s takes place in one of the four ambulatory care examination
rooms at the children’s rheumatology department. The consultation with the rheumatologist begins
with the construction of an anamnesis, in which Nina reports her symptoms since the last visit. Nina is
shy and quiet at the consultation and, without the use of How-R-you, the rheumatologist attempts to
soften her up by asking about something potentially exciting to Nina, for instance her last holiday or
her birthday. Mostly Nina provides brief answers and Amanda or James must continue the conversation
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with the physician while Nina listens closely. Without How-R-you it is difficult to remember what has
happened since the last visit, and Amanda and James usually conclude that Nina has been fine and not
experienced any symptoms. They sometimes mention pain that Nina has been feeling, however the
physician usually explains that the pain sounds like growing pains. When Nina started the treatment
process the physician would spend time asking many specific questions “[…] but we have been in the
game for many years, so maybe they know that when I say everything is fine, it is. You know. Maybe,
when you [patients, red.] are newer to all of this, they ask more. Yes, I actually believe they [physicians,
red.] do” (James). However, the fewer questions from physicians sometimes feels unsettling: “I mean,
during the stretches of time where I did not think she has, I mean the times where she was okay, but I
did not think that she was entirely fine, those times I have been challenged by that […] they haven’t
been able to ask me questions, so that I could find out how she has really been, so that I could answer
them that, because I sometimes feel that it is really difficult” (Amanda). Amanda expresses that she is
afraid that she will not recall important details, because she does not know what to look for and
accordingly, what information to provide.
How-R-you is used during Nina’s consultation with the physician and changes the consultation space.
While it differs when the different physicians use How-R-you, the tool is always used in the key activity
of constructing an anamnesis. For David and Maddie consultations supported by apps begin with an
informal chat where they ask how Nina is before bringing forward the app. During an observed
consultation between David, Nina and James, David asked about Nina’s pain, her activity levels, dentist
appointments and her consultation with the ophthalmologist while also touching upon subjects such as
‘Dancing with the Stars’ and Christmas events before asking to see How-R-you. Still, he was surprised
about the level of detail in How-R-you and believed that he received details from How-R-you that he
did not receive in the rest of the consultation. For instance, David was able to quickly observe the pattern
of Nina’s pains since the last consultation and could confirm that the pain was not caused by arthritis.
It left him with a certainty that Nina was well-treated. In another observed consultation between
Maddie, James and Nina, Maddie also asks about pains, the ophthalmologist, and the recent holiday
before looking at How-R-you. She too was surprised about how How-R-you enabled a greater insight to
Nina’s everyday life. She explains that the app leaves her with an assurance that Nina and her parents
remember how they have been since the last consultation because everyday information is
systematically registered in the app: “If they experience the slightest variation, then I can look and find
when it is and when it is not, is it a weekend pattern or is it an everyday pattern? And say, if it is just
zero, zero, zero, then I get the information just as quick, but I get it systematically. […] I get information
systematically, which I would not have asked about as consistently as they are presented when they pop
straight up in my face!”
Brenda’s approach to How-R-you is different from Maddie and David’s. In an observed consultation
between Brenda, Nina and Amanda, Brenda greets Nina and Amanda and invites them to sit, and then
immediately asks about How-R-you. She then uses the questions in How-R-you to talk to the family and
construct an anamnesis. This makes the app an integral part of the consultation space because Brenda
uses it to perform a key activity. Brenda chooses this approach because she knows that going through
the app takes up more time than her normal anamnesis activity. Contrarily, she explains that the app
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increases the quality of the consultation by bringing everyday life into the consultation and by forcing
her to talk about any challenges that may appear in the patient’s everyday life, not only arthritis. As seen
in her consultation with Nina, the registrations clearly illustrated that Nina does experience pain in her
everyday life. Everyday life is clearly represented in the consultation space, and Brenda is no longer able
to avoid going into detail about this challenge although the pain is only rarely present in Nina’s everyday
life. Previously, James’ or Amanda’s limited, narrated memory of pains and the details surrounding the
pain would leave some uncertainty about the exact type of pain. Although Brenda would be confident
that the pain was not arthritis, she would only have enough information to guess what other type of pain
Nina felt could be. With everyday life virtually represented in the consultation, she must now closely
examine the data to understand the pain. In this case with Nina, the virtual representation of Nina’s
everyday experiences gave her the certainty that the pain is growing pains. Yet, that conclusion also
implies that she must spend time teaching Nina and her parents about the signs of growing pains. In
this way, Brenda’s focus on children’s’ rheumatology widens and she starts treating Nina’s pains as a
general pediatrician, which takes more time.
On the other hand, Amanda clearly feels that the virtually represented everyday life affects the
consultation. Using How-R-you in the consultation space leaves James and Amanda feeling more at
ease during that situation. For Nina, the app represents a fun addition to the consultation. She likes to
show the physician her answers, although she, as Amanda explains, does not yet understand the graphs
and tables in the app. During the use of How-R-you, Nina’s observed behavior did not change either.
“For her they [graphs and tables] are a little difficult to understand. We were looking at the graphs and
those things together and she is not there, at all. She doesn’t understand anything” (Amanda). For
James and Amanda, How-R-you is a tool to help them systematically remember how Nina is and deliver
this information to the physician. Showing their answers to the physician during the consultation has a
calming effect: “I just think that it shows an image of our past time-period at home. […] As a matter of
fact it is the sense of security for us in knowing that we registered it all, you know? Because that’s what
I’ve often thought about, the thing about: How do I? How do I register that there has been a reaction or
that she has been feeling bad a couple of days, and what does that mean?” (Amanda). In this way
Amanda feels that she is giving the physicians information to determine if something is unusual for
Nina. The physician can quickly scan through the registered data, leaving Amanda and James feeling
that they did not forget to give important information to the physician. Amanda also feels as if the
physician is asking more about Nina’s condition when the family takes How-R-you with them. Nina
feels that the questions are more direct, which makes it easier to talk about their experiences since the
last visit. “It creates a better base to talk from […] they [physicians, red.] can quickly form an image of,
I mean, how it looks and then they can ask: ‘We can see that she has been feeling unwell the past two
weeks’, and then he [James, red.] can talk about that, so ehm, so yes” (Amanda). Amanda also feels that
she is prepared for consultation, a situation that has earlier been difficult to prepare for. She, for
instance, explains that she used to take pictures of medications from home to remember their names at
the hospital, but with How-R-you she knows the names are provided in the app. In this way How-R-you
has a calming effect during the consultation.
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Furthermore, Amanda experiences that How-R-you changes how much attention physicians pay her in
the consultation space. “I think it was nice that… I feel like this was the first I wasn’t completely rejected
when I say that the registrations are arthritis, as we see it. I mean. […] It was like it [assessments of
pain, red.] was accepted in some way” (Amanda). Amanda feels that she is now able to better argue her
point of view but also that the physician does not conclude that Nina’s pains are growing pains before
having examined the data carefully. Even though Brenda and Amanda still do not agree on what the
pain is, Amanda feels as if Brenda takes notice of her observations in a new way. “Because then it is not
just something we made up. I mean, then it’s registered and why would we register something that
wasn’t true? Right? And then there is the thing that it is actually difficult to remember something six
weeks ago” (Amanda). During the observed consultation that Amanda discusses above, Brenda went
through all four modules and asked several follow-up questions before concluding that the pain is
growing pains. In this consultation Brenda then spends time explaining why she believes the pain is
characterized as growing pains. Brenda and Amanda end up agreeing on how to manage the pain.

Embodied Experience on Artifact
Digital and Non-Digital Chronic Disease Self-Management Artifacts in Everyday Life
When not using How-R-you, Nina, James and Amanda only occasionally use other artifacts to selfmanage the disease. James sometimes uses paper to write down questions and information when he’s
taking Nina to consultations. “I actually used to do that [write down information on his smartphone,
red.], because I sometimes came home and then it was like, you know, ‘Did you ask about that?’, ‘No’
[laughs]. So I sometimes brought paper” (James). Amanda also sometimes uses pieces of paper to write
down experiences of arthritis during timespans where Nina experiences symptoms frequently. She
explains that she writes it down “If we are in doubt about her medication or this timespan here…
because the biological treatment is for two years as a starting point, right? So this timespan where we
knew that she might change medication but we actually assessed that she was functioning well with
what [medication, red.] she received” (Amanda). Yet she often forgets to register things and often the
thoughts about Nina’s symptoms translate to worries about the importance of the lost information.
How-R-you has changed Amanda’s experiences of both using paper to write down information and of
not registering at all. “Well, you could say, couldn’t you just write it on a piece of paper? Yes, we could,
but we just don’t do it,” she explains. Amanda further points out how demanding it is to create paperbased systems, and how difficult it is to construct an image of Nina’s health from a piece of paper. In
contrast, the family remembers to use How-R-you, it is easy to do so, and the app affords a good
representation of Nina’s everyday life. “I just think we got some documentation for how she is, so it’s a
fast overview, and also an assurance, that’s what I think it gives” (Amanda). Comparing the use of HowR-you to paper notes also reminds Amanda that How-R-you may not always be valuable. Nina only
experiences some timespans with difficult arthritis and at other times, Amanda would not need to
register Nina’s symptoms. In contrast, the app helps the family talk about the disease with each other
and with the physician and to feel assured that they did not forget important information. Yet, on the
other hand, How-R-you reminds Nina that she is a patient, even in times where she is feeling well.
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From another perspective, paper pieces and smartphone notes only represents Amanda’s and James’
experience of the disease at home, whereas How-R-you partly represents Nina’s too. When registering
in the app Nina is invited to join the registration and explain her experiences. Furthermore, she also
explains to Amanda and James when she would like to register something in the app. In this way, even
if Amanda sometimes register in the app on her own, Nina is collaborating with Amanda on that
registration.

Digital and Non-Digital Chronic Disease Management Artifacts at Consultations
At the consultation, physicians use an Electronic Patient Journal to keep track of the progression of
Nina’s disease. The information they collect during the anamnesis about Nina is registered in the system
for future use. However, this information is collected from the viewpoint of the physician who asks Nina
questions and decides what the note in the journal should say. In this way, information in the Electronic
Patient Journal is the physicians’ medical interpretation of how Nina feels.
The physicians’ experience that How-R-you represents Nina’s experience of her disease at home. Even
if Nina has collaborated with Amanda on the registration, the app still represents more thoroughly how
Nina experience her time at home. In this way, How-R-you enables Nina’s perspective more room in
the consultation.
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CASE 2: Robert
Summary
JIA is an integrated part of Robert’s everyday life, which he only seldom reflects upon. In his life, soccer
plays a much larger role. Like other everyday activities, Mark, Robert’s father, carries sole responsibility
and self-manages the arthritis by interpreting Robert’s everyday experiences. Although Robert
currently seldom experiences arthritis, Mark explains that there have been times where the selfmanagement of the disease needed more attention. In these times, Mark self-manages the disease in a
reflective manner and notes his experiences. Due to his responsibility for self-managing the disease,
Mark almost experiences Robert’s role as a patient more than Robert himself, who is mostly relieved of
the thoughts and responsibility for the disease. This is seen even at the hospital, where Robert listens
to conversations between Mark and the physician about the arthritis, yet only takes part in
conversations with physicians that relate to soccer or school activities. In this way, the physician is also
only presented with Robert’s experiences of the disease as interpreted by Mark.
The embodied use of How-R-you changes Mark’s and Robert’s experiences of chronic disease selfmanagement. The experience of the dimension “Actor” to the disease management changes, because
the app changes the collaboration between actors, their abilities and their roles. The collaboration
between Robert and Mark changes because the registration of Robert’s disease experiences requires
Mark to occasionally involve Robert in the registration in How-R-you. At the hospital, the app also
supports Robert’s and Mark’s memory of their disease experiences, which again enables the physicians
to offer more informed and educational consultation. In regard to capability, the app aids their memory
in retaining relevant information. The physician is provided information that allows for easier
categorization of Robert’s experiences of arthritis or not and to answer Robert’s and Mark’s questions
and concerns throughout the consultation. As regards roles, Mark’s responsibility for registering in the
app prompts him to notice Robert’s symptoms more often and observe Robert more as a patient than
before the app was introduced. Robert only experiences the patient role when involved in registration.
Interestingly, the physician starts investigating Robert’s non-arthritis challenges when s/he cannot find
any arthritis challenges and consequently changes roles from rheumatologist to pediatrician.
The dimension “Time” during disease management is also experienced in a new way. Firstly, specific
episodes in time are registered and accounted for in greater detail than earlier, with different
consequences. Mark experiences the registration as a daily reminder of Robert’s condition and role as
a patient even if the registration in How-R-you is quick and easy. On the other hand, Mark experiences
a sense of assurance when registering detailed accounts of episodes each day. The details of episodes in
time are also interesting to the physicians, who are enabled a better understanding of what has taken
place at a specific time. Secondly, the app allows for a more accurate and detailed understanding of time
periods between consultations. Mark believes that the representation of data in graphs may even reveal
patterns to inform the disease self-management. The physicians agree, although they find it difficult to
use Robert’s data across time periods, because Robert seldom experiences challenges. Although he
believes that Robert’s current data could become valuable on a later occasion, Mark finds that the app
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is more helpful during a time period when the arthritis flares up. From the physicians’ point of view,
the data is potentially interesting even when Robert feels okay to address Mark’s assumptions about the
disease.
How-R-you also changes the dimension of “Space” to the disease management. To Mark, who carries
out the registration in How-R-you each day, disease self-management becomes a present and reflective
activity at all places in his everyday life. Furthermore, the questions in the app remind Mark about the
activities at the hospital when he is at home. The times Robert is involved in the registration of How-Ryou, he too experiences that the activity reminds him of the hospital space. In this way, How-R-you
brings the hospital space closer to home by simulating the activities that Mark and Robert know from
the hospital. In contrast, the spaces of everyday life are represented to a larger degree when they attend
the consultation at the hospital. This enables the physician to gain a glimpse of the challenges of
everyday life; both those related to arthritis and not. During Robert’s consultations the physicians find
pain, which Mark and Robert had interpreted to be arthritis at home and physicians inform them that
the pain is not related to arthritis. To Robert, Mark and the physicians this is valuable knowledge
because it provides a better understanding of how Mark and Robert experience Robert’s life at home,
which enables better and more specific treatment.
The exploration of “Artifacts” in disease management revealed that although different digital and nondigital artifacts have been applied in the disease self-management, How-R-you is the first one that
partly represents Robert’s experience. Mark has previously used pieces of paper to track Robert’s
symptoms, however, Mark decided what to track and note. At consultation, the physician carries an
Electronic Patient Journal, which represents the physician’s experience of the patient. How-R-you
currently represents Robert and Mark’s shared experience of the disease, because Mark involves Robert
in the registration whenever Robert appears to experience the disease.

Robert’s Everyday Life
Experiencing Everyday Life with JIA
At 10 years old, Robert is the second-youngest child of the six. Robert lives one-and-a-half hours’ drive
from the hospital in a small town with 4000 inhabitants. In Robert’s home, Mark, Robert’s father, works
as a janitor at a boarding school while Molly, Robert’s mother, is a pedagogue in the afterschool care
facility at the school Robert and his siblings attend. Robert is the middle child of three and has a big
sister, Emma, and a little brother, Jasper.
Robert is always the first person to wake up and get out of bed at home. Even then his mornings are a
little hectic. When he and his siblings are ready for school all three of them ride their bikes to the bus
stop and then take the bus to school. If class schedules don’t match with bus schedules, Robert rides his
bike the whole way. Upon arrival, Robert always plays soccer with his many friends before classes begin.
He attends fourth grade and is, among other courses, taught Danish, Mathematics, English, History,
Science, Swimming and Needlework. His favorite classes are Swimming and Needlework. He even
spends time doing needlework at home as a form of relaxation. Still, Robert does appear to prefer the
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breaks in school and they are very actively spent with his friends. Robert has many good friends in
school and likes his time there. Classes are dismissed around 1 pm and then Robert travels home alone
or with his siblings. Generally, Robert and his older sister travel home and spend time playing together
when they get home, while Robert’s parents assist him with most of his everyday activities such as
getting ready for school, dinner time and getting ready for bed. At home Robert enjoys jumping around
on his garden trampoline, playing on the computer or relaxing while reading Donald Duck cartoons,
which he buys at the thrift store. And then, of course, he loves playing soccer.
Robert plays soccer at every chance he gets. Soccer is Robert’s greatest passion and he particularly likes
following the Barcelona soccer team. All of Robert’s breaks in school are committed to playing soccer
with his friends and, when he arrives at home with his siblings, they also play soccer. Emma is just as
passionate about the sport and they spend many hours together at the soccer course right next to their
home. “Well, when I get home I may play a little on the computer, and then I probably… yes, I will
probably have an appointment to go play soccer and then I will play soccer, and if not, I will just go to
the garden and jump on the trampoline or play soccer there” (Robert). Currently, Robert plays on two
soccer teams, meaning that he has four practice- or matchdays a week. One of the teams he plays for is
a regional team with the best soccer players in his age group. Emma also plays on the girls’ regional
team and, in this way, the whole family support the activity although Mark and Molly did not know
much about the sport before the children started playing. However, today Robert, Emma and Jasper
always wear soccer strips.
His arthritis doesn’t seem to keep Robert back. Observations of Robert playing soccer leave the
impression that he never feels his arthritis on the field. During a soccer practice on a cold, rainy and
stormy November evening, Robert ran onto the field wearing only his t-shirt and shorts with his soccer
friends without showing any signs of being uncomfortable. Every so often he falls across the wet field
but always gets up quickly without ever showing any signs of pain. Robert mentions that he sometimes
is in pain just before or on the field but keeps playing because the game lets him forget the pain. “Maybe
I feel the pain before I play soccer, but then it… then when I play, I can’t feel it” (Robert). Robert’s soccer
coach is even unaware that Robert has arthritis until Mark explains to him why a researcher is observing
Robert. The coach acts with surprise when he finds out and mentions that he would never have guessed
that Robert is ill. Robert plays just as well, if not better, than many of the other boys and is never held
back by the disease, the coach proclaims. Robert’s teachers react in the same way, even though Robert
thought that they knew about the disease.
In fact, not once does Robert mention his arthritis when talking about himself and his everyday life.
When it is pointed out to him that he has not mentioned the disease during the description of his
everyday life, he comments that he seldom feels pain. Mark is pleased that the disease is backgrounded
in Robert’s life and would like to raise him that way: “I just think that it’s great that desp.., or, despite
this and then he just keeps going, Robert, in spite of his arthritis. It doesn’t define him.” Yet, Mark also
experiences that thoughts about arthritis sometimes take up room for Robert, and it is difficult to share
arthritis experiences. “You [Robert, red.] said to me, not too long ago, and now you must say if it’s not
true, Robert. Loud and clear. That ‘you [Mark and Molly, red.] don’t understand this disease at all.’ That
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sometimes I don’t exactly understand how the disease feels,” Mark expresses to Robert during an
interview. Robert continues: “I think that they [Mark and Molly, red.] sometimes underestimate it, if I
am in pain then they want to underestimate it.” Nevertheless, Robert mostly agrees with Mark’s
descriptions: “I mean, often I think he gets it. But once in a while I may not completely agree with him.”
Mark often mentions that he experiences Robert as a sensitive boy, both mentally and physically.
Mentally, Robert worries about pain, the medication and the potential future challenges of the disease.
Robert, for instance, worries about migraines, which he experiences strongly enough to become
nauseous. Robert particularly worries because his migraine was once bad enough to keep his family
from going to a birthday party. Yet he also often considers himself lucky: “I just think that I am lucky to
be able to play soccer and then I may sometimes think that maybe we could take a break with the
injections, because I am feeling good and I don’t notice it [the arthritis] that often. I also think about
that I am getting the injection, but it is not that I think about it all day long, but I sometimes think about
it for fifteen or forty minutes.” Robert is injected every 14th day and often it keeps him from playing
soccer on that afternoon. Accordingly, Robert primarily experiences the injection as a barrier to having
fun and he often couples thoughts about the injection with thoughts about the disease and how it is
holding him back. “It [the injection] is a hassle if I am doing something on that Friday. I often am […]
It would be good to know, if it [the syringe, red] lies there [on the table, red.] […] It would be nice to
stop thinking about, is it today that I am getting the injection or not or?” Robert explains.
Robert’s disease plays a small part in his everyday life and he seldom feels its symptoms or lets the
disease define him but instead plays many other roles, such as brother, son, friend, soccer player,
student, and child. Mark seldom views Robert as a patient either, because many other perspectives are
in focus in Robert’s life. Nonetheless, thoughts about arthritis do occur in his everyday life and Mark
explains that Robert is mentally as well as physically sensitive. When Robert reflects about the arthritis
he experiences himself as a patient, a role that is otherwise forgotten.

Disease Self-Management and Responsibility at Home
Because of the flexibility that comes with Mark’s job, he primarily self-manages Robert’s disease and
spends time with Robert in the hospital. Furthermore, Mark and Molly have decided that one parent is
enough to self-manage the disease, because it gives that parent a detailed overview of the disease and
enables a better relation to the healthcare professionals around Robert. Robert gradually understands
more of his disease, although Mark still self-manages the medication by injecting him every second
Friday and self-manages the symptoms by deciding when Robert is allowed pain medication, tracking
symptoms and leading conversations with physicians.
Mark explains that he, as a parent, thinks much more about the disease and the self-management of it
than Robert, to relieve Robert from the feeling of being an arthritis patient. However, in Robert’s case,
Mark does not find it challenging to know if Robert is feeling pain which he needs to know in order to
self-manage Robert’s symptoms. Unlike Emma, Robert questions and talks to Mark if he is in doubt
about anything and he always reports when he feels pain. He also explains how the pain feels. “I mean,
he is a sensitive boy, Robert, and if it hurts when… then he will say it” (Mark). With his sensitive physical
and mental nature, Robert also feels and wonders about symptoms and at times he intertwines the
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arthritis challenges he experiences with other daily challenges. “Well, I think that Otto, the chief
physician, when we have talked about it, he has made us aware what normal pain from soccer is, and
what pain due to arthritis is. And maybe also that Robert, he is a boy with many talents, with a good
demeanour and good at talking. But in a way he is also sensitive, do you know what I mean, in general.
But he is a brave boy, no one needs to hold… He is on his own when he has his blood taken, he just sits
and puts his arm forward, no one needs to hold it. So, he is very brave” (Mark). Robert occasionally
experiences a challenge of differentiating the physical pain in order to know which pain is important to
treat and which pain is less harmful. Robert is also sensitive towards the arthritis pain: “So maybe we
only experience the disease because he [Robert, red.] is very sensitive to the pain in joints, without those
pains necessarily indicating that the joints are in full inflammation” (Mark). In Robert’s case it is more
difficult to differentiate the physical pain; however, it is vital for Mark to self-manage the disease. This
is important to both the short-term management of the disease and the long-term management.
Firstly, on a short-term basis, it is important to understand whether and which pain medication Robert
should receive. The pain medication Robert receives can result in diarrhea and it is not healthy to take
it often. Hence, it is important that the medication is only given in the right situations. In cases where
Mark cannot answer Robert’s questions and is worried about the information he has received from
Robert, he notes down the information or calls the department at AUH. Mark observes that he has not
used the phone much lately, but he used it more when Robert was first diagnosed. The times when he
did call, the healthcare professionals at the children’s rheumatology department either asked Robert to
come to the hospital for a check or guided Mark on what to do by phone. Mark always compliments the
healthcare professionals for doing a great job, however he clearly experiences how overburdened the
healthcare professionals are when he calls them. “I clearly feel that they remember them, the boys,
children who come up there, right, but during that assignment, the phone, there is no room for it. That’s
what my rationality tells me, if I consider it rationally, that they can’t do it. They are just between two
patients, right, and then the phone rings and it’s their assignment and it’s Thursday and it’s in her
pocket, right? And then she doesn’t, well, ask whether he, well, ‘did he play soccer yesterday’ and stuff
like that, so… That’s what I think, that’s what I think. So, and that’s good enough, it’s good, we couldn’t
do without it. We used the phone many times, especially in the beginning, and we have to maintain it,
yet they just can’t do it all.” Consequently, although the phone assists patients, it does not pick up on
the details that may be important to understanding the challenge.
Secondly, the record of Robert’s disease is important for the long-term management of the disease.
Robert’s arthritis is characterized as systemic juvenile arthritis and the symptoms appear a little
different from other types of arthritis. Robert’s symptoms present as high fever, headaches and joint
pains. It is necessary to know Robert’s fever and pains to understand whether the inflammation is
activated or repressed by medication. Accordingly, Robert must immediately report fever past 38.5
degrees and keep track of his joints in order for the physicians to understand the effect of the medication
and the development of the disease. Provided that the symptoms are effectively repressed, and Robert
has not experienced substantial symptoms for two years, he is allowed off the medication to observe
whether he has grown out of the arthritis. Robert wishes that he will grow out of the arthritis. Yet he
understands the importance of explaining his symptoms when he experiences them. If Robert is allowed
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off the medication for some time his body may not respond in the same way towards the medication
again. With limited options to treat the disease, many of which cause serious side effects, it is necessary
to carefully choose when to attempt to discontinue the medication. However, because of the limited
number of symptoms he experiences, Robert is more at peace when thinking about the disease now
than when he was first diagnosed. The physicians also often calm Robert and Mark during Robert’s
consultations every second month, and have done so since the disease was diagnosed, when they report
on Robert’s disease experience: “And then Otto… What can I say, he deems it [pain, red.] irrelevant and
says, that this right here, this is a soccer injury and this right here, this is something important, right,
and such and such and such, and then we make a new plan we are more confident about” (Mark). In
this way Mark and Robert understand the importance of noticing the symptoms while they concurrently
work with the physician to differentiate between pains. However, the physician can never be completely
certain that the pain was in fact related to arthritis or another reason, although a greater amount of data
increases the certainty. Yet, they seldom write it up when Robert experiences something and Mark
usually just tries to remember how Robert has been at the hospital. “When we don’t write it up, then it
ends up in oblivion or it will not be very specific at all” (Mark). Molly and Mark sometimes attempt to
remember how Robert has been since the last visit at the hospital, but often this information is blurred.
Although quite confident about Robert’s pain, Mark is sometimes challenged when it comes to
differentiating between important and unimportant pain. To do so Mark needs help to understand the
symptoms, which he receives every second month at the department for children’s rheumatology or, if
he needs an immediate response, when he calls the nurses on their phone. However, information can
be difficult to remember, which leaves the physicians only able to guess what they believe the symptoms
are related to.

Past Experiences and their Effect on Disease Self-Management
In spite of Robert’s currently well-managed disease, Robert and Mark often refer to two periods in the
past during which Robert experienced strong and frequent unknown symptoms. One of these time
periods occurred around the time when Robert was diagnosed, while the other appeared the first time
physicians believed him to have outgrown the disease and allowed him to discontinue the medication.
Robert was first diagnosed at the age of seven. Mark and Molly reacted because Robert occasionally
experienced high fever, pain in different joints and red spots across different areas of his body. Even
then, Robert was able to thoughtfully explain that the pain felt like a knife in his joint. These symptoms
appeared and disappeared for 2-3 months before Mark and Molly brought Robert to their personal
physician. He referred them to the local hospital. The physicians there started testing Robert for cancer
and other diseases until they concluded that the symptoms could be a sign of arthritis. Soon after, they
diagnosed him with systemic juvenile arthritis.
The diagnosis initiated a demanding time. The physicians began their treatment of Robert and tried
various different types of medication before identifying the ones that worked. However, one medication,
Kineret, for instance, caused considerable pain and left Robert’s legs swollen and red and Robert unable
to walk properly. The symptoms of different medications were exhausting, and, to remember them all
precisely, Mark noted down Robert’s temperature on a piece of paper. In this way, Robert felt the
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disease, yet Mark self-managed it and experienced his role as a patient. The healthcare professionals at
AUH praised Mark’s notes and photocopied and saved the piece of paper at the hospital. For a long
period of time Robert was too exhausted to complete a school day. However, after receiving a suitable
medication, RoActemra, he started feeling better and the symptoms vanished. After one year without
symptoms, the physicians decided to take Robert off the medication to observe whether he had grown
out of the arthritis. Regrettably, soon after Robert experienced a new fever, pain, and rashes, and the
treatment was resumed. Luckily, Robert did not develop antibodies and was able to return to his known
medication.
Mark’s phone has a large gallery of pictures from the time displaying the process. As they go through
the pictures together, Robert and Mark explain how the time was both challenging and pleasant. Robert
describes the effects he experienced from different medications when Mark says: “Yes, I guess it really
was a difficult time, but Robert also remembers it as a good time” (Mark). During a conversation where
Robert explains that he sometimes feels that other people don’t understand his disease and how difficult
that is, he suddenly adds: “But at the same time I feel… Many people did… I felt that many people
noticed me when I was ill, because they gave me many presents and messages from friends and people
like that. And the school gave me many presents and my church and everyone. Many… all of my large
family also did, but then I felt that I had many friends. And that they noticed me. And that was a happy
and nice feeling” (Robert). In general, interviews with Mark and Robert always display how, even in
challenging times, the family feels lucky because their friends and family support them during
challenging times.

Experiences as Patient
Although Robert has few pain episodes during his everyday life and does not usually think about his
disease, it sometimes does come to mind. Robert’s physical level and passion for soccer make the disease
even more invisible to anyone who does not know him. From time to time Robert considers the disease
and the prospects of the disease, even if it seldom appears and generally seems invisible. Mark calls it a
wound from fighting against the disease which has lasting consequences for a boy of a mentally and
physically sensitive nature.
At times it is challenging for Robert to mentally process his symptoms, other pain, and thoughts about
the disease. Mark sometimes has a difficult time answering Robert’s questions: “‘[…] is this something
I could die from, you think Dad?’ And it is just an abrupt question from him. He is very immediate. In
that situation, it is always good to have a dialogue [with physicians, red.] and be able to clarify what I
should say, so I could have” (Mark). Robert’s sensitivity also appears in other places than at home, and
he sometimes experiences that he is a patient, even at times without correlation to the disease: “And
sometimes you feel like other people don’t understand you. If you experience conflicts in school or want
the teachers to listen to you, then you sometimes say: ‘Yes, but I have a disease!’ and then… I mean, yes,
then it just appears, it pops up a little” (Mark). Robert agrees with his father and explains that the
situations where it is difficult to differentiate between challenges with and without arthritis appear
during conflicts in school, between his friends, with teachers or at home. In this way the arthritis
challenge, Robert experiences, blends with other challenges and it may appear larger to both Robert
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and Mark. During an observation of the soccer practice, Mark explained that sometimes when Robert
experiences challenges and is mentally tired he excuses himself from class or soccer by mentioning his
arthritis, and that it is okay because Robert does need a break. Yet, at most times the role as a patient is
suppressed under one of his many other everyday roles, which Mark is very pleased about.
Once every second month, however, Robert’s primary role is as an arthritis patient. Once a year Robert
visits the optometric physician before going to the department of children’s rheumatology. At
consultations Robert quietly sits next to Mark and concentrates on the physician there. The physician
starts the consultation by creating an anamnesis and accordingly s/he will ask Robert how he is. Robert
mostly answers ‘fine’, even if he has experienced what he believed to be arthritis related pain since his
last visit. Mark explains that although Robert openly talks about his experiences at home, it is not easy
to bring up these experiences at the consultation: “They answer the questions, but I think you really
have to draw attention towards it” (Mark). Often Mark will then start speaking on Robert’s behalf.
Robert follows the consultation closely and carefully listens to the physician. Usually, the conversation
is short because Mark and Robert do not have much to report. However, if Robert or Mark have
questions, Mark has prepared them in advance, because he knows how busy the physicians are. Mark
knows that he will ask the questions, although he knows that introverted parents may have a hard time
with this.
When the physician has created an anamnesis, Robert is weighed and measured, and the physician then
examines his joints. While the physician examines Robert joints, Mark and the nurse plan future
appointments, Mark asks for new medication, and they discuss subjects such as how to inject Robert.
Sometimes a new conversation between Robert and the physician is initiated while Robert is on the
examination table. This often relates to soccer or school activities. The conversation is often initiated
because of an observation such as bruises on Robert’s legs or the shirt Robert is wearing. At the
examination table Robert then shares a great deal of information with the physician. After the
examination Robert dresses himself while the physician sums up what s/he has seen and what
agreements have been made. Then Robert and Mark go to the hallway and Robert provides a urine
sample while Mark waits for the nurse to bring him medication in a cooling bag. They then walk out of
the department to have Robert’s blood drawn before they return to the car.
Robert always feels welcome and he likes the physicians and nurses at the department; however, he
would much rather stay at home. “And then I would like to see, if I didn’t have anything [arthritis, red.]
then it also wouldn’t be necessary to go to Aarhus, Skejby [AUH, red.], if I’m in there, and if it [arthritis,
red.] has passed, then it isn’t necessary. But then it is also that, it’s a nice feeling that I don’t have to,
when is it, is it tomorrow, or is it next Friday or something like that?” (Robert). To make the trips a little
better, Mark buys chocolate buns in the hospital cafeteria and Robert is allowed to use the iPad as much
as he wants and have candy for the trip: “And then we sometimes talk about that it was a good time
and… or what we did and that we made those trips to Aarhus special. To go to the cafeteria and buy
chocolate buns or something. And you played iPad ad libitum” (Mark). It is still difficult, however, to
forget his condition when Robert spends his entire day at the hospital and the symptoms Robert
experiences here are quickly related to arthritis: “Often your neck was hurting, Robert. When you went
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into see Otto: ‘Does it hurt anywhere?’ he would say, ‘It hurts in my neck’, ‘Is that the arthritis?’, Otto
would say, and then I would say: ‘No, it’s because you are playing on the iPad!’,” Mark explains.
Summing up, Robert is a very active and a sensitive boy. Even though Robert seldom feels the arthritis,
even non-arthritis related episodes remind him of the disease. Robert thinks about the disease in
different ways, which remind him about both the positive and negative consequences that the disease
has. Yet, most of the time during Robert’s everyday life the disease is in the background, and other roles
are more present. One day every second month, Robert’s role as a patient is foregrounded when he visits
the hospital. Although the healthcare professionals are welcoming and Mark attempts to make the trips
enjoyable memories, Robert would rather not go.
The embodied perspective on the four dimensions will now be presented.

Embodied Experience on Actors
Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management between Robert and Mark
In the chronic disease self-management collaboration between the actors, Robert and Mark,
responsibility for self-management of medication and symptoms at home falls on Mark. As Robert’s
parent he naturally started using the app when the family received it. However, Mark mostly registers
in How-R-you alone, even if Robert also takes part in the registration every so often. At the end of the
half year, Robert did start registering alone; however, he experienced difficulties in remembering to do
so. Mark explains that during their busy everyday life it is difficult to remember and many of Robert’s
activities take place outside the home. Thus, Mark has limited time to remind Robert about the
registration.
As the person responsible for How-R-you in their chronic disease self-management collaboration, Mark
is conscious about the app and makes sure to not involve Robert too much in the registration. Because
of Robert’s talkative and sensitive nature, Mark never worries about missing Robert’s important
symptoms. Often, Mark explains, the opposite is the case, even if the family don’t talk about arthritis on
a daily basis. Although Mark and Molly’s home is open and all topics are welcome, Mark makes sure to
talk about subjects other than arthritis at home to limit how often Robert is exposed to it. “It can quickly
become ehm, stigmatizing, if you can say it like that […] And he will say it, if he’s having a difficult time.
And I don’t know that’s a good thing,” he explains. Mark does not want Robert to think more about his
disease and his role as a patient. Furthermore, the disease has become an integral part of the family’s
life to the extent that they don’t spend much time thinking about it anymore. Robert is mostly well and,
for him, other challenges are just as great or more important than the arthritis. Mark would like Robert
to stay true to this perspective without provoking an amplification of the challenge of arthritis.
Accordingly, he makes sure to notice how Robert has been without involving him in the registration of
How-R-you every day. In this way, Robert, Mark and the rest of the family do not talk much more about
the disease than in the period before How-R-you was implemented, even if Robert is at times included
in the registration.
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To enable the registration of How-R-you without involving Robert, Mark, throughout the day, wonders
about his son: “How is Robert? He is well. He is not unable to go to soccer practice or school or, so it’s
not... it’s not taking up room” (Mark). When Robert does not express that he has had any disease
experiences, Mark does not involve Robert in the registration of How-R-you. Instead, he consciously
makes sure to notice whether Robert mentions pain or other symptoms at home. Hence, although
Robert does not consider his patient role as much as before How-R-you was implemented, Mark now
notices Robert as a patient throughout the day to enable the registration in How-R-you. When Robert
experiences symptoms, Mark assesses whether the challenge is large enough to register in How-R-you
before involving Robert in the registration. If Robert continuously talks about a challenge or is able to
describe clearly how he feels, the experience is registered. Sometimes, Mark has to involve Robert to
make sure it is not arthritis. “The other day, this was just around dinner time, the big toe was medium
hurting, then we were thinking a little… spend some time feeling whether it [arthritis related pain, red.]
came or if it was something else” (Mark). In this way, Robert is included in the assessment of his disease
through How-R-you whenever he experiences symptoms. When Robert registers his symptoms, he
usually does so with Mark. He finds it easy to register in How-R-you and only experiences challenges
during the assessment of how much pain he feels. Together with Mark, Robert answers the questions
in the same order, from top to bottom, and, when it is available, he presses the OK function to signal
that everything in a specific module is okay without answering all questions. In comparison, Mark
usually answers all questions in the app.
Mark also describes how he decides when Robert is allowed to collaborate on registering in the app.
Assessing the pain is different depending on the situation, and during the times when Robert’s arthritis
is less active, there is less need to collaborate on registering nonexistent symptoms. “And then I think
we’ve become better at deeming it unimportant. It’s not that you’ve [Robert, red.] gotten a higher pain
threshold or that we are more… interpret it differently. But, ehm, I just think we’re calmer” (Mark).
Mark instead places the responsibility for registration in How-R-you on his own shoulders, to make
sure that Robert is not bothered by nonexistent symptoms. On the other hand, in time periods where
Robert has many symptoms, How-R-you is considered a valuable tool, which Mark would use to
collaborate with Robert every day. “But of course, if the situation was different, as Brenda says, if it was
another situation or a difficult situation, where he had something or some disease activity then, then…
then we would be careful all of the time!” (Mark). In that case, Mark would also use How-R-you to gain
a better overview of how Robert is feeling: “But, I think it is the overview [...] It is good to... In general,
it is nice to know when something is going on. So, it’s definitely that... It’s using… I mean, it is also
difficult ehm, if we were in a different situation [if Robert felt more symptoms, red.] then I actually
think it would be nice to use it as a starting point for a dialogue with Robert. When he is ill. Ehm, so
that I have a feeling about how it starts, because then we are talking about it in some way or... The
deeper… or the ones that are extremely sensitive towards the feeling of being different. As a tool that
would be great. The overview” (Mark).
Robert only seldom thinks about and is allowed to use How-R-you in his everyday life. When he does,
he mostly thinks of how other children with JIA are feeling and compares his own health to theirs. On
different occasions, Robert has said that when he thinks about How-R-you he mostly thinks about how
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lucky he is to feel well and to have someone to help him with the disease. The first time I ask him whether
How-R-you is of any use to him Robert answers: “It sometimes makes me think about how I am now
and that really, I am quite well. That I am thankful for how well I am. And I am often happy that I went
to Aarhus and I think the physicians there are great and smart. And I am happy that I was there so that
I’m not ill anymore.” Mark explains that Robert does not think about How-R-you because he does not
register every day. In fact, Robert admits that Mark always must remind him about registrations. Mark
adds that: “That’s why he does not remember it. Because he knows that I remember it. That’s a
distraction, but I mean, we could easily change that”.
On the other hand, How-R-you is often on Mark’s mind. Robert’s condition is currently stable, and
before How-R-you, Mark did not often think of Robert’s role as a patient. However, with How-R-you it
is necessary to register every day. Mark likes structure and the thought of not registering or forgetting
the activity makes him uncomfortable, even if Robert does not experience symptoms. At times where
he accidentally forgets to register, he attempts to register the experiences for the previous days. He
continuously mentions that the app does not have a notification function: “I can keep up a system as
long as there’s not... As long as the everyday life is continuous, because then we know that those weeks
where we are going to two birthdays and all kinds of things… Then… then I forget it.” Provided that
Robert had more symptoms, Mark is convinced that remembering the registration would be easier: “In
that case, we would never forget it. Never. Not a chance that we would forget it. Then we would use it
as an active tool. The it would... Then it is… Then we would need a tool like that.” Mark further believes
that the app is a necessary tool at current moment too: “It is still at tool and it is just the result, we hope
we don’t need.” Mark explains that on the occasions that Robert experiences symptoms, the data in
How-R-you may reveal the reason, for instance that Robert had a specific type of medication. For Mark,
these patterns can help in understanding whether the symptoms are related to arthritis or not. Thus,
Mark finds it important to register each day, even if Robert is not experiencing the disease. During the
registration, however, he has to remind himself that Robert does not experience symptoms: “And then,
I can’t start thinking that there must be something we can register, because that’s not what they want,
I guess it is to give a genuine description” (Mark). In this way How-R-you causes him to think more
about Robert as a patient than he did before its use.
Registering in the app places a larger responsibility on Mark’s shoulders by requiring him to actively
notice Robert’s arthritis related symptoms. In this way Mark is more aware of Robert’s disease than he
used to be. However, because of Robert’s sensitive nature even this small activity can amplify Robert’s
thoughts about the disease. Mark does not want the disease to define Robert or to obtain a larger place
in Robert’s consciousness, and Mark accordingly carries the activity of noticing the disease.
Remembering to register in the app is an important activity to Mark, and it takes up many of his
thoughts. Reminding himself to register can be difficult because Robert is mostly well. He furthermore
must actively remind himself that Robert is well, because the questions in the app lead him to think that
there could be information he should register. In the collaboration on disease self-management between
Robert and Mark, How-R-you has then placed an even larger responsibility on Mark’s shoulders, while
Robert barely thinks about it. Robert feels as much a patient as he always has, while Mark must view
Robert more from the disease perspective than he necessarily did previously.
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Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management between the Family and Physician
Mark and Robert depend on the collaboration with healthcare professionals and feel confident in and
trust the professional care of Robert. Mark believes that the hospital and the healthcare professionals
at AUH are very qualified. “It’s a really clever hospital. I often hear that. Many people say it. And then
we will... Then we are happy to pay the tax rises, or what can I say,” Mark exclaims. Mark finds that
their professional abilities are not only reflected in their treatment of Robert, but also how they
collaborate with children and their families, for instance by remembering details about the children’s
interests and everyday life. However, he also feels the time pressure Danish healthcare professionals
work under and he knows that he must be well prepared to have questions answered and explain how
Robert is feeling. “Yes, I think that they are quite good at... at answering if I ask them about something,
but I think you as a parent need to be bright and I think that if you are a little more introverted than I
am, then I think that you ehm.... Then you need to really prepare before coming in there. And then say
the things you need to, to begin with. If not, you wouldn’t stand a chance, because everything is really
rushed,” (Mark).
Mark explains that he believes How-R-you makes the collaboration with physicians easier by supporting
the preparation before and conversation at the consultation. “I can easily… I can very, very, very easily
see both from the nurse and the physician’s point of view see, right, that this is, that it is.... Then you
get a parent who talks a lot and you can get one who doesn’t say anything, and a parent who can’t stop
and who just talks all of the time, then, then you can’t ehm... And when have we talked enough, right,
as parents. Right, when have we said enough? We need a frame, right? Maybe that frame should be a
specific place. An app or something. I mean, it could be How-R-you, maybe?” (Mark). Mark also
describes that when he brings How-R-you to the consultation, the disease and Robert’s everyday life is
centered. Instead of simply accepting Robert’s assessment of the time since the past consultation as
‘fine’, physicians now investigate the data and see new details. “But I think we are around everything. I
mean... We don’t talk much about Barcelona [the soccer team, red.] anymore” (Mark). In this way, the
app provides more information about everyday life during the consultation to the physician and
facilitates more room to have the family’s questions answered. In the following we will look at an
example of the assessment of Robert with the app.
During this consultation, Robert and Mark are sitting next to each other at the round table. Robert is
between Mark and Brenda although he is sitting so near to Mark that he nearly touches him, while
Brenda and Robert are a little further apart. Brenda is leaning over the table with her hands lying on
the table and her fingers interlocked. She is smiling and looking straight at Robert as she speaks. Robert
looks at Brenda, then to his shoes, then back at Brenda.
Brenda: So, how are you doing?
Robert: I’m good.
Brenda: Super. Like completely perfect good?
Robert: Yes.
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Brenda: Have you had any pain at all?
[Mark hands over his smartphone with How-R-you on the screen, and Brenda finds the data on a pain
episode in the “My pain” table]
Mark: Yes, this day where he…
Brenda: Yes, here, for example, right?
Mark: Yes.
Brenda: Yes.
Mark: And, ehm, there was this day, the week where he was goal keeping...
Brenda: Hmmm....
Mark: During, what should I say... During his afterschool activities, right? And he, he used his hands to
keep the soccer balls out of the goal and they may be a little more sensitive than his, or feel, than his,
his legs, because his legs, they also become bruised, often they are bruised the whole way up... Ehm...
Soccer legs and it’s never something, even if he has played a soccer match and practiced two times
during summer, then it isn’t....
Brenda: It isn’t anything?
Mark: But his hands, he… as good a goalie but maybe it’s just the punches or, he said that day, that
week, that they all, it [the ball, red.] almost turned his hand around...
Brenda: Yes, because there is actually just these... Two times on the legs where it hurt, but actually this
is rated as a three...
Mark: Oh well, the legs, yes, that’s true, there was something with his legs also, yes...
Brenda: Yes, there’s something with his legs here and there was one back here which was rated six and
a half, so that one was hurting badly.
Mark: Yes, I don’t remember what that was, right there...
Brenda: The fourth of December?
Robert: mmm…
Brenda: It’s not that long ago.
Mark: We sometimes talk about we wonder whether it is in fact juvenile arthritis, or if it’s just, I mean...
activities, I think.
Brenda: Yes.
Mark: And then he reacts?
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Brenda: I mean, I just think, because if you suddenly keep many balls away from the goal and you are
not used to doing that... Then it may as well be a new, I mean...
Mark: A strain, kind of...
Brenda: Yes, ehm, no, just a little tension, simply that you use it a little differently than you are used to
and
Robert: Mmm…
Brenda: It doesn’t sound like anything arthritis related.
Mark: No... No, we did check to see whether it was swollen, the joints, or what can I say, but then I
thought, I’ll just register it.
Brenda: That’s super!
After the consultation Brenda sums up the anamnesis: “But the best thing is, right, that there has been
so many days where you were able to swipe to the side [use the OK function, red.], right? Where you
have been sleeping well, where you have done the things you wanted to, where you didn’t experience
pain and that’s really, that’s what we need it for, right? To just talk about like, when you experience
something in your hands, yes, but that sounds more like it’s because you did something you are not used
to, right?”
What is observed in this consultation is that even small details regarding disease experiences are picked
up by How-R-you and used in the collaboration to assess Robert’s condition. It also reveals information,
which helps physicians compare the specific case to their academic knowledge and thereby clarify
whether symptoms are arthritis related or not. Robert experiences pain that he, as a patient, has
difficulties in completely understanding. Although Mark and Robert suspect that the pain is not related
to arthritis, they are not certain. Brenda assess the pain by understanding its context – when Robert felt
the pain, for how long and during what activity, leading her to analyze and conclude that there is a high
probability that the pain is not arthritis related. Brenda also explains why this is the case.
Although it seems that these variances are small and almost insignificant to their collaboration, for the
long-term treatment of Robert it is important that physicians know whether he experiences arthritis. It
allows them to know when they can attempt to test whether Robert has grown out of the disease. “It,
ehm... I mean, I thought that... now when we’ve had two years where or one year with you [Kathrine,
red.], right? Where we actually haven’t really experienced any relapse. Not anything noticeable. Not
within that category, Otto would have said. [...] It, it... We need a year. A year without any attacks or
outbreaks before anyone starts discussing whether to allow them to let the patient off the medication.
Ehm, but it would have been different if we had the app back then. [...] But ehm, then we could have
used the app to ehm... Instead of remembering just from our memory” (Mark). Mark then feels that
How-R-you aids the collaboration with the physician by assisting the discussion regarding Robert’s
symptoms.
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At the same time, the app helps the physician answer the family’s questions and educates them to handle
the disease better at home, for instance by helping the family to determine what is arthritis related and
what is not related to arthritis pain. Another example is that questions often appear as Robert, Mark
and Brenda go through the modules. In this consultation, Brenda asks if she can see the app again while
Robert is measured and weighed. This time Brenda looks at How-R-you without Robert, but with Mark
looking at the screen from her side. Although she doesn’t comment on what she sees in How-R-you, a
conversation starts up between her and Mark. The first three modules she taps (“My day”, “My night”
and “My pain”) reflect that Robert has not experienced any symptoms since the last consultation. In
“My medication” Brenda discovers that medication has been given regularly and Mark describes that
Robert and Mark now use the app to make sure that Robert remembers his medication.
Mark: And there are no, ehm… there are some questions about ehm… about the medication there.
Brenda: Mmm…
Mark: But until Robert gets extra game time and something like that, ehm...
Brenda: So this is how you do it at home?
Mark: Yes, then he gets a little… well I always inject... I never inject him well.
Brenda: No.
[The moment Mark starts explaining his challenges with Robert’s injections, the nurse turns around
from the computer, looks at Mark and starts asking him questions about the process. She then gives
him advice as he explains what he does. For instance:]
Mark: He just bites his teeth and then I inject...
Nurse: Yes, and do you remember to turn it [the syringe, red.] like this?
[She continues to ask him throughout the conversation. Whenever needed, the nurse also explains
different things, for instance that the fluid medication may hurt Robert because it is taking up room
under the skin and that the pain is partly due to tension from the stretching of the skin. As Brenda is
finishing her examination of Robert, she then calls over Mark and shows him what to do]
Brenda: So it is like this, you grab some fat like this...
[Brenda presses some of Robert’s skin together and Mark looks and explains, what he does]
Mark: Yes.
Brenda: ...to inject?
Mark: Yes, a little to the side, that’s where I inject him.
Brenda and Mark then talk through what he does, why it hurts and what he can do to ease the pain. In
this way How-R-you opens up for questions about challenges that Robert and his family experience in
their everyday life. This further enables a collaboration between healthcare professionals and the family
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as the healthcare professionals start to both educate and explain what to do in these situations. In this
way the app is helping the physician to understand what everyday challenges the family experience and
to help the family through these daily challenges.
For Mark, the app also presents an opportunity to take a bigger part in the decisions that are made
concerning Robert’s treatment and to question the physicians’ decisions. “I mean, we don’t decide at
all, but they [the physicians, red.] listen to us, and, if we want to do something, then we can talk about
it together. Or if we don’t understand why they want to change the medication, that’s what we
experienced to begin with. Then we talk about that. [...] And then we could talk about it using it [HowR-you, red.]. Or to see if it’s something that we said earlier. To gain an overview to... [...] So with all of
my respect for authorities and medical knowledge then... Across from the physician it is something to
talk from. He has had pain in his right foot for fourteen days and he hasn’t played soccer the past three
weeks, then this has to be something arthritis related. But I mean... Yes, I think, I’m just giving some
information to the conversation.” Mark then explains that the app makes it easier to question the
decisions made by the physicians because the family has a better image and overview of how the disease
has unfolded at home. The knowledge then gives Mark and Robert more control because they can argue
with patterns that they detect in How-R-you: “I also think it is... I mean, I also think there is some
control in if... Now we have... I think we have a good record of Robert’s disease, but I would have liked
to… if we for instance experienced any noticeable differences in his medication, that we would be able
to see that two days after each injection he gets, he is sad and hurting somewhere, he has a fever... yes”
(Mark). In this way, the app places an extra responsibility on Mark, because the information he registers
is both important when discussing the treatment of the disease and to help the physician with it.
From Robert’s point of view the app gives the consultation a modern look, but he doesn’t think that the
consultation is very different from a normal consultation. He does though explain that he needs to talk
more: “I think it changes... I need to do a little more. But I also... It is nice to talk about it up here. And
then we... Then there are more things to talk about, when we bring it [How-R-you, red.]” (Robert).
Brenda experiences both advantages and disadvantages in the use of the app. First of all, Brenda finds
it difficult to use in the times when Robert is not involved in the registration at home and when he does
not experience any symptoms. “Yes, but I kind of think that it is a little awkward, when he hasn’t
experienced anything, to use the app, actually. And it is a little strange to ask when they didn’t really
experience anything and when dad is running it. Then… then it is difficult to include Robert in the use
and why it is important, and it is difficult to make it important, when they didn’t experience anything.
So that... It is the thing about non-information, they are actually really hard to use” (Brenda). However,
Brenda does not completely reject the app and believes it is still a good tool that she just needs to know
how to handle it better: “I mean, so, I kind of think that it’s partly me who needs this as a routine, a little
like when they are weighed and measured, then I just need to ask about the app and how does it look
and yes, but we haven’t actually registered anything because there was nothing to register.” In times
where the family does experience symptoms, she still expects them to register and feels that in those
situations, registrations would, in particular, help the patient and physician collaboration. She explains
that one of the positive things about the app is that it enables her to assess how well they are complying
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to the medication, and, in a situation where the arthritis is active, she can quickly rule out the possibility
of that the family forgot to give Robert his medication. She also mentions that the app takes up more of
her time in consultations, but it also gives her more information that she sometimes needs in order to
understand how Robert is doing.
David agrees with Brenda and believes the app is of greater benefit when the patient experiences more
symptoms. In these cases, it is often difficult for patients to remember details and then it is hard to
create an anamnesis. How-R-you gives the physician considerably better information to act upon and
from which to treat the patient. On the other hand, during an app consultation between Robert and
David, David can see in the data that Robert experiences growing pains. Both Mark and David find that
this information is very valuable to the treatment of Robert. While David is convinced that these pains
are not arthritis, Mark has further learned the difference between growing pains and arthritis. From
David’s point of view, his job is more of a pediatrician than a rheumatologist, and accordingly he finds
normal everyday challenges as important and interesting as arthritis.

Embodied Experience of Time
Times of Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management in Everyday Life
Episodes at home. Mark registers Robert’s experiences once every day as episodes in time, even on
symptom-free days. The registration is quick and easy. Yet, every so often Mark experiences a weak
moment and forgets to register, although most days he remembers. If he forgets he sometimes registers
an event for a day a couple of days later. He, for instance, explains that he forgot to register that Robert
had his injection on a Friday and a couple of days later he registered it by use of the app’s backregistration. In general, he likes a structured approach to the registration and that there is a registration
for each day. Without a registration every day, Mark feels that the image of how Robert has been is
unclear. With the registration, however, he feels that he can remember important details about the
disease. In this way, the registration of all – both disease and non-disease – episodes leaves Mark with
a feeling of assurance because everything is written down. “It may have been developed for children
but, really, I think it also gives a sense of security for parents. [...] I mean Robert also has siblings and
they are all different and Emma probably would feel differently and need someone to open the
conversation, but Robert is a big open book, and then it isn’t... yes... You don’t need to pull anything
out, he will come and tell you himself. So that’s what we have used How-R-you for. Robert knows too,
and maybe it gives him a sense of security that he knows that... And he is totally aware how it, who
registers and now he has tried himself and knows, how it works” (Mark).
However, the time for registrations has changed during the period of time where Mark and Robert have
used the app. When they just started using the app, registrations were made every morning. However,
a few months later, they started registering in the evening, because they decided that mornings were
too busy. Mark in general is confused about when to register because he feels that he will miss important
data from the night if he fails to register in the morning, and important data from the day if he has not
registered in the evening. Mark would prefer a notification from How-R-you to tell him when to register
the data, and he believes that such a function would make the registration much easier. In fact, Mark
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spends a considerable amount of time thinking about that he needs to register and is uncomfortable
with the thought of forgetting to register. In this way the app puts extra pressure on Mark, even during
times when Robert does not experience symptoms. Also Mark will be reminded many times a day that
Robert is an arthritis patient, because he must remember to register even when Robert does not think
about or feel the disease himself. When Robert experiences symptoms that Mark decides to register,
Mark does not experience challenges with remembering to register. Accordingly, Mark feels that if
Robert was more ill, it would be easier to remember the registrations.
Periods at home. Mark explains that the app is mostly interesting to the self-management of Robert’s
arthritis during periods of time where the arthritis is flaring up. During the time periods where Robert
barely feels symptoms, Mark is very well aware that it may lead him to believe that something is wrong
with Robert, even when all is fine. Mark is torn between thinking that the data, on the one hand, is
valuable at this moment if Robert suddenly started to feel symptoms and, on the other, causes
unnecessary worries. “And this is still a tool and it’s a result we hope we can’t use. But it’s nice to see
that we gave him the injection on Friday and today – Wednesday – he has a headache. So we talked
with the nurse shortly about… I mean, could we create some kind of pattern. It’s much easier to see if...
I mean, he didn’t get that headache, but I mean... That’s where we start wondering. I mean which [the
wondering, red.]… which quickly concerns whether the pain is arthritis related or is just regular.”
However, in this time, where the disease is almost invisible and the family leads a normal everyday life,
it is also sensible to build up the routine of registering every day: “You can have a system as long as you
don’t experience... As long as you have a continuous everyday life, because then you know that during
the weeks where you need to attend two birthday parties and everything [you forget it, red.]” (Mark).
Mark often discusses the contradiction between reasons to register and reasons not to register data
during calm times. Yet, he is completely certain that during times of active arthritis the app is very
desirable and valuable to the disease self-management. In a few months Robert is allowed off his
medication again to investigate whether he has grown out of the arthritis. This is a time where Mark
and Robert will use the app again: “Ehm... I definitely will use it [even if the physician won’t see it, red.].
In a few ehm... in a few months. […] When you are in the daily routine and when he [Robert, red.]
doesn’t experience anything, like things are now, then... Then I guess it would be tempting to just forget
about it. But ehm... it still is a great overview, which we would like. To know things in situations, where
you need to know things” (Mark).
In time periods when the arthritis flares up the app enables an overview which Mark has been missing
during other time periods since Robert was diagnosed with arthritis. During these periods Mark has
been challenged because he finds it difficult to remember details about the symptoms Robert
experiences. Mark suspects that the main reason he will use the app is to create an overview of what is
happening with Robert’s disease at home. “Yes, I think that if we were in the situation, where the disease
was in flare… the disease or the arthritis... And we felt like we needed more of an overview” (Mark).
Mark even believes that this is the best quality How-R-you offers: “Yes, but I think that it is the overview.
[...] It is good to be able... It is nice to know in general if something is up. So that’s clearly it” (Mark).
Mark thinks that this overview is valuable to the physicians but also to Robert and his family: “I’m
thinking that it is good for our own sake, but yes. Panic and anxiety, I nearly said that, and what is this
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really? Is it just something that passes because they [children with juvenile arthritis, red.] can still get
influenza and 38.5, that’s the fever limit. We need to go to the hospital if Robert’s [fever, red.] is more
than that” (Mark).

Times of Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management at Consultations
Episodes at consultations. Although Robert seldom experiences symptoms, Mark feels that the app may
bring in specific information from episodes in time that he would not necessarily have previously
remembered. In one consultation, David, for instance, points out a date with pain, which they then
discuss. Before using the app, Mark would have explained that there were a few days with pain but
would not have been able to give details. “I mean, it assists my memory and then I could go back and
see – I didn’t remember that it was the twenty-second of January. I remembered that there were a
couple of dates and I would have said that even if we didn’t bring the app, but it would be more... or I
mean, less specific [...] If I had prepared a little [with the app, red.] then I would have been able to see,
oh but, that’s the day after the sports day, right?” (Mark). Mark specifically likes that if Robert
experiences any episodes with symptoms, then they may be able to see correlations and patterns in the
registered data. Mark mentions Robert’s recent migraine episodes and how How-R-you would have
enabled him to view what else had happened on the day he experienced it. These details are more
important in the case that Robert’s arthritis is more active.
Reading the data from each episode in time at the consultation takes longer for physicians and the
outcome of this activity is variable. The daily registration, naturally, assures physicians that Robert is
not experiencing anything related to arthritis. However, because Mark is registering, physicians cannot
be certain that Robert spends time reflecting about his condition, which was at least Brenda’s intention.
Even if Mark registered all of Robert’s experiences, Robert’s own reflection on each episode is missing,
except for the ones where he is invited to join the registration. However, Brenda does not know when
this is, as she finds it difficult to use the data from each episode. Yet, during the consultation the details
from each episode enable the physicians to understand each episode so comprehensively that they are
able to confidently sort the symptoms into arthritis and non-arthritis related pain. This, for instance, is
the case in a consultation where David uses details of a specific episode to categorize the pain as growing
pains.
Periods at consultations. How-R-you’s graphs enable an overview of the entire time period between
two consultations, and easily expose episodes that can be considered out of the ordinary. Even if nothing
is unusual and the graphs just show a straight line in the bottom of the screen (because there was no
pain or sleepless nights, etc.) this is still a result and a positive one for Mark: “It just is a little clearer to
look at a graph. Ehm, yes, it’s not like there has been a lot to see the past few months, but that’s just
positive. So. But it’s good and, it’s good to get some routines started up around it [registering, red.] if it
suddenly changed” (Mark). In another situation Mark believes that he would be able to use the graphs
and the data over time to point out patterns to the physicians if he did not completely agree with their
assessment.
Brenda explains that, during this time period, How-R-you cannot reveal any patterns except that Robert
is not experiencing the arthritis, but that does not mean that the family should stop using it. Brenda
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wants the process to become a routine, both at home and during consultations. With these few arthritis
related symptoms it is, however, difficult to expect the family to use the app. On the other hand, she
expects Robert to be allowed to come off his medication in two months, and then the app may become
an even better tool to reveal patterns to physicians. In periods of time where Robert’s arthritis is active,
the app is important. And at that time, it is also important that the family is very familiar with the app.
Brenda adds that the results of the app’s use are mostly interesting in relation to the long-term
management of the disease and while these data may be uninteresting at this very moment, they could
be interesting in a few years from now. “We do many things routinely. We weigh and measure and we
may not use those numbers here and now in the situation, but we use them in the long term. Then we
can use the data that he has grown, like he should, and that’s something that we can only see if we do it
continuously, and it is the same way that I think about it [How-R-you, red.]. That it does not necessarily
give value to each single consultation, but in the long run it does, and they do it because it is part of a
routine” (Brenda). David agrees with Brenda. He believes that How-R-you would be more valuable to
patients who experience more symptoms, but he also learns something from patients like Robert. David
is more confident in how Robert is feeling, and he is also certain that Robert can register in the case of
arthritis related pain when the app is an incorporated routine.

Embodied Experience of Space
Places for Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management in Everyday Life
Robert needs Mark’s help to self-manage the disease at home. Although symptoms may appear at other
places, Robert’s activities related to disease self-management consequently take place where Mark is
present. However, because it is Mark’s responsibility to give Robert his medication and keep track of
and treat Robert’s symptoms, disease self-management also takes place when Mark is on his own.
Without How-R-you, self-management of symptoms is a spontaneous activity which occurs when
Robert talks about symptoms and pain. Conversations about symptoms strike up when Robert is with
his parents. Mark and Molly are open towards Robert’s thoughts and concerns and they always have
time for these conversations. However, they do not attempt to provoke discussion about the disease or
bring the topic to the table. In fact, they think that many other perspectives of everyday life are taking
up more room and rightfully so – they don’t want Robert to identify with the disease. Accordingly, selfmanagement of symptoms only occurs when Robert starts the conversation and, most days, Robert does
not experience symptoms. In their home, self-management of the disease accordingly rarely takes place.
However, with How-R-you, Mark must now register daily and this registration occurs at different
places, depending on how the activity plays out. At times when Robert is involved in the registration,
registration usually takes place at home. Registration then happens in the family dining or living room
where Robert and Mark can sit together. However, Robert is only involved in the registration when he
experiences the disease, and Mark’s place of registration is seldom limited by Robert’s participation.
Accordingly, when Mark registers on his own, registration also takes place in the kitchen, in bed and
sometimes even “[...] between places” (Mark), when he is running errands, picking up children from
soccer or doing other activities. Hence, unless Robert is involved in the registration, the activity of
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digitally enabled chronic disease self-management can take place anywhere Mark is found, because he
is responsible for the activity.
With the use of How-R-you, the activity of symptom self-management is also more present to Mark.
Mark explains that the registration process is easy and quick: “I don’t think it takes a minute. And then
if he is ill, then it is, then we also had, what can I say... Then we would have to set aside time to do it.
But then we were probably home and there was a need to do it. And then there is room to do it” (Mark).
Remembering to register often takes up room for Mark too: “As long as it is in a system, right? If you
just need a little structure then you’ll find it [structure, red.]... It’s just now that it always makes sense,
while the coffee runs through the filter, right? Ehm, so... But it is of course on the days where I have a
lot to do or the children have a lot to do or when work and spare time is the same, that’s when, that’s
when I forget it. Then... Then my own, what should I call it, system, it checks out because I am under
positive pressure, hopefully, but ehm, and that’s really when a notification would be great.” Busy days
are even more pressured, because he is reminded that he needs to register in How-R-you and keeps
reminding himself about this registration throughout the day.
The activity furthermore changes to become more reflective and it reminds Mark of the activities he
knows from the hospital. Mark now reflects about the questions in How-R-you and about how Robert
is doing throughout the day, even when he is not using the app. The questions in How-R-you are similar
to the questions Mark knows from the hospital. To answer these questions in How-R-you, Mark must
now observe and consider what Robert is capable of doing each day and whether his pains are arthritis
or non-arthritis related. In this way, the activity Mark knows from the hospital integrates itself through
How-R-you to Mark’s disease self-management. Mark explains that How-R-you even makes him
wonder whether Robert is actually feeling well: “When I sense that nothing is wrong with Robert then
it is the double... tick [OK function, red.], right? And then, but I can’t start thinking, there must be
something that I can document, because that’s not the thought, it is to give a real image, I guess. Okay,
what, do I need to write pain here, when it is one [pain, red.] that doesn’t relate to the arthritis?” (Mark).
In this way, Mark’s disease self-management activity has changed with the use of How-R-you to become
more reflective than before.
When Robert is involved in the registration, he too experiences that the talks about the symptoms at
home change to become more reflective and remind him about the activities at the hospital. When an
arthritis experience is at the top of Robert’s mind, Mark involves Robert in the registration of How-Ryou. Robert finds that the app helps him practice answering the questions physicians ask him at the
hospital: “I feel like it is a sort of practice... then I practice to do it [answer questions during the
consultation, red.]” (Robert). Hence, the times Robert is involved in the registration of How-R-you, this
registration feels as a simulation of the activities Robert knows from the hospital.
Consequently, How-R-you as a tool enables a simulation of the activities Mark and Robert know from
the hospital and changes their disease self-management to become more reflective. Mark, who is
responsible for the disease self-management, now experiences that the activity is present at the different
places he visits throughout the day. When he is at the same place as Robert he is particularly reminded
about How-R-you and the questions in the app and he wonders whether there are things to report about
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Robert. The activity hence changes to become more reflective and reminds Mark about the activities he
knows from the hospital. Robert also experiences that the disease self-management activity changes at
home to simulate the activities known from the hospital, however only at times when he is invited to
join the registration in the app.

Places for Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management at the Hospital
Robert attends consultations at the children’s rheumatology department at AUH every second month.
The activities at the consultations are directed towards disease management. Even if he does not
experience the disease momentarily, in Mark’s eyes, Robert becomes a patient the moment he steps
through the doors to the rheumatology department, because this is the place where his disease is
managed. Mark is prepared to discuss questions and concerns that are related to the arthritis. However,
physicians and nurses are also interested in knowing about how Robert is feeling at home, whether the
disease is hindering him from leading a normal everyday life, and how he interprets the pain and
symptoms he experiences in everyday life. These perspectives can be difficult to obtain, because the
place and the activities performed at the hospital remind patients and parents about arthritis and make
other everyday challenges seem unimportant.
Without the use of How-R-you, Robert and Mark know exactly what disease management activities take
place at the hospital and their in their home. As a result, they know they have to describe Robert’s
arthritis when they walk in. One of the key activities at the consultation, the activity in which How-Ryou is mainly used, is the construction of the anamnesis. During this disease management activity the
physician draws an image of how Robert feels by asking Robert and Mark to explain how Robert has
been at home. Robert explains what the physician asks about: “It’s mostly about how things are or
whether I’ve been ill. [...] But it is to check that I am alright and that if it for instance has got worse, but
that’s very seldom. I haven’t tried it yet.” Usually, Robert replies that he is fine, after which Mark may
take over the conversation by mentioning symptoms, medication challenges or questions about the
arthritis. Mark is the spokesperson for Robert at consultations. There is little time at the consultation
for the anamnesis and Mark is well aware that he needs to prepare for and concentrate on Robert’s
arthritis at this moment: “They are really rushed, those consultations, right? I mean, it’s not that you
just sit there and talk calmly, right, I mean you just don’t do that, there’s no time for that. You have to
be bright to understand what they are saying [...] I think that, and I don’t think of it to be mean, I’m
aware that they have a lot of patients, right? If you have something from home, you know that this thing
is something we need some answers to solve, then you have got to say it yourself, right?” (Mark). To
Mark and Robert, the consultation place accordingly encourages only the stories about Robert’s arthritis
experiences, which means that they leave out details about Robert’s everyday life.
When How-R-you is integrated to the activity, however, it changes the creation of the anamnesis during
the consultation to include more information about everyday life. With How-R-you, the physicians use
the data Mark has registered in How-R-you to understand how Robert has been. Interestingly, the use
of How-R-you enables both a better understanding of the symptoms Robert experiences and his
everyday life. Often these symptoms are not related to arthritis, but are normal everyday challenges,
and How-R-you presents both. In one consultation for instance, David asks questions about pain, fever,
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rashes and medication, before moving on to look at How-R-you. Without the use of How-R-you, David’s
questions are very specifically directed towards arthritis and Robert and Mark do not explain to David
about any cases of pain or other challenges. With the app, David immediately finds an episode with
uneasy sleep. He asks several questions: Did it only appear at night? Is it only after activities? Do you
remember where the pain occurred? Some of this information he finds in How-R-you. Many of the
questions he asks are answered by Mark and the answers are often connected to soccer or school,
elements which were not touched upon before How-R-you was introduced. With the large amount of
information, David ends up concluding that Robert experienced a case of growing pains and not
arthritis. Hence, during the creation of the anamnesis with How-R-you, David, Mark and Robert talk
more about specific examples from Robert’s everyday life than specific arthritis symptoms. How-R-you
then changes the key activity to include experiences of everyday life.
This, in turn, changes Mark’s and Robert’s experience of the consultation space from being specific to
arthritis to include more aspects of everyday life. Mark explains how How-R-you provides variation in
the consultation: “I think… it raises awareness about some things that we should... we should touch
upon, that’s my thoughts, if not it is quite the same every time. The same things with this patient...
patient, right? Maybe it’s an exercise to talk about more than just the same old things. Or the same
story” (Mark). Robert agrees that How-R-you provides a way of understanding what is important to ask
about: “Maybe they use it to... they may use it to figure out what they don’t need to... or what they should
ask about. And to be certain about what they don’t need. [...] If it is something that they thought, but
they know... I mean they are all, they are probably... They have answered no or something and then they
don’t need to ask about it, but if there is something that they didn’t count on, then they can ask how
things are with that” (Robert). Mark furthermore believes that the physician may get a better glimpse
into how Robert is in general in his everyday life: “I think... I think she uses it to understand how Robert
is in general. And she asks from different, yes, areas. Then... It is part of the process of creating an image
of how... If he just says that he is fine, then she can ask a little more. And see if it’s the same all over”
(Mark). Mark also explains that with the app he feels as if he has a better overview of Robert’s disease
at the consultation: “That when they open Robert’s or the patient’s journal and then they can see that:
Whoops! We can see that there is a bar, or I can see that there is a graph here showing it. That okay, you
have, once a month you have strong pain, but why do you have it? And stuff like that, and then you
could talk from that. And then you could say: ‘It’s funny that you say that, because we were thinking
exactly the same, right?’” (Mark). In this way, the app forces the physician to talk about some of the
challenges registered in How-R-you, which are both arthritis related but also not related to arthritis.
Consequently, the consultation space changes from being specific to arthritis to include the space in
which Mark and Robert experience both arthritis and non-arthritis challenges.
The physicians at the hospital agree with these observations and they experience that How-R-you
changes the consultation space to represent broader and important aspects of the child’s everyday life.
Brenda, for instance, explains that she was provided a better understanding of what Robert experiences
when he is at home. In both of the consultations between Mark, Robert and Brenda and Mark, Robert
and David, How-R-you reveals that the pain Mark and Robert experience and register is related to
growing pain and not arthritis. David explains that it is important to be able to spot and educate about
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non-arthritis related pains in patients’ everyday life to help thus interpret the pain more accurately. The
arthritis diagnosis often causes patients and parents unnecessary worries about non-arthritis related
pain that they interpret to be arthritis: “This is something very typical, we see that, this is something
that we need to do more, that we have patients who come in and get the diagnosis, which is arthritis,
but we still need to remember, I mean from the day that they know, then both parents and children are
extremely focused on that disease. So every time the patient hurts somewhere, if it is... You know this,
that if you work out then your muscles hurt the day or maybe a day and a half afterwards. That is
completely normal, but if they get it, because now they have the disease, and now they are not doing
anything because it hurts, then when they start doing something again and they experience pain in their
muscles after a day and a half, because we all do that when we are doing something actively if we don’t
stretch or if we are in a bad shape. Then they will think ‘Oh no! It is the disease’ when their leg is hurting,
when they’re doing something, and then they can’t but relate it to the disease – for instance growing
pains in this situation, because they probably never heard that before. But they are normal although...
I mean, not all pain is the disease” (David). In this way, How-R-you uncovers non-arthritis related pain
and gives the physician an opportunity to explain and educate patients about their experiences. When
How-R-you changes the consultation room to include everyday life space, the physicians are given a
chance to understand and assist the challenges Robert and Mark experience at home in their everyday
life.
Robert and Mark also explain the representation of their everyday life is useful in consultations because
the help from physicians to interpret experiences is valuable. Mark explains how he used to worry in
their home, but the context-specific help from physicians enabled a better overview of treatment
options: “I need the overview, right? Once I have the overview, then I can, then I know that once I do
this, then he feels like that. And once you know that, then everything is fine – for Robert too” (Mark).
With How-R-you, what happens in everyday life space is easier to share with the physicians. Robert also
explains that the representation of his everyday life space enables the physician to help in challenges
not related to arthritis, such as sleep. If Robert is feeling good in his everyday life the physician does not
even need to ask him about arthritis: “She uses it to find out how much I am hurting. Or how little I am
hurting. And how, if for instance I’ve had trouble sleeping or something then we could talk a lot about
that. Or if I’m just feeling good, then she doesn’t ask much, then we don’t really talk about it. Then we
don’t really talk about it” (Robert). In this way How-R-you supplements the consultation space to
include a representation of the spaces in which Robert exists every day in which arthritis is an integrated
part and other challenges are also present.

Embodied Experience on Artifact
Digital and Non-Digital Chronic Disease Self-Management Artifacts in Everyday Life
Before they used How-R-you, Robert and Mark in general did not use other artifacts, such as paper, to
document how Robert is at home. However, when Robert was first diagnosed, Mark did write Robert’s
temperature on a large piece of paper, which he handed in and the nurses scanned to their computer
for documentation. Mark also noted down a few other symptoms that he found interesting on a piece of
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paper. At this time Robert experienced unknown symptoms frequently, and the family often worried
and thought about the disease. Consequently, it was important to know how the symptoms developed;
however, the quantity of symptoms made them hard to remember. The nurses found Mark’s paper notes
valuable because they were able to follow the development of Robert’s symptoms.
Since Mark and Robert have started to use How-R-you, paper recordings have been experienced
differently. For instance, Mark describes that paper as an artifact does not give him the same overview
over the data: “As a tool [How-R-you, red.] I imagine that it is very valuable because painting a picture
of it [arthritis, red.] is something that I… I need as a parent and probably, that need is even bigger as a
patient. Yes. But the only thing we’ve actually really needed is... It’s obvious that at the time where we
were looking to figure out what the disease was and he had fever and he also experienced pain, then it
would have been nice to see whether... There has not been a week between his pains or... To begin with,
where he experienced the fever, I came to AUH with a hand-written note. Then we knew what had
happened, they took a copy of that and then I showed them the pictures of his legs, didn’t I show you
those? That he knows that he has a… a support from us about what we experience...” (Mark). However,
Mark found it difficult to write these paper notes, because he did not know what information the
physicians needed. In contrast, How-R-you presents questions, which assures Mark that the right
information is recorded. Furthermore, because How-R-you presents data in graphs and tables, Mark
also believes that How-R-you enables a better insight to Robert’s everyday life. In this way, the
registration makes Mark and Robert feel more at ease about the disease because they know important
information is registered.
From another perspective, paper notes only represent Mark’s experience of Robert’s symptoms,
whereas registrations in How-R-you partly include Robert’s perspective. Whenever Robert expresses
that he experiences arthritis, this experience is registered. In this way, the representation in How-Ryou is more collaborative than what was noted on the paper. In about two months, Robert is due to see
whether he has grown out of the disease, and, at this time, physicians will discontinue prescribing
Robert’s medication. Mark explains that Robert will then receive his first mobile phone, so that he is
able to register what he experiences on How-R-you. For now, the registration in How-R-you thus
represents both Mark and Robert’s experiences; however, soon Robert will have a tool to represent his
own experiences of the disease.

Digital and Non-Digital Chronic Disease Management Artifacts at Consultations
At consultations, physicians use Electronic Patient Journals to record, for instance, their collected
anamnesis of Robert, their findings during the consultation, analysis of samples and tests and decisions
about the treatment. The Electronic Patient Journal then includes the physician’s medical perspective
about how Robert is doing. However, even the anamnesis that the physician retrieves from Robert is
largely altered by the physician, who decides what questions to ask Mark and Robert and what
information to record from everything that they explain.
The physicians also use the artifact to create an image of how Robert has been since his last visit. The
physician looks in the journal before Robert and Mark arrive and, sometimes, she uses it during the
consultation to obtain specific information. Yet, to the physician, the Electronic Patient Journal leaves
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a biased opinion of the patient and it does not accurately represent how Robert and Mark experience
everyday life with the disease.
From Brenda’s perspective, How-R-you, however, at present, primarily represents Mark’s experiences
of Robert, and Brenda feels less of a connection to Robert through the app, because Mark registered the
data. Even if it, in Robert and Mark’s eyes, represents their shared experience of the disease, Brenda
does not agree. Robert, on the contrary, explains his experience of taking more part in the consultation
than he usually does.
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CASE 3: Rachel
Summery
Rachel experiences her JIA as an integrated part of her everyday life. In contrast, Rachel experiences
her hobby of horseback riding as a much more meaningful facet of her life. In this way, to Rachel, her
role as a patient is almost invisible compared to the other roles in her everyday life. In the past, the
family has experienced time periods where the disease was more present due to flare-ups of arthritis
inflammation. These time periods were stressful to the family, and caused Rachel and her mother,
Theresa, to self-manage the disease in a reflective manner. Today, disease self-management is a small
activity, performed in an automatic and collaborative way between Rachel and Theresa. Due their
collaboration, Theresa plays a large role in Rachel’s experience of the disease, although Rachel is
beginning to form more individual opinions about her disease self-management and takes on a still
larger responsibility for the self-management. At consultations, Theresa still mostly leads the
conversation, but Rachel listens carefully and sometimes elaborates on details. Before consultations
Theresa and Rachel often talk about Rachel’s experiences and, in this way, they also collaborate on what
is presented during the consultation.
When How-R-you is introduced to Rachel and Theresa’s life, it changes their and the physicians’
experiences of the dimensions of chronic disease management. Their experience of the dimension of
“Actor” changes in regard to the collaboration on, capability to do, and role in, chronic disease
management. Firstly, Rachel and Theresa’s collaboration on chronic disease self-management changes
because the use of the app affords Rachel a larger responsibility for the self-management of the disease.
Instead of collaborating with Theresa, Rachel now exclusively self-manages her symptoms, with only
limited support from Theresa. However, this also implies that Rachel is performing the disease
management activity she knows from the hospital on a daily basis, which is again a reminder of her role
as a patient. This change makes Theresa, who used to share the responsibility for the disease selfmanagement, contemplate her and Rachel’s roles and decides that Rachel is now able to carry the selfmanagement responsibility. The physician clearly feels that How-R-you changes responsibility, as she
immediately feels an improved connection and collaboration with Rachel. Furthermore, Brenda also
seems to change roles when using How-R-you. When arthritis challenges are missing in How-R-you,
she instead starts to investigate Rachel’s non-arthritis challenges in the app, which changes her
professional role from that of rheumatologist to a more general pediatrician.
The dimension of “Time” is also experienced in a new way. Rachel registers at the same time every night
and it only takes her few minutes. Because she seldom experiences the disease, at times she forgets to
register. Both Rachel and Theresa find that registering each day is unnecessary because Rachel does not
experience the disease each day. Because Rachel does not experience arthritis flare-ups or symptoms,
some functions in the app are redundant to them – especially the graphs that presents data across time
periods. They explain that the app would be more interesting during an arthritis flare-up. Interestingly,
Brenda, on the other hand, finds the level of detail about each registered episode very interesting at the
consultation. Even when Rachel does not experience flare-ups, the graph signifies to Brenda that Rachel
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is well and did not forget to report her experiences. Moreover, Brenda is provided a very quick way of
revealing challenges across the time period, which, in Brenda’s opinion, makes the consultation more
efficient.
When How-R-you is in use, the experiences of “Space” to disease self-management change. Rachel now
performs the reflective activity of creating an anamnesis, which she knows from the hospital, on a daily
basis. Although Rachel do not really think much about the app during the day and only performs this
reflective activity once every day, it brings the hospital space considerably closer to home. In contrast
to before How-R-you was introduced, the hospital space is now enacted with the performance of HowR-you and concurrently granted a larger part in Rachel’s everyday life. On the other hand, How-R-you
also brings the home space closer when used in consultations at the hospital. The information that
Rachel registers in the app offers the physician a much broader understanding of aspects both related
to arthritis and not, that happen in the spaces of Rachel’s everyday life. The physician does not usually
receive such information, because Rachel and Theresa deem it irrelevant to the arthritis. However, as
seen in the analysis, a larger insight into the space of Rachel’s home can be important to the physician’s
understanding of her disease.
The exploration of other digital and non-digital “Artifacts” to self-manage the disease revealed that
How-R-you has many advantages over the previously used pieces of paper. The app enables a faster and
easier way to register information. Furthermore, compared to paper, the app presents the detailed
dataset in tables and graphs, which makes the data more relevant and easier to show at consultations.
Theresa mentions that some challenges which she was not able to present sufficiently before How-Ryou can now be presented through graphs and tables. Furthermore, at the consultation How-R-you
becomes an artifact that presents Rachel’s experience of the disease, while other artifacts show the
physicians and Theresa’s interpretations of Rachel.

Rachel’s Everyday Life
Experiencing Everyday Life with JIA
Rachel is 12 years old and part of the mature group of children in the project. She lives in a small Danish
town with less than 1,000 inhabitants only one hour’s drive from AUH. Of the six patients in this study,
she is the one who lives the closest to the hospital. Rachel’s parents are divorced and she lives with her
mother, Theresa, and her twin brother, Andrew. Rachel and Andrew’s father lives in Sweden and she
often visits him on holidays there; however, she spends most of her time in Denmark with Theresa and
Andrew.
Although Rachel still needs help from Theresa to manage her everyday life, Rachel is quite capable of
doing most of the everyday activities herself. If Theresa is going to a late meeting, for instance, Rachel
can cook dinner for her and Andrew, and manage to go to bed at a reasonable time. Rachel has chores
at home and has started to carry more responsibility for herself. Yet Theresa still makes decisions for
Rachel, and they sometimes negotiate what Rachel can and cannot do.
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Rachel attends school in the building just across from her family home. Most of her mornings she
spends with Andrew and they get ready and walk to the school together. Rachel thinks that school is
okay although they are only a few girls in her class and few children to play with. Rachel does not like
Mathematics or Danish because she is dyslexic and thinks these classes are very difficult. She needs
extra help and she often uses a computer to solve her tasks. Her favorite class is PE because she does
not have homework for this class. Nonetheless, there are some things that she can’t do because of her
knee, which is not very flexible. However, her PE teacher reports that she always attends the whole class
and never goes to sit on the side like other children. During breaks Rachel plays with her friends.
After school Rachel goes home to relax and entertain herself with a variety of hobbies. At home she
plays with her iPad or looks at her phone for a while in her bedroom. She will then have a snack and go
to the garden to play on her trampoline or practice gymnastics in her garden. Rachel used to attend
gymnastics but stopped a couple of years back. While Rachel confidently explains that she stopped
because she felt gymnastics was boring, Theresa explains that Rachel actually stopped because of the
arthritis. Today, Rachel is horseback riding, a hobby that takes up most of her spare time. In fact, when
Rachel looks at her phone, she is examining pictures of horses and riding on Instagram. On Netflix she
watches shows such as ‘Free Rein’, ‘Silver’ or other series about horses and riding. The books and
magazines she reads are all about horses. When she is jumping on her trampoline, she often imagines
that she is showjumping on a horse. Rachel even has two wooden horses with real saddles on their backs
in the garden which she often plays with together with her friend from the riding school, Molly.
The riding school which Rachel attends is 7 kilometers from her home. Rachel is there at least once per
week when she has her classes. At other times she goes there to watch Molly riding, to take care of the
horses, or to take part in social arrangements. On days where Rachel is not at the riding school, she is
visiting a horse that she shares with another girl. This horse is stabled about 2 km from Rachel’s home.
Theresa says that Rachel visits that horse 3-4 times a week. Rachel does not ride the horses every time
she goes there, as she also has other tasks to perform. She, for instance, feeds the horses, mucks out and
tidies up the riding field. Rachel loves her time there and spends as much time as possible around the
horses and her friend Molly. The riding center is dark and cold during the winter, but this does not
frighten the girls. The first half an hour before they ride, they spend on getting ready by grooming the
horses and saddling up. The horses are stabled right next to the riding hall. All of the girls taking care
of the large horses are very aware of what they do and how they behave around them. When they move
around a horse, for instance, they have a specific sound they make to let the horse know that they are
coming. When ready, the girls bring the horses around to the riding field and begin their class. When it
is Rachel’s turn to ride, Theresa steps onto the floor with a stool for Rachel to jump up onto the horse.
Without the stool, Rachel’s leg is not sufficiently flexible to manage this unaided. This lack of suppleness
is one of the challenges she must endure because of the arthritis. Every so often Rachel also needs to
shake her ankles loose as they get stiff because of the arthritis. However, except for these two concerns,
Rachel does not experience any challenges with JIA during her horseback riding. In fact, Rachel never
considers these infirmities as necessarily being challenges at all, because she is so used to living with
them. Instead she worries about riding well and is keen on having her picture taken on the horse, to
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post onto social media. After riding Rachel generally goes home, however sometimes she stays and eats
her dinner at the riding school.
As can be observed with Rachel’s horseback riding, the arthritis has become integrated into other parts
of Rachel everyday life. Although Rachel used to experience challenges from the arthritis and her
medication, the arthritis does not take up a large part of her everyday life, especially not now that she
discontinued her medication. Rachel mentions that: “Well, it’s probably just what [the kind of life, red.]
I know,” meaning that she doesn’t know life to be any different as she does not remember it without the
arthritis. Theresa adds: “I’m thinking that it’s just a part of Rachel, that, that she can’t squat, she can’t,
ehm... walk... I mean kneel, she can’t ehm... But, I mean, that’s nothing...” Rachel even explains that she
does not experience the arthritis as a challenge: “For me, I wouldn’t actually say that it even is a
challenge, because it... I don’t know... I’ve gotten used to it, but it… I don’t really care whether I can
kneel down or not, it is one of those things that I really don’t care about.” In fact, Rachel rarely thinks
about her disease during the course of her everyday life: “No, I don’t think about it [arthritis, red.] at
all.” Yet, every so often, if she is reminded about the disease, a few thoughts come to mind: “Yes, I mean,
I sometimes think about it if I, for instance, talk about something at school. For instance, if we talk
about syringes... Then I remember that when I’m in Aarhus I get my blood drawn and things like that.
And about the times where I got the injection in my leg. And I needed a bigger one [syringe, red.] each
time. Then I sometimes think about it, in a way, but it’s not the kind of thing I think about all of the
time and ruin my days with, ‘Oh, now it [arthritis, red.] may come, oh, can it appear here, can it appear
here.’ I don’t really do that. I’ve gotten used to it.” Yet, naturally, Rachel wishes that the discontinuance
of her medication will reveal that she has outgrown the disease.

Disease Self-Management and Responsibility at Home
Rachel and Theresa explain that they seldom think about the disease in their everyday life, and selfmanaging it is a simple activity. At present, it only consists of noticing symptoms, physiotherapy every
Monday, and attending consultations at AUH every third month. Rachel has recently discontinued her
medication. The few times Rachel experiences anything likely to be symptoms, such as pain or rashes,
she reports them to Theresa. This happens very rarely and is usually treated with a single painkiller.
The experience of a symptom is handled so automatically that Theresa and Rachel usually forget about
it. Hence, the disease and the self-management of the disease is backgrounded in their everyday life.
Self-managing the disease is now transitioning from being shared between Rachel and Theresa to being
Rachel’s own responsibility. Because Rachel discontinued her medication just as she started registration
in How-R-you, Rachel and Theresa do not need to self-manage medication anymore. Medication used
to be given every Thursday, followed by vitamin pills. It was Theresa’s responsibility to give the
medication to Rachel, but it could be difficult to remember and sometimes Rachel needed to remind
Theresa about it. It was important that Rachel received the pill at the same time each week: “It needs to
be the same week, weekday, and about at the same time. The specific moment,” Theresa explains. In
weeks with a normal and structured schedule, remembering the medication was not especially difficult,
but during holiday times or when Theresa had late meetings, remembering the medication would be
difficult. “When we have a holiday, for instance, where we are in a completely different rhythm or at
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times where I’m at a meeting on Thursday night, and you know, now we need to do this, and we go to
bed and this and that, then I need to remember: ‘Oh yes, now Rachel needs...’. Even if it is something
that we’ve done for almost two years now, I still forget it and Rachel... Actually, Rachel sometimes says:
‘I must remember my medication,’ even if she doesn’t really like to say it, and rather would not have it,
right?” (Theresa). Rachel explains that there were different reasons for forgetting the medication, some
conscious and others not: “Because, most of the times my Mom remembers it, but I don’t really... But
then suddenly I remember it, then I forget it again in school and then I suddenly remember it again in
the evening or something, ‘Oh yes, it’s Thursday today,’ or something. But sometimes I don’t say it
anyway before… just before I need to go to bed or something. To see whether she remembers it and
such. [...] Sometimes it’s just because I don’t feel like getting up, because she is in the living room”
(Rachel). However, because Rachel does not receive medication anymore, remembering medication has
ceased to be a worry.
Now that Rachel has discontinued her medication, it is important to observe whether the symptoms of
the arthritis will return. Accordingly, although Theresa and Rachel discontinued self-management of
medication, self-management of symptoms is now an important activity. Even if Rachel does not feel
much, the physicians would like to keep an eye on what she experiences. The physicians would like to
make sure that even small symptoms are observed before the arthritis breaks out in a potentially large
flare-up. Hence, Rachel now receives more responsibility and must notice potential symptoms extra
carefully. Theresa is simultaneously collaborating with Rachel on the self-management.

Past Experiences and their Effect on Disease Self-Management
The disease was first diagnosed three years ago, when Rachel was nine years old. Rachel’s arthritis is
located in her left knee and in two joints in her left foot. Rachel remembers the details about her
discovery of the disease very well and knows exactly what she did, with whom and when. During a
weekend in September she had trouble sleeping because of a very strong pain in her leg. When she and
her mother examined the leg in the morning it had doubled in size and was still painful. Rachel had
trouble walking so Theresa had to carry her to the car when they drove to the hospital. The physician
saw her within ten minutes of arriving and quickly analyzed the CRP level in her blood to determine
whether she had inflammation in her body. She was then hospitalized at the pediatrics department
without knowing what was wrong. The first physician who saw Rachel guessed that she had JIA.
However, before she was checked for JIA she saw a second physician, who thought Rachel had borrelia.
The physicians accordingly started a process to find the cause. After rejecting borrelia, physicians
decided to sample the fluids in Rachel’s knees but instead ended up deciding to send her home with
penicillin for 12 days for borrelia. The pain kept coming back and after six weeks Rachel was referred to
AUH with a suspected JIA diagnosis. At AUH they confirmed the suspicion immediately.
Rachel was anxious in the period after she was diagnosed but is now more used to the disease. Just after
she was diagnosed, she thought about what would happen. “I was very nervous about what would
happen and stuff like that. Whether it was something I would have to live with for the rest of my life or
something. And I still don’t hope so... Because they said in there that most children grow out of it, but
it is fifty-fifty.” Yet, because Rachel’s type of JIA is oligoarticular, where four or fewer joints are attacked,
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there is a high chance of her growing out of the disease. Today she is more relaxed about the disease
and thinks much less about it. Furthermore, Rachel and Theresa trust the healthcare professionals and
follow their advice. One piece of advice is that they should ask questions about the disease at the hospital
instead of receiving too many different answers from people other than the physicians or nurses at
AUH: “Then they say “Did you Google this a lot?”, ‘No, I didn’t,’ ‘Okay, that’s actually really good that
you don’t do it, because you’ll get many answers, and then we will say something and then you’ll get a
different answer again and then...’ Because there are so many different variants of it. Which arthritis
you have. So I actually didn’t go home afterwards, when she was diagnosed with it, I didn’t go home to
start Googling like crazy. Because I’ve chosen to believe that they know what they are doing down there.
And they do. Yes, we feel very safe down there.”
Rachel has tried different kinds of medication with a range of effects and challenges. While some
medication resulted in occasional pain episodes, others pressured her mentally. The nausea and
vomiting from her previous medication were the lesser of many evils and, given her history with
different medication, the few side effects seemed modest to her. Rachel, for instance, has experienced
challenges with injections, which is why her medication was prescribed as five pills immediately before
she discontinued the medication. During the time when Rachel was injected, Theresa was primarily
responsible for the disease. Rachel’s anxiety about the injections meant that she would try hard to avoid
them. On Thursdays, the injections were the only thing on her mind: “So sometimes it’s my experience...
It could be like, if we said that... we talked about something, ‘Today it is Thursday and we need to...’
then she would, ‘Oh no, then I’m getting my injection.’ It wasn’t even what the talk was about! It could
be something completely different, but it was like when that weekday was mentioned, then she only
thought about that” (Theresa). Rachel would start vomiting even before she was injected because of her
anxiety. Theresa had a hard time self-managing the disease at that point. “Yes, it is a burden, I mean
because... But it is probably more for me because I know how she feels about it. And that she will feel
really bad. This was especially when she was still being injected. It is not fun to walk in there and do it
when I know that she is vomiting and I just still need to persuade her as well as possible to say, ‘Yes, but
you need to do it,’ without forcing her to do it. And I have always been alone in that. It’s always just been
me, who could do that,” Theresa says. The physicians recognized the challenge and Rachel switched
medication, which then presented new challenges.
Challenges with medication have affected Rachel’s everyday life in different ways. For instance she often
needed to stay at home from school because of the side effects. Theresa and Andrew have also been
affected by Rachel’s challenges with medication. “But then we... Then she [Theresa, red.] comes in and
helps me with the cleaning... I can feel that I wake up and sit up, take the bucket and then I vomit. And
then I yell ‘Mooom!’, so that she can come in with some paper and walk out with that gross puke bucket,
right there!” Andrew also knew that he would wake up from the vomiting: “And it is so annoying, when
she vomits, because then I wake up constantly. [...] But I only wake up the first time she does it, but it’s
probably more annoying for Mom, because she needs to go and help her out all of the time” (Andrew).
He was also annoyed that Rachel could stay home the next day. In Rachel’s opinion, Andrew never really
understood how unwell she felt.
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Rachel is relieved that she no longer has to take her medication. Although Rachel and Theresa explain
that they don’t really think about the disease in their everyday life, Rachel’s medication would
sometimes cause some worries. After receiving her medication on Thursday evening, Rachel would
often vomit throughout the night. “But I can’t know... I don’t know whether the physicians assess
whether she actually vomits too much. I can only... It may just be my assessment, that it is okay. This is
just the way it has been throughout the past two years. And it may be that they think something else,
that it isn’t...” (Theresa). Rachel would also get angry about how bad the medication made her feel:
“Sometimes I criticize her [Theresa, red.] a little because she brings the medication. [...] Because I don’t
want to vomit.” Often this would lead to conversations about how far Rachel has come in the long
process of the medication, and that soon she would be allowed off the medication. Now Rachel has been
allowed off the medication; yet, even though she does not experience the vomiting anymore, she still
thinks about her arthritis: ”I’m a little worried that I won’t... I mean, that I won’t grow out of it. But it’s
not like it affects me in any way. [...] But I would like to grow out of it,” Rachel explains.

Experiences as Patient
Even if Rachel does not experience arthritis at home, every third month Rachel is in a situation in which
it is difficult to forget her role: the consultation with the rheumatologist. She also visits the optometric
physician every third month and the dentist once a year.
Rachel and Theresa sometimes talk about Rachel’s arthritis in the car on their way to the hospital.
Before the physicians discontinued the medication, they would touch upon how Rachel wanted to be
allowed to discontinue her medication. Theresa says that she would then explain what the consequences
of discontinuing the medication could be. However, Rachel did not care: “Then I would rather be in
pain” (Rachel). Rachel felt that the challenges of the medication kept her from living life as a normal
child. In the car, Rachel and Theresa never touch upon whether Rachel has experienced any pain or
symptoms since the last consultation but instead wait until they are present in the consultation with the
physician.
At the consultation Rachel seldom says much. They: “[…] just talk about how... if I’ve been hurting or
something. Then I say ‘no’ and then my Mom starts talking,” Rachel explains. Theresa explains that she
often talks to the physicians about the different challenges they have experienced with the medication
or other things. Rachel listens while Theresa and the physician discuss her health. Rachel and Theresa
always feel that the physicians have taken her disease very seriously and have tried to help Rachel to
the best of their efforts. “The things we experience, I think they take care of that, and then they try to
help the best they can. And give advice about what to do and what not to do, and they also gave
medication to deal with the nausea, which she was to take before she was injected [back then, red.]. To
see whether it would help her not to vomit before [the injection, red.]. In that way they have done many
different things to attempt to help to make her feel better,” Theresa claims. The consultations also
consist of measuring and weighing Rachel and an examination of her joints. The physician then follows
up on the consultation. Rachel and Theresa are free to leave when Rachel has left a urine sample and
has had her blood drawn.
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On their way home Rachel and Theresa always stop by IKEA. They go there to have lunch and then they
bring a cinnamon roll home for themselves and Andrew too. This is their way of making the day a little
more entertaining.

Embodied Experience on Actors
Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management between Rachel and Theresa
With the app, responsibility for the self-management of the disease is changing from being shared
between the actors, Rachel and Theresa, to largely being Rachel’s alone. The use of How-R-you has
affected this movement of responsibility from parent to child. Before How-R-you was introduced,
Theresa was in charge of both self-managing medication and symptoms, although Rachel also took part
in the self-management by, for instance, remembering when she needed her medication. With the
discontinuance of Rachel’s medication, self-management of medication is now unnecessary. With the
app Rachel is now also in charge of registering symptoms and experiences in her everyday life. This has
consequently changed self-management of symptoms and responsibility for the activity at home which
has caused Theresa to think about her and Rachel’s roles in the disease self-management: “I mean, I’ve
let Rachel do it by herself, because I think it gives the most realistic image of... I mean, because children
in that age, I mean, they can... Maybe it’s me and maybe I just think they are able to do too much
[compared to other ideas about children’s ability to handle responsibility, red.], but I do think they are
able,” Theresa explains. How-R-you then also becomes a tool for Theresa to gently assign the activity of
self-managing symptoms to Rachel who is becoming mature enough to handle more on her own.
Although Rachel does not experience many symptoms, she still registers something in the app most
days. The app simulates the questions Rachel and Theresa receive at the hospital. When Rachel started
using the app, Theresa assisted her registration. Back then, Theresa registered only Rachel’s
experiences of arthritis related pain and not other things, that Rachel experienced on a daily basis.
Today, Rachel registers on her own, and when she does, she registers other information than her
arthritis experiences. At the current time, Theresa and Rachel no longer talk about the questions in
How-R-you. Rachel answers them entirely by herself. On days where Rachel felt fine but is tired she
sometimes does not register: “And sometimes it’s like, if I’m tired and it just doesn’t hurt, then it
probably doesn’t matter. I mean, if I don’t feel anything, if I don’t feel anything at all! Inflammation or
anything,” (Rachel).
Interestingly, during the test of How-R-you, Rachel experienced back pains, which she ultimately did
not register in the app. Theresa was surprised about this, because she expected Rachel to use the app
more if she experienced pain: “Yes, I think we are thinking that, yes, I think we do it both of us, it may
be why I don’t remember it at all now, it’s practically only Rachel, and it’s because I’m thinking that it
is really nice, if she felt something, and then I think we would be doing it. And then I think I would
remember it more, right, but then again then... I didn’t remember it when she said that thing with her
back pains, right?” (Theresa). However, Rachel explained that she considered the pain and decided that
it was not related to arthritis but rather horseback riding.
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Remembering to use How-R-you is still a shared activity. Every so often Theresa reminds Rachel about
the registration, although most of the time Rachel has already registered when Theresa asks:
“Sometimes my Mom often says, now remember to register, right? [Rachel laughs] But mostly I just do
it automatically” (Rachel). Theresa elaborates: “It’s just like, once in a while when I go in there to say
goodnight, then it comes: ‘Did you remember?’ Yes, and except for that, she actually manages it herself”
(Theresa). Theresa adds that the only reason that some days are missing the registration is that Rachel
has forgotten to register: “But think, if she doesn’t use it, it is only because she has forgotten about it.
It’s never really because she doesn’t want to. That’s at least my experience” (Theresa). However, Theresa
also sometimes forgets about the app. To make sure, Theresa checks that Rachel has registered the
experiences on her own phone. If Theresa discovers that Rachel has not registered, she confronts
Rachel. However, Rachel does not mind that Theresa checks her registrations and does not feel that the
data she registers in How-R-you are secret.
Consequently, although Theresa is helping Rachel with the registration, the main responsibility for the
registration is Rachel’s. The activity of self-management of symptoms was not one Rachel and Theresa
necessarily experienced much before How-R-you, and because of Rachel’s limited symptoms it can be
difficult to remember. The activity of remembering to register is, accordingly, still shared. At home,
however, Rachel has now taken on the responsibility of noticing and remembering how she is feeling, a
responsibility Theresa had before.

Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management between the Family and Physician
Theresa and Rachel are pleased with their treatment from the healthcare professionals at the hospital
and trust that they make the right decisions about Rachel’s health. Moreover, Theresa does not look for
information other places and explains that searching for information will not help Rachel’s situation:
“You’ll go crazy if you start to search for all kinds of things and what could it be and why and...”
(Theresa). Concurrently, Theresa feels that her worries about Rachel’s disease and management of the
disease are taken into consideration by the physicians. “If they say that the best for Rachel now is to
receive this type of medication. But, but... When we then go there and say, ”Yes, but it really doesn’t
work with this medication and duh duh duh”, then they listen and are willing to try something else.
Even if this is not what they typically use, right? In that way I feel like we participate” (Theresa). Theresa
also says that she does not want the arthritis to become a larger part of their everyday life and,
accordingly, it is a relief to trust the physicians: “But then, I’m just not the type either who... as a parent
who... who makes a big deal out of it. Because it is a chronic disease, but we can’t… We have to get the
best out of the situation, and she needs to live with this too. So I feel like we participate, but... But I also
mostly just listen to the physicians” (Theresa).
When Rachel’s treatment with medication was discontinued, the physicians felt that it was an especially
good time to try How-R-you, because the tool could enable a better collaboration between them in a
potentially difficult time. JIA children either have the disease throughout their lives or grow out of it
during childhood. Physicians can only know by testing how JIA children react to the discontinuance of
their medication. The auto-immune inflammations may appear after the medication stops working or
when children are exposed to environmental factors, for instance illness, that may trigger the immune
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system to cause arthritis inflammation. Accordingly, for the physicians it is important to gather data
about the child to understand in detail how the child is doing. How-R-you provides a platform to gather
these data, which Rachel and Theresa would usually forget between consultations.
From Theresa and Rachel’s point of view, How-R-you does not change the collaboration between the
physician and themselves to any great extent. Concerning their level of participation in the disease
management, for instance, Theresa thinks it is difficult to assess whether the app has changed anything.
This is a result of the fact that Rachel has mostly been feeling well during the time they have used it. “It
has been so easy [Rachel’s condition and disease self-management, red.]. During the time we’ve used
the app. So I can’t really say whether it has changed anything [concerning participation in disease
management during consultations, red.]” (Theresa). From Theresa and Rachel’s perspective, it is
consequently difficult to say whether the app has changed how Rachel and Theresa work with the
physician. This is because they have not made any big decisions regarding Rachel’s condition during
the time they have used it. Theresa do however pick up on how the app holds some information, that
they would have not talked about during consultation without the app. Once Brenda discovered that
Rachel was sad: “She did pick up on that she [Rachel, red.] wrote that she felt unwell. And she [Brenda,
red.] then asked ‘Do you [Rachel, red.] remember why? Was it because of the arthritis or not?’ And we
would have probably not talked about that if she [Brenda, red.] hadn’t seen the app” (Theresa).
At times with more decisions to make, Theresa and Rachel think that the app would be more helpful to
the collaboration with physicians. Although the app does not make Rachel feel any safer in these
situations, it does help her remember the challenges she has encountered since the last consultation: “I
wouldn’t say that it gave me... I wouldn’t say it makes me feel safer, but I mean it’s like… If I for instance
have been hurting at some time, like a period of time, then we would have an easier time remembering
it or even if it’s just a single day. But it’s like... I don’t know... I don’t think it makes me feel safe,
particularly” (Rachel). Furthermore, it seems that the app would then reveal data which Rachel and
Theresa would never have thought of. After one particular consultation, where Brenda found a few
interesting datapoints, Theresa exclaimed: “I thought like: ‘Dear me, that’s easy, she could just... go in
there and see it!’ [...] I mean, if we did experience something, then, then... then I really think it would
help. Because it is a terrible thing [the arthritis, red.], when it is there.” Theresa also explains that the
app could enable a broader overview of how much medication Rachel received.
Interestingly, from Brenda’s perspective, the app was very helpful in the collaboration because Brenda
had an easier time establishing contact with Rachel. “I actually think, that it involves the girl [Rachel,
red.]. It involves... it gives me an understanding of who really considers the symptoms at home, ehm,
because mom [Theresa, red.] by herself tells me, that the girl uses the app on her own. This means that
the girl herself, actually almost on a daily basis, ehm, evaluates how she slept, how her mood was, how
active she’s been and what kind of pains she’s experienced. So in this way, the girl, in some way, has
learned what we ask about, what do we think is important and she has considered that. By herself,”
Brenda explains. Compared to other consultations with Rachel, Brenda thinks that “[...] actually, this is
the first time I’ve felt this great a connection with her [Rachel, red.]!” (Brenda). Furthermore, Brenda
not only experiences this involvement by reading Rachel’s data. During the consultation Theresa now
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steps more to the background while Rachel starts communicating more with Brenda: “Mom [Theresa,
red.] says that she helped a little, ehm, but the moment we just talk, during the consultation, then mom
is the one to talk. However, when the app is in play, then it is actually Rachel and I and that’s a way that
I can also use it. To place mom on the side and then it is just her [Rachel, red.] and I who sit there and
look in the app” (Brenda). Usually, Rachel would start the consultation by saying that she is fine, after
which Theresa would elaborate on that. How-R-you has then changed this by opening up for a deeper
conversation between Rachel and Brenda.
In the following part of one of Rachel’s consultations we see how Brenda uses the app to involve Rachel
more, although Rachel has a difficult time answering by herself. Brenda keeps asking Rachel about the
data in How-R-you and Rachel is gradually more confident and involved:
Brenda: And then I would like to know how you’ve been?
Rachel: Well, I’ve been really fine, I would say.
Brenda: Yes. And can I see your diary?
Rachel: Yes.
Brenda: Do you remember...
Theresa: You have the phone.
[Rachel finds her phone and puts it on the table. Then she taps into How-R-you and puts it on the table
between her and Brenda]
Brenda: Do you do it yourself?
Rachel: I don’t know, do I?
Theresa: Yes, you do. You are the one who registers. I actually very seldom remind her, because she is
allowed to do it herself.
Brenda: Super!
Theresa: Also to remember to do it. I sometimes say: “Did you remember?”. Then it is remembered on
some days and other days it is not, right?
Rachel: Yes.
[Brenda has so far looked at Rachel and Theresa]
Brenda: Can I scroll it or do you want to show it to me?
Rachel: Yes, you can scroll.
[Brenda looks down and to the app]
Brenda: Okay, what do you think we should start with? We have something about sleep and something
about how you are doing and something about pain – what do you think?
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Rachel: I don’t know.
Brenda: Should we just look at them from the top?
Rachel: Yes.
Brenda: Then we’ll do that.
Here we see how through the app Brenda is able to directly address Rachel, because she is in charge of
registering in the app. During the rest of the conversation, Rachel answers all of Brenda’s questions and
Theresa mostly stays out of the conversation. In this way the app subtly also changes the responsibility
at consultations by leaving Rachel in charge of explaining her data and experiences in the app.
Furthermore, the app helps Brenda to obtain useful everyday life data in the collaborative process of
creating an anamnesis with Rachel. While Rachel and Theresa feel that the app does not add value to
the collaboration because Rachel experiences few challenges, the data in the app turn out to be exactly
what Brenda is looking for. Rachel has just discontinued receiving her medication and it is crucial that
the physicians know whether she is experiencing anything out of the ordinary. At one consultation,
Brenda sits next to Rachel with Rachel’s smartphone in her hand. Rachel is looking to see the modules
Brenda is studying and answers whenever Brenda has a question about a specific datapoint. Once,
Brenda taps “My day” and then directly moves to the graph on Rachel’s mood. Brenda puts her hand on
her cheek while she talks:
Brenda: So, try to look at the graph. Now, we will move all the way back to December and your mood,
and then you had a day with bad mood. So, do you remember what it was? There was a time in January
where you thought that it was hurting too much?
Rachel: Yes but, I don’t think it was because I was hurting. I don’t think so. I think it was something
with my school, actually.
[Brenda is sitting with the app in front of her on the table. She finds out that on the same day, Rachel
wasn’t very active. She can see that in the graph with activity]
Brenda: Yes. See, this is the same day. You were also less active than the rest of the days?
Rachel: Maybe it was because I was ill or something? I guess it could be that.
Brenda: Like influenza-ill or something?
Rachel: Yes, I was that.
[Brenda looks to the absence graphs]
Brenda: And there was…. One with absence back from the twenty-seventh.
[Brenda now looks in the table]
Brenda: There is only that one time right there [one absence day, red.]
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Theresa: I mean, she hasn’t been absent because of the arthritis. It’s probably more the other thing she
had.
Brenda: Okay.
Rachel: And I was ill.
Brenda: Yes, like ill with a fever?
Rachel: Sometimes I’ve been a little... I’ve been ill with some influenza, where I threw up and all kinds
of things.
Brenda: Mmmh...
Rachel: But not anything else.
Brenda: No.
In this part of the conversation, Rachel and Theresa attempt to explain to Brenda that Rachel has not
experienced anything they believe to be relevant to the arthritis. Yet, Brenda is actually more interested
in whether Rachel has been ill, because at times when children discontinue their medication even small
illness episodes may trigger arthritis flare-ups. “But here I can actually see that she was ill, and the
disease may suggest an arthritis outbreak, and this was without anything happening,” Brenda explains.
To make sure that the illness did not cause an arthritis flare-up, Brenda immediately after discovering
Rachel’s influenza taps into the pain module. Here she looks for pain experiences during or after the
influenza:
Rachel: Here I just tapped that double tick-sign [OK-function, red.] right there...
Brenda: Yes, all of the times?
Rachel: Yes.
Brenda: Because you didn’t experience pain?
Rachel: No.
The fact that Rachel didn’t register pain experiences reassures Brenda that Rachel has probably grown
out of the disease. The registrations are valuable because it is common that children and parents forget
small episodes between consultations. In this way, How-R-you assures Brenda a little more that the
arthritis will not reappear.
Lastly, in the collaboration, the app assures Brenda that Rachel reflects about her disease at home and
considers questions which the physicians are interested in knowing the answers to. At one of the
consultations between Rachel and Theresa, Rachel explains how she’s experienced back pains, which
are not registered in the app because she knew the pain wasn’t related to arthritis. Brenda, after the
consultation, comments that: “The only problem is that the app does not have more value than she gives
it, I mean, it does not have more value than when she chooses to not, I mean, she has actually already
in her mind chosen to assess that these are not arthritis pains, so I won’t register them. And in this way,
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I guess, it does have a value that I know that she actually considers her pain or I think that I know that
she considers her pain and compares whether this has something to do with her arthritis or does not?”
To her it is important to know that Rachel regularly considers her symptoms at home, because it leaves
her trusting that the arthritis has not appeared. By showing that Rachel did consider her arthritis at
home, How-R-you establishes trust between Rachel and Brenda.
In return for Rachel’s rigorous registration in How-R-you, Brenda carefully looks through Rachel’s data,
and, because she does not find challenges she believes to concern arthritis, Brenda helps Rachel with
challenges that are not arthritis related. Brenda, for instance, examines Rachel for back pains, which
Rachel mentioned as non-arthritic. In this way, Brenda also changes roles in the consultation, because
she examines broader challenges than the few that are related to arthritis. From being more clearly a
rheumatologist with a focus on joints, she now considers non-arthritis challenges to a greater degree.
Nonetheless, Brenda maintains that the app needs to be valuable to the patient in order for it to be
valuable in consultation. She therefore closes the consultation by noting that Rachel is welcome to use
How-R-you, but only if she finds it valuable or if she suddenly experiences arthritis symptoms again.

Embodied Experience of Time
Times of Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management in Everyday Life
Episodes at home. Rachel registers in How-R-you once a day and always at the same time. Although
she seldom registers symptoms, she does remember other details, for instance whether she has been
sad or slept badly. Rachel registers just before she sleeps. “In the evening. And just before I sleep. That’s
when I always use it,” (Rachel). In this way she remembers details about the whole day. “I think it
suggests that you do it at that time, because you need to... Write... I mean, did you experience pain at
that and that time. Now, this is difficult because she’s not hurting. Maybe it would’ve been different if
she was. If she did feel pain during the day or received medication in the middle of the day. But the way
it is now then... Then it’s like that evening has, has fitted best,” Theresa explains. As Theresa here hints,
Rachel may have done it differently if she experienced more symptoms, but because she is mostly okay,
she only registers once a day – which is always in the evening. Registration is very quick and easy, even
if it involves reflective disease self-management. It takes Rachel five minutes at the most to register in
the app. Rachel explains that most days she even uses the ‘OK’ function on the modules “My medication”
and “My pain”, because she does not have anything to report.
Because there are so few episodes to report, Rachel and Theresa sometimes forget to report them. When
the disease is not at the foremost of their minds because it is not experienced very often, the app itself
is easy to forget. Rachel explains that she seldom explicitly thinks of the disease, although it is on her
mind all of the time. For her, the app does not provoke more thoughts about arthritis: “I do know that
it’s always arthritis I... But it is nothing. I don’t think about it or anything. It’s just that... Sometimes,
there are actually some things I can’t do. I can’t, I can’t kneel down properly, because it’s not bendy
enough to... and things like that. And I am not... It’s like, I can’t bend it enough, so there are different
things that I can’t do because I can’t bend it enough. But I mean... It’s just something I’ve learned to live
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with.” The reason why she often does remember to register is that Rachel uses her smartphone to look
at Instagram or watch Netflix just before she goes to sleep. How-R-you appears on her smartphone’s
front page, so she is always reminded to register. However, when Rachel visits her father in Sweden,
she often forgets to register. “And when I’m at my dad’s place, then I seldom remember it [registration
in How-R-you, red.]” (Rachel). Rachel thinks it is because there are many new things they have to do
before she goes to bed and because no one helps her register. Theresa also forgets about How-R-you: “I
also forget about it. I mean, basically, it’s not something I think about that often, in that sense. Ehm...
So it’s mostly herself. I honestly don’t know why I just sometimes suddenly think about it,” Theresa
says.
Periods at home. During the current time period, Rachel is not experiencing many symptoms and
accordingly she finds that the app somewhat redundant. Rachel and Theresa both mention how the app
would be of more value at another time period, for instance when she was newly diagnosed or when she
changed medication. Accordingly, neither of them have used all of the functions in the app, for instance
they have not tried the graphs or tables to gain an overview of Rachel’s past time period. “It’s not like I
become like... I don’t actually go in and look at it, to see how I’ve been or anything like that, look at what
I wrote or stuff like that” (Rachel). Although she likes that the physicians can gain that overview, she
does not see the point of using it herself. “I think it’s nice that the hospital can see how I’ve been. [...]
That’s what is smart. Because then, like... It will often be three months [between visits, red.], it’s not
very likely that I will remember that” (Rachel). Remembering the time that has gone by between
consultation is usually a difficult task for Rachel: “Because it’s not exactly something that I just walk
around and think about, that I need to remember that.” Theresa agrees that at times when they do not
experience symptoms, there is not a reason to think too much about the disease or about how Rachel
has been in retrospect.
Theresa thinks that they would use How-R-you more often during periods, where Rachel experienced
more symptoms that affected Rachel: “I mean, she’s not really affected by the arthritis right now. Or
yes, she is, but not things that don’t... I think that’s why we don’t talk about those questions. Because
really, she doesn’t experience anything. I mean, I think before, I mean, when she got her medication
and she was feeling bad [the mental reaction to injections, red.] and all of that, there was a lot more to
talk about... Ehm, or the first year when she got the injections of adrenocortical hormones in her joints
and was actually in a lot of pain and it was swollen. Now it’s not, I mean... And, and then I’m just the
type of person who thinks, ‘let’s not make a big deal out of this’, which is really just... Which is okay”
(Theresa).
Paradoxically, Rachel experiences a time period with back pains which she does not register on the app,
yet Theresa mentions it during a consultation. Rachel explains that she failed to register the pains
because she did not think they were arthritis related. She also mentions that she spoke with friends at
the riding school about it, and they explained that they experienced the same thing. Hence, even if
Rachel did not register the time period with back pains, she did assess the pains and decided that they
were not connected to arthritis.
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Times of Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management at Consultations
Episodes at consultations. The data registered in the app remind Rachel and Theresa about episodes at
specific times that they would have otherwise forgotten about at consultations. In fact, it appears that
the app is providing a significant amount of data that would otherwise not have been mentioned at all
if it had not been registered in the app. At one consultation Brenda finds six restless nights, however
Rachel has forgotten about them and does not know whether they were normal nights or related to
something, for instance New Year’s Eve. Theresa was surprised about how much Brenda found in the
app and, after the consultation, she described why: “Yes but, there was a time where she [Rachel, red.]
wrote that, that she was feeling unwell. And where she [Brenda] then asks: ‘Do you remember why?
Was it because of the arthritis or was it not?’ And that probably hadn’t been mentioned if she didn’t see
it on the app. [...] But I thought she found out something, that I didn’t think about or which I’m thinking
that... [...] Where she then asks Rachel, ‘Yes but I’m okay,’ Rachel then says.” Here she explains that
Brenda asks Rachel about the data, but often Rachel explains that she does not remember the details
about the registration other than that it was not arthritis related. Theresa notes that “[...] I mean, it also
makes us feel safe, that they can go in there.”
The app reveals many details about episodes which Brenda may use to understand the specific episodes
in further detail. For much of the data Brenda asks about Rachel has difficulties remembering in detail,
although she attempts to consider the recent events she has experienced thoroughly and explains them.
Brenda, for instance, finds that one day where Rachel registered that she was in a bad mood, she
concurrently registered a low activity level and absence from school. From all of these details about the
specific time where Rachel was in a bad mood, Rachel was thus able to remember that she had been ill.
Brenda then was able to see in “My pain” whether Rachel experienced pain on this day or the following
days to see whether the illness had triggered the arthritis. Most of the times, however, Rachel
immediately knows whether she registered something specific because of arthritis or not. Theresa
explains that at times with medication, how much medication Rachel receives is also an important
detail, because this enables the physicians to see whether Rachel receives the correct dosage.
From Brenda’s point of view How-R-you, in Rachel’s case, makes the consultation more efficient in
terms of knowing the details of specific episodes. How-R-you has taught Rachel to answer the questions
the physicians ask, and, if she does not know the answer, the app can help uncover details about specific
episodes. In this way Brenda, Rachel and How-R-you can together easily reconstruct what happened at
a specific episode in time. Furthermore, Brenda now trusts Rachel’s specific answers more because
Rachel made reflections every day about how she is and whether she experienced anything that she
should register in the app. Even at times where Rachel does not experience the arthritis, Brenda would
like her to register on almost a daily basis: “But I would also like her to register so that we, so that she
like… because if she doesn’t do it relatively often, then it disappears, then she gets used to not doing it
almost as fast as she got used to doing it, right? I mean... So I actually think that it is a good thing that
she actually keeps doing it, just once in a while, right? Because, then it is also a little easier, if she feels
pain somewhere, where she’s thinking, this could be arthritis, yes, but then she will use it [How-R-you,
red.], right?” (Brenda).
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Periods at consultations. To Rachel and Theresa, the app is more useful at consultations in some time
periods than others. Theresa is unable to decide whether the app is redundant at consultations during
time periods where Rachel is okay at home: “In one way or the other I... yes but... I mean, one way or
the other, if I think about the last consultation we attended, I guess you could say that it was redundant,
I don’t know. Yes but ehm... That’s not actually true, because she [the physician, red.] did actually look
in it and said: “But I can see that you have been feeling good!”. So in that way [laughing], it does of
course help. But we could have just told her that, that, I mean, nothing has happened with Rachel”
(Theresa). Yet, in situations or time periods with symptoms or treatment challenges, Rachel and
Theresa believe How-R-you may be very helpful at consultations: “Because then you can’t remember it,
when we’re down there [AUH, red.]. [...] Did she actually take her medication? Yes, she did, maybe
twice, or was it actually five times? And that’s where I then think, that’s where it would ehm... And then
I don’t know whether I would talk about more [different data, red.] in some way, because I’m thinking
that it would benefit us. [...] Now... These things, Rachel is perfectly able to do them herself and it really
is her who feels how she has been during the day, I mean... And it is kind of the same, right, so...
[laughing]” (Theresa).
From the physician’s point of view, however, Rachel received the app at exactly the right time. Rachel
first downloaded the app immediately after she was allowed off the medication and the physicians were
very interested in knowing whether the arthritis would appear again. Rachel and Theresa’s reaction to
How-R-you is based on the fact that they do not experience symptoms at present; yet, this result is
exactly what the physicians hope for to make sure that Rachel has grown out of her disease. During her
time with the app, Rachel will either feel symptoms or not, which signals whether she has grown out of
the disease or not. In both cases it is interesting for the physicians to know what Rachel experiences,
because it may provide hints as to whether the arthritis has been outgrown or not.
Furthermore, Brenda points out that the structured presentation of Rachels experiences during the past
period of time enables an efficient consultation. “What to say, if we need it to streamline and with… or
not streamline, but, like, make the consultation efficient in the way that we [physicians, red.] get the
things presented, easily, that we want from their [patients, red.] everyday life, but then ehm, then I
think it is doing its job!” (Brenda). In this way, the app presents a better overview, which enables the
physician to quickly understand the trend during the past period of time.

Embodied Experience of Space
Places for Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management in Everyday Life
Disease self-management in everyday life is a shared activity between Theresa and Rachel that only
occurs in places they are together. Usually this is in the home space, although, before How-R-you, they
seldom carried out the activity.
Before How-R-you, self-management of symptoms was hardly ever conducted at home, because Rachel
seldom experiences symptoms. Self-management of symptoms includes noticing and remembering how
Rachel feels between consultations. Rachel and Theresa do not think about this as an extra activity, but
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rather as something that they naturally incorporate into the space of their everyday life. Accordingly,
they often forget small instances of symptoms or pain, and, when many symptoms occur, they forget
the details of them and only remember that they happened. Hence, neither Rachel nor Theresa think
about the disease at home in their everyday life spaces. The disease and its self-management nearly
disappears in the space of Rachel’s everyday life and she does not generally think of herself as a patient
at home. The very limited number of times she experiences the disease at school she stays away from
other children. When riding her condition also seems ignored, even if she is open about it. In this way,
the disease and Rachel’s role as a patient are nearly forgotten in everyday life spaces. Yet, although
Rachel does not explicitly think about the disease, it’s always present. “I do know, all of the time, that I
have arthritis. It just isn’t anything... I don’t think about it or anything,” Rachel explains.
With the introduction of How-R-you, Rachel started to register the disease in the home space on a daily
basis. For Rachel, self-management of symptoms has changed from being an activity she did not
perform, to a daily disease self-management activity which is carried out each day in the home space.
For Theresa, self-management of symptoms changes with How-R-you from being her responsibility and
an activity performed with Rachel at a place where they both are, to an activity that Rachel self-manages
on her own. Theresa only reminds Rachel about the registration and only if she happens to remember
when walking past Rachel’s room at bedtime. It is a conscious decision to let Rachel perform the activity
on her own: “I mean, I’ve let Rachel do it on her own, because I think that it gives a more realistic image
of [the disease experiences, red.]...” (Theresa). Theresa furthermore believes that Rachel is mature
enough to start self-managing the disease on her own. In this way the responsibility for the activity at
home changes as How-R-you is introduced, and both Rachel’s and Theresa’s experience of disease selfmanagement at home also changes. Although Rachel could do the activity anywhere, she mostly chooses
to do it at home, however, this is partly related to Theresa’s reminders when walking past her door.
Rachel registers in How-R-you every night when she is in her bed in her room, and before she needs to
sleep. Rachel’s bedtime is 10 pm and she spends the last part of her evening before she goes to bed
looking at Instagram and Netflix – along with registering her symptoms. When Rachel registers, she
thinks about what she has done and where she has been during the day to answer the questions. Usually
Rachel goes through all of the questions in “My day” and “My night”. She answers “My medication” with
the ‘OK’ function, because Rachel does not receive medication anymore. The same is mostly true for
“My pain”, because Rachel seldom experiences pain that she believes is related to arthritis.
With How-R-you the activity of self-managing symptoms is more present in the space of Rachel’s
everyday life; however, she seldom thinks or reflects about disease self-management when she is not
using the app. Rachel explains that she does not think about it. Rachel never reminds herself about the
app during the day. Observations of Rachel registering in the app reveal that she answers the questions
in How-R-you by linking non-arthritis related events from her everyday life. This indicates, that she did
not think about answers to the questions in How-R-you during the day, because the answers are not
pre-made for the process. For instance, Rachel knows that she got out of bed around 6.45 am because
she, on this specific day, needed to catch a bus. Furthermore, she does not remember anything from her
sleep that night, and consequently, she thinks she slept well.
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On the other hand, Rachel always remembers to register in How-R-you in her home space and she is
reminded to do it a few times every day when she looks at her iPhone screen. “I usually remember it
when I open my phone,” Rachel explains. The How-R-you icon is located on the front page of Rachel’s
smartphone and she is reminded every time she unlocks her phone. Rachel usually looks at her phone
multiple times a day: before she goes to school, before classes start, during breaks at the school, in the
afternoon when she returns home from school, after riding, and just before she sleeps at night. “But I
feel like this, that when it is installed then it should be on the front page and if not, you’ll do like this
[swipe over them, red.] and then... I mean, I remember it every time [after placing the icon at the frontscreen, red.]. But my Mom also reminds me,” she says. Yet, Rachel feels that Theresa’s reminders about
registering are sometimes a little too much. “I think you [Theresa, red.] say it a little too much,” she
says, directed at Theresa when explaining how Theresa reminds her about How-R-you. In this way,
although registering in the app is quickly and easily done, Rachel is reminded about doing it multiple
times in everyday spaces by herself and Theresa, which Rachel finds a little annoying.
When Rachel is performing the activity of registering in How-R-you, she experiences that her disease
self-management becomes more reflective. Furthermore, the activity of the anamnesis, which she
knows from the hospital, becomes a more present activity in the space of her home. This is because the
questions in How-R-you are very similar to the ones physicians ask at consultations. To answer HowR-you at home, Rachel, for instance, considers whether she believes that her pain is related to arthritis
or something else. If pains are not arthritis related, she does not register them. This is a very reflective
activity which she has previously experienced at the hospital. During one example, Rachel experiences
back pains, but because her friends from riding have experienced something similar, she believes it to
be related to the sport. Accordingly, she does not register it. She attempts to explain the reflective
process of understanding the pain: “[...] Because I don’t think that it, I can’t say it... I don’t think it feels
as if, it’s not at all, all of the time that it is hurting, sometimes three days go by without anything. I mean,
so, it’s not like it’s hurting all of the time, it just for instance is because I sometimes have days where I
need to stand up all of the time and then I just, like...” (Rachel). At times she does not register, for
instance if she is tired or has not felt any pain. Yet by the time that she has made the choice of not
registering she has also reflected upon whether it is necessary to do. In general, Rachel does not spend
much time registering in the app, and she thinks it is an easy activity.
This reflection during registration in How-R-you is precisely what Brenda hoped the children would do
in their everyday life space. Rachel’s registrations of the answers to the physician’s questions at home
provide Brenda with a new sense of understanding that Rachel considers her condition in her everyday
life. “And in this same way, actually, the day she is ill... yes but she’s feeling ill, she’s in a bad mood, but
she also reflects actually, about how this isn’t because of my arthritis, this is because of something else,
right? Ehm, and in that way I think that, that the questions are well structured, because they really
actually make her reflect about them, about the things in her life, right, related to her mood and her
sleep and her pain” (Brenda). Although Brenda believes that the children think about their condition at
home, How-R-you is different because the reflection becomes an explicit action, which she is able to
examine at the consultation. “And also, the thing about her pain in her back, but she considered: ‘Could
this be arthritis or is it not arthritis?’ And I really think that actually by far the majority of them do that,
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but here, she kind of gets an action out of it and it becomes clear to me that she assesses it herself, that
this isn’t arthritis and maybe I would have disagreed in, with her and then I would have asked a little
more about it and such. But it actually sounded a lot like it wasn’t arthritis related and then that’s always
good as a starting point” (Brenda).

Places for Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management at the Hospital
Every third month Rachel and Theresa drive to the hospital, where they spend around an hour
depending on waiting times and the like. On the day of their visit to the hospital, arthritis is on their
agenda in a different way than it typically is. In the car going to the hospital they often talk about
arthritis, a topic they seldom touch upon at home. Walking into the hospital they are met with waiting
areas, nurses in white uniforms and physicians. Rachel turns into a patient when she is within these
walls and her primary role is to be examined for the disease. Hence, at the hospital the focus is situated
towards managing the disease and there, she is primarily a patient.
When How-R-you is not used, Rachel and Theresa know precisely what activities take place in the
hospital space and how they are performed. Disease management at the hospital is very different from
disease self-management at home and consists of understanding how Rachel is doing at home, an
examination of her and a readjustment of her treatment plan. To understand how Rachel is doing, the
physician, Rachel and Theresa create an anamnesis. Accordingly, the physician begins by asking Rachel
how she is feeling. Rachel does not usually say much, and Theresa elaborates on Rachel’s comments.
According to Rachel the physicians do not ask many questions. “They don’t ask about much anymore.
Now they only ask about the basics, whether I’ve been in pain” (Rachel). Theresa adds that if the
physicians have questions, they are always the same ones: “Yes, but I think, they ask about the same
things, but if we say, ‘all is fine’, but then they don’t ask a lot more.” Rachel and Theresa experienced
that the physicians would ask many questions when Rachel was newly diagnosed and Rachel
experienced more arthritis related symptoms: “In the beginning when we did experience some time
periods where she was hurting or when she started, when she got some Bonyl [pain medication, red.],
and then they needed to know how many times she’d taken it and whether it was able to lessen the
arthritis flare-up or was it not able to do that and things like that. Many, many other questions than
now, where it really is okay, and we don’t experience activity from the arthritis” (Theresa). Sometimes
Theresa or Rachel have questions or comments about Rachel’s disease or their disease management.
They, for instance, continuously spoke to physicians about Rachel’s challenges with her injections. It
has been a long time, however, since they had questions or comments for the physician. Even if the
physician attempts to talk about everyday life and subjects not related to the disease, it is difficult to
forget arthritis at the consultation and the hospital. Activities within the hospital’s walls are related to
the disease and its management and, accordingly, Rachel’s role is primarily as a patient. This also affects
what she talks about, and, if not directly asked, Rachel will not talk about topics other than the arthritis.
With the integration of How-R-you into the creation of the anamnesis at the hospital, the consultation
changes because the physician gains more information about Rachel’s everyday life. An example is a
consultation in which Brenda asks Rachel how she has been since the last consultation before picking
up the app to look. Rachel explains that she has been well and has not felt any pain. Instead of asking
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Rachel a few other questions and then inviting her to undress to have her measurements taken and be
examined, Brenda asks for How-R-you and begins to examine the data. Because the use of the app takes
up more resources than the usual activity, Brenda uses it to guide the rest of her questions. While
Brenda uses the app, she asks Rachel about her registrations and talks to Rachel about her experience
of the disease and other aspects in everyday life space. In this way How-R-you becomes an integral part
of one of Brenda’s key activities, the anamnesis, and thus co-shapes the consultation space.
Theresa is impressed by how Brenda uses How-R-you in the consultation to understand what Rachel
experiences in the spaces of her everyday life. She furthermore explains that it is calming to know that
the data that summarize what happens in the space of Rachel’s everyday life are useful, even if Rachel
has forgotten to register on a couple of occasions: “Do you [Rachel, red.] think that it’s nice, because I
think it’s nice, I mean, I think that it’s really good with the app. That she [Brenda, red.] could go in there
and see in that way, although we didn’t register for all of the questions each time, but she could still...
She said that she was still able to get an image of that, I mean, that you were doing good” (Theresa).
Although Theresa thinks that How-R-you would be worth more in situations where Rachel was more
ill, she does like that Brenda is certain that Rachel is feeling well at home. Theresa also likes that HowR-you draws an image of how Rachel is generally doing in the space of her everyday life.
Rachel, in contrast, finds it difficult to understand how How-R-you’s representation of her everyday life
can be useful to Brenda when she is not experiencing the arthritis at home. Concerning whether the app
is of any use to Rachel in consultations, she answers that: “[...] I don’t really know, not really actually,
not much, there’s not a lot of activity at all... So... Maybe one day, if I was hurting, and stuff and I was
able to just register that. There’s not really a lot to help her with, in a way. I mean. Because I think that
it would be different if I had something, if I had activity in it [her joints, red.], then I think it would help.
If not [if there isn’t activity, red.], then I don’t think it does” (Rachel). On the other hand, she does not
mind registering, and she thinks that it is clever that the hospital is able to see how she is doing in other
spaces. “It’s quite okay to register, I think. [...] I think that the thing about how the hospital can see how
I’m feeling [at home, red.] is clever. That’s what I think like... It’s what is clever. Because then, like...
There are three months between, so it isn’t certain that I always remember it.[...] Because it’s not like I
walk around and think that I should remember it [symptoms, red.]” (Rachel).
Brenda, however, explains that How-R-you enables a better quality of consultation by giving her a
broader image of how Rachel experiences everyday life. In fact, Brenda explains that the app represents
Rachel’s experiences at home, which thereby brings the space of everyday life to the hospital. “But I’m
also in, I think, better contact with her everyday life instead of when she just says ‘I’m good, and nothing
is wrong with my joints’. Then I would, if I didn’t have the app, have been a little more like, ehm... Then
it’s difficult to ask more about it. If she says that she has been fine the past three months,” Brenda
explains. Because Brenda knows that Rachel reflects about the questions in her home, she furthermore
believes that the anamnesis is of better quality. This means that Rachel in fact brings many new
reflections about her experiences at home to the consultation and it suggests that if Rachel did
experience an arthritis related symptom at home, Brenda would know about it. “Personally I think I got
more information from Rachel, in an easier way, ehm, and I am more certain that they are actually
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timely, I mean, there was the top with, with ehm, now I don’t even remember what it was, ehm, bad
mood, right? And that, then she was able to remember, oh, well that was mid-January, I think it was
the thing in school, I mean, it, it gives a sort of contact that what is registered is timely, right?” (Brenda).
Consequently, Brenda believes that the app provides a glimpse into the space of Rachel’s everyday life,
which is especially hard to get when the patient is feeling well: “She was in a bad mood, but she says
that it was probably something in school, so she did reflect about… what is my illness and what isn’t my
illness, and I actually think, that I would like to hear her do that. And that’s pretty difficult to do, I think,
with the ones who are feeling well, unless you got some sort of tool, so in that way I think that this is a
tool to move closer to their everyday life. Ehm, and it came, I think, I think it worked. It, it worked in
this consultation” (Brenda).
In this way, the consultation space becomes blended with the spaces of Rachel’s everyday life, which is
presented virtually by the app. Life at home is better represented during the consultation than before
How-R-you. Although it is difficult for Rachel to understand why this is interesting, Brenda feels more
included into Rachel’s everyday life and more confident about Rachel’s’ story.

Embodied Experience on Artifact
Digital and Non-Digital Chronic Disease Self-Management Artifacts in Everyday Life
Before Rachel and Theresa received How-R-you, Theresa would occasionally use pieces of paper to
register and remember information between consultations. “Sometimes, if someone sees... if there is
something specific that we need to – ouch that hurt! – if we need to talk about, then my Mom [Theresa,
red.] does it, but it’s not very often. More, for instance, ‘this medication we need to talk about today’.
My Mom sometimes also writes something about how she must remember her driver’s reimbursement
[proof to receive reimbursement from the Danish state for the costs related to transportation to the
hospital, red.],” Rachel says. Usually, this information is written on a post-it note. While Rachel
experienced many symptoms, this tool was used more often: “I mean, I’d like to say that, at the time
where she [Rachel, red.] got the arthritis, and she started in all of those and all of this information, and
you need to... I mean, I definitely wrote on a piece of paper, ‘when did she, and what did she say, and
what did she mention, and what has happened, and did she do anything?’” (Theresa). Yet, as Rachel is
feeling better and as a consequence of how the physicians ask fewer questions at consultations, Theresa
stopped registering on paper.
The use of How-R-you is changing how Rachel and Theresa experience paper to register the
information. For instance, the app is easier and takes less time: “And when it is just, it’s just plotting it
in, it’s nothing where you have to spend a long time writing things down, then it just is easier to use”
(Rachel). However, for Theresa it is not just easier to register information – it also may change the
importance of information. For instance, Theresa explains that some of the information that she used
to deem unimportant may be interesting to the physicians: “But I don’t know whether the physicians
assess whether she really is vomiting too much. I can only... Maybe it just is my assessment that it is
okay. That’s just how it has been the past two years. And maybe they [the physicians, red.] have another
perception, that it’s not... And maybe it can... [...] And I mean, it is nevertheless easier to have this [How-
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R-you, red.] instead of all of those papers, we have lying around” (Theresa). Accordingly, information
about how often and how much Rachel vomits has become more important after Rachel and Theresa
has found a better tool to register the information.

Digital and Non-Digital Chronic Disease Management Artifacts at Consultations
At consultations, the physician uses the Electronic Patient Journal artifact to keep track of how Rachel
is doing. The journal comprises all observations and interpretations of the patient combined with
medical information such as tests, samples and different pictures that the physician has made and
collected about Rachel. Before all consultations and when large decisions are made about Rachel’s
treatment, the physician opens and examines this journal. Rachel too knows the importance of this
journal: “I’m really looking forward to meeting the physician in three months, when I’m going to
another consultation, because then they will look through all of my journal to see whether I can stop
taking my medication or must continue” (Rachel). The journal is always open at consultations to assist
with information if needed. Yet, it only represents the perspective of the physician, as the physician has
chosen and dictated the information in the journal.
As mentioned, Theresa has occasionally brought pieces of paper with her interpretations of Rachel to
the consultation. “Because they asked us incredibly many questions, when we were down there. “Did
she do this, and was it during this, and do you remember”... At that time, I wrote it all down” (Theresa).
Whenever paper was used at home, it did however reflect Theresa’s experience, because she decided
what questions to ask and what symptoms to note.
Theresa mentions that How-R-you, compared to other artifacts, represents Rachel’s experience of the
disease and accordingly it shows a more reliant image of her experiences. Theresa chose to let Rachel
register on her own to enable a representation of Rachel’s perspective on the disease. When the
physician examines How-R-you at the consultation, they consequently receive Rachel’s perspective on
the disease in everyday life, and not Theresa’s. Concurrently, this fact extends Rachel’s responsibility of
tracking everyday life, because the physician then relies on the image How-R-you portrays of Rachel’s
perspective on the disease.
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CASE 4: Oliver
Summary
Oliver’s everyday life consists of multiple aspects, of which his JIA is an integrated part. Accordingly,
he seldom thinks of the disease as an independent aspect which could be separated from the rest of his
life to reflect upon. To Oliver JIA is then backgrounded in everyday life, whereas computer games and
e-sport are passionately brought forward in different ways. In his home, Oliver is becoming more
independent when it comes to taking care of himself, although he still collaborates with his parents on
different activities and experiences rules and chores in his everyday life. The same is true for disease
self-management, an activity which Joanna, Oliver’s mother, carries the larger responsibility for at
home, even if Oliver is slowly beginning to collaborate with her. He, for instance, treats his own
symptoms and is allowed to do so, even when they are not in the same place. Oliver’s family too are used
to the disease and the self-management of it, and they do not pay any attention to familiar symptoms,
which are treated in an automatic way. Unfamiliar symptoms, in contrast, are noted down on pieces of
paper and in a leather-bound journal and these notes are brought to consultations with the physician.
Joanna attempts to keep Oliver from having to do too many of the disease self-management activities
at home for as long as possible, to “allow him to be a child” and consequently not a patient. At the
hospital, however, Oliver immediately steps into the role as a patient, even if Joanna is the spokesperson
in the conversation with physicians.
How-R-you changes the actors’ experiences of the dimensions of everyday life. The experience of
collaboration on, capability to do and role in chronic disease self-management with other “Actors”
changes with the embodied use. Concerning the collaboration between Oliver and his parents on disease
self-management, Oliver experiences a larger responsibility for self-management of symptoms. Oliver
is capable of self-managing his symptoms when Joanna and Stephen support his efforts by reminding
him about the activity. At the same time Joanna has started to consider her and Oliver’s roles in disease
self-management by questioning whether the responsibility is too large for Oliver, as a child, to carry.
With How-R-you collaboration with the physician also changes, as she finds it easier to connect with
Oliver. Oliver speaks more for himself, while Joanna adds additional detail to the conversation. HowR-you enables Brenda to find Oliver’s own information and she now has an easier time asking him about
it. She has begun to examine broader challenges and changes from being more focused as a
rheumatologist to becoming more of a pediatrician.
The embodied use changes the experience of the dimension of “Time” to the disease self-management
by reminding Oliver and his family about his role as a patient more often. The amount of time that
Oliver spends reflectively self-managing his disease is increased from almost none to once every day.
Even if How-R-you is quick to register, it has to be done every day, even when Oliver does not experience
the arthritis. The family admits that the use of How-R-you would be more interesting, however, during
an arthritis flare-up, where Oliver would experience unknown and worrying symptoms each day and
reflect more about his disease. To the physician, the app offers many details about episodes each day,
which enables a better insight into the challenges Oliver experiences. Across a time period, the graphs
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quickly reveal which of Oliver’s challenges the physician should focus on and how the patient has been.
In time periods when Oliver does not experience arthritis the physician still finds the graphs interesting,
even if Oliver and Joanna do not.
At the places where How-R-you is in use, actors using the artifact experience a change of the dimension
“Space”. At home, on a daily basis Oliver registers answers to the questions proposed by How-R-you,
questions similar to those that he knows well from one of the key activities at the consultation with the
physician. The enactment of the activity Oliver knows from the hospital brings the space of the hospital
considerably closer. At consultations, How-R-you also brings information from the home space closer
to the place of the consultation. By gaining more and broader information about everyday life, the
physician is enabled to adapt her activities and focus them on the immediate challenges Oliver
experiences in his everyday life. In this way, home space is also enacted and experienced as a larger part
of the consultation.
Other digital and non-digital “Artifacts” that assist the self-management of Oliver’s arthritis are still
valuable to Joanna’s disease self-management, even if How-R-you does have advantages. Joanna finds
that the advantage of her leather-bound journal to note down symptoms is that the information will not
disappear. However, How-R-you is able to present data in a better way, which is a function the family
would appreciate during another time period. At the consultation it is apparent that while Joanna’s
journal presents her interpretation of Oliver’s disease and the Electronic Patient Journal presents the
physician’s interpretation, How-R-you showcases Oliver’s experiences of his arthritis.

Oliver’s Everyday Life
Experiencing Everyday Life with JIA
Oliver, at 12 years old, is in the mature group of children who have been included into the study. Oliver,
his mother Joanna and father Stephen live in a very small Danish town with only 200 inhabitants, two
and a half hours’ travel from AUH. Oliver’s older brother, Owen, is currently attending boarding school.
Oliver also considers the family dog, Molly, as a sibling.
Oliver has a difficult time waking up in the morning, which he partly blames on his medication, although
he never feels pain when he wakes up. With his smartphone in his hand he moves to the living room
where Joanna has always placed a bowl of porridge on the table for him. While he eats his breakfast, he
plays games or checks out Snapchat, Instagram and Facebook. His smartphone is always in his pocket
except during school hours, where smartphones are locked away.
Oliver attends a somewhat large Danish public school with around 700 students in a nearby city and
takes the bus every morning with other children from the area. The bus stop is right next to his home
and the bus stops just outside the school. During summer he occasionally bikes the 12 km trip to school.
School days on Monday to Thursday always start with an introductory class, where the students for
instance work together on an activity or do their homework. On Friday mornings, the entire school
gathers to sing before classes start. The rest of the day is full of regular classes for children in the Danish
sixth grade, for instance Danish, Mathematics, German, PE, Music, Needlework and so on. Oliver likes
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most schooldays except for Thursday, where his class only has lessons that require the students to sit
and listen. Thursdays are also the days where Oliver is most likely to feel the arthritis. After many
stationary hours in school he feels pain in his legs. During the late hours of the school day he usually
starts fidgeting and his legs move restlessly underneath his desk. For the last couple of lessons it is
especially difficult to concentrate. Oliver always brings normal painkillers for situations such as this.
After school his legs, especially the left leg, hurt badly. Oliver attends gymnastics the same night and
the pain tends to hold him back. The pain is stronger sometimes than others and sometimes it does not
appear at all. Sometimes a normal painkiller is sufficient to relieve Oliver from the pain while at other
times it is simply not enough to fully reduce it. However, the pain is typically gone after gymnastics.
During breaks in school Oliver always plays soccer with his friends. Oliver has known most of the
children for his entire life and only a few are newcomers. All of Oliver’s friends know about the arthritis.
“I mean, all of the children that I went to kindergarten with, they knew it from the day after I was up
there. The first day that I was in kindergarten I told them everything, because that was it, then we had
something to do of sorts,” Oliver recalls. Oliver also knows other children in school with diseases and
he does not feel different from the other children there. While trying to list his friends’ conditions he
exclaims: “Well, almost everyone has something.” Oliver likes his friends at school and has two
especially good friends with whom he plays e-sport. In general, Oliver likes to go to school, although the
best thing about having arthritis is that he gets to miss classes sometimes and go on trips to AUH.
After school, Oliver attends a variety of activities. On Mondays he attends e-sport classes with two
friends and on Thursdays gymnastics. At gymnastics, Oliver has again known most of the children his
whole life. Most days he also goes to the afterschool care center. Joanna explains that the center is
different from afterschool care in larger communities. Oliver started going there when he was born, and
the center offers activities for children from 0-18 years old. The pedagogic teachers in the aftercare
facility also work at the school and they tend to stay at length at the facility. In this way they know the
children all the way through the children’s childhood. Joanna explains that if Oliver is sad, the teachers
call his home to let Joanna and Stephen know. Joanna emphasizes the importance of these actions by
explaining that the crime and medication rate is very low in their community. She attributes the
aftercare facility and the small-town spirit to the strong community feeling and social network, which
enables this safe environment. On the days where most of Oliver’s friends go home after school,
however, he too is less likely to stay at the afterschool care facility. When Oliver arrives at home, he has
different activities from which to choose. He often eats a snack and talks to Joanna, unless she is
working in her yarn store. The yarn store is located in a small building attached to the family’s house,
so Oliver is seldom completely alone in the house. Usually Oliver does his chores or plays on the
computer when he arrives home. During the summer he often jumps around on his large trampoline in
the garden.
Oliver’s greatest passion is e-sport and he spends many hours in front of the computer screen. The
games also permeate his life in other ways. For instance, whenever he is not in front of the computer,
he checks out Instagram, Facebook and YouTube on his smartphone for updates from different e-sport
players and developers that he follows. Fortnite updates are posted on Twitter, which means that he
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occasionally checks Twitter too. Oliver has an e-sport room with a professional chair, a good computer
with multiple screens and a large flag behind his chair with his e-sport nickname. Oliver mainly plays
Fortnite and Counter-Strike, and mostly with his friends. That is to say, he is in front of his computer
and talks with his friends via the game and a large pair of headphones with a microphone. He does not
actually like playing on his own. “I mostly play with my friends. I seldom play alone. It’s only in the
morning, if I’m up at 8 am or something like that, or if I can’t sleep anymore and we have breakfast
together at 8 am. And then, I don’t have anything to do, so I just go up there and play, but then I don’t
have anyone to play with. And then it really isn’t that fun. It’s not as fun to play alone as it is to play with
someone else.” Interestingly, when Oliver plays on his computer, he also feels the pain, but during this
time he is able to distract himself. “I mean, sometimes, when I am playing upstairs on my computer,
then I concentrate and then it sometimes suddenly hurts, in the middle of the game, but then, then it
hurts, but then I start a new game and then I concentrate on something different and then I don’t at all
think about the pain. And then I don’t feel it anymore!” (Oliver). If this fails to work, he takes a
painkiller, which generally helps.
Oliver must turn off the computer at 8 pm to spend time with his family. Oliver, Stephen, Joanna and
Owen, when he is home from boarding school, will then sit in the living room and watch television
together. Oliver’s bedtime is 9 pm. Sometimes, Oliver has reported going to bed even earlier, because
he felt the pain in that moment. Except for Sundays and Mondays, he easily falls asleep. On Sunday and
Monday, however, his sleep is disturbed because he went to bed late on Friday and Saturday. It often
takes him a few days to fall back into a good rhythm.
The joys of small-town life have significantly affected the upbringing of Oliver. Oliver seldom needs to
explain about his disease, because everyone he sees and knows are already aware of it. Because he does
not experience symptoms, no one notices or asks about it either. Joanna also explains that she and
Stephen never think about it anymore although it was of course very apparent at the time when Oliver
experienced it on a daily basis. Yet, today, no one really thinks about it anymore. To exemplify how little
it means to his everyday life, Oliver mentions that his classmates only notice his disease when he needs
to leave early to go to the hospital every eighth week.

Disease Self-Management and Responsibility at Home
Disease self-management is a small activity for Oliver and Joanna and only consists of the intake of
Methotrexate pills on Fridays and folic acid on Saturday morning, consultations every eighth week, and
the occasional self-management of symptoms. Generally, Oliver hardly ever experiences the disease in
his everyday life. When talking about his everyday life, arthritis is not something that comes to mind,
unless specifically addressed. “I never think about it, unless when we are at Skejby [AUH, red.] or when
I am injected or when I take my pills, something that is related to that [arthritis, red.]. Except for then
I don’t think about it,” Oliver explains.
In their home, Joanna still carries the main responsibility for disease self-management although Oliver
and Joanna have started to collaborate on the activity. Oliver is slowly starting to notice and act more
on the symptoms, yet Joanna has the primary responsibility for helping Oliver with his medication,
remembering symptoms and being Oliver’s spokesperson at consultations. More recently, Oliver has
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started to carry normal painkillers around, and he is allowed to take one if needed. If he experiences
pain, he treats it quickly with a painkiller and without too much thought. He also tells his parents about
his symptoms when he experiences any. However, this seldom happens because Oliver rarely
experiences any symptoms of the disease.
Although Oliver has become more independent in the self-management of his symptoms, Joanna still
generally remembers and reports them. He now feels certain that he knows the difference between
regular pain and arthritis related pain, although it is difficult to explain: “That’s pretty easy [...] I mean,
when it hurts, when I’m taking a walk, then it’s more like, a wave, yes, then it is like more sort of that it
is just stopping in a way. It’s difficult to explain. I know it well, when I’m going for a long walk and then
my legs get heavy. And then when it’s arthritis then I can easily walk. Just keep walking, but it also
hurts, more and more pain, and I feel unable to do anything. But it stays, it also hurts to sit down. And
then it helps to like sit down and just move it a little,” Oliver explains. When the pain occurs, Oliver
treats it himself by, for instance, relaxing or by taking a painkiller. He furthermore reports the pain to
Joanna if he remembers to at the time it occurs or between 8 pm and 9 pm, when the family gathers
around the television. “From 8 to 9, yes, if they [television network, red.] don’t show anything exciting,
if they do, he must wait,” Joanna says, jokingly. Joanna also explains that the family talk openly about
the disease: “We are pretty good at talking about it, we think, at home too. And when you are then
outside [of the home, red.], then it is easier to talk about. Ehm, we are trying to not hide anything, I
mean” (Joanna). Sometimes Stephen and Joanna talk about the disease after Oliver has gone to bed if
they felt like something was wrong. Oliver finds it annoying that Joanna and Stephen ask about the
disease. “And when his leg is hurting, then he also thinks: ‘Please don’t ask about it!’, I mean [laughing].
But it is nice to just attempt to find out to know how you are hurting compared to last time you were
hurting. Then we have 27 questions for Oliver, he doesn’t always think that that is very much fun. Then
he just says ‘It’s not arthritis pain!’ Then we know that we shouldn’t ask anymore.” The arthritis pain
occurs occasionally, around every third week: “I didn’t feel it this week or last week. It was last, last
week [two weeks ago, red.] that I felt it last, I think,” Oliver answers to a question on when he last felt
the arthritis. In this situation, Joanna immediately adds: “Well, you did have it on Saturday, when we
were in, when we walked around the golf course with Molly.” Oliver disagrees with Joanna: “Yes, it was
hard work, but it was because I was walking. It actually wasn’t really arthritis of sorts, very much.” As
seen here, Joanna and Oliver sometimes disagree on what the pain Oliver feels is. Yet, if Oliver feels any
unknown symptoms or when Joanna, Stephen and Oliver are puzzled about something arthritis related,
Joanna notes her experience of his pain in her yellow notebook: “Then there is a yellow notebook, where
it says that we need to remember some, some different things.” Joanna combines the notebook with a
leather-bound paper journal where she writes down what happens on different days. This enables
Joanna to report what has happened during consultations: “Then I can see, but what kind of
appointments do we have, and what happens, right? Ehm, and then it says here today that now we need
to remember to ask about Methotrexate and D vitamins. And then when we are at Skejby [AUH, red.]
then, today we actually did forget to write about Kathrine, I see, but it will be in here before the day is
finished. Then we remember that we were here, right?” (Joanna). When Oliver experiences known
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symptoms, they usually treat them momentarily and automatically, and do not reflect about the
symptoms.
From Joanna’s perspective it is important that she is responsible for the self-management of Oliver’s
symptoms: “I mean, a child should be allowed to be a child. Ehm.. Oliver is, knows a lot about his disease
and such. Had this happened to his big brother, but then Owen... He would have just said: ‘Well I have
arthritis’, bang, and then he would not have thought more about that. And then he would have... He
doesn’t think about the world like Oliver does. So I guess it’s also something about how the children are.
How, how it affects them...” (Joanna). In this way, Joanna feels that she protects Oliver from being too
aware of his disease. She may have acted differently if Oliver’s brother was the one who had arthritis.

Past Experiences and their Effect on Disease Self-Management
Oliver was diagnosed with arthritis at the age of three. Oliver does not actually really remember much
of it, but Joanna does. She explains that they knew something was wrong when Oliver went from being
a very active child to not even wanting to stand up. Oliver cried and was unmistakably in pain. Joanna
and Stephen instantly took Oliver to the physician, who suspected JIA and referred them to the hospital.
The physicians at the hospital also suspected that Oliver had JIA. After a few tests the physicians sent
the family home for six weeks to test whether it was in fact arthritis or a virus. After six weeks the
hospital confirmed that Oliver had JIA and Joanna and Stephen chose to start treatment of Oliver at
AUH. They were greeted by Otto who, in a professionally and trustworthy way, started the treatment of
Oliver.
Joanna and the family have not spent time searching for information outside the hospital. “I feel like
that, it’s a little that the mentality, maybe, that if you Google diseases yourself, then you will get ill. Ehm,
so I guess, ehm, it says a lot, but it’s really difficult to see...” (Joanna). Accordingly, Joanna has chosen
to only receive information from the physicians at AUH: “I think that at that point we’ve chosen to be
old fashioned and trust the system [physicians at AUH, red.] in some way” (Joanna). Yet she would
have liked the information to be available at all times from a reliable source: “I would have liked, on the
AUH homepage, that there was a clear: this here, this is JIA. But if you look up JIA, then you find
something on sundhed.dk [the Danish health webpage, red.], there is something on that page and then
there may be something from a medical company and I’m not always able to see who the sender on it
is. [...] So I guess I am a little suspicious about searching for things on the internet,” Joanna says. She
adds that because each case of the disease is distinct and because physicians’ knowledge of the disease
is still limited, it is unhealthy to compare Oliver’s case to other cases, for instance the cases displayed
on the internet.
Although Oliver is feeling okay now, he has experienced difficult periods when the arthritis was
burdening him. Oliver has for instance tried discontinuing his medication to observe whether he had
grown out of the disease. At this time, the arthritis reappeared and the task of taming it turned out to
be very difficult. “It was really difficult to get rid of back then, it was, it, in December and January and
in February we were 30 days in Skejby [AUH, red.]. So a whole month out of three that we pulled out of
the calendar. It… it was really difficult” (Joanna). During this time, Oliver occasionally experienced
getting injections of adrenocortical hormones in his joints. These experiences Oliver easily remembers,
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however he mostly remembers how the family had a good time after and in-between treatments: “Yes,
we drove, once when I was injected [with adrenocortical hormones, red.], we had a really nice time
when we went to a room of a sort. [...] Yes, and then we drove out, and then we found things for the
refrigerator out there and then we went for a drive and bought things and we drove to a mall while we
waited to go home and things like that, and then we just had to go over there, once, twice a day or
something. To have a check-up,” Oliver recalls.
At other times, Oliver has experienced difficulties with his medication. Injections have caused different
challenges, although the first injections Oliver received worked without any pain. The following
injections with syringes and different medications involved a lot of pain. Oliver has tried getting the
injections through a pen. Mentally, pens have been difficult to handle, because Oliver does not know
when to expect the needle in the pen. Pills have caused completely different problems. At one point,
Oliver for instance, took five Methotrexate pills at a time and was experiencing a loss of appetite and
nausea, which meant that he ate much less than usual. Oliver lost weight and his medication again
changed. Currently, Oliver does not experience challenges with his medication.
Oliver has also recalls a time when he needed a wheelchair. Although there were activities that Oliver
had a difficult time participating in, he cannot remember how difficult it was. One thing he recalls from
his time in a wheelchair is, for instance, how all of his friends in school wanted to push him around, and
that, instead of feeling sad, he felt noticed and appreciated. In this way, the only type of attention Oliver
has experienced from the disease has been positive.
Although Oliver’s disease has caused many worries and challenging times, the family is now enjoying a
time of uncomplicated disease self-management. Despite the backdrop of challenges he has
experienced, Oliver and the family almost forget his disease in everyday life. “But ehm, now we have
put it [difficult times with the arthritis, red.] behind us, now we’ve soon forgotten about it. How terrible
it was.” (Joanna).

Experiences as Patient
Oliver rarely experiences his arthritis and his role as a patient in his everyday life. Once every eighth
week, arthritis is however at the top of his mind, namely when Oliver travels to the hospital in Aarhus.
He attends the consultation to check the state of his arthritis. All actions here are related to the arthritis
and Oliver is taking part as a patient throughout his time at the hospital.
As he walks into the hospital he turns into a patient. Although the physicians and nurses attempt to talk
about something related to everyday life, the walls in the hospital are painted with colorful graffiti and
the hospital clowns often pay the department a visit, all actions here are taken to treat Oliver’s disease.
At the consultation the main goal is disease management, consisting of talking about the disease,
physical examination to look for the disease and planning how to treat the disease going forward. Oliver
also needs to have his blood drawn and leave a urine sample in order for the physicians to examine the
disease and the effect of the medication Oliver receives. Hence, walking into the hospital makes it
impossible for Oliver to not think of himself as a patient and is in stark contrast to his life at home.
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At the consultation, Oliver mostly stays quiet, while Joanna discusses how he feels. The physicians
usually ask him how he is feeling, to which he answers “fine” followed by an elaboration from Joanna.
As mentioned, Joanna and Oliver talk about the disease at home, and Joanna expresses what they have
spoken about to include Oliver’s opinions. Oliver always listens carefully to the physicians’ explanations.
When Oliver is at the hospital, the disease and Oliver’s role as a patient are not only experienced through
the disease self-management actions by healthcare professionals but also by watching other children
with arthritis, which also invokes thoughts about being an arthritis patient. Joanna narrates how the
family once witnessed a patient who was crying because she needed to resume taking her medication
after a period without it. When she left the consultation, the reaction left Oliver thoughtful: “[...] and
that’s not fun, when you’re a teenager, right, and she was completely distraught because of her crying
and all sorts of things. And the first thing Oliver said was: ‘Can I die from this?’” (Joanna).
After the consultation Oliver provides a urine and blood sample and then leaves the hospital. They
always do something fun on their way home, such as, for instance, paying the sandwich bar “Sunset” a
visit.

Embodied Experience on Actors
Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management between Oliver, Stephen and Joanna
The introduction of How-R-you introduces a new responsibility for Oliver as he is now registering the
symptoms and other information that he feels as a patient. Although Oliver still relies on Joanna to get
his medication, self-management of symptoms is becoming an activity that he takes care of. Oliver
registers alone and without any help from his parents. Joanna did help him understand the questions
the first time Oliver experienced pain after receiving the app, but Oliver is used to the questions. Oliver
does not think it is difficult to register after he got used to it. However, although Oliver registers in HowR-you alone, the responsibility is still being gradually introduced.
Even though How-R-you is in play, the family still talk about Oliver’s arthritis without using the app.
Joanna speaks of How-R-you as merely an extra addition to the conversation. The family now
sometimes uses the questions they know from the app to talk about how Oliver is: “Every so often, if we
have just been in the kitchen cooking dinner, and something is up [Oliver has experienced pain, red.],
although it isn’t often that happens, but it is especially if he has been in pain and says: ‘Now we need to
remember to register it all tonight’” (Joanna). Sometimes the family even discuss Oliver’s disease
experiences.
Remembering to use the app is a shared activity between Oliver and his parents, which does not get any
easier with time: “There was the time where you [Oliver, red.] started all of this, back then it was just
easy. Completely. And then you went out, you had sometimes off… where you didn’t need to think about
it. And then we tried to get back into the rhythm. That’s something that has been, during many nights,
really hard! Really hard! Stephen is really good at remembering things like that, and he forgets it too!”
(Joanna). Yet, if Joanna and Stephen are not home, it is almost impossible for Oliver to remember and
it often becomes an excuse as to why he forgot: “And then yesterday, then dad and mom weren’t home
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to remind… to tell you that you should register.” Joanna also reminds Oliver that he needs to register
in the app although she can have a difficult time remembering it too. Whenever Oliver does forget to
register, Joanna and Stephen take part in attempting to remember what has happened. “And then every
so often, when we talk about registering for 3 days, but then... then it is both dad and me, we also try to
think back, but what has happened? And then we are able to just trace back a little, ehm...” (Joanna). If
it is still unclear how Oliver has been they may find Joanna’s journal to find out what has been going
on: “And sometimes we can see in the old-fashioned journal, because then it says that we did something,
and then ‘Oh, of course we did something there with that...’” (Joanna).
Although Oliver registers in the app alone for it to present his experiences as a patient, Stephen and
Joanna sometimes comment on the way he does it. Oliver registers when the family is gathered and at
times when they would usually talk about their day anyway. However, Stephen sometimes reprimands
Oliver for his lack of thoroughness. Most times, however, Oliver has already spoken with Joanna about
what to register earlier during the day. Oliver thinks that Stephen’s interference is annoying. Joanna,
though, understands why he interferes: “I mean, no, we, we are also in one, now, he [Oliver, red.] tips
things over and things like that, you need to lower your tempo, really. I mean, you sometimes are too
fast, so accordingly we have... Tried to set your pace lower and think before you do anything. Instead of
not considering anything, then just be present” (Joanna). In this way, although Oliver registers on his
own, his parents are partly correcting how he does it.
Despite their parental guidance of Oliver’s behavior around the app, Joanna still is not completely
comfortable with Oliver’s registrations in How-R-you. She feels that Oliver is still too young to register.
“He isn’t at an age where he is forced to be in control of his, his day, ehm, all of the time, where we as
adults may have an easier time seeing how to use this. As a tool for our memory” (Joanna). Joanna adds
that Oliver thinks more about being a child than how to use the registrations to self-manage the disease
and rightfully so: “Oliver doesn’t think about the use of the app. Where I may see how we can use it
much more, right? So, I think that’s where we [Joanna and Oliver, red.] are different. Until one starts
taking care of one’s own life, really, it is just the parents who should, in some way, have it, right?”
(Joanna). Joanna vehemently desires that Oliver experiences his world as a child, not a patient. She
suggests that both children and parents register or that only parents do so: “Because one thing is how
parents see... we see... we probably think about some other things than Oliver would think about. [...]
For instance how he is feeling, because sometimes he may think that it has been a great time period,
where we actually were [disagreeing, red.]...” (Joanna). Oliver agrees with Joanna: “I think it would be
really great if mom just registered how she experiences me” (Oliver). Joanna however does observe how
this approach could become problematic too: “I guess it is also important to know how he thinks, that
he is feeling. Because that’s the thing, I experience him in one way, because it is his mom, parents and...
moms just are more nursing and dads are too, right? So that’s still ehm... And he is the only one who
can tell how it feels when it’s hurting” (Joanna). Consequently, the right approach to how they can
collaborate around the registration in How-R-you has still not been found.
Hence, even if it is apparent that the app introduces an extra responsibility concerning selfmanagement of symptoms, Joanna, Stephen and Oliver are still unsure with whom that responsibility
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should lie. Currently, Oliver is in charge of registering in How-R-you, but Stephen and Joanna still
comment and remind him about the registration. The family agrees that parents should register their
own experience of children too, but it is unclear how and when children who experience symptoms and
the disease firsthand should register their experiences.

Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management between the Family and Physician
There are many different reasons why Oliver and Joanna, in their roles as patient and parent, have
always been satisfied with the treatment they receive from healthcare professionals at AUH. Joanna
even requested that they saw physicians at AUH when the disease was first diagnosed, although there
were options closer to home. Her choice was made upon information that she had received about AUH.
“Stephen’s sister works at the hospital and she had a colleague who also had JIA, who had a child with
JIA, so they knew a lot about it, and she says that there are less than 1,000 children with arthritis in
Denmark, and 525 of them are connected to Skejby [AUH, red.]. They have the expertise, that’s where
the professors are” (Joanna). Joanna and Oliver are happy about the choice and have always felt heard
and helped at AUH. “But Skejby [AUH, red.], I mean it, it has always worked, really. Completely”
(Joanna). They fully trust the healthcare professionals at the hospital and believe that their choices for
the treatment of Oliver are always suitable. “We probably blindly trust the system and say yes but...
They went to the university and all kinds of things for many years, they know something about this. So
that’s why we probably blindly trust that what they do is the right thing” (Joanna). Yet, their satisfaction
with AUH is not only based on the healthcare professionals’ academic expertise, but also their care and
attention towards Oliver. “I think the treatment we are getting here [AUH, red.] is simply A+, it’s
perfect. I mean, it... They always gave us great response and. When we call, yes but then they
immediately know who Oliver is, I mean. You really feel like a person here, it’s not just... You’re not just
a number” (Joanna).
Oliver and Joanna disagree on how much How-R-you has changed the dynamic with the physicians
during consultations. To Oliver, the app has not changed the collaboration in consultations between
him and the physician. He explains that: “No, it hasn’t really. Not anything else than that we use our
smartphone and then that’s it” (Oliver). Except for this, Oliver feels that the consultations are not any
different than they used to be. To Joanna, introducing the app, however, has had different consequences
to the collaboration. Joanna thinks that the physician is allowed a better overview of the experiences
Oliver has had. Even so, she feels that as long as Oliver is not feeling the arthritis, this overview is not
needed. In these cases, How-R-you even counteracts the collaboration between Joanna, Oliver and the
physician by influencing the consultation to become less personal.
Interestingly, from Brenda’s perspective as a physician, the app in contrast enables easier access to
information about Oliver’s everyday life. Brenda is positive towards the app. She for instance feels that
she understands Oliver’s challenges better and has an easier time addressing them.
The consultation with the app, which Oliver, Joanna and Brenda all refer to, is the first they experience
together in their different roles. Observations from the consultation reveal that Brenda asks for the app
just after greeting Oliver and Joanna and while they are still taking a seat. Oliver sits down next to
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Brenda at the round consultation table, while Joanna places herself on the other side of Oliver. Brenda
is on an office chair which she has rolled over to the table. On her way to the table she asks:
Brenda: So, did using it work out okay?
Oliver: Yes.
[Joanna brings forward her black leather-bound journal and places it in front of her on the table. She
interlocks her fingers and places them on top of the journal]
Brenda: Did you think about something new, as you were using it [How-R-you, red.] – something that
you only discovered because you used it?
Oliver: No.
Brenda: Maybe everything has just been good?
Oliver: Yes.
[The nurse arrives, greets the family and sits down, while Brenda asks to see the app]
Brenda: Can I see it?
[Oliver grabs his phone in his pocket, unlocks it and finds How-R-you on his phone. The phone is placed
on the table between Brenda and Oliver]
Joanna: Well, we did have a few things that we talked about with Kathrine, when she visited us last.
[Brenda taps from the frontpage and into “My night”]
Brenda: Yes. But if we for instance start by seeing how the nights have been.
Joanna comments that, in situations such as this she, in her role as parent, feels that her comments are
overruled by Brenda who lets the app control the course of the conversation. “Because now here, this
last time, but then I said something, ehm... The thing about how he was hurting. But then she went in
and looked in the app, ehm... [...] Then it was established [how Oliver was, red.], then we didn’t talk
anymore about that. Ehm... So, I feel like it was a little more superficial. But this is not to say that she
didn’t consider it seriously. But it was just like, if I said something, then she would look in the app, and
if it didn’t say the same in the app, yes, then it probably wasn’t anything, ehm... Sort of. Ehm... So, it
was like that, that... If it had been in the app, then it may have been a little truer” (Joanna).
Consequently, the app has a controlling effect on the conversation and Joanna accordingly suggests that
the physician starts consultations by talking to the patient and parent before investigating data on the
app.
In the aforementioned consultation, Brenda finds data describing Oliver’s pain. She medically examines
them with the help of Oliver and Joanna:
Brenda: And you haven’t felt pain at all?
Oliver: No... Or yes, once or twice.
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[Brenda finds the pain registrations in the app]
Brenda: Once or twice. Here you put in a zero.
[Brenda finds another episode with pain]
Brenda: Then, this was your head?
Joanna: That was the last time Kathrine visited. That was the day someone kicked you in your head and
your braces broke.
Brenda: Oh, your braces broke, yes okay.
[Brenda looks up from the app]
Brenda: Was it right there on your face, that it hurt?
Oliver: Yes, I think, I got two feet right on my jaw, right here.
Joanna: Yes, they hit you right up here, right?
Oliver: And then it broke right here.
Brenda: I mean, okay.
[Brenda looks in How-R-you again and find another pain episode]
Brenda: But else... Then you did have a day in January, where your leg hurt?
Oliver: Yes, it was a 7.5.
[Brenda looks up from How-R-you again]
Brenda: Yes, and what was it – where was it in your legs?
Oliver: In my shin, left.
Brenda: Left shin. Was it also during soccer or was it something that just, kind of, came?
Oliver: No, I don’t really play soccer, only in the breaks.
Brenda: Yes, but it wasn’t that – it wasn’t at a time, where you’d done something before?
[Brenda looks in How-R-you again to investigate the episode]
Oliver: No. I think it’s when I don’t do anything.
Brenda: Yes, that’s true, that’s how it is every so often.
[Joanna looks for the day in her leather-bound journal. She has notes on every page in her book]
Joanna: I think, it probably is a Thursday. That’s always the day you feel the worst. It’s those days that
you just sit stationary in school.
Brenda: Okay. Well, you could talk to the school about that?
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[Joanna finds the date]
Joanna: No. It’s a Sunday. That doesn’t fit with anything.
[Brenda has found another episode in the app and she looks up at Oliver]
Brenda: Well, there’s another one here in December. And that’s another 5 in your legs. It seems that it’s
in those legs, when you feel anything?
Joanna: It is the left shin.
Brenda: Yes. Is it always the left shin?
Oliver: Yes. Nothing else, really. Sometimes it just moves up into my knee, but nothing else.
In this part of the consultation we see how Brenda as a physician extracts information from examining
the app. Commenting on the consultation after it is done, Brenda explains how she learned much from
the use of the app: “I mean, because he’d been really good at registering, so we could see that there were
very, very few days that he experienced something. And then it is easy to know, as a physician, that you
don’t need to think, that there are many things that he forgot, because he registered the times it was
present” (Brenda). Brenda explains that the app gives her the information she needs and even small
amounts of data signal the condition of the disease at home. In summing up the talk with Oliver and
Joanna, Brenda feels she is addressing the information she has picked up:
Brenda: I mean, it’s on your shin, and that’s it.
Joanna: Yes, exactly.
Brenda: That’s super.
Joanna: I mean, he suffers from his fatigue and endurance, but we talked about that, that’s also
something we need to push.
Brenda: Yes.
Joanna: Easily and a little bit at a time.
Brenda: Yes, and you have to set new goals all of the time.
Joanna: Yes, exactly.
Brenda: And then give it a little more and make sure not to fall back, because if we should mention
something that we lose quickly, it’s fitness and strength.
Joanna: Exactly.
Brenda: It sucks.
Joanna: And now you heard it from a physician, will you then start listening to your mother?
[Oliver giggles]
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Brenda: yes, then when you are lying on the couch, then you almost can’t get up again.
Joanna: No, that’s exactly it!
Furthermore, Brenda addresses the issue a second time during her physical exam. Brenda makes sure
to examine Oliver’s left shin carefully on the examination table to understand why it hurts. She firstly
discovers that it is a muscle, not a joint, that hurts and she explains to Oliver that it will hurt when he
exercises. She then checks his posture as he stands up from the examination table.
Brenda: Then I just have to see how you stand. Just stand and then there should be a little gap between
your feet, yes. Like... A little less.
[Brenda grabs hold of Oliver and shows him how to stand]
Brenda: That was actually almost perfect just before, now you just need a tiny little bit, like that! Perfect!
[Oliver looks at the door while Brenda takes a few steps back and looks at Oliver’s posture]
Brenda: We are turning a little inward on this leg, right?
Joanna: He has soles in his shoes.
Brenda: Yes. But maybe that’s what causes a little pain, if you sometimes stand in different positions
and things like that.
Oliver: I often just stand like this.
[Oliver positions himself with his right foot behind his left and crosses his legs so that his right shin
touches his left calf]
Brenda: Yes, that’s definitely very different!
[Everybody laughs. Brenda finishes the consultation by explaining that the family should keep up their
exercise regime and remember to stretch their legs]
After the consultation Brenda explains that she, in her job as a physician, used the app to discover that
the pain was related to everyday life and that she addressed this challenge: “And then it is pretty typical,
that it isn’t arthritis, and that he experienced it [pain, red.] correlated to other illness [not arthritis,
red.], and then I guess you can say... I mean, then you can use it to talk about what is arthritis, what is
not arthritis… So, I actually thought that we talked about other kinds of pain with him by using the app”
(Brenda).
Although Brenda explains that she made every effort as a physician to collaborate with the patient by
addressing the patient and his family’s concerns, Joanna is left doubting that all the concerns were
recognized. After the consultation Joanna explains that she feels the app shortens the consultations and
that Brenda spends less time on Oliver than he would usually get: “Currently, it’s not like we experience
any challenges, so it’s not like... We don’t need to spend a long time on him. But still it’s a little... Still
it’s a little like that when the app is on the table then... Then everything goes a little faster and then
suddenly we get a new appointment [for the next consultation, the last thing that happens during a
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consultation, red.], right? And then we are almost out of the door. So, then it suddenly is a really fast
consultation” (Joanna). Joanna explains how she felt that she did not get the answers she was looking
for in a consultation with the app: “I mean, we would have liked them to seriously consider those pains,
because it actually takes up room in our everyday life, we feel pain that we don’t know what it is. [...]
How do you solve that pain challenge? Because it has been difficult for us to push Oliver. Because when
something hurts, well then you are prone to just not do that. But it is also important that when it hurts
then you move, and move forward all of the time to boost that endurance... But I actually don’t think
that she understood that the last time, that this was what we would like her to do” (Joanna). She adds
that a way to solve this challenge is not to let the app control the consultation: “So just take a deep
breath, sit down and let’s talk about that. So that the app doesn’t control it [the conversation, red.]”
(Joanna). Hence, the challenges Joanna experiences are explained by how the app shortens the
consultation by making Oliver’s registrations available.
Consequently, at the next consultation, Joanna has prepared an agenda for the consultation in advance,
to improve the collaboration and make sure to touch upon all of their concerns as patient and family.
She has written the agenda on a piece of paper. This strategy paid off: “It was much better this time, it
was more relaxed, and I focused on the things that I wanted from the consultation. Because I was more
prepared this time, right? […] I just need to insist that we talk together and that it isn’t the app that we
talk with. So, I had, I had a plan from home” (Joanna). Joanna’s agenda included concerns about
Oliver’s current medication, which was addressed thoroughly at the second consultation.
However, in the second consultation with app between patient, parent and physician, Brenda finds that
Oliver has barely registered in How-R-you, hence it is difficult to use the data. Brenda notices how
Oliver has registered two pain episodes since the last consultation, yet Joanna believes that Oliver has
experienced more pain since the last consultation.
Brenda: Yes, so ehm, let’s see if, I mean, it’s Panodil [normal painkillers, red.] pain [small pain, red.], I
would call it, right, and I think that when he only scores [numerical pain score from 1-10, red.] it as oneand-a-half to two then it is, it is something that you barely feel, but it doesn’t sound like it’s something
that...
Joanna: No, exactly.
Brenda: ... Means a lot?
Joanna: Well, I still think that he has had a few days where I would say that... It may have been a little
higher, but that... I guess it depends on the perspective.
Brenda: Yes. But, but, but that’s it. The good thing about sometimes reflecting upon it and attempting
to rate it with a number is... is that then you can reflect about, well, how was it exactly, when it hurt the
most? Or...
Joanna: Exactly. It’s probably also because he waits until the evening when, when we have gained
control of it, right, and then...
Brenda: Yes, till you can’t postpone it any longer, yes.
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Joanna: And then maybe it wasn’t as bad, as he just thought, when he arrived home from school.
Joanna and Brenda are again left with opposing opinions of how the collaboration in the consultation
turned out. While Joanna is disappointed that Oliver as the patient did not register enough in How-Ryou, she did address her concerns at the consultation using her prepared agenda. For Brenda, however,
the app was far less useful during this consultation as Oliver had only a few registrations to show: “He
didn’t use it very often, and that was the same the last time I saw him, because his shin hurt, I mean he
experienced pain in his shin and that isn’t really arthritis and ehm, it was, the times I asked him to do
it, it was to gain some sort of perspective, I mean, how often is it? But it sounds like he doesn’t really
note it down often when he does experience pain, I mean his mom thought that he had experienced it
more than twice since they were here last. So it, so it gives me a, yes, he has probably lost interest in
using it, I think. And if not, it hurts so little, that it doesn’t mean anything to him” (Brenda). Yet, in
some way she does feel that she understands Oliver’s perspective, because his lack of registrations in
everyday life illustrates to Brenda that the disease doesn’t cause any trouble to Oliver, as a patient, in
his everyday life. Consequently, Brenda’s recommendations were for Oliver to stop its use, but start
using the app again when discontinuing his medication. Furthermore, Brenda comments that Joanna’s
concerns about the medication, which was the family’s main challenge, could have been registered in
the app to enable easier access to understand their challenge.
In both consultations, different opinions are presented about the consequences of How-R-you for the
collaboration in the consultation, and this discrepancy can be explained by the actors’ perception of the
value of use. From Oliver’s point of view, the app didn’t change the consultations: “I just think it’s like
all of the other times [before How-R-you, red.] because we just looked at the app to start with. Nothing
else, really” (Oliver). Oliver does recognize that the app reveals pain episodes and details about them,
however he finds the information in How-R-you irrelevant to the consultation because the pain is not
arthritis. Brenda, on the other hand, finds that she is now able to address other non-arthritis related
everyday pain that Oliver is experiencing. Because of How-R-you she, for instance, examines Oliver’s
shin, although she knows, even before the examination, that the data in How-R-you are not congruent
with arthritis pains. In this way, Brenda’s focus in the consultation also changes from being on the
arthritis as a rheumatologist, to also considering broader challenges as a pediatrician.
Brenda furthermore finds that How-R-you is strengthening the collaboration by giving Oliver a larger
responsibility for his disease. During the consultation in which he presented registrations for the full
time period Brenda was accordingly left feeling a better connection with Oliver. But even at the times
when he did not register, Brenda believes that the app imposes a responsibility to reflect upon the
disease. Accordingly, Brenda is positive about the results of use, even if Oliver and Joanna are less
impressed.
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Embodied Experience of Time
Times of Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management in Everyday Life
Episodes at home. Oliver registers once each day between 8 and 9 pm to make sure he remembers
details of daily episodes although there are not many related to the arthritis. Registrations are quick,
and this is the time when he usually talks to his parents about how his day has been. Most days Oliver
does not have much to report about the arthritis to his parents or How-R-you, because he has not
experienced symptoms throughout the day. He then uses the OK function for most modules unless he
experiences pain, in which case he registers all questions. Stephen does not agree with this quick
registration and he comments that Oliver’s registrations are too fast. Joanna thinks that Stephen is
missing part of the story: “It’s also often… because we have probably maybe, I mean... Stephen comes
home during the evening and then... Then we [Oliver and Joanna, red.] may have talked about things
before that. Ehm, how to do it. And Stephen may not always know what we spoke about, ehm... And
then he thinks that it happens really fast, right? But we may have made an agreement before that”
(Joanna). According to Joanna, symptoms and the disease have then already been on their mind earlier
in the day.
Registration once each day ensures that the family remember important details. At times when Oliver
experiences the disease his parents ask him many questions about how he is feeling. How-R-you saves
these details and makes it easier to remember what precisely happened during the exact episodes in
time. The app then relieves the pressure of remembering a variety of information on an everyday basis,
although Oliver has to reflect on what to register each day: “But maybe it’s not just the thing about pain,
but it was just as much the thing about... When did he start those eyedrops, when did he finish the
eyedrops, when did he go from four and down to two eyedrops, ehm. When did he take one more pill of
Methotrexate and when did he stop this medication and when did he stop that medication? To say, well,
because we are often asked about it” (Joanna).
The daily registration to remember time episodes triggers different memory challenges on a daily basis.
On the one hand, it sometimes is difficult to remember to register. Joanna and Oliver use alarms to
remind them that Oliver needs to register: “We have one [alarm to remind them about How-R-you,
red.], it is on our phone, yes, yes, we have, we have all kinds of alarms which beep away, right Oliver?
We also have one called How-R-you” (Joanna). Oliver and Joanna both set alarms at different times to
increase the chance of remembering the registration: “So he has one at 20:10 and I have one at 20:20.
So then there is a larger change that we remember” (Joanna). Yet, they still forget to register sometimes.
On the other hand, because he needs to register each day, symptoms or not, Oliver reflects about his
role as a patient daily. He expresses that he would like the app to automatically register that he is feeling
good on days where he does not register himself: “Because then they could see that I’m well all of the
time, and then I don’t need to, as Mom says, to think about the disease all of the time. [...] I mean, the
registration is about my disease. So, I guess that’s why, I think [why he thinks about being a patient
when using the app, red.]” (Oliver). In fact, the registration calls for several reflections about his role as
a patient each day, because he often talks to Joanna about the registration hours before he makes it.
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Periods at home. Although Oliver and Joanna do not currently spend time looking at graphs and tables
at home, there are periods where these functions would be more interesting. Joanna mentions the
opportunity of observing patterns over time in the data they register. “I wish we had it when he had
ehm... Arthritis the last time, right? Because then many things may have been... That we could see a
system in it [the data, red.] or something. Instead of mom’s yellow notes and all kinds of things, lying
around and wasn’t... There was no control anyways” (Joanna). At the current time, Oliver is feeling well
and there is not much to register, which makes it less interesting to do. “So, to begin with it was exciting,
but then it got kind of boring” (Oliver). Oliver accordingly is happy to stop registration. “I mean, I’m
kind of excited that I’m getting out of the project. Because then I don’t need to register each time it
hurts” (Oliver). Joanna explains that although the registrations are less interesting to the family now,
they are interesting in a time period of active arthritis. “If the arthritis suddenly came back, then it’s
completely certain that we would use it [How-R-you, red.]” (Joanna). Oliver agrees and also thinks that
it would be easier to remember during periods of time with more pain. “That’s what we remember the
best, when we have it [pain, red.]. Or I mean when I have it” (Oliver).

Times of Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management at Consultations
Episodes at consultations. At consultations, the app reminds Oliver about the details of each episode
he has experienced across the time period that Oliver would have otherwise forgotten. At his first
consultation, Brenda found details about his pain in his shin, which she used to learn even more about
the specific episodes. Brenda for instance found out how much Oliver’s shins were hurting, how long
and during what activity. Yet, at times when Oliver experiences arthritis flare-up, the app may become
more valuable because the family needs to remember numerous and varied data. Joanna feels that at
times when Oliver has particularly felt the discomfort of the disease, the app would have been more
helpful. She explains by that details about episodes would have been especially interesting during
consultations when Oliver had more symptoms. “Back then we had three months and we were here
[AUH, red.] 28 days in three months. And we just have to, all of the time, remember the order of events.
But once in a while they suddenly just ask: ‘Yes but when did that happen and when did that happen?’
And that’s hard to remember when three months in a row you just drive back and forth, right? To say,
so that day it was like... I actually had a note on my phone where I simply wrote down all of it with dates
and what we did on that day. So I guess I wrote a diary across those three months because it is nice to
be able to say, yes, on that day it wasn’t that terrible and after that injection with adrenocortical
hormones we experienced this and that” (Joanna).
From the physician’s point of view, the app may expose details of events that would have taken a great
deal of time to find earlier, if found at all. In Oliver’s case the app does not expose much, as he mostly
registers by using the OK function. Except for discovering that Oliver was ill during a couple of days
between consultations, for instance, David has failed to find other interesting details. Brenda agrees
that there are limited data in the app because of Oliver’s way of registering. She even brings up how
Joanna believes that there are more data to register at home, although Oliver does not. She suspects
that the lack of data is a sign of how little Oliver thinks about his disease and its small impact on his life.
Because of the limited data, however, it is difficult for her to use the app in any meaningful way in the
consultation.
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Periods at consultations. Both Joanna and Brenda explain that the viewing of graphs enables an image
of the past time period and help amplify the family’s story. Joanna believes that the graph on pain is
helpful, because it amplifies the family’s explanation about the past time period. In a consultation with
Brenda, the graph for instance displays that Oliver is, in general, well, but that he does experience days
of intense pain: “I think, it’s good to see the graph about it [pain, red.] [...] That one could see the curve
and that, wow, you did experience 7.5. Right? Because when I sit opposite from and need to talk to you,
what has really happened during the past eight weeks, yes, then it’s easy to forget how terrible it really
was. But this, this was registered when it happened. So then you know that it was a bad pain” (Joanna).
For Brenda, the graphs enabled a quick overview of how the past time period had been: “It’s
documented, I mean, to himself but also to me, that it was this day and we don’t need to sit and think
back whether it’s just one out of two days during the past week, or is it every... two days every week or
how it is. I mean, we could see that” (Brenda). Brenda explains that even a few registrations in the app
enable an understanding of Oliver’s past time period. From the few registrations she assumes that
Oliver lost interest in the app and that he probably did not experience much pain.
Joanna and Oliver maintain that the use of the app during consultation is primarily interesting during
periods of active disease. During these times they must remember a lot of information. “[...] And say to
a new physician up here, but then they have it all written up, but often they ask anyways, ‘Yes when did
this happen and when did you start on four drops and...?’ and all of that. When you... When you are
here 3 months in a row, then you can’t remember those dates.” At a consultation Brenda also urges
Oliver to start using the app if he experiences another time period of active arthritis, but she also thinks
the app could be interesting for other data. During this consultation Oliver switched to a new brand of
medication with a new additive. “If you suddenly experience this medication thing again or... Then
please consider registering it on the app. And then also if you feel pain. So that you can see it. But I see
that it [episodes of pain, red.] isn’t a lot. [...] But it is just to help us gain an overview of how much it
means, right?” (Brenda). Joanna agrees that it may be a good time to register in the app because she
has even experienced challenges with additives in medication: “Now when he is introduced to a new
syringe – I think there could be something to register. I mean [...] I mean, I’m hypersensitive to
replacement medication. We don’t know yet how much he is, right?” (Joanna).

Embodied Experience of Space
Places for Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management in Everyday Life
Oliver and Joanna both contribute the disease self-management in the home, although Joanna has the
larger responsibility for the activities. However, to self-manage the disease, in most cases both Joanna
and Oliver must be present. Accordingly, disease self-management mostly takes place at home and more
precisely in the family kitchen, dining or living room.
Disease self-management in the home space consists of medication and self-management of symptoms.
Self-management of Oliver’s intake of medication involves weekly Methotrexate pills and folic acid on
the morning after. Medication self-management is not an activity Oliver thinks about. In fact, he often
is playing on the computer when he needs his pills and he is annoyed that he must go downstairs to take
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his medication: “It’s just that mom calls me at night... we often forget it. Or I don’t forget it, but if I
remember it again [he forgets after a while, red.], but we always take it. And then I need to come down
in the middle of a game, to take it. And then again in the morning and then it is a little hard to
remember,” Oliver explains. Remembering the pills is difficult and the family has several alarms on
different smartphones to help them. Saturday morning is especially difficult to remember: “Yes, it’s a
little… The Saturday there, it’s a little difficult, because we don’t always get up precisely. I mean on a
Saturday morning,” Joanna says. Joanna adds that during less structured weeks with a great many
appointments it is harder to remember the medication, but Oliver always ends up taking it.
Self-management of symptoms is also an activity that Joanna primarily took care of before How-R-you
was introduced. Oliver only thinks about the disease when he takes his medication, at the hospital or
experiences symptoms. When he experiences symptoms, he self-manages them by taking painkillers or
by relaxing, but he does not track the symptoms. At home the family talks openly and often about the
disease and symptoms. When Joanna and Oliver spend time in the kitchen together, they sometimes
talk about the disease. This is convenient for Joanna, who makes sure to understand Oliver’s disease
experiences to enable her self-management of his disease. At other times, talking about the disease
simply annoys Oliver. When his parents start asking about an episode, he often asks them to stop and
explains that he is not experiencing arthritis related pain. In this way, Oliver expresses that, by talking
too much about it, the disease penetrates a safe place, where he does not always want to think about it.
Consequently, Stephen and Joanna talk about their impression of Oliver and his disease after he has
gone to bed in order to create a shared understanding about how Oliver feels. Their experiences are
sometimes noted in Joanna’s leather-bound journal. These interpretations of Oliver are often presented
by Joanna at consultations.
With the introduction of How-R-you, Oliver’s experience of disease self-management changes from
being nearly unnoticed by Oliver to a daily activity he performs in the home space. Although Joanna is
still in charge of the self-management of his medication, the self-management of symptoms becomes
Oliver’s responsibility, although it is supported by his parents.
Specifically, the app changes the family’s activities in their living space and imposes a new awareness
of the disease self-management and the hospital space. Currently, Oliver registers the disease on his
own in the living room every night. Between 8 and 9 pm the living room space normally turns into a
place where the family gathers around the television to spend time together. The family furthermore
usually talk about the day and their experiences. Before the introduction of How-R-you, Oliver
occasionally spoke about his symptoms, according to Oliver approximately every third week. After the
introduction of How-R-you, however, self-management of symptoms has become something that Oliver
does every day in this room. This self-management of symptoms reminds Oliver about the hospital,
because the questions in How-R-you resemble the questions Oliver answers at consultations. In this
way, registering in How-R-you becomes an enactment of the activities at the hospital space. Although
the registration is performed by Oliver alone the rest of the family supports the registration. Joanna has
an alarm on her smartphone to remind Oliver about the registration. Stephen also comments on the
speed of the registration. If Oliver has any trouble in understanding the questions in How-R-you, his
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parents assist him. In this way, their normal actions in the living room space are partly changed, and,
instead of only being a room where they gather to spend time together, it also becomes a place where
Oliver self-manages his disease by enacting the activities known from the hospital. In this way, the
family space too bears a resemblance to the space in which the consultation takes place.
How-R-you also appears in other places. For instance, when Joanna and Oliver are cooking together in
the kitchen, Oliver sometimes explains about the disease and his symptoms. In this case they often
touch upon the questions in the app and remind Oliver that he should register the answers in the app
to bring to the hospital. Although they usually talk about the disease, this conversation is now
automatically linked to the app, the hospital space and Oliver’s role as a patient.
At home, Oliver even experiences the registration in the app as a chore which also affects the living
space. Oliver compares the app to the rest of his chores at home. Although he would rather register in
the app than empty the dishwasher or fetch wood for the fireplace, he thinks that it should be on his
chores list and thus mean his parents paying out 10 kroner every time he registers. “It’s just a kind of
thing that I do of sorts. Sometimes I don’t want to register in it [How-R-you, red.], even if I do remember
it. [...] It would be fair to give me 10 kroner to register in the app, mom [Joanna, red.]!” (Oliver).
Accordingly, the time that Oliver enjoys with his parents in the living room now also includes a chore
that enacts the activities from the hospital space, and this makes the living room space less attractive to
Oliver.
Brenda believes that the lack of interest in registering in the app stems from a lack of experiences of
symptoms to reflect about in the home space. When Oliver does experience pain that he believes to be
a symptom of arthritis, he registers the pain in the app. Accordingly, Brenda experiences that Oliver
does reflect about his symptoms and their cause whenever he experiences something, which is how she
hoped the app would influence patients in their home space.

Places for Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management at the Hospital
Every eighth week Oliver and Joanna find themselves in the hospital space. The activities they take part
in at the hospital all revolve around managing Oliver’s disease and his role as a patient is inevitably
linked to the place. Within the walls of the hospital, he cannot escape reflections about the management
of his disease.
Without How-R-you, management of the disease at home and in the hospital space are different
activities. Oliver has attended enough consultations without How-R-you to know how the consultation
will proceed and what the conversation concerns. The first part of the consultation is the creation of the
anamnesis: “We usually sit in the waiting room and then we are suddenly called to someone. And then
we go in there. Then, at first, we talk about what is happening, or... And then we talk about the new
medication, if there is something to report about that and those things.” (Oliver). During the anamnesis,
Oliver does not usually mention all of the things that have happened since the past consultation, but he
knows what the physicians will ask him about: “Usually it’s like this: there were these days when it was
like, I was hurting, and then except for that I didn’t feel anything” (Oliver). Joanna adds that at specific
time periods the physicians may ask for more details: “No, we didn’t experience a lot of variation, but
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when the new medication was introduced last year... Well, it didn’t really work out that well. So, then
we had a few things to discuss” (Joanna). If something is specifically problematic, such as for instance
Oliver’s pain in his left shin, they keep talking about it until the challenge is solved. Joanna also explains
that, in the beginning of the treatment, questioning by physicians at consultations took longer: “Yes, it
is still the same questions, but now they also, now we know each other, so they sense, yes but this is
working well. Then they, they know us well enough to know that we will say it if there is something that
we need to talk about. Then we feel, that there isn’t that, the thing in the beginning, there was,
consultations were at least 20 minutes long. Because they needed to go through everything each time
and say... ‘yes but this we don’t need anymore’” (Joanna). Joanna believes that the consultations
between patient and physician build up trust: “I mean, ehm, and, it’s again the trust that in some way,
ehm, and I don’t know whether it is normal to feel like this, but it, it, this [trust, red.] is what we have,
anyway, and then we feel that, well, this is, this is good. Then we don’t need to dig [for information,
red.] each time, completely or...” (Joanna). If Joanna is in doubt about anything, she brings along a note
with questions and observations. She has experienced a few episodes where she doubted the physician’s
choices and has discussed Oliver’s treatment with them. “But there are a few times where we may think
that, is this right, I mean... [...] But then we asked in Skejby [AUH, red.]. Then we laid our cards on the
table and said that this, this we don’t understand, and I mean… And then Otto has a long explanation
and Trevor [another physician, red.] has a more specific, short answer, right?” (Joanna).
The integration of How-R-you to the activity of the anamnesis, performed in the consultation,
influences the hospital space in different ways. In particular, the app changes the creation of the
anamnesis. While Brenda usually asks a few questions before physically examining Oliver, she now asks
for Oliver’s smartphone and starts investigating the data in the app. In this way, the app becomes a tool
to support one of the key activities in the consultation and co-shape what Brenda knows about Oliver’s
experiences between consultations. In this way, the information in the app is integrated into Brenda’s
activities, and in so doing, everyday life space is better represented in the consultation.
Joanna feels that How-R-you changes the consultation space with different kinds of consequences. On
the one hand, she thinks that the app affords better service because the physicians are enabled a visible
insight into how Oliver feels at home: “Sometimes when we say that he has been hurting in his shin,
then it is like, but then it becomes like, but this is not related to arthritis, but today, because it said so
in the app, she actually examined him a little more. So, I guess that was pretty nice,” Joanna says. On
the other hand, Joanna does not see how the information can be interesting to physicians: “But it is
because the pain that he is feeling now is so diffuse, that they don’t really know where it belongs. So, so,
in some way, yes but then the app probably wouldn’t help a lot because it is not... Probably not anything
related to the arthritis, it’s probably more that he needs his muscles to work again in the right way,
ehm...” (Joanna).
Oliver too does not understand why Brenda currently needs information in order to gain a better
understanding of his pain and his everyday life, because he is not experiencing the arthritis. From his
point of view, the app, in the short term, does not help him with anything. In fact, according to Oliver,
it only causes him to think more about the disease in his everyday life, even when he is not feeling ill.
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Brenda explains that the app enables an image of how Oliver is feeling in his everyday life space with
both arthritis related symptoms and non-arthritis related pain. During consultations with the app that
Brenda has with Oliver, she never finds what she believes to be arthritis related symptoms even if she
does see registrations on pain. The family suspects that the pain Oliver feels in these situations is
arthritis related, and the app now allows Brenda to thoroughly investigate whether the registered data
correspond with arthritis pain patterns. All of the pain episodes show pain in Oliver’s left shin. The pain
furthermore always disappears within a day and is related to both activity and inactivity. Before she
finishes the anamnesis she already knows that the registrations are not congruent with standard
arthritis pain patterns. In her consultations she also makes sure that what she has seen in the app is
coherent with what she sees in her physical examination. The times when Brenda has examined Oliver,
she has found that the pain is related to muscles and not joints, which makes it more likely that the pain
is related to activity. As seen here the use of the app changes the consultation by giving Brenda more
data about Oliver’s everyday life space. In this way, Oliver’s personal experiences of everyday life are
represented and acted upon in the consultation room. This supports Brenda in both diagnosing Oliver’s
pain, but also in showing Oliver and Joanna the patterns of non-arthritis related pain in everyday life
space.

Embodied Experience on Artifact
Digital and Non-Digital Chronic Disease Self-Management Artifacts in Everyday Life
Experiences of Oliver’s disease are registered on different forms of media and display different
perspectives on how Oliver has been. Oliver’s symptoms are not only registered in How-R-you, but also
in Joanna’s journal and on post-it notes. While Oliver registers his experiences in the app, Joanna
registers hers in the leather-bound journal and on notes, which she too brings to the consultation. Oliver
answers the questions that How-R-you presents and never leaves notes in How-R-you’s note field.
Joanna instead writes information up whenever she regards it to be valuable. This could be notes about
how Oliver feels emotionally or physically, but it also could be on the medication he receives. “We use
my bible, it is the big old-fashioned journal, where all of that is noted. So, I note everything in there.
Then I can go back throughout the past year and see, but when was... Did he receive four eyedrops, and
when did he receive two eyedrops and things like that” (Joanna).
Joanna’s journal functions as a reminder to the whole family concerning both what appointments the
family has and what has already happened. Accordingly, during times when Oliver’s arthritis was more
present and How-R-you was not introduced yet, Joanna also wrote down how they all experienced the
disease: “When he, when his arthritis was active, I also wrote down like... I mean, it could say ‘Oliver
sad’ or ‘Oliver pain’, ‘chaotic’ or... I would put down small cues, so that I would roughly be able to see
how it had... How the day had been or if he experienced something... Got a crazy rash during the day”
(Joanna). Joanna in this way notes experiences, “[...] and if it isn’t in my journal, then they can’t come
and say that they told me. No. Because it isn’t there!” (Joanna). She uses the journal to keep track of
herself, Oliver and Stephen: “If he [Stephen] wants to take the day off, it’s in my journal, if not then he
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doesn’t have the day off [laughing]” (Joanna). In this way, the journal becomes a self-managing tool in
the family concerning both the future plans of the family and past events.
After the introduction of How-R-you, the leather-bound paper journal, interestingly, maintains its
position as managing the family’s appointments and reporting on past times. Joanna continues to write
up her experiences in the journal, even when Oliver writes up his in How-R-you. Furthermore, what is
written in the journal is automatically true; in fact, the family refers to the journal as ‘the Bible’. On one
occasion Oliver considers whether he would use the app to argue his experiences of the disease to his
family. On several occasions, Oliver and Joanna disagree on their experience of the disease, and he, for
instance, often thinks that he is not experiencing arthritis, while Joanna is less sure. Joanna for instance
experiences Oliver’s mood to have changed during the past time period, although he feels that he is
doing well: “Because that he could think that he was feeling super well for a period of time, where we
actually may have just... And that’s something that we’ve actually just talked to him about, because we
were able to see that he was... He was annoyed and we weren’t allowed to really talk to him because he
flew up like a jack-in-a-box, right?” (Joanna). Yet, Oliver concludes that he would not use the app to
argue his side of the story, and Joanna explains that the family uses her journal to remember past
experiences. In this way, although Oliver registers his disease in How-R-you, Joanna keeps her position
as the primary manager of his arthritis by use of her journal.
How-R-you does bring up questions about who should self-manage the symptoms. While Joanna
believes that it would be a good thing for the physicians to see Oliver’s side of the story, she is conflicted
about how much the app encourages Oliver to think about arthritis. Joanna and Oliver agree that the
app should present: “The things that I [Oliver] experience [...]” (Oliver), although Joanna also says: “It
needs to be an entanglement of the two [child’s and parent’s perspective, red.], I mean, in some way”
(Joanna). This is important to Joanna, as she believes it to be unnecessary for Oliver to worry too much
about his disease at his young age. “But it [symptoms, red.] shouldn’t be something that… In some way,
that a child should worry about noting down in that way” (Joanna). Joanna thinks that How-R-you
should have parent access to, so that children are not required to register everything. She also thinks
that Stephen and her sometimes notice things about Oliver that should also be registered, and Oliver
agrees. Although he believes that he and Joanna sometimes disagree about symptoms and arthritis, he
mostly agrees with her perspective. He would like her to register his experiences, so that he is not forced
to think about the disease every day.
Joanna also experiences that the app has some advantages over the leather-bound journal. She for
instance points out how the app tracks everything important about the disease: “We don’t hope he does,
but if he was attacked by the arthritis again, I mean a relapse, then it is certain, that I would use it
because you can write everything in that app! And I really think that is great!” (Joanna). Joanna also
appreciates that the app introduces a system for the data compared to her notes, which easily get lost
or become spread across their home.

Digital and Non-Digital Chronic Disease Management Artifacts at Consultations
To Joanna it’s not unusual to bring artifacts with information about Oliver to the consultation. She
usually brings her journal and a note, listing important observations and questions for the physician.
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These are placed on the consultation table before the consultation starts. The journal and the note serve
as reminders that Joanna needs to ask and say the things she prepared from home and to make sure
that she remembers information from the physician when she leaves the consultation. Joanna has in
the past experienced a disagreement between herself and an optometric physician: “Because there was
once when we misunderstood each other, right? And then they practically scold you in the eye
department, right?” (Joanna). Accordingly, Joanna now makes sure that what she wrote is correct: “The
optometric physician is very cautious that he [Oliver, red.] complies with exactly what he told us to do.
So, when I leave there, I always have them check that what I wrote in the book is correct” (Joanna).
Compared to the journal and notes, How-R-you is potentially a good way to track symptoms and show
the physician how Oliver has been. According to Joanna, How-R-you’s advantage over the journal lies
in how it both tracks many different questions and enables an overview of the tracked data. At one
consultation, the app showed that Oliver experienced pain rated 7.5, which Joanna had completely
forgotten about. However, at another consultation Oliver had forgotten to register on a few occasions,
which Joanna felt gave physicians a completely wrong impression. In Joanna’s opinion, Oliver had
experienced pain at least once or twice more than what was represented in the app.
Yet, even if Joanna likes some features of How-R-you, she does not imagine that the app will replace
the journal at consultations. Although she likes her smartphone, there are different factors that make it
unfit for consultations. She is cautious that a smartphone could disturb a consultation which requires
her full attention. “I mean, a smartphone is good, but I mean... Now I brought it today, but it usually
lies in the car when we’re here because, ehm... It doesn’t belong here, I mean... When I’m here I want
to be free of media,” Joanna explains. Joanna is also afraid that the phone would break and that she
would then lose everything in the app. Lastly, Joanna feels that the conversation with the physician is
less personal with the app.
To Brenda, the app represents a better and easier way of knowing how Oliver has been than Joanna’s
journal. In contrast to the information she receives from Joanna’s journal, she is certain that Oliver
himself has reflected about the disease when using How-R-you. “And then it is easy to relate to as a
physician, you don’t have to think that there are a lot of things that he forgot, because he actually
registered the times he experienced it,” Brenda explains. Brenda moreover is not worried that Oliver
has forgotten to register pain on a few occasions, as Joanna explains. According to Brenda this just
signifies that Oliver in general was not hurting much and that the pain must have disappeared quickly,
which are signs that the pain is probably not related to arthritis. In this way the app, compared to the
journal, gives Brenda a better understanding of how Oliver experiences the disease in his everyday life.
A final artifact used in the consultation is the physicians’ Electronic Patient Journal, which presents the
physicians’ side of the story. The journal is used by Brenda and other physicians to track their
interpretations, findings, treatments, decisions, medical information and so on about Oliver. It is used
to inform physicians about a patient before, during and after consultations, to draw a quick image of
Oliver. But the Electronic Patient Journal only holds the physicians’ side of the story and their
interpretation of what the patient experiences in their everyday life. Against this artifact, How-R-you
does present another side of the story about Oliver by delivering his experience of the disease.
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CASE 5: John
Summary
JIA is a part of John; however, it is a part that is completely integrated into his life. As such, he finds it
difficult to think of it as an independent part to reflect upon. John carries out most activities on his own
and is able to take care of himself. Accordingly, he carries many responsibilities, including the activity
of disease self-management. Although John’s parents support him and occasionally talk with John
about the disease self-management, he is entirely responsible for taking his medication and
remembering symptoms. Remembering symptoms, however, is an easy activity since he seldom
experiences symptoms and the few times he does, they are treated automatically and without
consequences to other activities in which he is currently engaging. John does remember a time when
disease self-management was more difficult, reflective and worrisome due to unknown symptoms,
although it has been a long time since he has experienced this. Although John nearly forgets his disease
and rarely remembers his role as a patient at home, he is nonetheless a patient the moment he steps
into the hospital facility.
With the embodied use of How-R-you, John and the actors around him notice changes to the
dimensions of disease self-management. The dimension of “Actor” for instance is experienced
differently when it comes to collaboration with other actors, the capability to self-manage the disease,
and roles in the disease self-management. John uses How-R-you entirely on his own at home and does
not talk to his parents about the use of the app. In this way it changes the collaboration with his parents
by leaving them completely out of the disease self-management, while John now experiences the activity
as an independent activity that he is capable of doing himself. Yet, the use of the app also puts John in
a reflective position that provokes a feeling of being a patient when self-managing, a role he is not used
to undertaking. At the hospital John experiences that the physicians take a greater interest in his
everyday life when they use How-R-you to support the collaboration. The physician and John agree that
the app furthermore enables a view on challenges that would have not otherwise been mentioned. In
this way, the physician gains a better insight into John’s life, which was even proven to help them find
and solve John’s recurrent headaches.
The embodied use of How-R-you also affects John’s experience of “Time” in everyday disease selfmanagement. Even if the registration of episodes only occurs once a day and takes five minutes, John
finds that the activity to be annoying and unnecessary because he does not experience the disease. The
registration instead reminds him each day about his role as a patient. The function of the graph
accordingly also feels redundant, mostly because John does not experience the arthritis in the current
time period. At one point, John stops using the app, because he is frustrated with the amounts of
questions, it asks, about symptoms that he does not feel. At the consultation, however, the physicians
find that the many details John presents from each episode are very helpful to the consultation.
Furthermore, using the graph they quickly find the challenges John experiences. However, when John
registers too little in How-R-you the physician finds the app misguiding and less trustworthy.
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Home and hospital, which have usually been experienced as two very different “Spaces”, move to
resemble each other more through the use of How-R-you. John registers when reminded by an alarm
on his phone, which means that he may register in different places, but always at the same time. Because
the activity of registering in How-R-you resembles the reflective activity of creating the anamnesis at
the hospital, John experiences that the spaces in which he registers suddenly mirror the space he knows
at the hospital. At the hospital, the reading of John’s information affords physicians a greater insight
into his everyday life at home. The information changes the physician’s key activity of creating an
anamnesis by including a broader perspective on John’s challenges. When the home space is integrated
into their activities in this way, the physicians treat both arthritis and non-arthritis challenges that John
experiences in everyday life.
Finally, since John has not used previously artifacts to self-manage his disease, he cannot compare the
use of How-R-you to other “Artifacts” at home. Instead, the use of the artifact in everyday life is
experienced as a significant additional activity more than a help in performing the existing activities. At
the hospital, however, John has gained an artifact to present his perspective on his experiences, which
contrasts with the physician’s use of the Electronic Patient Journal to register their interpretations of
John.

John’s Everyday Life
Experiencing Everyday Life with JIA
At the age of 14, John is the oldest boy included in the study. John lives close to another larger Danish
city although he is followed by physicians in Aarhus because of their expertise with JIA. John lives with
his mother, Anna, and father, Richard.
John has just changed schools and now attends school every day. John needs to get up early in the
morning, because he must leave at 6.30 pm to get there in time. John is in the eighth grade. He finishes
school around 4 pm and immediately leaves on the bus to go home.
In his spare time John has a range of different interests, and it does not appear that the arthritis holds
him back. John likes sport and feels as if he is in good shape. He plays badminton with friends and goes
for runs when he feels like it, but at least once every week. The arthritis never seems to hold him back
from any of these things. He has experienced some hip pain, but not enough to suspect that it is arthritis.
Anna even describes that “[...] he does exactly what he feels like!” John also likes to spend time in front
of his computer where he talks to his friends, plays Counter-Strike and Fortnite and watches videos on
YouTube.
During the day, John is accordingly at many different places and has many different roles and activities
to attend to. In school he is a student and, at badminton, he is an athlete. He spends time with his
friends at several different places. Yet, he never feels different from his friends or as a patient when he
is around them. If people ask him about his disease, he would gladly explain it to them; however, he
believes that they are seldom interested in it: “[...] If they ask about it I would happily tell them and
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show them about it. But... I think they are a little... like really don’t care. I think they would rather talk
about something else” (John).
John does not have any specific bedtime and it is sometimes late before he gets to bed: “It was like, in
the evening I could sit and talk with my friends and then I could, ehm, then time would pass without
me noticing. And then when I sit and watch a... Then I need to just watch another YouTube video or
something, so then time can suddenly pass and then… [...]” The lack of sleep affects John and his mood:
“I guess I just felt very tired during that time period and... And maybe I was quite annoyed during that
time too [...]” (John). Yet he still does not listen when Anna suggests that he should go to bed. “You
[John, red.] don’t like it when I’m standing by your door, telling you that I think you should stop playing
now,” Anna says laughingly. Together they have an agreement that John should be in bed by 9.30 pm,
however, he is often not yet in bed at that time. At weekends, John is allowed to stay up as long as he
wants.
John feels that he is able to do almost the same things as anyone else, and he doesn’t feel that the
arthritis is a large challenge in his everyday life. “I can do almost the same things as anyone else. [...] If
I feel like going for a run, then I just go for a run and things like that” (John).

Disease Self-Management and Responsibility at Home
John is mostly in charge of the disease himself and very little is shared with his parents. Selfmanagement of symptoms and medication are activities John does on his own, and he only every so
often asks his parents for advice.
Except for remembering to take his medication, disease self-management is not currently very
important to John because he very rarely experiences the disease. The last time the arthritis was in flareup was during a summer vacation, when John experienced recurrent symptoms after the strenuous
activity of hiking up a mountain. “After the summer vacation, because I don’t know what the rest of
them did, but we hiked up a mountain. And maybe my arthritis bothered me a little, but it was kind of
okay. But after that summer, I actually don’t think we spoke much about the arthritis, because we only
talk about it when I feel like it” (John).
Accordingly, John experiences disease self-management as a small activity in his everyday life which is
carried out in an automatic way, although he carries the responsibility for it on his own. His parents
support his disease self-management and assist him when needed.

Past Experiences and their Effect on Disease Self-Management
During John’s years with the disease, he has experienced time periods when it was more present in his
everyday life. Even though the family do not talk much about the disease now, there used to be a time
where they spoke about his symptoms on a daily basis. John has experienced injections of
adrenocortical hormones and has also spent time in a wheelchair. “A long time ago, I had a period of
time where I was in a wheelchair, because I couldn’t walk at all, because it was hurting so badly,” John
explains. During another time period, when John received a different medication to control the
inflammation in his joints, he also experienced more challenges with his eyes. At that time, he used
eyedrops daily. “Since he started with that new medication, then, then he isn’t, before we had to wash
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out his eyes every day, but, since he started that other biological treatment, then there hasn’t… there
hasn’t been anything. It also keeps his eyes in check” (Richard).
Today the family rarely spend much time looking back at the disease experiences and only think of how
well John is feeling now: “But its again, yes, he has been ill with arthritis for many years now, right, so
currently... but I wouldn’t say... It really is just easy now, it really only is all of these examinations we
need to attend. Now I usually don’t go down here [AUH, red.], but I mean, it is, ehm... So we are sharing
it so that his mom goes with him here in Aarhus, and I usually attend the optometric physicians in
[another large Danish city, red.], I mean... So, so we just share it. [...] It’s good to have medication that
helps,” Richard explains.

Experiences as Patient
Experiences of arthritis are very rare in John’s everyday life. Yet there are a few situations where the
experience of being a patient is at the forefront of his mind. John has consultations with the
rheumatologist every second month, with the optometric physician every fourth month, and with the
dentist every year.
When visiting the dentist and the optometric physician, they only ask very specifically about their areas
and do not talk about his personal life. The optometric physician only asks about, for instance,
headaches, if John mentions the headaches himself. “He doesn’t really ask about how I have been, it’s
more if I say that I’ve had it [headaches, red.], then he’ll ask about it. [...] And the routine, when I visit
the optometric physician, is that he looks in my eyes and then he measures and controls the pressure in
my eyes and then that’s it” (John). Accordingly, a visit to the optometric physician specifically targets
the challenges of the arthritis in John’s eyes. The visit to the dentist aims at keeping the arthritis from
attacking the jaws and consequently only controls whether John’s jaws show any signs of arthritis. The
dentist usually examines John’s jaws and asks specific questions about whether he has experienced pain
when chewing anything. “This time it was more like, ‘how wide can you open your mouth?’, like, ‘how
much can I move this’, like, so they don’t really ask about how I have been. Very much. [...] They are
more interested in examining how my jaws have been, have there been any other… they have asked
whether I have experienced any other things – whether I have been able to chew everything I wanted
to, but they haven’t actually asked me any questions about... The only personal question has been
whether I have been able to chew what I want. Yes, no, and then that’s that,” John says. The dentist then
specifically targets the arthritis in John’s jaws.
John has a different experience at AUH, yet he knows his role as a patient when he enters the hospital.
At consultations with the rheumatological physicians at the department of children’s arthritis, questions
are both personal and about symptoms. John is, however, aware that the questions are aimed towards
understanding how he experiences the arthritis in his everyday life. When he steps into the hospital,
John turns into a patient and the healthcare professionals around him examine him to understand his
arthritis. Questions and examinations are all aimed towards understanding and treating his arthritis.
Consequently, during the time John spends at the hospital and in consultations, it is difficult to forget
his role as a patient, although he easily forgets it in his everyday life.
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Embodied Experience on Actors
Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management between John, Anna and Richard
Collaboration between John and his parents has not changed since he started using the app, thus it is
John’s responsibility to register. Anna is and has been clear on her role in the project since the app was
handed over to John. “Yes, because I feel like, I mean, I don’t want to discuss with him whether he has
remembered it or not. I mean, he should want to do this himself and say yes to do it and run it” (Anna).
John knows that the app is his own responsibility and is confident, ehm, that he is able to run it himself:
“It was like, my Mom, she just said that ‘you’ll do that yourself’, and then, okay, I thought, ‘then I’ll just
register on my own’” (John). At home they do not talk about the app either. Richard however notices
that John’s smartphone has an alarm set for 8 pm. “No, and the only thing, that’s actually just his
[smartphone alarm, red.], yes, when it buzzes around 8 pm [laughing] then, then he looks after it
himself, that’s the only thing we are burdened with,” Richard says jokingly.

Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management between the Family and Physician
John trusts the healthcare professionals in Aarhus and thinks that, compared to the other physicians
he has worked with, they ask more about how he feels. “It’s not like that here in Aarhus [AUH, red.],
where they ask more about… ask in depth about things” (John).
Even then, John believes that How-R-you changes the collaboration between the physician and himself
to talk more about what he experiences in his everyday life. How-R-you reveals details to the physicians
because it reminds John about the events that he has experienced. “I think it’s more like, how I feel in
my everyday life, as they said themselves, it is difficult to remember over the course of a two-month
period, like, how I’ve been. And that’s something I can say, then they can use it to say more about how
that person has been and, what is it called, every day over the past two months,” John explains.
Maddie agrees and explains at a consultation how the app enables a wider and deeper understanding
of the patient. “It says more, wider! Than what we typically, just by ourselves, ask about” (Maddie).
Maddie also explains that How-R-you is a tool to systemize the process of the anamnesis by helping the
physicians gain an overview of many different angles of John’s everyday life. “We have some [patients,
red.], where we know, that there are some challenges around for instance sleep or mood or... Where we
then, if we know it’s a challenge, then we of course ask about it and deeper, but surely some [patients,
red.] have something, that we don’t ask about, we don’t ask about everything every single time. You
[John, red.] wouldn’t like it, if we asked about everything, every time. So, we don’t, of course we don’t
do that and, in this way, this is a tool that helps us systemize it and to give us a quick impression about...
How John is, I mean, is there something that we should talk about, that we wouldn’t ask about
ourselves,” Maddie explains.
The perspective that the physician gains on how John is feeling in his everyday life is well portrayed in
a specific consultation with the app between John and Brenda. Brenda has collected John and Anna
from the hallway and they are now sitting across from her. Anna is sitting opposite to Brenda and is
leaning back on the chair with her arms crossed in front of her while John is sitting on the chair next to
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Brenda. His arms lie in front of him on the round consultation table. Brenda has placed her elbows on
the table while her fingers are interlocked in front of her. She is sitting on her office chair. Brenda begins
the consultation by asking for How-R-you and John explains that he has experienced some challenges
with its use. Accordingly, Brenda starts asking without the use of How-R-you. At the last consultation,
John had experienced some strong headaches, and Brenda starts questioning him about these. John
does not think that he has experienced any strong headaches since then but has still experienced a few
headaches. Brenda enquires about many different aspects of John’s daily life, for instance about his
sleep and absence from school. John answers briefly that he has only experienced small headaches,
nothing that has disrupted his sleep or caused an absence from school.
Brenda: Do you remember, if we think back to December with all of Christmas and all of that, have you
had any absences from school, that you had to have because of the headaches?
John. No... I don’t think so, at Christmas time...
Brenda: No, and how about this January?
John: I mean, I had... I have had a little semi last... Here up to this week here... But except for that, no.
Brenda: No.
Anna: I mean, you were home last Tuesday, because you felt bad, I mean, and then you also had a fever
this weekend.
John: Oh yes, the weekend...
John has forgotten information and Anna fills Brenda in. Brenda asks Anna about what kind of illness
John experienced. She then asks about medication and the pain in John’s joints, but at this point Anna
has taken over the conversation. She explains about their appointments with the dentist and the
optometric physician. John is quietly listening as Brenda asks questions and Anna answers. Just as
Brenda is ready to examine John she asks:
Brenda: Did you make any registrations at all – did you check whether you were able to?
John: I have the ones I made after I got my new phone.
Brenda: Yes. Can I see them?
[John finds his phone, logs into How-R-you and hands over his phone to Brenda. Brenda examines “My
night” to begin with. She starts by examining the graph. In the graph she quickly notices two uneasy
and one very uneasy nights]
Brenda: So this is where this is, this is your sleep. So uneasy and then a little uneasy and then very... Is
it pain or is it just that you think, that you just don’t sleep that well?
[Brenda looks at John]
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John: I mean, I kind of have a problem with... yes, where I to begin with have, like, in the beginning or
around then, it’s like that. And then I just lie there and roll around many times. It... So I guess I have
also been a little more tired in the morning than I usually am.
The discovery in How-R-you enables Brenda to comment on John’s sleep, even if John describes that
it’s not related to arthritis. In the following she accordingly starts by describing to John how he can
change his routines to regain a good night’s sleep.
Brenda: Mmh. Because it is actually something like that you... I’m thinking this; it’s still like two days,
where you’ve been sleeping really uneasily, so it’s something like that where you need to think, that the
best thing is when it’s completely consistent. So you need to go to bed at the same time [Brenda lifts up
one finger in front of John], you need to get up at the same time [Brenda lifts up two fingers in front of
John], you shouldn’t change it too much during the weekend [Brenda lifts up three fingers in front of
John], and I know, you really don’t want to hear these things as a teenager, but now you know, how you
make sure to get the best sleep, and then you decide what it is you want to do. Then you shouldn’t sleep
too warm or too cold, and then there shouldn’t be anything to disturb you. By that I mean that all tablets
and television and computer and all those things should be packed away, they should not be on. You
need to calm down and be quiet and dim your lighting. You can read a book, that’s actually okay, but if
you read on a tablet, then you need to… then there sometimes are reading modes, so that you don’t get
too much stimulating lighting.
John: I also put my phone... Apple has something called nightshift which I’ve turned on and it starts at
8 pm until... I can’t really remember when it is in the morning. But then it’s like, a yellow light turns on,
not that blueish thing.
Secondly, John’s acknowledgement of Brenda’s advice enables her to continue her speech to explain
why it is important that John take her advice:
Brenda: Yes. And that’s exactly, it’s exactly things like that, that’s really good, because in your brain,
you are stimulated to be awake, so that the body knows the difference between night and day. And
actually, we have many hormone systems, that change in such a way that some of them are active at
night, whilst others are active during the day. And some of the ones that are active during the night,
they are actually saving and storing your memory a lot, and I guess you can say that that’s really
important at the moment, because you are learning so much, right? So that needs to be stored properly.
And then there’s something about building muscles and the way your body really relaxes, and the cells
renew themselves. So actually, a lot of really positive things happen at night, so it is really important to
regard the night as night and the day as day. And you do that best by being consistent, and that you do
by not disturbing the brain with too much light.
Anna now joins in on Brenda’s account to clarify that she has already told John this. She further
acknowledges Brenda for bringing the topic up, because then John may listen. Brenda looks down to
How-R-you again and finds graphs for his mood and activity level. John has been in a good mood and
was only inactive on the day he was ill. She looks to see how he experienced pain and finds an episode
with a headache. Brenda comments that it is difficult to see much with such little data and hands the
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phone back to John, who immediately puts it in his pocket. Anna says that she is a little disappointed
that the data were not there. However, this presents an opportunity for Brenda to explicitly explain how
important their talk on sleep could be to John on a short-term basis:
Brenda: But, really it isn’t that catastrophic, because I think, now we have got to talk about the sleep.
Anna: Yes.
Brenda: And this is something you must choose, whether you want to use it, right? I mean, it’s just... In
general, we can say that it’s really well examined with sleep, teenagers need it, and they do sleep too
little. If you put another hour of sleep into a teenager’s life, then they get better grades. Like that! And
that’s actually some of what has been proven. And then there are some Americans who suggested that
teenagers should be allowed to go to class later in the day. That’s something you should talk to your
school about. But it is one of the things where you can catch up on something. So, it could be a really
smart thing to do. But this is not really about the arthritis, we know that, because it doesn’t sound like
the arthritis is the reason that you lie awake at night.
After the consultation, Brenda explains the importance of sleep for John as a normal teenager and
underlines that this is not a question of treating the arthritis. Instead it is general pediatric advice that
Brenda gives John because she was able to identify his uneasy sleep pattern. In conversations without
How-R-you this would most likely not have been brought up. Yet, because Brenda is unable to ignore
the data, she comments on John’s sleep even if it’s not a question about rheumatology but rather about
general pediatrics. Hence, Brenda leaves her role as a rheumatologist and steps into the role of “[...]
what we like the best, a pediatrician” (Brenda). Brenda further comments that it’s difficult to ignore the
data that do not relate to the arthritis, because “[...] It’s just as important as all of the other stuff, that
relates to being a teenager, other than the arthritis, right?” (Brenda). Maddie also agrees that, in John’s
case, sleep is important to understand, even when it is not related to the arthritis. “Sleep is actually just
as relevant to... to resourceful and non-resourceful patients, and whether he had an arthritis flare-up or
not” (Maddie). Brenda explains that it is important to touch upon subjects that are not necessarily
related to the arthritis, when the physician has the data. ”I think that it’s ridiculous to see, see some
things [and ignore them, red.] and then I think... But it is just so specific, because it is my research area,
that if you sleep an hour more, then you get better grades! I mean, and it’s not even certain that it’s just
the grades that we should measure, but then maybe you would get better at badminton or you could get
better at drawing or playing the piano, I mean, it means something that you sleep! But I just think that
I sometimes have information like that, they might as well get it, then they can decide what they will
use it for. Then I think that it’s more of my common medical knowledge, that I use then” (Brenda).
In another consultation with John, Maddie too experiences that the app supports the collaboration
between physician and patient by providing more information. How-R-you has provided Maddie with
different angles on John’s everyday life, ones that she would usually would not ask about. “I mean,
usually I’m, for instance, not very good at asking about sleep. I get a really quick image of that. Ehm, I
also think there’s something with the mood, which I don’t necessarily question in this way either, that
they register. I mean, I get, exactly like I told the dad, I get a more nuanced image of it [John’s everyday
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life, red.], than I would if I myself – automatically asked about it. Ehm, and I think that’s positive, that
it takes those angles, without I have to sit and use 10 minutes pulling [the information out of the patient,
red.]...” (Maddie).
John also experiences how the app changes the collaboration between himself and the physician and
moves the focus from the arthritis to challenges in his everyday life. John starts by commenting how
the app has not had much influence on the treatment of his arthritis. “Except for how she looked through
it these past two days, then, what is it, ehm, what is it... Then I actually didn’t really think about how it
changed much except for how she could see that I have been fine, which I told her” (John). However,
the app has enabled Brenda to understand his perspective on everyday life with or without arthritis.
“You can say that in this way it has changed how she might get a better insight into how I am doing in
my everyday life than what I can tell her over a two-month period” (John).
Brenda furthermore explains how the collaboration with John as a patient is easier with the app. Brenda
and the rest of the physicians have specifically focused on handing John a larger responsibility for his
disease management. “I think, our focus has really been to bring more things to John [giving him more
responsibility, red.] and not on his mom, and we could use this to do that too, so she shouldn’t
necessarily take over this part, this is his communication with us. So it’s great if she supports it, and I
think he actually still needs that, but sometimes it is... the thing that lets us contact the youth instead of
their parents” (Brenda). She explains that it has sometimes been difficult to establish a connection to
John but that the app made this easier: “I think, that an app is a good way to like, put another layer
between the information, so that he is able to tell it to the app, and then the app can tell it to me, so that
our contact is less direct” (Brenda). During the examination of John, he explains other personal
challenges to Brenda that she has never previously heard about, and Brenda believes that his openness
is a direct consequence of using the app. Such information about John is important to her collaboration
with John and her treatment of him as a JIA patient and as a teenager.
Interestingly, John also confirms that the app helps him communicate with Brenda at the consultation
and that the improved conversation has consequences in his everyday life. John does not think that the
app lets him decide what happens in the consultation, but it does help him show and express how he is
and has been. “So the thing about being in control, I mean yes, ehm, if I was to describe it, I’d rather say
that, ehm, yes, I’d rather describe it by how I can show it. To show how I’ve been, which I think the app
is doing in a fantastic way to show how I’ve been during the day, how to answer that. And then I can see
every day across the past two months, how I’ve been, so that I don’t need to tell her myself” (John). In
the consultations with the app this has supported the collaboration between John and Brenda.
Specifically, Brenda’s use of How-R-you at a consultation helped John change his sleep habits, which
also put a stop to his headaches. “I mean, after I started using it [How-R-you, red.], the next consultation
after that, ehm. I answered something like, I’d been experiencing some headaches and things like that.
And that’s actually the reason I’ve got a routine bedtime at home, because if I’m feeling energetic then...
I guess you can say that the app actually changed something in my everyday life by making the physician
suggest, because she found the headache on the app, that I should go to bed earlier and [because, red.]
she could see whether I was well rested. So… And I haven’t had a headache since then!” (John). In this
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way the app assisted John in making lifestyle choices to consequently feel better, which differs from
normal consultation where focus is on the state of the arthritis.
However, Maddie also experiences that the app can counteract collaboration by excluding some
information. Specifically, John told Maddie about hip pains, that he did not register in How-R-you.
Leading up to Maddie’s consultation, John only registered in the app 10 times. However, none of the
registrations concerned the hip pains he experienced. “If I’d only looked at the app, then I wouldn’t have
caught the thing he orally told me about his pain in his hips when he went running, because he did not
run once during the times he registered. Accordingly, Maddie considers the app to be a great
supplement to the collaboration between patient and physician, but it should not replace the talk at the
consultation. “Yes, I would never use it on its own, I would always start by asking: ‘How are you?’ or
‘How’s it going’ or...” (Maddie). Furthermore, Claire, the nurse who collaborated with Maddie during
John’s consultation, explains that the size of the smartphone screen unintentionally leaves her and
John’s parents out of the collaboration. “Because me and his dad, we were excluded. His dad was sitting
next to me and was excluded during it [the consultation, red.]. And I was too, because it was impossible
to see or follow, I couldn’t do anything. [...] It is difficult to have a conversation together if you need to
talk about that, that is if everybody should be included” (Claire). She instead suggests using a tablet
when examining the data.

Embodied Experience of Time
Times of Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management in Everyday Life
Episodes at home. John registers at the same time every day. He has an alarm set on his smartphone
for 8 pm that reminds him to register. “I have set the alarm to 8 pm. Every night” (John). If he is in the
middle of something he will register when he is finished with that activity. The alarm, for instance,
always beeps just after badminton practice. John explains that the alarm is necessary as he will forget
to register without it, because he often does not experience symptoms related to arthritis. Usually he
would not think about the disease during the day, but with the app he needs to reflect about whether he
has experienced it. Sometimes he finds the proposed reflection by the app annoying, because he
experiences that it assumes that he has experienced arthritis related episodes during the day. He
explains that the app, for instance, asks whether he has participated in afterschool activities, even
during weekends. “And then for instance, if I write ‘No’, because I was, for instance if I have just had
one of those Sundays where I didn’t feel like doing anything, then it asks: ‘Why didn’t you participate in
afterschool activities?’” (John). John then finds it annoying that the app asks for arthritis related
reasons even if he just wanted a day off.
Registration takes less than 5 minutes on most days. On days where he registers medication it also takes
a little longer. Although he answers all questions in “My day” and “My night” every time he registers,
because he generally does not experience pain or medication he registers “My pain” and “My
medication” by tapping the OK function. John adds that quick registration is important in order to be
motivated to register. He accidentally logged out of the system and was forced to answer questions about
both arthritis and other diseases in the app, which was a significantly longer process. During that time,
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John wasn’t motivated to register in the app and felt more confused about his disease. Accordingly, he
stopped using the app, although he started using it again a little later in the project.
Periods at home. During this period of time, when John is feeling well in his daily life and does not
experience any symptoms, the overview of how the disease has evolved is not valuable to him. He
explains that he is able to do the same things as everyone around him and “[...] the thing about the
arthritis and all of that, I don’t know how much would help me during the time I experience right now”
(John). John does see the point of using the app to observe that his headaches disappeared, that he
enjoyed better sleep, and that he also felt more rested. However, these results are not related to the
arthritis, but rather everyday life in general. “Because that, as was just diagnosed in there, that I have
had a scan of my hip because I was hurting there a little when I’d been running. So I don’t have arthritis
or any arthritis flare-up in my hip. So I feel that, especially when I sit here and think about myself, that
I am a normal boy. Who can do whatever I feel like. So, and I don’t know how much a normal boy, who
registers something arthritis related on this app here, how much feedback he would get from it. That’s
probably what I’m like, thinking” (John). He considers that he may use the app during another time
when he experiences headaches to find other patterns. Furthermore, he does sometimes think that it
could be interesting to look back at how bad the disease has been to understand how well he is feeling
now. “And I think it would be kind of interesting, for instance also, if I was, but I don’t know how far
back it saves data and these things, but for instance now, to sit and remember and then look at the
things I answered then. Is it like, whoops, I was actually hurting there and then I could see whether it
had gotten better” (John). As he does not have the data because of the short time span he has used HowR-you, this is something John cannot do.
John thinks the app would be more valuable at home during periods of time when he felt symptoms
more intensely. “I mean, if I was to say, if I was to use the app, then it probably would be, if I for instance
had... For instance, if I’d been in pain for a very long time and then we could see a pattern in that, ehm,
in how I’d been. But I haven’t had that, so I actually didn’t use the graphs and those things. I didn’t
really use it” (John).

Times of Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management at Consultations
Episodes at consultations. John’s registrations in the app help him explain details at the consultation
about specific episodes that have happened during the time between consultations. The app for instance
revealed for him that he has experienced trouble sleeping and how difficult it has been. Although John
talked to Brenda before How-R-you was in play, he did not explain about this sleep challenge. John
thinks the app would also be very helpful in other situations where he needs to explain specific details
about pain or medication episodes he has experienced. At the consultation, John likes that there are
details from each day, because it is difficult to remember what happened at a specific day over the course
of two months.
John furthermore believes that the level of detail about what has happened during an episode in time
enables a comparison to other episodes to find patterns. Knowing the specifics of what has happened at
a specific time can help John and the physician decide on the right treatment for him. John explains
that the app, for instance, is able to reveal whether the medication has been taken at the right time. This
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could be achieved by comparing the pain between two intakes of medication with how he feels
immediately after taking the medication. “If I for instance got Humira [medication, red.] every 14th day,
then I may have felt pain in the middle of those 14 days, and then I may need a little more medication”
(John). John thinks that such information could help him and the physician at the consultation. “Then
maybe we should start thinking about how much medication I get. I could really see it helping with
that!” John explains.
For Brenda, the details the app revealed about John’s experiences of episodes with uneasy sleep also
turned out to be important. The challenges that these registrations revealed were not arthritis related,
however Brenda thought they were as important to a teenage life. Brenda would not have caught these
challenges if she had not used the app. The same goes for Maddie who, however, feels that some details
and episodes are sometimes left out of the app. Accordingly, physicians cannot entirely trust the app to
reveal all relevant episodes.
Periods at consultations. How-R-you also quickly reveals when and for how long experiences of
symptoms appear between consultations. For John, it is very difficult to remember how a two-month
period has been at a consultation and he often reports that the time period has just been fine. Yet, when
physicians look at the graphs, they quickly see that the time period is seldom completely fine. In John’s
case of uneasy sleep, the challenges were revealed when Brenda looked at the graph for sleep and
immediately saw three spikes, thus informing her that John was not sleeping well. Maddie however
points out that the graphs are misguiding if patients fail to register every day because they quickly show
an image of more or less symptoms that the patient is actually experiencing.

Embodied Experience of Space
Places for Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management in Everyday Life
John self-manages his JIA with only the support of his parents and the activity of disease selfmanagement was, before How-R-you, a minor activity in their everyday life spaces. Self-management
of medication occurs every 14th day when John is treated with the medication Humira, which he
remembers and takes himself. John takes his medication during the weekend. Sometimes, if he feels a
little ill, he will take the medication a little later than agreed, in order not to weaken his immune system
during illness. John talks to his parents about his rearrangements of medication, yet they mostly agree.
“[…] As I said, he doesn’t experience many symptoms, he takes his medication himself and everything,
so I mean, then it isn’t… So, it’s nice that we have medication, that helps,” Richard says. John doesn’t
experience challenges concerning his medication and generally does not mind his medication. Selfmanagement of symptoms is also an uncomplicated activity that John mostly self-manages himself too.
John seldom experiences any symptoms and mostly feels healthy. When he does experience pain, John
talks to his parents about the pain, although he self-manages the symptoms himself. He for instance
experienced pain in his hips after running and immediately talked to his parents about it. They then
decided to speak with the physician about it at the consultation.
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How-R-you changes the activity of self-management of symptoms in John’s everyday life to become an
activity performed every day but not necessarily at the same place. When John’s alarm beeps he knows
that it is time to register whether he is at home, at badminton practice or doing something somewhere
else. If he is in the middle of an activity he will register afterwards, if he has not forgotten by the time
he is finished. This has happened a few times when John is in front of the computer playing a game.
However, the alarm also beeps just as badminton practice is finished and he then registers in the app.
Because How-R-you is John’s own responsibility he does not necessarily need his parents by his side
when registering in the app. In this way self-management of symptoms changes from being almost
unnoticed to taking place at many different places in John’s everyday life.
Because of How-R-you, self-management of symptoms at home also changes to resemble an activity
that John knows from the hospital. The questions John answers in How-R-you remind him of the
questions that the physicians ask him at consultation. In this way, the activity of registering in How-Ryou is an enactment of what happens at the hospital. This enactment reminds John about the hospital
and changes the home space to include the activities from the hospital space.
Furthermore, because self-management of symptoms is now a recurrent, fixed activity in John’s
everyday life, reflections about his disease are more common in the home space. “I mean, like, I
sometimes feel that I’m a little more conscious about it, if I’ve felt like anything, even if I’ve just felt little
pain, then I need to remember it, so that I can write it up” (John). John explains that any pain he feels
during the day he must remember to write it up in the app. John usually registers in How-R-you by
answering all of the questions in “My day” and “My night”, but only answers all questions in “My pain”
or “My medication” when related events have played out. However, he knows the questions well and
tries to remember the data for the questions when an event occurs. At times where John would usually
let thoughts about pain go, he now tries to remember them and reflect about whether they are arthritis
related or not. Yet, because he is feeling very well, he is not sure the app is helpful to him in his everyday
life. “The thing about how well I feel, yes, I do feel that I’m well, that I can do exactly what I want, so I
don’t know how much of what I say, I don’t know how much it could help me” (John). John is, because
of How-R-you, remembering events and data throughout the day, and the disease appears in different
situations and many different places. How-R-you then changes the home space to bring attention to the
disease and John’s role as a patient.

Places for Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management at the Hospital
Every eighth week Anna drives John to consultations at AUH. Usually, Anna takes him to consultations
with the rheumatologist, while Richard brings John to the optometric physician and the dentist.
Without How-R-you, the physicians often attempt to talk with John about everyday life before moving
on to talk about arthritis. Quickly, however, the physicians change the subject to talk about for instance
experiences of arthritis and medication, especially during the creation of the anamnesis. During
consultations the physician usually follows up on John’s concerns mentioned at the previous
consultation, and asks about medication events and whether John has felt any pain. Currently, for John,
this means speaking about his migraine episodes, Humira, and explaining that he does not experience
the arthritis. Anna supports him and explains her side of John’s experiences. The few times Richard
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attends, he asks very few questions but lets John handle questions from physicians about symptoms
entirely on his own.
The use of How-R-you changes the experience of the consultation space as it, in particular, influences
the activity of the creating an anamnesis. To Brenda, the use of the app to create an anamnesis enables
a better insight into John’s everyday life. During Brenda’s consultation with John, this is very apparent
as Brenda questions John without How-R-you, before bringing forward the app. Brenda starts by asking
about John’s use of How-R-you, but when John comments that he has experienced challenges with the
registration Brenda begins asking questions about John’s health without using the app. She asks about
How-R-you again and this time John hands over his smartphone with the registrations he has made
since the last consultation. Brenda then uses the app and finds other information about John’s everyday
life that he did not initially mention, for instance about how he sleeps. “To say that he sleeps really
badly, that, that’s, in the conversation we seldom get the patients to talk about that and to me it was
quite much, he almost only had one good night, right? All of the rest of them were poor, so something
about his sleep was not as it’s supposed to be, right? I mean, it... It was at least much worse than I
expected and that was why I brought it up, so... The challenge is that there are no easy solutions, but
then I would be able to follow up on it next time to see, but is it better now, have they started doing
these things and 90% would never introduce any of it, right, but in this way we at least talked about it.
Ehm, and also talk about that this isn’t the pain, I mean, it’s not his arthritis doing it...” (Brenda). Brenda
explains that John was more open than she usually experiences him when talking about his nonarthritis related challenges in everyday life during the physical exam. By using the app, Brenda achieves
a better insight to John’s everyday life with and without the arthritis, which, in her opinion, is as
important as symptoms of the disease. Brenda incorporates the information into her activities and in
this way her activities are informed by John’s broader challenges in everyday life which become part of
the consultation space.
Maddie agrees with Brenda and also experiences how the consultation includes the space John
experiences in his everyday life to a greater degree. Before How-R-you is brought to the table during
the consultation, she talks to John about school and exams, but also touches upon how he is feeling.
When Maddie starts using How-R-you, however, she begins asking about everyday concerns as such as
sleep and absence from school, both to understand the arthritis and John’s everyday life. After the
consultation she comments that, although she found that not all information had been registered in
How-R-you, the app did reveal much about everyday life. In this way information in the app would
support JIA patients by assisting the physician in finding arthritis and normal everyday challenges.
Accordingly, when the app is at play in the consultation space, it changes the space by letting physicians
act upon the increased information about children in their everyday life with arthritis as well as nonarthritis challenges.
John, too, experiences how the app changes the consultation space to include more information from
his everyday life than he is usually able to explain to the physician. “She could see that, ehm, what I tell
her, I really feel that that’s how I’ve been in my everyday life. And that it happened,” John explains. He,
for instance, mentions how Brenda acted upon the information and talked more about his headaches
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even after they found out that they were not related to arthritis. “Yes, for instance the last time
[consultation, red.]. Back then we spoke a lot about... I don’t know how much, I don’t remember, but
we did talk much more about the thing about the headache. And I really noticed that. Because of the
app. [...] So it has, it really has changed something” (John). John then also experiences how How-Ryou virtually changes the consultation space to represent more of John’s everyday life.

Embodied Experience on Artifact
Digital and Non-Digital Chronic Disease Self-Management Artifacts in Everyday Life
Before using How-R-you, John did not apply other artifacts at home to keep track of his disease. In this
way, the app not only represents a new digital artifact, but also a new activity in their everyday life.
Using How-R-you affects John’s experience of everyday life and how much he thinks about the disease.
“I mean, like, I sometimes feel that I place a little more attention on it [the arthritis, red.], if something
has come up, if I’ve felt pain, I have to remember to register it” (John). Expect for thinking more about
the disease, John reports that How-R-you has caused a few, albeit positive, changes. “I can’t say that
the app has changed how we talk about the arthritis, but it did change some things at home, for instance,
like the thing about, like what I said about my bedtimes as the really big thing [it changed, red.]” (John).
Yet, the changes he has experienced have been to non-arthritis challenges, and he doubts whether that
is currently very useful to him. In fact, John believes that the app is as unnecessary to his current
situation as it would be to another boy without the arthritis diagnosis. He does not see the point of
registering and getting feedback on a time where he can do all the same things as other children without
the disease. In this way John almost frames the use of the app as having the reverse effect of reminding
him that he is ill instead of helping him get better when he feels okay. John also adds that at a time
when he did feel the disease much more, the app could have helped him to keep calm during difficult
times.

Digital and Non-Digital Chronic Disease Management Artifacts at Consultations
To the physicians, the use of the artifact presents John’s perspective on his situation much better than
the previous artifacts at the consultation. Before the use of How-R-you, the physicians had only the
Electronic Patient Journal to remember how John had been from consultation to consultation. Before
a consultation with John, Brenda looks in the journal to recollect him and his challenges. She quickly
remembers him in a specific way by activating her memory and the Electronic Patient Journal with her
interpretations of how John has been. As Brenda later mentions, she only has her own interpretation of
John, recorded in the Electronic Patient Journal, to assess his situation. Although John’s mother
explains her interpretation of the situation, John usually does not say much at the consultation, leaving
Brenda’s account highly biased by John’s mothers’ opinion and her own.
The app leaves Brenda with a new impression of John, because it represents how he is experiencing the
disease in his everyday life. Brenda believes John is even opening more up to her through the app. “Yes,
I think that he is a very, very quiet boy who really thinks a lot about things. Ehm... And I don’t have
anything else [research, red.] but having met a lot of people [to prove that boys this age are very quiet,
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red.] and he actually opens a little more now [with the app, red.]” (Brenda). Brenda furthermore
believes that it is easier to register things in the app for John than it is to tell her his perspective on the
disease at the consultation. “I don’t think that he is necessarily reflecting very much about his disease
and symptoms, but that’s also part of, I mean, they also need some sort of offer and I think that an app
can be a great way of like, putting a link between the information, so that he can tell it to the app and
then the app can tell it to me, so that we don’t need the direct contact” (Brenda). Furthermore, the app
also becomes a way of isolating John to force him to explain his perspective of the disease instead of
relying on his mother. “Yes, I think our focus has been to bring everything over to John and not to mom
and that a thing that we could use this to do too, so I actually think that she shouldn’t take it over, it
would be good if that was his... communication to us. So it would be great if she supports it, and I think
he still needs that, but sometimes maybe... This may give us a better contact with the young person
instead of letting everything go through the parents, I think” (Brenda). In this way, Brenda is now
allowed a better understanding of John’s perspective than before he used How-R-you. “But I think I’d
establish better contact to him, when it is done through the app. And, it’s also the same thing with many
others, I think it’s easier to talk about concrete situations and that’s what help me the absolute most
when using the app” (Brenda). What Brenda thoroughly explains is that the app becomes a
representative of John’s perspective without the interpretation of his parents, in the same way as the
Electronic Patient Journal represents her perspective. Maddie agrees: “But there are some children
[such as John, red.] who have a hard time, ehm... explaining how they actually feel, and then it takes a
really long time to get that out of them. Here I get a really quick overview” (Maddie).
From John’s point of view, it is easier to bring the app than it usually was not to bring any artifacts. He
explains that the physician is enabled a better understanding of what happens in his everyday life from
his own perspective across the time period between two consultations. “So taking control, I mean, yes,
ehm, if I was to describe it, then I’d rather say that, ehm, yes, then I’d rather describe it by that I can
show it [data in How-R-you, red.]. To show how I have been, which I think the app does great, is to
show how you feel on the day where you answer it. And then you can see every day across the past two
months, how I’ve felt, so that you don’t need to sit and explain it” (John). John also believes that the
physicians are using the app to gain John’s perspective on how he is feeling. In other situations he may
have both a hard time telling them and find it difficult to remember. “I think that it’s more like, how
have I been feeling in my everyday life, as they said, it is really hard to remember across two months,
like, how have I been. And that’s what I want to say, then they are able to use it to say more about how
that person has been, and what is it, every day across the past two months. That’s what I’ll say, that they
could use the app to do” (John). Accordingly, in John’s view, the app also lets John’s perspective
compete against other interpretations of how he feels represented, for instance by the physicians’
journal.
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CASE 6: Sophie
Summary
Sophie experiences her disease every day; it conditions her everyday activities and she often needs to
attend consultations and treatments at the hospital. But even then, Sophie is very clear about how she
does not want to become stigmatized by the disease. Accordingly, she speaks very little of it and even
seldom talks about it at home. The disease is well known to Sophie and she knows precisely how to selfmanage symptoms and medication with only the support of her parents. In this way the selfmanagement feels automatic. Extra visits to the hospital to have direct injections of adrenocortical
hormones also feel almost automatic for both Sophie and the physicians. They immediately book
operation rooms despite procedures advising physical examinations before doing so, because they trust
Sophie’s physical judgements. Nonetheless, Sophie has experienced a time when her symptoms were
unknown, and she and her family were more worried about the disease. At this time, they thought much
more about the disease. During this period, Sophie too was experiencing more as a patient at home, in
exactly the same way that she feels a patient in the hospital. Although the feeling of being a patient is
inevitable at the hospital, Sophie still finds that she misses that the physicians would also experience
her as just a person with an everyday life.
The embodied use of How-R-you changes experiences of the dimensions of everyday life. In regard to
“Actors”, changes are experienced concerning the collaboration between actors, the roles of actors, and
what they are capable of doing. Sophie experiences an increased responsibility for self-management of
symptoms, as she now must register symptoms on a daily basis. The collaboration between Sophie and
Karen, Sophie’s mother, however, does not change as Karen is not at all involved in Sophie’s registration
and, accordingly, she does not comment, remind or decide anything about it. Because Sophie is
responsible for the registration, she is also capable of stopping its use when she does not feel like
registering anymore. Sophie does not mind that the app reminds her of the disease; however, she does
not like the reflection about the symptoms and the daily reflection that there is a high probability that
her role as a patient is permanent. Moreover, How-R-you cannot help her change this fact. At the
hospital, How-R-you supports the collaboration between Sophie and the physician, by enabling the
physician an easier connection to Sophie. The app makes physicians capable of finding challenges in
the information that Sophie does not normally address, because she does not remember it between
consultations. Yet, Sophie is unsure if the information is very useful, and at the times when she
consequently does not register, How-R-you becomes almost misleading to the physician because of the
limited data.
The dimension of “Time” is also experienced anew after How-R-you is integrated in Sophie’s everyday
life. Sophie now registers every evening, and the registration is quickly done. Even then she experiences
the registration as annoying and feels that it is a waste of time and energy to reflect upon the symptoms.
To her, registering the symptoms of the disease at the current moment feels like registering the same
thing every day – and, accordingly, Sophie does not think it is necessary. At consultations, the
physicians experience are provided many more details in their inquiries about episodes and Sophie is
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able to reconstruct the episodes easily. Sophie finds that the app gives details, but she is unsure whether
these details are interesting to the physicians. Furthermore, when Sophie has registered, it is easy for
physicians to see the development of her symptoms across a time period. For times when she registered
less, the graphs are misleading. Physicians believe that the information from full time periods between
consultations would be helpful when treating Sophie.
The embodied use of How-R-you changes the experiences of the “Spaces” in which disease selfmanagement takes place. In Sophie’s home, disease self-management changes from being automatic to
reflective because Sophie needs to answer the questions in How-R-you in order to self-manage her
symptoms. The reflective disease self-management through How-R-you reminds Sophie of the
anamnesis activity that she knows from the hospital, and the enactment of this activity grants the
hospital more space in Sophie’s home. Sophie does not want to be stigmatized by the app and,
accordingly, she does not bring and register it anywhere else but at home. At the hospital, the home
space and the representation of everyday life is granted more space through the use of information from
How-R-you in the consultation. The app opens new doors to Sophie’s everyday life, and the information
the physicians receive is accordingly worked into activities at the consultation. In this way, Sophie’s
everyday space is represented in the consultation space.
Finally, when it comes to the dimension of “Artifact”, there are changes to the experience of other digital
and non-digital artifacts for disease self-management after actors have started using How-R-you.
Sophie has never used an artifact to keep track of her symptoms, and How-R-you feels more like an
intrusive activity than something that assists existing activities. At consultations, other artifacts,
primarily the Electronic Patient Journal, have been used to aid the physician’s memory, but it entirely
reflects the physician’s interpretation and experience of how Sophie feels. In comparison, How-R-you
reflects Sophie’s experiences of her disease.

Sophie’s Everyday Life
Experiencing Everyday Life with JIA
Sophie, at 16 years of age, is the oldest of the six children included in the study. Sophie lives in a large
Danish city with her mother, Karen, her father, Michael, and her older brother, Danny. The family also
have a small dog. During the course of the study, Danny moves out to live on his own. Karen is a
therapist and Danny is a salesman. Sophie’s boyfriend and friends live close to her.
Unlike the other children in the study, Sophie experiences her arthritis every day. Yet, to Sophie, the
disease is integrated into her everyday life and she cannot differentiate between life with and without
it. Karen even mentions that: “I don’t think there’s a difference,” (Karen) when trying to differentiate
between Sophie’s experiences with the disease and everyday life.
Sophie’s morning is slow because of her JIA and how well she feels when she wakes up considerably
influences the rest of her day. She always wakes up with stiff joints that take some time to warm up.
Most days she manages to get ready and go to school or work on her electric bike. However, some
mornings are worse than others. “It’s just because I wake up some days and, to begin with, I always have
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stiff joints in the morning when I wake up, but you know, it’s just that feeling of, I mean, not the
symptoms of being ill but the... You know, when you are ill, but just can’t even consider getting out of
bed to do something. And then I have these mornings when I need to stay in bed for 40 minutes before
I can get up, so I need to set my alarm for earlier to lie there, because I can’t get up, I’m just completely...”
(Sophie). When she was still in school, she sometimes stayed at home in bed. “These are days when I
would previously have stayed at home or go later [to school, red.]” (Sophie). However, Sophie does not
have the same option now that she has started working. “But, you know, it’s just that, now that I’m
working, I just don’t have the option of calling to say: ‘Now I’m actually ill’, because they can’t use that.
My work can’t use someone who constantly calls in sick” (Sophie).
Sophie is still learning to communicate her own interests without her parents’ or teachers’ help, which
is clearly seen in Sophie’s work situation. In the beginning of this study, Sophie finished junior high
school and started a gap year working in a supermarket in the city in which she lives. She is having a
difficult time at the supermarket, where she often experiences that the workload is too high, with many
hours of pain and physical exhaustion. “Because when I’m at work, it is the same things I do all of the
time, and then it hurts in my joints,” Sophie explains. Sitting at the checkout is especially hard for
Sophie, because she is seated in the same position doing the same movements continuously. Although
her two managers know about her disease, they often overestimate her ability to cope. “I mean, it’s a
little difficult at work, because when I got the job, I’d written in my application that I have arthritis. But
I also think that it’s a little hard, because of course you are affected, or at least I’m affected by my
arthritis in my everyday life, but I also think that that’s hard to put in an application, that I’m in pain
and things like that, because I do have... I want the job, of course […] I mean, they know I have arthritis,
because it was in my application, but it’s not something that they really take into account” (Sophie).
Except for the managers in the store, only one of Sophie’s colleagues knows that she has arthritis. She
regrets not having told everyone at the first meeting where she introduced herself, yet, she also does not
want to bring too much attention to the arthritis and really does not see it as an independent part of
herself either.
During the course of the study, her work challenges escalate with Sophie’s increasing work hours and
arthritis symptoms and she seeks a work and a study guidance counselor to discuss her future prospects.
Sophie has more than once been forced to confront managers about this and her decreasing energy
levels. Her arthritis and experiences with work challenges related to the arthritis significantly affect her
considerations regarding her future workplace and studies. At meetings with study and employment
counselors it is repeatedly taken into account how much the arthritis affects her life. The employment
counselor, for instance, explains about public laws and provides assistance to help Sophie in her
upcoming work life. This aid consists of both reduced work hours and tools to help Sophie with physical
work activities. The study counselor finds alternative ways for Sophie to obtain her high school diploma.
Sophie has, during her junior high school years, experienced a high degree of absence and difficulties
concentrating because of the pain. Before the meeting with the study counselor, Sophie did not think
she would be able to go to high school and thought of other educational paths. Yet, the study counselor
is suggesting that Sophie spend four years instead of three in high school to get the diploma. For the
study and employment counselor it is also important to make sure that Sophie is able to do things other
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than work, which has not always been communicated clearly to the family. “That caseworker, [...] she
said: ‘But this is not okay, that Sophie during a whole week doesn’t have a social life!’, she said that she
won’t accept it! I mean, she says that, but then she may be able to, in the future, work four hours, but
she needs, she needs to – and maybe she only works three days – but she needs to have two days to
herself. [...] I mean, this is the very first time anyone communicated that this clearly!” (Karen).
Sophie however, does have the energy to work out in the fitness center after work, and working out is
something she prioritizes. Prioritizing her day is something that Sophie has learned during her years
with arthritis and she does this every day. Because her work is strenuous and she needs to work out, she
often prioritizes these activities over hanging out with friends. “Today, for instance, when I know I have
to go to work, and I know I have to work out, but then it may not be my first priority. Okay, there’s
something I have to say. For instance, things like working out, that’s something I tell myself, I have to
go out and work out today, and then it doesn’t matter how much spare energy I have, then I do it anyway,
because I’ll be annoyed with myself if I don’t do it because I don’t have the energy. But a day like today,
I wouldn’t prioritize hanging out with my friends, for instance, or something like that, because I have
work I need to do, and I have my workout, and it’s things like that, that mean something to me. So, this
may be one of those days where I won’t prioritize [hanging out with friends, red.] that much” (Sophie).
Sophie also explains that the physiotherapists at AUH are continuously telling her to prioritize working
out, and consequently she does. Sophie used to go horse riding, however, because of her circumstances
she had to give up this demanding pastime when her arthritis accelerated. She chose to sell her horse a
few years back and instead started working out in a fitness center. In this way she’s able to decide when
and how much time she spends during workouts. In the fitness center Sophie knows what she can and
cannot do to avoid pain. Yet, for other people there it’s impossible to see that she is any different from
anyone else. In fact, Sophie appears to be healthy. Sophie is surprisingly strong and in good shape. She
lifts heavy weights and walks on the StairMaster (a fitness machine that simulates climbing stairs) for
40 minutes at a time. Yet, there are exercises that she cannot do, due to the level of pain it gives her and
exercises that she does although she knows they will cause her pain. The physiotherapists at AUH have
advised her to do them despite the pain and, accordingly, she always attempts them.
Depending on how well she feels after working out, Sophie may spend time with her boyfriend or
friends, despite knowing that there are consequences to this decision. Often, however, she is not able to
manage it. If she does decide to go out, she knows that it may have consequences the following day. It
is sometimes so stressful for Sophie that she can’t explain how she feels. “People don’t always
understand that I can’t come and take part in something, and I did that the other day, or now that I
went out with my friends this night, then I can’t do anything the next” (Sophie). She often thinks about
how her friends can do much that she cannot. “I wish that I could... I mean, I live as normal a life as
possible, but you know, I wish I could feel the same as other people who are not sick. Because one thing
is that I’m hurting and all of that, but I also... I mean, I just often thought about, I don’t understand how
all of my friends from school or all of my friends and people, how they manage to be in school for, for
so many hours, have a job and then also spend time with their friends, because I can’t even just be in
school for a whole day” (Sophie). One of the worst things about arthritis is that people around her cannot
see or understand how she is feeling. “So, I actually think that this is really hard, because it really affects
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me in a mental way too, that people don’t… when they can’t see, that I have arthritis. I think like, and
yes, of course it is terrible that I have the pain, but that, I think, is something I kind of get used to. It’s
part of my everyday life” (Sophie).
Still, to Sophie, the disease is not separate from her normal everyday life that she reflects about every
day. Of course, the condition is present and it has consequences to her day, but she knows the condition
very well. Although she would rather not live with the disease, she self-manages it every day as a known
condition and does not worry about the disease at all times. Karen maintains that when observing from
the outside, the disease has a very different status and meaning than it does to Sophie in her everyday
life. A photographer, who observed the family for a week, changed their view of themselves for a while
and gave some perspective upon their life. “It was clear to her [that Sophie’s everyday life is different
from others, red.], and it was to us too, because we suddenly saw ourselves... I mean, you know, you just
live in everyday life, some things just become a routine” (Karen).

Disease Self-Management and Responsibility at Home
Sophie is self-managing her disease entirely on her own with only the support from her parents. “You
can say it’s not because I’m on my own with all of it, because I have parents who help and support me,
but yes in my disease I prioritize myself, I have learned that, the older I’ve become,” Sophie explains.
Karen is always driving Sophie to meetings and attending meetings with her. Sophie and Karen seldom
talk about arthritis or Sophie’s symptoms during their everyday life, but they always talk before going
into a meeting. Karen makes sure that Sophie is heard, by always asking Sophie about her worries and
questions before attending consultations. In this way Karen is able to support Sophie at meetings by
reminding her of questions and backing her decisions. “Because my Mom supports me in all of the
choices I make. Everything about my arthritis. She is never opposing me when it’s something about my
arthritis. She has always been supportive and has always helped me. It’s so great, having a mom who
does that. Who really supports my choices, who isn’t demanding of me in a way” (Sophie). In a
disagreement with the physicians about whether Sophie could have a break from her medication or not,
Karen was also on Sophie’s side. “She has always supported all of the choices I’ve made and backed me
up in front of the physicians too. For instance, when I said that I wanted a break from the medication,
she also backed me up then, so that I didn’t sit on my own in front of the physicians, because that could
be a little... When there’s a nurse and a physician in there and you sit on your own” (Sophie). At home
Sophie self-manages the medication and symptoms on her own. Sophie injects herself each week with
the medication Imurel to keep her joints healthy and uses Simponi for her eyes. Sophie has no problem
injecting herself after many years of doing so. She does not experience many side effects from the
medication. However, the medication are unable to keep the symptoms from the arthritis in check and
unfortunately only keep the inflammation away briefly.
Sophie experiences self-management of symptoms most days and most of the time the symptoms are
pains. Even though Sophie experiences symptoms every day, she does not note them down. The pains
are not something out of the ordinary, which makes it difficult to know when they are interesting to
note down and when they are not. Sophie accordingly does not reflect much on them as a self-managing
activity. To relieve herself from the pain Sophie medicates herself with painkillers of different strengths,
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usually Pirom and Panadol. She takes the medication before going to work. If the pain is extreme and
the areas around her joints start to swell up heavily, she calls the hospital to make an appointment. In
these cases, only adrenocortical hormones will ease her pain. The only time Sophie is pain-free is the
time after the injections, which can last days, weeks or months. She is never sure how long but has never
managed to stay pain-free for very long and, as she has become older, the pain returns faster after
injections. As long she is part of the children’s department she will be put in full narcosis while the
hormones are injected into the joints. The physicians used to call her in for an appointment to check for
inflammation before booking an anesthesiologist and an operation room for the direct injections of
adrenocortical hormones into the inflamed joints. However, Sophie is so often right about the
inflammation that physicians book her for the intervention even before they have diagnosed the
inflammation.

Past Experiences and their Effect on Disease Self-Management
Sophie’s arthritis was diagnosed when she was two and a half years old. The arthritis has been active in
most of her body. “I have arthritis in close to all of my joints. It was diagnosed when I was small, and
then more and more joints have joined. So, it’s been in my feet and toes, knees, hips, hands and fingers.
A little all over. I also have it in my jaws and then I have uveitis in my eyes, but at the moment it is
mostly active in my hands and my feet,” Sophie says.
Sophie has been battling the disease through the use of many different medications. The physicians
have tried all the medications for JIA. The medications either have strong side effects that make life
impossible for Sophie or do not work. The last few years, the physicians have tried to mix the medication
in a way to keep the inflammation down in both the eyes and joints, although without success. Yet, not
taking medication will accelerate the inflammation in the joints and impair her. Medication has always
been a part of Sophie’s life, both helping and hindering her. Around her 16th birthday Sophie decided to
take a break from medication, however this was not as easy as predicted. Sophie wondered about the
effect of the amount of medication she is taking and she wanted to test how she felt without it. After all,
she did not remember life without it. “But that’s what I told them, that I’ve taken medication since I was
diagnosed with arthritis when I was two and a half. [...] And it’s like, there was this period of time when
I got the medication, where I was just walking around and feeling inside that I like... I felt like, it’s
difficult to explain, but if I had to do something, I felt bad each time. I’d much rather just lie down and
then I would still feel unwell. I couldn’t do anything and I was annoyed by that, so I felt like, I couldn’t
understand why I needed to take the medication when it didn’t work and that I had to stuff medication
into my body all of the time. Then they said the opposite, that if I didn’t take my medication, it was just
as bad, because then it would be the arthritis in there instead. But they let me take a break, and I’m
happy about that!” (Sophie). Sophie, unfortunately, soon became quite ill. Sophie is frustrated that her
medication is not working today, however this episode with the medication break taught her to listen to
the physicians. Sophie only declines one medication, Methotrexate, which usually works on most
children, but leaves Sophie feeling exhausted and constantly distressed.
Sophie has also, more than once, spent time in a wheelchair. Yet, she does not remember her time in
the wheelchair as being especially difficult, but rather as an experience that told her more about herself.
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When Sophie was in the wheelchair people saw her and respected her disease in a different way than
they do today. In this way, her time in the wheelchair was positive because she experienced how other
people cared for her.
Over the years, Sophie has experienced more adrenocortical hormone injections than she’s able to
count. Within a period of two years, for instance, she had nine, where more than one joint was injected
at a time. For Sophie the injections are a relief, because they take away her extreme pain. Yet, they do
not last as long anymore, and it is possible that soon they will no longer work.
After her years as patient, Sophie has learned much about self-managing the disease. Although she
needs her parents’ help and support, she’s handled the disease on her own for many years by now.
Sophie is still struggling in her everyday life, for instance in relation to declining work tasks and making
decisions about how to self-manage the disease, yet she is getting more experienced by the day.

Experiences as Patient
To Sophie, pain is always present and is completely intertwined with her everyday life, although it
changes in severity and occurs in different parts of her body. Sophie does not remember a time without
the symptoms of the arthritis. She explains that she has become used to the pains and the symptoms,
even if she does not like them. They are a part of her everyday life and have been interwoven with how
she lives. Karen explains that a friend of hers saw a picture featuring Sophie as a small girl sitting in a
wheelchair with medication on the table in front of her. “She thought it was so powerful, and it was then
she started... Because we learned to live with it, it was our everyday life, now we were there, right? And
it was only then that she [Karen’s friend, red.] started explaining, ‘But Karen, don’t you remember when
she was... and that little girl and you sat with her and she was so brave,’ and things like that. Jesus, yes,
we just had to wind back a little. I mean, it was such a long time ago. I mean… And that is that, how to
learn to live with it. So sometimes it is hard to have it repeated, the things we live with because Sophie
actually lives with it every day” (Karen). Karen then agrees that the disease has become intertwined with
everyday life and something they no longer consider unless reminded about it.
Sophie also explains that there is a difference between, on the one hand, being her everyday self with
the disease and symptoms and, on the other, being a patient. “It’s just that... I think it’s important
because then it’s just a question for the physicians about, you know, putting more medication in the
patient. I mean, they consider... how should I explain... You know, it’s just often a little, ‘Oh well, you
are hurting. Then just take some painkillers, then we’ll just give you some more medication’. And that’s
just not how an everyday life functions. Because it, it’s not just a patient, I mean, try to understand me
here. It’s like... like, we patients, we are also people, like everybody else and it’s like, we have an everyday
life, which needs to work” (Sophie). For Sophie, the reflection during disease self-management is what
makes her a patient, not the disease and the symptoms. Sophie’s believes it’s possible to have an
everyday life with the disease, where she does not consider herself a patient, but just a person like
everyone else. The disease self-management steals energy from her days, which she would like to spend
on, for instance, friends: “I mean, it’s like... It’s just that, they [physicians, red.] don’t see everyday life
like that. How I don’t have any energy, how I’m just really sad, because I don’t have energy left to spend
on my friends. And that’s just important, it’s like... It’s also a part of being chronically ill. It’s not just,
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that you feel pain all of the time and pain and those things. Because it’s also, what is it called? Friends
and things, it just tears up that” (Sophie). Even if the disease is often experienced, Sophie’s experience
of being a patient is not always part of feeling the disease. Sophie’s experience of pain is near constant
and she consequently does not reflect about the pain every time she feels it. In this way, the feeling of
pain is just as much linked to other roles as it is to being a patient. When self-managing the disease,
however, she must actively reflect on the disease, which instantly puts her in the role of a patient. In her
everyday life, feeling like a patient then only happens when Sophie actively reflects upon the disease,
for instance when talking to her parents or others about the self-management of the disease. In this
way, for Sophie, it is not the symptoms of the disease itself, but the self-management of the disease, that
reminds her that she is a patient.
Around once a month, Sophie attends a consultation with a physician at AUH in which her role as a
patient is at the top of her mind. Currently, Sophie’s arthritis is in flare-up, and she often needs to
change her consultation dates to meet with physicians. For Sophie, most consultations with the
physicians are similar although they often talk about different aspects of the disease self-management
and seldom about anything other than the arthritis. When Sophie and Karen arrive, they take a place in
the waiting room until called to the consultation room. In the room, the physicians usually ask Sophie
how she is, and she is almost always able to tell them where the arthritis is active, because she knows
the pain. “And then I tell them how it has been, and I usually tell them, I know the difference between
arthritis or if it is an injury, and they usually also... I mean, they scan the joints, and then they see that
it is arthritis flare-up, but they also want to find out whether it is the injury or whether it is the arthritis,
that causes the pain” (Sophie). The creation of the anamnesis is followed by a physical examination and
scan of joints, which mostly confirms that Sophie already knew where the arthritis was active. Sophie
and the physician then sit down at the table again and talk about how to self-manage the disease going
forward. This talk includes thoughts on medication and new medication, CT scans and appointments,
thoughts on orthopedic interventions, adrenocortical hormones and the like. After the consultation
Sophie has her blood drawn and provides a urine sample either before or after the consultation,
depending on the time she arrives.
When Sophie is there for adrenocortical hormones, the treatment is a little different. Sophie still attends
a consultation, yet the consultation is very on-point and discusses the pain that Sophie experiences at
this moment. After the consultation Sophie is taken to the OR. She is then anesthetized before the
intervention takes place. After the intervention, she wakes up and then waits to talk to the physician
about how it went, before she leaves to stay with Karen at the Family House, a hotel for children at the
hospital. The day after, Sophie goes back to have a checkup and then goes home.

Embodied Experience on Actors
Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management between Sophie and Karen
With How-R-you, Sophie is introduced to a new responsibility that she did not previously have. Sophie
has not noted down experiences of her symptoms before or been reflective about her experiences on a
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daily basis. Hence the app introduced a new self-management activity for Sophie and hands over the
responsibility of reflecting about her health, which Karen would usually do to a greater degree.
With How-R-you, Sophie furthermore self-manages her symptoms entirely on her own, and,
accordingly, the app is solely Sophie’s responsibility. Sophie registers on her own in How-R-you every
day and she does not discuss its use with her parents. Sophie even explains that there is no use for the
app between her and Karen “[...] because she already knows me so well, I mean, yes” (Sophie).
Occasionally, Sophie speaks with her parents about her disease, yet, although the app increases her
responsibilities and the number of her disease self-management activities, she does not talk more about
the disease with her parents. Furthermore, because her parents do not support, decide or remind her
about the app, when Sophie does not want to register anymore, she does so without meeting any
resistance to the decision.
Sophie stops using How-R-you at a time after the first consultation due the fact that she is not convinced
that the app can help her. Sophie does not mind the daily reminder about her disease – she does not
forget the disease anyway. The difference is that using the app requires a reflection which can be
difficult, time consuming and energy tapping. The reflection moreover reminds her about her role as a
patient and how she will always have the disease. Furthermore, she does not think that the information
in the app may help the physician’s efforts in curing her disease.

Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management between the Family and Physician
Sophie is appreciative when it comes to the collaboration with physicians and her treatment at the
hospital. According to Sophie they listen and try to help her with the challenges she experiences. “I’m
feeling fine about the physicians up there. There’s no problem there, because they, I mean, they help
me and those sorts of things. And I have always had good communication with them,” Sophie says. “I
mean, I have nothing negative to say about them. I’m really happy and positive that that I have met so
many great physicians too” (Sophie).
Yet, without the use of How-R-you, she sometimes experiences difficulties in the collaboration with the
physicians. They do not understand that she is not constantly thinking about her disease and that she
has an everyday life where the disease is simply an integrated aspect. “It’s just that like... There is an
everyday life too. And it’s like, yes. They don’t really consider that” (Sophie). Sophie feels that they often
see her only for the disease she has: “I don’t know how to explain this, but the thing about how
sometimes, then... There’s also a person behind the disease. And those sorts of things. Yes, it is difficult
to explain, but you know, it is the thing about that I’m not just ill and it’s not just a disease, that needs
to be at ease, because I also need to follow [the process, red.] mentally” (Sophie). Correspondingly,
although Sophie and the physicians usually agree on topics at the consultation, there are a few subjects
they differ on, and this is often because the physicians, in Sophie’s opinion, do not understand her
everyday life. For instance, the physicians believe that Methotrexate is the best treatment for Sophie,
yet she continuously refuses the medication, because of its many side effects, which make it difficult to
have a normal everyday life. Another example is that the physicians sometimes do not want to give her
injections of adrenocortical hormones, because overuse can destroy her joints, but Sophie wants the
injections because they relieve her pain and enable a normal life. A third case is that Sophie would like
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to know more about the consequences to her normal life of stiffening her ankle through an orthopedic
operation. However, because she told the physicians that she probably does not want the operation,
they do not send her to the orthopedic physician. A final example is that Sophie continuously explains
how a physician would not let her have a break from the medication, at a time where Sophie was very
unhappy about her treatment. “I mean, I really like the physicians, because I feel like they listen, and
that they want to help me, and they are not stubborn, in a way. I mean, the time where I wanted a break
from my medication, I was a little annoyed, because it’s like, you [physicians, red.] could just listen to
what I have to say, instead of just saying that then I have to stick it out, because it’s not just sticking it
out. Then I was a little annoyed, but he did listen to me at last. So I would like to say, I mean, the
physicians are really good at listening...” (Sophie). The medication challenged Sophie in her everyday
life, but the physicians had a difficult time understanding this. “It was during a time where there was
some medication that I wouldn’t take, because I felt really bad when I did. That I couldn’t go to school.
And it was like, argh, but they wanted to keep giving it to me and blah blah blah. Just like that. Where
I was a little like... It’s just not okay with my everyday life, functions, if I need to keep stuffing medication
down, that makes me feel bad. And they didn’t understand that!” (Sophie). In this way, the challenges
Sophie experiences are mostly connected to how physicians do not understand her everyday life.
Sophie often talks about an episode during a consultation that illustrates how a physician listened to
and understood how she felt in her everyday life. One of the physicians, Charles, admitted that he was
not able to help her. “I mean, I must say, a physician that consulted me a lot during a period of time –
Charles – I could really see it in his eyes, how almost sad he was because he didn’t know what to do. I
could just see, he seriously just sat there and looked at me, into thin air, without saying anything, for
like two minutes, and just like... He didn’t know what he was meant to do. He said, ‘Try to listen, Sophie,
I might as well tell you honestly, I don’t know what to do.’ You know... [...]” (Sophie). Interestingly,
Sophie recalls this situation as a positive memory, perhaps the best consultation she has attended, and
this made Charles her favorite physician. “He has been my favorite physician since I got him, because
he has always... Yes, he has always had an understanding of how I felt, the rest of them also do, but you
know, it was in such a... You know, and he was always just like, he was truly sorry for me, that there was
nothing they could do and that there was nothing they could do to make my everyday life better and the
arthritis, you know, just something to make me feel better” (Sophie). Karen explains how Charles was
able to “[...] go into that room” (Karen), meaning that he was able to understand Sophie’s everyday life
and talk about it with her. This example illustrates that the physician’s understanding of Sophie’s
everyday life sometimes is worth more to her than coming up with new treatment possibilities.
From Sophie’s perspective, How-R-you both changes the collaboration between physicians and Sophie
by enabling physicians to have a better perspective on her everyday life and does not change it. Sophie’s
thoughts on what the app changes are different across the consultations in which How-R-you is used.
However, as shall be seen, Sophie also prepared differently for the different consultations. Before her
first consultation with How-R-you, Sophie uses How-R-you every day at home. After the first
consultation she starts using the app less.
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Immediately after the first consultation with How-R-you, Sophie explains that she thought the app
made it easier to remember what had happened since the last consultation, which helped the
collaboration with the physician. “I think it was a much cooler consultation today than it usually is.
Because we just sat there with the app, you know, then she could see my answers. Because we talked
about that it is damn hard to remember when it started hurting. And how and when. So, in that way it
was actually cool to have this, and then we could talk about how and when, instead of that: ‘Well, I
started feeling it then, it lasted about this long’. I mean. You know, so, I actually thought it was okay
and that’s why I also feel like, then I’d like to use the app, if it can help me in a special way. A positive,
yes, you know… A positive perspective, that’s what I gained. Because it also helped to, well, but then I
actually feel like keeping it up, because I felt that it gave me something, how we sat there and were able
to [see, red.]... what I answered, right?” (Sophie). In this way the app becomes a memory tool for Sophie.
Sophie explains that she, for instance, forgot the names of the medication she received when she visited
the optometric physician, and that she was able to retrieve the names of the medication from her app.
However, she mostly uses the app to remember and show the physician how she has been between
consultations.
At a consultation where How-R-you is in use, this is especially noticeable during Brenda’s examination
of Sophie’s registrations of pain. At the consultation, Trevor [another physician, red.] has just left the
room after he and Brenda have updated Sophie on the physician team’s ideas for future medical
treatment. Sophie and Karen are sitting next to each other, with Karen closer to the door and Sophie
next to Brenda. Brenda is on an office chair and the moment Trevor closes the door she leans in and
says: “Then I would like to see the app, and what kind of registrations you made” (Brenda). Sophie finds
her smartphone, unlocks it and logs into How-R-you, while telling Brenda that she has registered each
day since the last consultation. She puts the smartphone on the table in a way so that the bottom of the
screen points towards Brenda. Brenda taps into “My pain”.
Brenda: Like this. If we start out by looking at ‘Pain’.
Sophie: Oh, so that’s how you see it.
[Brenda taps ‘Date’ to define the time period she is looking at]
Brenda: And then you can say, did you start on the fourth of November or..?
Karen: Yes, when she was here last, right?
Brenda: Yes, no, the first of November I think it was.
[Brenda taps into the graph and observes the graph that represents how Sophie’s pain has risen and
fallen but on an overall note it has risen across the defined time period. The graph starts around 0 and
the highest point is 9.5 of a possible 10. Sophie is leaning over the table while she observes the screen
and Karen too looks at the screen from behind Sophie]
Brenda: Try to see this for instance. Then we have all the way back here, from the beginning, where your
scores are all the way down on three to four and then there are a few days here, right?
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Sophie: Mmh...
Brenda: And then it has just gone up from there.
Sophie: Yes, but I mean, there really was this other day.
[Brenda looks up from the phone and to Sophie who keeps talking]
Brenda: Yes.
Sophie: Where I’d been working for five hours or something, and then I needed to go with Mom to buy
a present for my second cousin or something like that.
Brenda: Mmh.
Sophie: And we didn’t actually walk around for long, but I couldn’t... I mean, just out of the blue my
foot just locked, and then I couldn’t walk on it.
Karen: We needed to take her shoe off.
Brenda: Yes.
Sophie: It came from, that I’d just had the injections with adrenocortical hormones – it hurt that bad.
Brenda: Yes, but did it practically lock... or was it the pain?
Sophie: No, but you know, I feel like that... It’s like, I feel it, that it like does something and then, you
know, then the pain comes.
Brenda: Yes.
Sophie: I mean it has been hurting all of the time...
[Sophie bends to the side and takes hold of her foot]
Sophie: And things like that, but it is here, where it is tall...
[Sophie points to the tallest representation on the graph]
Sophie: Because I could... I mean, it was like... You know, I felt, it was like, when I just had the injections
of adrenocortical hormones.
Brenda: Yes.
Sophie: That’s how bad it hurt.
Brenda: So, you weren’t able to do anything?
Sophie: Nothing.
Brenda: You couldn’t walk without tears out of...
Sophie: I mean, I needed to go out, and I was almost crying when I left.
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Brenda: Yes.
After the consultation Sophie explains that she would not normally have remembered all of the things
she told Brenda, while Brenda explains that the information she received is important to her treatment
of Sophie. “But I also thought that it was a little strange, because many of the things I’d written down,
it’s like, I can’t remember it in a way. I can’t totally remember the things I wrote down; I have a really
bad memory concerning these things,” Sophie says. Sophie adds that she may have mentioned her pain
in the foot; however, it wouldn’t have been in as much detail. For Brenda, the information she retrieved
from the app about the pain is valuable to her understanding of the injury Sophie has suffered. “[...] and
the reason I ask about the thing about whether it locks or doesn’t lock, it’s because, if you feel that you
can move it because of the pain or if actually, a little fragment has broken off, right? Because that’s what
we call a joint mouse and it’s actually something that the orthopedic surgeons can help with. They do
that by pulling out the joint mouse, right, because the other things that you can talk to the orthopedic
surgeons about is to have a little bit of the joint capsule removed. I mean, some of the creases that the
joint capsule has made because it’s been bothered for so long,” Brenda says. For Brenda, the amount of
information therefore is valuable.
Sophie specifies that, to her, the value of the registrations in the app is that How-R-you provides the
physician with a better understanding of her everyday life. “I actually think, because then we touch upon
how everyday life has been, you know. And that actually... That was a really good question, because then
they familiarize themselves more... then they can see how my everyday life was” (Sophie). Karen agrees
and adds: “I think it [everyday life, red.] is more evident to them. Because when we sit, just as you said
the last time, when we sit up there, I mean in our everyday life, then we see every day, Sophie walking
and limping, right? [...] But it [everyday life, red.] is clear to them and it is what Brenda was also able
to see [in the app], but just when she had the injections with of adrenocortical hormones she scored
low, but back then she felt better” (Karen). During the consultation, Brenda also asks about Sophie’s
sleep, and finds out that Sophie’s sleep is very unstable. Brenda then observes how Sophie needs to take
breaks during activities and has been absent from work for a few days, although Sophie explains that
she usually works despite the pain. Sophie is also able to recount her experiences of her mental state
and Brenda is informed about her mood. As seen in this part of the consultation, Sophie can explain
why she was sad and how she reacted. Brenda looks at the screen and lists what she sees in the table on
Sophie’s mood.
Brenda: Mood: good, good some of the time, good, good, very bad...
Sophie: Mmh...
Karen: It’s that day when... [laughs]
Sophie: Yes, it was because, there was this day, I’d started working, and I just didn’t have any energy,
so...
Brenda: No.
Karen: I could see it right away.
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Sophie: I mean, it… yes, it was just really bad.
Brenda: Yes, and it actually is the same day as the time, where you experienced all of the pain...
Sophie: No, it wasn’t.
Brenda: And it isn’t the same day, as one of those where you slept unwell? I mean, if I just...
Sophie: I just didn’t have any energy left, when I came home.
Brenda: No. That is...
[Brenda logs back to “My pain”, to see the days in which Sophie experienced a lot of pain]
Karen: No, and I also think, it was a bad day at work.
Sophie: At work, yes.
Karen: And it is also the thing about, when the foot... I mean, but you can spot it, when you come... I
mean, and it is also, again, how much have you been sitting at the cashier and how much did she need
to walk.
Brenda: Yes, it was the day before, where you experienced a lot of pain. So you’ve felt increasing pain
here.
Karen: And it is also... I mean, it is the... Don’t put extra hours to a workday or something like that.
Brenda: No.
[Brenda looks up at Karen and Sophie]
Karen: They can’t do that. I mean, then she is... We have to... She has to in her mind know that, what is
happening where.
Brenda: Yes.
Karen: I mean, you know, so mentally, she adjusts. So now she looks forward to having the weekend off.
Brenda: Yes.
Karen: Yes but, then mentally so goes through... [imitating Sophie] “But you are at work, Sophie.”
Brenda: Yes.
Karen: I mean, no matter what you are... I mean, if you were to take care of your foot – this is something
you [Sophie, red.] told me – if you were still in school, then you would have said, then there were days
where you would have stayed at home, like when you were in school.
As seen here Brenda is receiving a considerable amount of information about Sophie’s everyday life
concerns, that are indirectly arthritis related and sometimes may not relate to the arthritis. Brenda sums
up the conversation by reminding Sophie that she should prioritize activities that make her happy, for
instance spending time with friends. In this way, the information about her everyday life that Brenda
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receives enables her to comment on activities other than disease management. Karen subsequently also
comments that she observed how the app opened the possibility for better collaboration between
Brenda and Sophie by enabling an exchange of information.
However, Sophie is not certain that the app helps the collaboration between herself and the physician
more than giving the physician some additional information about her everyday life. Sophie emphasizes
that the app makes it easier to remember information about her everyday life, but that to her, it does
not change what information she would or would not give the physician. Sophie has never been shy in
telling the physicians how she feels. “I just think it’s a really useful tool for the ones who aren’t really
good at talking to the physicians, because I feel, that we are. I can say, well, but yes, it hasn’t really been
good and no, I actually don’t feel like taking my medication. I told them that before” (Sophie). Because
Sophie has never experienced difficulties speaking to the physicians, even when she knew that the
physicians would not appreciate her opinion, she feels that How-R-you is less interesting to her.
In fact, Sophie’s experiences with using How-R-you during consultations are not all as positive as her
first one, and even contradict Sophie’s desire to bring everyday life more into the collaboration between
them. At the next consultation between Charles and Sophie, Sophie explains that she registered less,
and this may have been the reason for the difference in experience. Because she had registered less
between consultations, Sophie felt that the app misrepresented how she had really been between
consultations. “So, I may feel that he, you know, saw me in a wrong way in some way, I feel” (Sophie).
It is difficult to observe in the app whether Sophie has registered all days, and, accordingly, the graphs
may only represent a limited amount of all that she experiences. Yet, to the physician, it still looks as if
even a few registrations are describing a complete time period and Sophie feels this may give him an
inaccurate idea. Even if Sophie had a couple of bad days, for instance, she may have experienced many
days without symptoms, that she did not register. For the app to help the collaboration and represent
how Sophie has been, she must register every day, both days that she feels well and unwell, “[...] Because
if not, yes, I don’t know, then it doesn’t register it [experiences of how she has been, red.] in the right
way” (Sophie).
Charles agrees with Sophie that a lack of registrations presents an obstacle for the collaboration.
Although Charles finds that the app presents an opportunity to know more about Sophie and how she
has been during the past few months, the limited number of registrations are a challenge to reach this
goal. “That she used it much less [than before the last consultation, red.], that’s a pity, I guess, because
it could have been interesting to dive into her night sleep and her pain and things like that. I would have
liked to see how her pains were, ehm, right after the injections of adrenocortical hormones. She had an,
she had an injection of adrenocortical hormones recently, and it would have been interesting to see how
she sleeps, how her pain was in relation to now, where all of it [symptoms, red.] is coming back. So,
that’s when her missing registrations kind of... damage the validity a little in the data you can receive
here [in the app, red.]” (Charles). However, if Sophie had used the app every day, Charles still feels that
the app provides evidence for how the child has been.
Even if both Sophie and Charles describe that the missing registrations made How-R-you less
interesting to the collaboration between them, Karen still experienced that Charles knew and asked
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about details more than he usually does. “I mean, I also think, I mean, what I hear today is that he is
looking deeper into some things, or what can you say, and it is positive, because that’s what the app
should open up for. That you... or zoom into, what to say, the details, right? Because if not, then it will
be like this when we talk, because everything between us is so implicit. Then we may forget to dive into
the details, unless we are asked directly” (Karen). Accordingly, she still believes that the app is
interesting, because she thinks the details are important to Sophie’s treatment.
Sophie also thinks that the app presented the positive feature of structuring the conversation with the
physician, with or without many registrations. “I feel, it was like, you know, if you go in... I mean, you
always know what is supposed to happen [at a consultation, red.], right? But you never know where the
conversation is going. Or what we will say. Where the app, it was like, a little more structured, you know.
Point by point, what we talked about. So, in that way it made the, ehm, yes. [...] It is more structured,
what we talked about. We talked more in depth” (Sophie). This is a feature Sophie likes, because it
ensures that they talk about all of the relevant things that have happened.

Embodied Experience of Time
Times of Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management in Everyday Life
Episodes at home. Sophie spends very little time registering in How-R-you and does it at the same time
each day. Sophie registers once a day and never registers days ahead or for previous days, because she
feels that those registrations would not be real. Sophie registers just before bedtime to make sure that
the registration represents the entire day. “Ehm, it’s more that, because if I’m in my bed I can just do it.
But I also feel like, I don’t completely know how the day will turn out. So, I’ve tried to do it as little as
possible. Because it may change during the day” (Sophie). However, in circumstances where she
experiences strong pain, she may register earlier in the day. “Or sometimes, if it’s a really bad day, I’ve
done it during a break for instance, like in the middle of the day. Because it won’t get any better anyways,
you know” (Sophie). In the cases where she has registered during the day, she may go back and register
again before bedtime. “I mean, if it has... If it for instance has worsened during the day, then I go back
in and change... Then I have, then I can go in and correct it” (Sophie). However, in cases where she feels
better during the day, she does not change the registration to represent that she is better now. “But, I
don’t do that [laughs]. But principally I could do that too. But if it worsened, then I went in and changed
the pain too” (Sophie). In this way, registration happens at least once a day, but if the pain is strong,
Sophie reflects about and self-manages her symptoms more. Registration usually takes her two minutes,
although a little longer if she answers all questions. “I mean, it never takes a long time. But, you know,
if I need to answer all questions and suchlike. Then, those are the times it takes the longest time, right?
But I mean, I don’t even think it takes me two minutes” (Sophie).
Sophie does not like registering very much, even if she understands that it may be important. Having
to remember that she needs to register is an irritation throughout the day. “I mean, it’s like having a
class in school that you really don’t want. You just try to avoid it. That’s really how it is” (Sophie). The
irritation often keeps her from doing the activity. “I just can’t say, what it is that causes it, because it is
just... It’s like this, ‘well, but I also need to register,’ and then I end up doing something else” (Sophie).
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Sophie explains that the irritation is caused by the fact that what she registers in the app is always the
same. “Because, yes, yes, there’s not really a change in what I write. It’s the same thing all of the time”
(Sophie).
On the other hand, Sophie understands that registering every day enables her to remember specific
details about episodes which she would have usually forgotten. Although it does not change the fact that
she is hurting, she experiences varying strengths of the pain and pain in different joints, for instance.
Yet, to her, it feels as if nothing changes when she is registering, and she is constantly reminding herself
of the things she cannot do or things that feel bad. “I mean, it’s just like, I mean, every day I’m hurting.
Every day I’m tired and every day it’s hard work to go to work, so it’s like the same things I have to
register every single day” (Sophie). In this way, the activity of self-managing symptoms is, with the app,
something that Sophie thinks about more than once a day. Commenting on how a notification may
change how much time she spends reminding herself about the disease, Sophie explains that getting a
notification from the app is “[...] a little like getting a text message from someone, I really don’t want to
answer...” (Sophie) and explains how she would still try to avoid registering.
Periods at home. Karen and Sophie only partly agree on whether How-R-you is interesting in time
periods of arthritis flare-ups. Because Sophie is almost constantly experiencing symptoms and finds it
difficult to remember symptoms across time periods, How-R-you seems a great opportunity to her.
Interestingly, she does not think it brings much value to her. Although she is in a constant time period
of symptoms, the symptoms are known to her, and because she experiences the same thing each day, it
feels pointless to register them all. Karen partly agrees with Sophie, but she also thinks that the app can
help in Sophie’s situation because “[...] It may work for people like us to keep our focus on the details”
(Karen). Karen explains that it is easy to forget the details, because the overall assessment is that Sophie
is hurting every day. However, in her opinion, even small details may help Sophie’s treatment of
arthritis in different parts of her body. Karen, for instance, explains that the app would have been very
helpful in keeping track of all of the different side effects Sophie experiences from different medications
and combinations of medications if they had started using it earlier. Neither Karen nor Sophie
remember all the side effects anymore and, now that they are changing medication, a record would have
been helpful.
Sophie also maintains that the value of the app should not be seen as higher or lower than patients’
statements depending on how active their arthritis is experienced in everyday life. “I don’t think it is
best for the ones who are in most pain or the ones with less... Because they all still have a disease”
(Sophie). Sophie explains that the app is interesting for children who find it difficult to talk to the
physicians about their disease management. “But there may be some people, who have a hard time
saying, ‘Well, I actually haven’t taken my medication,’ and there are many arthritis patients who don’t
feel like that. [...] And maybe it’s just not everyone, who dares say it” (Sophie).
Sophie finds that having to always register how bad she feels negatively affects her feelings about the
app. She does not mind and is used to the thoughts about the presence of the disease, but daily
registration and reflection about the development of symptoms, or rather how she continuously lives
with worsening symptoms, become depressing when undertaken for a long time period. Hence, the app
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continuously makes it clear how she is not feeling better, while she furthermore feels that the app is
unable to help her cure the symptoms and she will continue hurting even if she registers this in the app.
“But, I mean, I also feel a little, yes, okay, now I’ve had arthritis for... all of my life. And I know that I
won’t get rid of it – I mean, I really won’t. Not without any injuries, at least. So, in that way I won’t. And
then I feel a little like... And it’s not that I feel, you necessarily invoke your disease through an app or
something like that. Because it’s there to help you. But I just feel like, I’m hurting every day anyways.
And I feel it every day, so it’s not really necessary for me to register on an app, that now I’m hurting
here and there” (Sophie). Sophie also does not use the graphs in the app to look back at how she has
been. As Karen explains: “We may be a little atypical, like that, but I think the thing about, that in our
family, we really live today and tomorrow, I mean [...] But what I mean is that we live now. I mean,
that’s kind of a condition” (Karen). When Karen describes Sophie’s pains as a condition in Sophie’s life,
she simultaneously explains that Sophie needs to learn how to live with arthritis because it is unlikely
that she will grow out of the disease.

Times of Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management at Consultations
Episodes at consultations. At consultations, the physician is able to learn more about specific episodes
in the time that has taken place between consultations. In Brenda’s case, she was able to focus some of
her attention on a pain episode, in order to better understand the pain. Understanding the pain in this
case enables Brenda to make assumptions about what may have happened to Sophie. Brenda believes
that the pain Sophie feels may not be a symptom of the inflammation but a little fragment of the joint
capsule that has broken off. Brenda cannot treat this pain, although an orthopedic surgeon can. Sophie
is then examined by Brenda, and if it is the case that the challenge lies outside Brenda’s expertise, she
can send Sophie to another expert physician, in this case an orthopedic surgeon. It is not easy to find
these cases, because the physician requires a variety of information about the symptom to analyze what
sort of pain is in play. How-R-you enables many details about what happened just as the pain occurred,
a time that the physician could not be present.
For Sophie, it can be difficult to understand how the physician will use all of the details about a specific
episode. She knows that the physicians gain a more detailed insight into her everyday life. As Karen
points out, How-R-you opens up the conversation between physician and patient to talk more about the
details of the specific episodes at home. Yet, Sophie also believes that they need some details in the app
more than others. “It’s okay, they say, well, but you’ve been doing afterschool activities today and duh,
duh, duh and those things, but it was quickly... I mean, swiped over. I mean, there wasn’t a lot of talk
then, right? [...] Regarding how they get a better insight, but today when we talked and he was like,
‘Well, you have an afterschool activity?’, it’s like, ‘Yes, you could join [afterschool activities, red.], but
you had to stop a little, what was that?’, ‘Oh, but it’s fitness’, ‘Oh okay’, yes but he could see that, it was
like, then there’s the next one. You know, regarding some of the other things, that’s much more detailed”
(Sophie). Sophie explains that the physician spends more time on the modules ‘My Sleep’ and “My
pain”, yet how this may help her treatment is difficult for her to understand. “But I just think in general
it’s difficult that a physician gains insight into how my everyday life is, because they have so many
patients. And yes, when you sit there and explain, well, but, it’s like this and like this, and such, yes but
they can hear that, and that’s too bad and those things, but to begin with they can’t actually do anything
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about it. And secondly, then many patients just feel the same about it, so I don’t know whether the app
helps to enable an understanding” (Sophie). In this way Sophie thinks that the app is useful in order to
gain more information and start the conversation, but she is not sure it helps much. “I just think, I guess
it’s okay, that we talk about it, but is it also like a large necessity, I just don’t think it is for me, maybe”
(Sophie).
Sophie also feels that the physician spends more time talking to her during the consultation than she is
used to. The physician spends more time on understanding the different episodes and asks about what
happened. “I mean, I’m thinking that it takes up more time, when you use the app, because he like… he
asks about everything” (Sophie). In her opinion, they talk about arthritis and how arthritis related
episodes affect her everyday life. “I mean, it’s only my arthritis, that’s what I think anyways. And then
of course also how it affects me in my everyday life. I mean, regarding my pain and things like that,
regarding what I can then do with my arthritis” (Sophie).
Periods at consultations. The physicians are also able to observe tendencies across a time period
between Sophie’s consultation by observing her pain registrations in the graph. At Sophie’s first
consultation, for instance, Brenda was able to understand how Sophie’s pain had disappeared for some
time after adrenocortical hormone injections but that the pain quickly appeared again. This information
is important to understand how often Sophie can have the injections and to know the state of her joints.
The registrations at this consultation were done routinely, and so they represented Sophie’s past time
period well.
In Charles’ consultation the graphs were however misleading because Sophie did not register every day.
Because Sophie only registered a few days after the last consultation and stopped the registrations
around a month before the consultation with Charles, the registrations in the app only represented a
small percentage of the time period. Sophie knows that when her registrations for this time period are
presented in the app, the image of her past time is misguiding. “Related to how it was, because then
there may be this one day where I used the app, where I had it, and then the graph will be tall. So in that
way, I don’t feel, that it like [supports, red.] what I say at that specific moment, right then [...] I feel that
it [registrations every day, red.] would have been a different perspective on it [the time period, red.],
and then the graph, ironically, would change” (Sophie). Charles agrees. “But then again, it’s a little
misguiding up here under this one with “My night” here, right? You need to be mindful about how many
registrations you put in the app. It actually looks like you slept really badly, when I look at that... I mean,
at the current time, compared to further back, right, but you can say, when you don’t really compare...
[...] But yes, it is really fluctuating” (Charles). Charles here comments on how the registrations describe
that Sophie sleeps badly while Sophie explains that her sleep is actually varying considerably and she
often sleeps well. Charles and Sophie agree that physicians must be careful to read data and when the
data were registered to assess their validity. Yet, Sophie also explains that when she attends
consultations without the app, she usually only remembers the things that have just occurred and
forgets details such as, for instance, when different things happened. “Because in the situation you
don’t... I mean, in the situation you know that it’s difficult for instance, but then when you need to
remember, when was it that the pain started and things like that. And it’s about a month, that usually
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passes by between... At least in my case. So, then it’s a little like, okay, when did it start hurting and
things – that’s a little hard to remember sometimes” (Sophie). Consequently, it may be difficult for
physicians to understand the development of the symptoms over the past time period. However, if
Sophie did register each day, Charles is certain that the presentation of registrations would assist his
understanding of the time period better.

Embodied Experience of Space
Places for Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management in Everyday Life
Without How-R-you, Sophie self-manages her disease alone in the space of her at home and does not
need her parents to remind her. Self-management of symptoms consists of finding ways to self-manage
pain when she experiences it, for instance by the use of painkillers and relaxation. Sophie never writes
down how she is feeling or whether she experiences challenges. She usually does not remember exact
times when different disease-related events occurred either; however, because she feels and notices her
arthritis every day, she does not feel the need to know dates or times. In this way symptom selfmanagement of symptoms is an automatic activity, which does not require reflection. Self-management
of medication is a fixed activity and Sophie takes her medication as prescribed by the physicians. If she
is unhappy about the medication she speaks to the physician. She sometimes speaks to Karen about
arthritis, although they seldom touch upon the subject at home. “But we actually never talk about... I
mean, about Sophie’s arthritis at home. No, I mean, but that’s why... I mean, because we really don’t,
which Sophie also says, make it anything... I mean, we live like, I mean, there are things, that we forget,
I mean: ‘God yes, we were there too’, I mean, because we don’t make it a lifestyle, I mean, do you
understand?” (Karen).
Even though Sophie feels the disease every day, it is in this way an integral part of everyday life at home.
While Sophie experiences the disease often, she does not reflect about it and makes sure that it is not
becoming a larger part of life than she wants it to be. In this regard, the disease is annoying, and
constrains some of her daily activities, but Sophie and her family are determined to not make the disease
a large part of her life. In this way, at home Sophie seldom reflects about the disease and her symptoms.
Although self-management of medication stays the same in the space of Sophie’s home, with the
introduction of How-R-you, self-management of symptoms changes dramatically. Sophie is still in
charge of self-management of symptoms and she does not discuss the registration in How-R-you with
her mother. However, for Sophie, who is used to self-managing her symptoms automatically and as they
occur without reflecting about questions such as what, when, how much, why and so on, How-R-you
presents a significant change. Sophie is now obliged to register how she feels on a daily basis and reflect
upon many different dimensions of her symptoms in the space of her home. From this perspective, the
app presents a new responsibility to her.
Registration in the app takes place in Sophie’s room. She registers on her own and, although the app is
only briefly part of the room and activities there, it affects how she experiences her disease. Sophie
usually registers around bedtime, when she is in her bed about to go to sleep. When Sophie feels well
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and she experiences an excess of energy after daily priorities, she registers all questions in How-R-you
without using the ‘OK’ function. She sometimes also uses the ‘OK’ function because she is feeling well.
Sophie starts with the top module and works her way down the app. Describing how bad her pain is, is
sometimes a little difficult. Yet she always answers this question. Although Sophie registered almost
every day in the beginning of her test, she stopped registering a little more than a week after her first
consultation with the physician.
During the project, Sophie became aware of why she did not want to register in the app. Sophie feels
the symptoms of the disease every day and implicitly knows that the disease is there. “Because I’m
hurting everyday anyway, and that’s why I’m not reminded about it [with How-R-you, red.], because
I’m reminded about it [the pain reminds her about the disease, red.] every day anyway, kind of. I’m in
pain anyway, right?” (Sophie). Yet, she does not spend much time reflecting on the details of the disease,
because the symptoms are already well known. In her everyday life she wants to feel like a person with
a normal daily existence, not as a patient. Before the use of How-R-you, Sophie would fall asleep without
reflecting on the disease and her role as a patient. The disease was an integrated part of her everyday
life or, as Karen phrases it: “It [JIA, red.] is a life condition” (Karen). This became particularly evident
during a time when a photographer moved into their home to photograph life with JIA. “And then it
was evident to her, it was to us too, because we suddenly saw... I mean, you know, you just live everyday
life, some of it is just a routine” (Karen). Registering in How-R-you also provokes reflections and Rachel
turns into a patient when using the app, because of the reflective disease self-management activity. She
does not like to write how she is feeling, because she feels like it is the same thing each day. “[...] About
how I’m feeling. Because, yes, yes, there’re not really any changes to it. It’s just the same thing all of the
time. [...] I mean, I’m in pain all of the time” (Sophie). Furthermore, the app reminds her about how
she probably will not recover and that her best scenario is to only live with the injuries the arthritis has
caused. “And I know I won’t get rid of it – I mean, I really won’t. Not without any injuries, at least”
(Sophie). Karen agrees that the family do not want the app to turn Sophie into a patient at home: “Yes,
I think, in this way we have moved into, from thinking: ‘Oh, I don’t want this, because I feel like I’m a
patient,” because we don’t want that in our home, right?’” (Karen).
Sophie furthermore has not used the app at places other than at home because she does not want to be
seen as a patient around her friends and colleagues. “And the reason that I don’t want it [people to know
about How-R-you, red.], I just think so, is because I would like to... I don’t want to be known as the
person with arthritis. But, at the same time there is the thing with, I would also like the understanding,
and it’s just really like...” (Sophie). Sophie explains how mentioning arthritis is seen as a cry for
attention, and she does not want to be stigmatized. ”Because I just think that I’m at that age where we
just don’t talk about stuff like that. [...] It’s not like people aren’t helpful now, but you just get older, and
people change a lot, and I just think, that the time we live in now, that’s when it is, I mean you are
attention seeking when you say anything. That’s how I experienced it anyways” (Sophie). Accordingly,
she keeps the use of How-R-you to herself to avoid being stigmatized as a patient when moving between
places in her daily life.
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Places for Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management at the Hospital
When Sophie moves into the premises of the hospital, she becomes a patient, a role she cannot escape
there. Sophie goes to the hospital on days when she has a fixed appointment and when her pains in
everyday life are so invasive that she needs help from the physicians. During the latter periods, she
needs an extra checkup and often also an injection of adrenocortical hormones, which will remedy the
pain for some time.
When How-R-you is not in use, Sophie knows the consultation at the hospital and its parts by heart. It
always begins with the creation of an anamnesis, where the physician attempts to understand the
challenges Sophie has experienced at home. Questions are primarily focused on the arthritis related
challenges she experiences. “Then they ask how I am, how I’m, like, feeling and yes, how taking the
medication is going and things like that, and then you start by having that conversation [...]. But they
always ask about how you are” (Sophie). Sophie admits that answering the questions is sometimes
difficult. “It is sometimes a little difficult, when they ask about some of the things within... I mean, like,
‘Is it difficult to do this and that?’ Because in the situation, I may feel that it is a little difficult, for
instance, but when I stand there and need to remember, how long have I been hurting and such. There’s
actually a month between [consultations, red.] – to me at least. Then it’s a little like, okay, when did it
start hurting and such – that’s a little difficult to remember sometimes” (Sophie). She also comments
that she does not note down dates like that in her calendar, because she never reflects too long about
what she is able and unable to do. Because Sophie has lived with the arthritis for so long, the physicians
also know that she is generally right about her pain. “I mean, the first long period of time [when Sophie
claimed she felt arthritis pain in a joint, red.], because when my Mom usually calls up there, then you
need to be examined first, to see whether they find fluid, and then they write you up for the injections
[of adrenocortical hormones, red.], and they haven’t done that with me the past few years. They trust
my judgement” (Sophie).
Without How-R-you, Sophie has experienced challenges in the space of the consultation when
explaining to the physician how she is doing during the creation of the anamnesis. Even if she
experienced challenges before, for Sophie, it is important to explain how she feels and oppose choices
that make her uncomfortable at home. The physicians often have a difficult time understanding her
experiences of activities in her everyday life space and, accordingly, she must try to explain how she is.
However, this is difficult, because at the hospital, she is seen as a patient. “I’m not judging them [the
physicians, red.], because I do understand them. It is really hard to understand another human being,
who you only know from a [electronic patient, red.] journal. And how... I mean it’s not the same thing,
you can’t understand other people like that, unless you’re really around them. So, there’s no negative
feelings about the physicians. Not at all. But… I don’t know how to explain this, but the thing about how
sometimes, then... There’s also a person behind the disease” (Sophie). It seems unrealistic to wish for;
however, Sophie misses that physicians understood her everyday life and mental challenges better.
“And I also think, that’s it, the physicians at least... Now I can’t talk for everyone else… But for me, they
have seen the times that I broke down over there. Because they saw that I just didn’t follow, and that’s
what I also told them. I would like to take my medication, but I need to be part of this mentally also, I
mean, what is going to happen?” (Sophie). Karen has observed the same challenges and comments that
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the physicians have challenged moving into what she calls “Sophie’s room”. “They need to dare to not
reject the patients to begin with. [...] Yes, I mean, what I think is that, that is, that they should not reject
the academic knowledge they have, that they should dare go into that room with the patient, knowing
that they have a goal: we will give some medication and that’s where we want to go. And in that same
goal they should be willing to, that maybe, this is not how the patient sees it. And that’s what I would
like, that they permitted more things in the conversations maybe, that we should be able to open that
room [the patient’s room, red.]” (Karen). Accordingly, Sophie would like the physicians to ask her about
her everyday life instead of just her arthritis related challenges. “I don’t know, sometimes I just think
that, the thing about, how are you actually doing in your everyday life, how are you, not just like how
are things with your disease, but also like [without the disease centered, red.]” (Sophie).
How-R-you changes Sophie’s experience of the actions and the consultation space. The app is used
during the creation of the anamnesis to better understand Sophie. Hence, the app is integrated into one
of the key activities in the consultation space.
Sophie feels that the app changes the consultation space to include more of everyday life when she
registers daily at home. After her first consultation with the app, in which the app included data from
daily registrations, she confirms that the app changed the consultation to include a larger part of her
everyday life. “I think it would, because then you talk about how everyday life is, you know? And that
means that actually... That was a really good question, because then they [physicians, red.] attempt to
understand... Then they [physicians, red.] understand how my everyday life has been” (Sophie). Karen
agrees with Sophie and adds that everyday life is more present to the physicians by explaining that the
physicians will understand things they experience every day in their home. “I think it is clearer to them.
Because [...] in our everyday life, we see it every day, Sophie is limping, right? They see it when we come
in to the consultation, ‘Oh, well, she is limping a little bit’, but then they think, ‘Oh, but she has just had
the injections of adrenocortical hormones’ and such things, and then they would see, that there is a little
fluid, but not enough for new injections, and ‘Oh well, but that may just be, because it is the end of the
day’, they can think all kinds of things. But this is making it clear to them, and that’s actually what
Brenda could see: ‘Yes but just when she had the injections she scored low [pain, red.], and then she
was feeling better!’ But it [the injections, red.] doesn’t last, and that becomes clear to them” (Karen).
She comments that there is a chance that Sophie will reflect more about the disease at home “[...] But
maybe she’ll find out that it is a plus, so that she doesn’t have to explain a lot, when she is at the hospital”
(Karen).
For Brenda the app invites her to learn more details about how Sophie’s everyday life has been in the
space of her home. During the consultation she uses the app to know more about the pains Sophie has
experienced, but also about how she sleeps, how her mood is and how often she works. This information
describes both how Sophie feels about her arthritis, yet also how well she is coping in her everyday life.
For instance, the app reveals that Sophie experiences being in a good mood, even if she feels the
arthritis. Information such as this enables Brenda to gain a better insight into how the disease affects
Sophie’s everyday life in her home. However, in Charles’ conversation with Sophie, the app did not hold
much data. He therefore commented that, although the information would have given him a better
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insight into Sophie’s everyday life, especially to her physical activities, it was nearly counteracting this.
The lack of data meant that Charles only saw how Sophie had been in the beginning of the period, and
without his conversation with Sophie, he wouldn’t have had a current and updated image of how Sophie
feels at home.
In Brenda’s consultation the app also revealed important information about a specific pain Sophie felt
at home during the time between consultations. Because Brenda was able to retrieve a detailed
understanding of this specific pain that Sophie felt at home, she started questioning the current state of
Sophie’s arthritis. In this way, the app as a tool brings forward memories of home activities, which are
of interest to the physicians’ assessment of the disease. The information in the app is immediately
integrated into Brenda’s activities. In this case, she starts teaching Sophie about what she medically
experienced at home, in order to give Sophie a better understanding of the symptom for when she next
experiences it. The app then supports Brenda’s diagnosis of Sophie by including more and more reliable
information about Sophie’s experiences of everyday life. The information is also integrated into
activities in the rest of the consultation and, in this way, the everyday life space is integrated better into
the consultation.
At another consultation where Charles uses the app and Sophie did not register daily at home, Sophie’s
conclusion about using the app is that the user needs to register daily to use it in consultations. “I mean,
in spite of the fact that I didn’t use it much, then I thought... I mean I still think that it functions quite
well and stuff. If you register properly. Then it is good” (Sophie). However, Sophie also feels that giving
everyday information to the physician is redundant, because she does not feel that the physician uses
that data. “And I guess you could say that in that way it gives... gives an insight into how my everyday
life is and things like that, but then again, it’s also... it’s also a patient, right, I mean...” (Sophie). Sophie
continues to describe that the physician in the consultation asked her about her afterschool activities,
but she was in doubt that he would use the information for anything. When she tells physicians about
the challenges she feels in her everyday life, she also feels like just one out of many patients that the
physicians hear complain, but cannot help. In this way, Sophie feels that the app may provide insights
about her everyday life to the consultation, yet she is unsure that these are valuable to the consultation.
Karen adds that the app can both open and close the conversation between patient and physician,
meaning that the physician can end up with less of a connection with the patient.

Embodied Experience on Artifact
Digital and Non-Digital Chronic Disease Self-Management Artifacts in Everyday Life
Sophie is not used to applying artifacts to note down how she feels in her everyday life. “I don’t use
anything else [than How-R-you, red.]. Not at all” (Sophie). Consequently, without How-R-you, it often
is difficult to remember the details of what has happened, when questions about the symptoms appear.
“They [the physicians and their processes, red.] are actually very different, but I always explain how I
feel, and then they ask how long it has been going on, and then that’s a little difficult to answer too, how
long I’ve been feeling pain, because it’s not like I sit and note it in my calendar, what date it starts or
anything” (Sophie).
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Hence, the introduction of How-R-you provides a new artifact to serve as an external memory in
Sophie’s hands, but it also requires a new activity. Using How-R-you every day also affects her
experience of her disease in everyday life. Sophie does not feel like remembering her disease in her
everyday life and she lives with less reflection than what is required by How-R-you or other artifacts to
note symptoms: “I think I just take one day at a time and then I just continue in that direction, straight
ahead. Or just continue all of the time. So that’s how it is. That’s how I keep going” (Sophie). Sophie
explains that her pain and the symptoms of her disease are just an integrated part of her life, and
accordingly, noting these details down in an artifact seems strange. In general, Sophie claims she is not
very good at noting things down because they remind her about the details of her disease. “It’s just me
as a person, I’m not very good at things like that. It, it becomes… I think, it’s like I’ve said before, I think
it is a downer to write the same thing each day” (Sophie). Accordingly, compared to Sophie’s previous
experience with artifacts, the app feels more intrusive than it feels relieving or like a help. Although it
enables her to remember how she has been, she does not like how using artifacts for the symptom selfmanagement activity provoke thoughts about the disease.

Digital and Non-Digital Chronic Disease Management Artifacts at Consultations
From the physicians’ point of view, How-R-you presents a completely new perspective to the
consultation compared to other artifacts. Before the use of How-R-you, the physicians oriented
themselves by the Electronic Patient Journal in which they noted down their perspectives on Sophie.
The information in the Electronic Patient Journal is a combination of physicians’ own observations, the
physical exam and what Sophie recalls and explains to them. In this way, the information the physicians
assess Sophie with has previously been interpreted by themselves. Furthermore, Sophie can explain
how she has been at the consultation, yet she often forgets many details. As Brenda explains, Sophie is
good at explaining and reflecting about her disease. “[...] Sophie, who is, and [another child, not
included in the study, red.] also is, right, really full of words and reflects much about the whole thing”
(Brenda). Yet, Sophie does not have the opportunity to read and understand all of the physician’s notes.
At one consultation, for instance, Brenda describes how Sophie has previously reacted to different kinds
of medication. “Because I was looking through the whole thing and Humira... I mean, when we think
eyes and think about easing the eyes, then we’d like either Humira or Simponi rather than Enbrel or the
things you get. And we can see that with Humira you get migraine outbreaks, and Retuximakken, that
was when you in general feel lots of different symptoms. You got two infusions in a row” (Brenda).
Brenda lists different reactions and follows up by saying: “It’s completely fair that you don’t remember
any of this. I’m cheating because I can look in your journal (Electronic Patient Journal, red.) to see it,
right?” (Brenda). Sophie reacts by explaining that she does not remember any of the things Brenda
explains.
To Sophie, the Electronic Patient Journal gives physicians a perspective on how she has been; however,
it does not help physicians understand her: “But it really is... And I’m not judging them here, because I
understand. But it really is difficult to understand another person, that you only know from a journal”
(Sophie). Sophie however claims that How-R-you has an advantage compared to her previous
experience without any records of what happened between consultations. Whereas she had a hard time
remembering how she felt before using How-R-you, the information is now saved, and she carries it
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with her all of the time. In this way, using the app enables Sophie to add her experience about what has
happened since the last consultation. She also feels that this offers a better insight to her everyday life,
although she, as previously explained, is unsure about the value of this.
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CHAPTER 7

CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS
In the following I will present a cross-case analysis comparing the similarities and differences between
the six within-analyses. The cross-case analysis will take its point of departure in the embodied
perspectives on the four dimensions to elaborate on important patterns between cases and theorize
findings. I present the patterns of the findings in Tables 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12. Each section refers the table
that it represents.
Interestingly, I found that most differences revealed when comparing all children could be explained by
comparing across the ages of the children in the study. As described in the chapter on methods, this is
coherent with previous literature and can be satisfactorily explained due to differences in cognitive
maturity that cohere with age (Berry et al. 1993; Tong et al. 2012). Accordingly, depending on their age,
children may or may not need the full or partial assistance of their parents to use the app. Parental
involvement clearly influences children’s experience of digitally enabled chronic disease selfmanagement as parents, to a greater or lesser extent, are involved in the children’s use. It should be
mentioned, however, that although responsibility for self-management increases with age and selfawareness, the activity of self-management is not necessarily improved (Schilling et al. 2002). Thus,
because parental involvement and self-management skills differ across age groups, similarities and
differences within these groups are important in order to understand the consequences of digitally
enabled chronic disease self-management to JIA patients’ experience of everyday life
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Before embodied use: Everyday life with JIA
Experiencing everyday life with JIA
Looking across the six cases, six different children who live different everyday lives are observed. Yet
they also have much in common. Importantly, none of the children experience the role of patient very
often, even if they often experience the disease or symptoms of the disease. In fact, most of the children
find themselves to be students, athletes or siblings much more frequently than they are patients in their
everyday life. Although they experience the disease, to them the symptoms are an integrated part of
everyday life which is treated when it occurs without reflecting much upon it. The disease is not defining
who the children are, neither is it something they think very much about.
Naturally, some children experience the disease more often than others. While it may be intuitive to
link occurrences of symptoms and the disease to how much children experience themselves as patients
in everyday life, this is not the case. In this study Sophie’s case is different from the rest of the children
because she experiences the disease and the limits it creates to many activities she performs every day,
and how she performs them. Interestingly, Sophie expresses that she has a normal life too, where she
does not want to experience herself as a patient, but rather as a friend, daughter or employee. Even if
she experiences the disease, she does not spend time reflecting or talking much to friends or family
about it. In this way, although she feels the disease every day, she too experiences JIA as an integrated
part of everyday life.
The disease then is not an element that can be detached from children but is part of their self.
Furthermore, the disease is not what makes the children patients. In their everyday life, they do not live
as patients, but as children.

Age and experiences of everyday life with JIA
Then again, there is a large difference across age groups in how separated the children’s experiences of
everyday life are from the parents’. The youngest children in this study need help from their parents to
perform basic everyday activities. Much of what they experience is filtered through the parents’
perspective and their parents carry a much larger responsibility for them than parents of more mature
children do. In this way, young children’s experiences are shaped by their parents’ decisions and
interpretations of what the child is able to do and think. Parents of children in the mature group
negotiate more with their children and have started to share the responsibility for care with their
children. The children in this age group are able to make some decisions, and parents have started
spending more time reminding the children about the things they need to do than actually doing the
activity for them. Instead of automatically carrying the responsibility for their children, parents of
children in this age group find themselves making decisions about how much responsibility the child
can handle and consistently negotiating this responsibility with them. Adolescents make most decisions
themselves and are able to take care of themselves. With their full responsibility adolescents now
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experience the world from their own perspectives and decide upon the elements that they want to be
part of that experience.

Disease Self-Management and Responsibility at Home
Disease self-management at home consists of two activities: drug and self-management of symptoms.
Drug self-management is the activity of receiving medication for the JIA inflammation located in the
joints, eyes or jaw. Self-management of symptoms is the activity of treating and sometimes noticing and
remembering symptoms.
Most of the time, disease self-management is an almost unnoticed activity at home. Yet, now and then
the children experience challenges which are discussed with parents. In this way, disease selfmanagement can be automatic or reflective.
Drug self-management is mostly experienced as an automatic activity for the children included in the
study. For most of the patients in the study, managing medication and receiving it is performed almost
instinctively. Receiving the medication takes place with a fixed time span between the activity and at
the same place each time and is such a small part of everyday life that it is easily forgotten. Many families
make sure to put it in their calendar. However, sometimes the self-management of medication is
reflective and an activity that the child does not want to do because it hurts; they experience side effects;
or they are worried about the long-term effects of the medication.
Symptom self-management in their everyday life also can be both reflective and automatic. When a
symptom occurs and the family is used to the symptom, it can be almost automatically self-managed by
doing the things that the family has previously done to treat the symptom: take a painkiller, exercise or
relax, for instance. In these instances, the family do not think about of the symptom as something out
of the ordinary and details about the episode are quickly forgotten. They, for instance, do not reflect
about when it happened, how long it lasted or whether it coincided with another specific activity and
they do not note down the episodes. However, some of the families sometimes experience something
that they discuss and note down, for instance worries about pain or days of bad mood.

Age and Disease Self-Management and Responsibility at Home
With disease self-management, parents and children also share a responsibility and, across the age
groups, it is possible to see patterns in how it is shared. For the youngest children parents carry a large
responsibility and to self-manage the disease they must often interpret how children feel and whether
these feelings are arthritis related. Yet, the children think very little about the disease. To the mature
children and their parents, managing the disease is not an interpretation of children as much as a
negotiation of how they feel. While parents and children usually agree, there are times where the child
experiences or does not experience the arthritis, while the parent does not agree. Parents and children
also discuss how much or little of the responsibility for the disease self-management the children should
have. Parents of adolescents are no longer deciding disease self-management, but instead taking the
role of being supportive around their children.
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In this way, parental involvement and children’s experiences of disease self-management are
interlinked. Accordingly, young children seldom experience themselves as patients, because parents
reflect and interpret disease self-management for them. Mature children are more inclined to
experience the patient role when discussing disease self-management with their parents; however, the
parents also seek to relieve their children of as much of the disease responsibility as possible. It is a
confusing time for both children and parents in which it is difficult to know how much responsibility
the child can handle and want. Adolescents are in charge of their own disease self-management, and, at
times where they reflect upon their symptoms, they also experience their roles as patients. Parents have
a supporting role, which also means that adolescents’ experiences of symptoms and the disease are not
(or only to a limited extent) affected by parents’ opinion of the current experience.

Past Experiences and their Effect on Disease Self-Management
Even if the children in this study do not feel like they reflect much about the disease on a daily basis, all
of them have experienced a time where they thought hard and long about the disease. Across all
patients, it’s agreed that at the time of diagnosis and during medication changes, the disease has been
at the front of their minds. These times are often worrying, painful and stressful to children and parents
who are going through a changing time during which the health of the child is paramount. Disease selfmanagement during times such as these is also more reflective than at times where symptoms are wellknown, and treatment is established and working. Children and parents also experience the role of
patient more frequently during these times.
Some children also experienced other times where the disease was more present. Sophie, Robert and
Oliver all tried to discontinue medication, after which the arthritis flared up. During these times they
experienced a change in health and were worried about the disease. Interestingly, Sophie, John and
Oliver all spent time in a wheelchair, and described the visibility of the disease that the wheelchair
created was partly positive, because of the positive attention they received from family and friends.

Age and Past Experiences and their Effect on Disease Self-Management
During periods of time where the disease and details about it are more present in the minds of children
and parents, the families experience the disease differently across age groups. Younger children do not
reflect or worry about the disease self-management even if they have and feel the disease. Parents
instead spend time thinking about the signs and signals that they pick up from their children. In this
way, the parents experience their children more as patients, even if the children do not. Mark, Robert’s
father, for instance, explains that Robert should not worry about the self-management of the disease,
because he still is a child. Nina also does not spend time wondering whether she is feeling different
kinds of pain, and her mother, Amanda, instead spends time categorizing Nina’s pain. Mature children
are more heavily involved in the self-management of their disease. When they are unhappy about the
disease self-management they talk to their parents. They sometimes worry, but the parents decide how
the disease self-management is ultimately performed. Theresa, Rachel’s mother, for instance persuades
Rachel to take her medication, even if Rachel does not like it, because it has helped her in the past two
years. Oliver has also started discussing with Joanna, his mother, whether his symptoms are non-
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arthritis or arthritis related. He furthermore discusses his medication with her and what he does not
like about it. Adolescents receive support to go through these challenges but make the decisions
themselves. Sophie for instance decides whether she wants to receive the medication or not and whether
she wants orthopedic surgery on her foot, while her mother supports her decisions.

Experience as patient
In this way the children generally experience disease self-management as an automatic activity and
occasionally experience reflective disease self-management. Accordingly, in everyday life they seldom
experience their role as a patient, except for times where the disease causes unknown and worrying
symptoms. Hence, it is when children reflect on their symptoms, during the self-management of it, that
they experience themselves as patients.
However, it is seen across cases that, during the times the children and parents attend consultations,
they take part in reflective disease management. This both concerns children who experience unknown
and known symptoms. Accordingly, during consultations the role of patient is in play.

Age and experience as patient
Yet, it is seen at the consultations, as it is seen during disease self-management at home, that the parents
are involved in different ways across age groups. What parts of the conversation that the children are
involved in and how involved the parents are differ markedly. For the young children, for instance, they
take part in conversations with healthcare professionals about holidays, afterschool activities and
parties. In these cases, the parents act as spokespeople at consultations, and they answer the physicians’
questions. They also bring up questions and worries from home. In this way, the parent experiences the
child as a patient more than the child necessarily does. In cases of mature children, the child answers
questions about how they are feeling, but the parents usually interrupt and carry on the conversation.
Children sometimes also interrupt parents if they do not agree with the parents’ explanation. Parents
still present questions and worries from home, yet the patient may elaborate upon them. The patient
still talks about his or her everyday life with the physician, but the conversation is directed at, for
instance, describing their afterschool activities to indirectly assure the physician that they are active in
everyday life. In this way mature children and their parents mutually experience the child’s role as a
patient, as they are both involved in explaining how the child has been. For adolescents, they lead the
conversation with physicians and healthcare professionals themselves. Parents sometimes add to the
conversation, but they in general step into the background and the children are expected to describe
how they have been. It is clearly apparent that the child is in charge of the disease and the selfmanagement of it, and that their parents support their decisions. Because the child engages on his/her
own in the reflection about their health, it also becomes clear that the child alone is the patient.
An overview of the written cross-case analysis on the JIA patients’ everyday life before How-R-you. is
found in Table 8.
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Before embodied app: Everyday life with JIA
Similarities

Differences
Young children

Mature children

Adolescents

Experiencing

There is a difference between feeling the

- Children need help from parents to

- Children need less help from parents,

- Adolescents are practically self-

Everyday

symptoms and side effects of the disease and

perform everyday activities.

yet they are still dependent on their

sufficient.

Life

with JIA

being a patient.

- Children have less responsibility and
parents decide what they can and

-

even if the child experiences the disease often,

cannot do.

responsibility for different activities

roles. Children and adolescents seldom reflect
about their disease during everyday life.

Self-

activities:

and

management.

Responsibility
at Home

drug

and

symptom

self-

reflective.

Automatic

disease

self-

management is the self-management of known
elements, such as managing known symptoms
or side effects of medication. Reflective selfmanagement

is

the

self-management

and

parent

share

and negotiate these responsibilities.
- The child negotiates experiences with

- Parents self-manage the disease.
-

Parents

interpret

children’s

experiences to self-manage the disease.

- Disease self-management is either automatic
or

life are interpreted by their parents.

child

for themselves.
- Adolescents are fully aware of their
experiences and able to explain and
describe them.

his/her parent.

- Disease self-management consists of two

Management

- The child’s experiences of everyday

The

- Adolescents carry full responsibility

The disease is integrated into everyday life, and,
it still intertwines with everyday activities and

Disease

parents.

of

-

Parents

experience

children

patients more than the children do.

as

- Parents and children collaborate on

- Adolescents self-manage the disease

the disease self-management.

on their own.

- Parents and children negotiate how

- Parents are supporting adolescents’

children feel.

experiences of the disease.

- While parents gradually assign

- Adolescents understand their role as

children more responsibility, children

patients and parents can only support,

often become more conscious of their

and not relieve, the adolescents from

role as patients.

the role.

unknown symptoms or drug side effects that
may cause distress and disease reflection to the
child and family.
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Past

All families have experienced time periods

- Children do not reflect about the

- Children and parents spend more

- Adolescents make decisions and

Experiences

during their treatment where symptoms or side

disease

however,

time collaborating around disease self-

decide

and their Effect

effects were unknown, confusing and difficult.

parents are very attentive to children’s

management and the children are

important, while parents support them

on Disease Self-

These are also the times when families have

experiences and well-being.

involved

during the disease self-management.

Management

experienced

reflective

disease

at

these

times;

in

the

disease

self-

self-

management. They discuss how the

management and felt more like patients. All

disease is self-managed and take part

families agree that this is likely to happen

in the concerns about the disease.

which

experiences

are

during the time of the diagnosis of the disease
and when children and adolescents change or
discontinue medication.
Experiences as

Children and adolescents seldom experience

- Children talk to physicians about

- The child is mostly quiet while the

- Adolescents lead the conversation

Patient

being a patient at home because they mostly

everyday

parents

parent discusses the disease with the

with physicians on their own. Parents

carry out automatic disease self-management

discuss the disease with the physician.

physician. The child listens carefully to

support and sometimes elaborate on

the arthritis conversation.

the conversation between physician

and seldom reflect about the disease at home.
However, disease management activities at the
hospital are reflective, and the child is here
treated and experienced as a patient.

subjects,

while

- The parent steps into the child’s role
as a patient.
- The physician receives an impression
by the parents’ interpreted image of the
child’s disease experiences.

- Because the parent presents the
challenges and experiences, the role as
patient is shared between parent and
child in the consultation.

and child.
- The child alone is the patient.
- The physician receives the child’s own
experience of the disease.

- The child and the parent collaborate
on the presentation of the child’s
experience

of

the

disease

before

entering the consultations.

Table 8: Before embodied use: Everyday life with JIA
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Embodied perspective on Actor
Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management between child and parent(s)
After the app is introduced there are different changes to the actors and to the collaboration between
actors on disease self-management. Most notable is how How-R-you enables them to self-manage their
disease in a structured way, and, consequently, it also introduces a new responsibility for the selfmanagement of symptoms to the actor registering in the app. The actors in this study are not
accustomed to noting down symptoms when disease self-management is performed automatically.
With the app they are now required to do so. Registration is a reflective activity, where the actors are
required to reflect upon how they have been during the day. In this way the activity of registering in the
app also means that the child is experienced more in the role as a patient, because self-management of
symptoms is changed from being an automatic activity to a reflective one. Across the cases it is noticed
that the actor who registers feels a larger responsibility for the self-management of symptoms, although
this actor may not be the child. Yet, even in the cases where the child is not registering, the child is to a
greater degree experienced as a patient by the actor who is registering.

Age and Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management between Child and Parent(s)
Looking across age enables a perspective on how heavily the parent is involved in the registration in the
app. For the younger children, parents are in charge of registration and the activity is, to a varying
degree, collaborative between patients and parents. Sometimes parents register on their own, while at
other times children are included in the registration. Children in this age group need help by their
parents to read and enter information; however, because of How-R-you, children are now capable of
reporting their experience. In this way, the symptoms children experience are still partly interpreted by
parents, yet the children also collaborate to a higher degree with parents on the registration and how
they are. The role as a patient is also experienced by both parents and children, according to who
registers in the app. For the mature group of children, they register in the app on their own, and parents
remind them about registration. In this way, the responsibility for the reflective activity of registering
in the app mostly falls on the children, who now experience the patient role every time they register.
The children still talk to their parents about disease experiences, and the parents then remind children
to register them in the app. Children then are responsible for the registration and are now able to
directly express their experiences, but need the parents’ support to do so. For adolescents, registration
is an activity that they perform entirely on their own. Parents neither remind, support or ask about the
registration. Responsibility for self-management of symptoms falls on the child entirely, and their
parents step back from managing symptoms. For those children the choice of registering or not is then
also dependent on their parents. Adolescents also experience an increased responsibility for the selfmanagement of symptoms with the app and that symptom self-management becomes more reflective.
Hence, with the new responsibility follows an experience of being a patient.
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Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management between Family and Physician
The app also changes the collaboration between patient and physician. To the children and parents in
general, How-R-you changes the conversation with the physician by providing more information about
the disease in everyday life.
From the physicians’ point of view, How-R-you changes much more by supplying information about
the child’s experience at home. The information physicians receive about their everyday life ensures the
physicians that the children reflect upon the disease at home and enables the physicians to assist the
children with these reflections about arthritis and non-arthritis related challenges. In all cases, in fact,
the app enables the physician to touch upon subjects that the children did not bring up themselves, but
have registered in the app between consultations.
It is also seen that, for How-R-you to successfully support the consultation, children and parents need
registration each day or almost every day. In cases where registrations are missing, the app may even
present a misleading image of the children’s everyday life to the physician. Following this point, children
and physicians also note that the app is supporting the consultation and should never be used without
a conversation where children and parents may elaborate on registrations.
Differences can be noted in the subjects the app enables physicians to touch upon. In all cases, the
physician starts out by asking about the child’s arthritis, but ends up talking about very different
concerns, both arthritis or non-arthritis subjects. For all actors, it is also discussed and seen that the
app helps to bring everyday life challenges forward, providing the physicians a way of addressing
challenges with medication and symptoms to adjust treatment to fit with the children’s everyday life. In
some cases, the app enables a view on arthritis that the physician would not have gained without the
app. For instance, Brenda finds that Rachel was ill between two visits, which assured her that Rachel
had grown out of her arthritis. In another case, Brenda finds that the pain Sophie elaborates upon could
potentially be a joint mouse, which requires orthopedic surgery to remove. David also found that
children told him they felt fine, however they reported episodes of pain in the app. In other cases, the
physicians find patterns on non-arthritis everyday challenges which they then approach. The patterns
of data in the app for instance revealed that Nina’s pain was growing pains, not arthritis. Brenda also
found that John’s sleep was inconsistent, which enabled a chat about sleep habits and ended up helping
John with his sleep and his headaches. Accordingly, the app may help the physician discover both
arthritis and non-arthritis challenges.

Age and Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management between Family and Physician
For the young children in this study, How-R-you provides information about experiences to help
physicians sort pains into different categories. In this case, the parents are still leading the conversation
on the child’s part; however, the data in the app are registered either by the parent or in a collaboration
between children and parents. In this way it reflects both the parents’ and the child’s experience of the
pains. Interestingly, the large amount of data may help physicians determine whether the pains
presented in the app are related to arthritis or not, and in this way they teach parents to interpret and
children to understand the details of symptoms. For the mature children, the physicians describe that
the app enables a significantly better interaction with the child than previously. The physicians feel that
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the children are more responsible and able to describe what they have experienced in the time between
consultations and that the parents are less dominating during the consultation, yet still supportive. In
consultations with adolescents, physicians experience that they receive more information about the
children. Adolescents and physicians also comment that the app may help to facilitate reflective
conversation between physician and patient.
Table 9 provides an overview of the cross-case analysis about the embodied perspective on “Actor”.
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Embodied Experience on Actor
Similarities

Differences
Young children

Mature children

Adolescents

Digitally

Collaboration: The app changes how parents

Collaboration: Parents move from

Collaboration: Parents move from

Collaboration:

Enabled

and children and adolescents usually interact

interpreting children to collaborating

collaborating

to

managing their symptoms entirely on

Chronic Disease

with each other when managing the disease.

in different degrees with children on

supporting

self-

their own and parents do not interfere

symptom self-management.

management.

with registration.

management responsibility upon the actor

Capability: Parents still carry the

Capability: Children now carry the

Capability: Adolescents carry the full

(child or parent), who registers in the app.

greater responsibility for ensuring that

main responsibility for registering in

responsibility for registration in the

registrations are made in the app,

the app while parents only support it.

app. Accordingly, they can choose to

SelfManagement
between
Children
Parent(s)

and

Capability: New and larger symptom self-

Role: Actors who register (child or parent),
experience the child more in the role of a
patient, because symptom self-management
becomes a reflective activity instead of a
automatic activity.

however the children are now expected
to

take

part

in

symptom

self-

management.

with
their

children
symptom

Role: Children reflect more about the

Adolescents

are

stop registering.

disease and experience themselves

Role: Adolescents reflect more on the

doing the same things as they do as

disease and experience themselves

Role: Parents reflect more about the

patients at the hospital. Parents start to

doing the same things as they do as

disease and experience the child more

contemplate their roles in the disease

patients at the hospital.

as a patient. Depending on their extent

self-management to adjust how much

of use, children become more aware of

responsibility the child receives.

their symptoms and the experiences of
being a patient, because they perform
the same activities.
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Digitally

Collaboration: To support collaboration with

Collaboration: Physicians have an

Collaboration: Physicians feel a better

Collaboration:

Enabled

the physician, the families must register their

easier

connection to the children.

between child and physician, and

Chronic Disease

experiences every day. Missing registrations

assumptions about and interpretations

Management

may mislead the physicians’ experience of the

of the child’s experiences.

between Family

child. In contrast, registrations each day enable

and Physician

more informed and educative collaboration.

time

addressing

parents’

Capability: Physicians experience that

Collaboration

is

parents are left out of the conversation.

the children have gained a larger

Capability: The app brings forward

Capability: The app supports the

responsibility and are able to reflect

challenges not otherwise mentioned by

physician

upon

the patient.

in

sorting

disease

Capability: Physicians find that the app enables

experiences into categories of non-

easier collaboration with the child and parents

arthritis

by enabling easier access to the family’s

symptoms.

and

arthritis

related

and

explain

their

disease

experiences.

Role: Physicians experience that the

Role: Parents are less dominating in

app enables a better insight into

the consultation, yet they still support

adolescents’ experiences which are

Role: Parents lead the conversation

children

helpful to treatment.

Role: When the patient is not experiencing

about

experiences as patients during the

arthritis challenges, the physician begins to

patients,

comment on everyday challenges and changes

experience is represented in the app.

experiences of the disease.

children’s
although

experiences
the

as

child’s

in

describing

their

consultation.

role from rheumatologist to pediatrician.

Table 9: Embodied Experience on Actor
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Embodied perspective on Time
Times of digitally enabled chronic disease self-management at home
Episodes at home. Registration at home is quick and easy for all patients. Using the OK function to
answer modules is faster than answering all questions. When children register all questions, the activity
of registration usually takes between 2-3 minutes.
Some users do not think about the registration more than during the activity of registering; however, to
others registering data is more comprehensive. All of the actors register in How-R-you in the evening
to make sure that all symptoms are registered. Some actors either think about what they experience
throughout the day to enable these data at registration at night, or are simply continuously reminded
that they must remember to register.
Age and episodes at home. At home, the registration of episodes on a daily basis and remembering to
register has different consequences across age groups. To the families with young children, parents feel
a sense of security because they know they will remember all episodes across the time period at the next
consultation. At this age, parents are entirely in charge of remembering the registration and deciding
when children are part of the registration, although children sometimes bring up episodes that they
would like to register. Parents are reminded more about their children’s role as a patient, because they
register or are involved in registration each day. To the children, registration in the app is a positive
activity. For different reasons, children enjoy the times that they are included in the registration of
symptoms, which the parents previously did not do. For the mature children, parents remind children
about the use of the app, yet children register entirely on their own each day. At this age, they are not
used to reflecting about specific disease-related episodes every day, and, during the day, they mostly do
not think about the disease. At home, the disease is brought up in conversations with the parents, and
this is when the children are reminded about the registration in How-R-you. The registration activity is
seen as a chore that they have to do. In this way, to the mature group of children, registration is usually
not brought up or thought about unless parents bring up the topic or when their smartphones remind
them. To adolescents, registration can be an annoying activity that they do not feel like doing. They
explain that reflecting upon their disease and symptoms in a normal everyday life is unnecessary and a
source of irritation because they are reminded about their role as a patient. In contrast to the mature
children, parents are not involved in registration for adolescents and do not support the registration,
for instance by reminding children about it. I observed that these children stopped registering when
they felt less motivated to do so, for instance when they felt that registration was unnecessary.
Periods at home. None of the families currently spend time during their everyday life looking at the
graphs in How-R-you or reflecting upon the past time period in a new way. However, one family looked
at and discussed the graphs before attending consultations.
Furthermore, all of the families find that the app would be more useful at another time period of the
child’s life. To all children except for Sophie, the symptoms are experienced to only a very limited extent
in everyday life. However, all children, including Sophie, find that the symptoms and self-management
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of them are well-known and automatic in their everyday life. Families suggest that the app would be
helpful during times where they experience something unknown. At these time periods they find that
they need to remember a great deal of information between consultations. Many families experience
these times as difficult and confusing, because the child experiences unknown symptoms or side effects,
for instance during diagnosis, discontinuance of medication and medication changes.
Age and periods at home. The amount of data across a time period appears to be of different importance
to the three age groups. To the young children, the parents are focused on being able to show graphs
supported by data from each day to support the physicians’ work and strengthen parents’ arguments
about how the children are feeling. To the parents of mature children, this too is important; however, it
is also important that the app reflects the child’s perspective on the disease. The mature children
furthermore have a difficult time understanding the value of the app and why they need to register in
the first place. Even then, the parents are supporting their children and making sure that they register
across the time period. Adolescents also do not understand how the physician may use their data and
they express that they would be able to communicate most of the information in the app without using
it.

Times of Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management at Consultations
Episodes at consultations. Some patients and physicians experience that the app increases the time
spent on the anamnesis during a consultation, while others experience that it decreases this time. Yet,
both patients and physicians experience that the app enables considerably more detail in the
consultation about both arthritis and non-arthritis challenges. The patients express surprise about how
many details about specific episodes the app reveals to the physician. They agree that these details are
often forgotten at consultations. The physicians also find that the app enables details about the
children’s experiences of arthritis episodes that they would not normally receive.
Age and episodes at consultations. The number of registered episodes and how they are used differ
across the three age groups. Young children and parents have registrations almost every day between
two consultations. To them, the app in particular helps physicians diagnose symptoms they experience
at home. Young children are used to receiving help from parents when assessing their disease and
symptoms. Parents also took part in the registration and some of the registrations consequently
represent interpretations of how and what the child felt. However, because of the details of every
episode, physicians have an easier time helping children and parents sort experiences of arthritis
symptoms from non-arthritis pain episodes. For mature children, the data in the app represent the
children’s own experiences, because the children register on their own in the app. In contrast to before
How-R-you, the physician is now provided with details about episodes that the child – and not the
parent who would usually present the child’s experiences – registered. In these cases, the parents
sometimes disagree with the children’s experiences or have questions and comments to add during the
consultation. From the physicians’ point of view, the use of the app is interesting to these mature
children, because it is easier to open up the conversation with the child. At this age, the physician would
usually start to ask for the children’s own experiences; however, children have a difficult time
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remembering information and answering questions. Usually, parents would quickly dominate the
conversation, leaving physicians with their own interpretations and not the child’s point of view. With
the app, children have practiced and learned how to answer when talking about specific episodes.
During consultations with adolescents, the children have started to lead the conversation with the
physician while parents attend the consultation for support. In these cases, the app is simply support to
help the child, who is the spokesperson at the consultation, remember the details of specific episodes.
To both adolescents in this study, the app enabled a better and more detailed insight into episodes in
their everyday life.
Periods at consultations. Children, parents and physicians all believe that the app can show tendencies
across time periods by the representation of data in graphs. Patients find it difficult to remember how
the time period has been from beginning to end and find that How-R-you can help with this challenge.
In some cases, the graph shows a straight line in the bottom of the field which provides the physicians
a quick understanding that the child has been fine throughout the time period. In other cases, the graph
has spikes, which shows that the child has experienced one or more symptoms or challenges and again
quickly shows physicians which subjects are important to touch upon and examine.
The physicians in the study believe that they would be able to use the app to uncover patterns across
time periods. Usually, however, the comparison of data in different modules takes place by use of the
tables to compare specific days, which makes it difficult to find patterns. Brenda complains that the app
does not enable the possibility of showing all the graphs at the same time in order to easily compare the
similarities and differences across different subjects such as sleep and pain.
It is further observed that, when children do not register every day, the graphs are misleading. If
children only register pain, How-R-you will present a graph only showing pain episodes, although the
child may only have experienced few episodes. The physicians revealed that they believed the app to
mainly be interesting when the children felt flare-ups of arthritis and that children should register each
day in these time periods.
Age and periods at consultations. Between age groups, there are some interesting differences. Young
children’s parents believed that the app is interesting during flare-ups of arthritis and when children do
not experience many symptoms. These parents think that results across a time period are more
interesting during arthritis flare-ups, but they also believe that the representation of positive time
periods is important to physicians. Furthermore, parents of young children express how they may be
able to use the app to point out patterns across time to the physician, to argue their point of view on the
arthritis. In this way, they tend to claim the role of protectors of their children when presenting
information across time. Mature children and their parents are less interested in information from
positive time periods and more interested in representing times of arthritis flare-ups. They have a
difficult time understanding the value of the app at consultations when they did not experience arthritis
flare-ups and believe that the app enables the same conclusions as their oral explanations. For
adolescents, physicians find that the app enables an insight that may be difficult to gain in other ways
because these children are gradually managing their disease on their own. However, adolescents are
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not reminded or helped by their parents, and, when motivation is missing, they stop registering.
Adolescents’ registrations may accordingly seem misleading when presented as graphs.
Table 10 provides an overview of the cross-case analysis about the embodied perspective on “Time”.
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Embodied Experience on Time
Similarities

Differences
Young children

Times

Adolescents

Experiences of registering episodes at home:

Experiences of registering episodes at

Experiences of registering episodes at

Experiences of registering episodes at

digitally

Registration takes between 2-3 minutes and the

home:

home:

parents

home: Adolescents experience the

enabled chronic

families find it is quick and easy at home.

registration of children’s disease leaves

experience that registration each day is

daily activity of registering episodes as

disease

self-

Registration always takes place in the evening

them

unnecessary because they do not

annoying and unnecessary.

management at

to register events that occurred during the day.

registration

home

of

Mature children

Frequency of reminders: Families are reminded
about the child’s role as a patient on a daily
basis.
Experiences of representation of time periods:
The families do not look at graphs representing
time periods at home.
Experiences of specific time periods: All
families find that the app would be more useful
during a time period where the symptoms or
side effects were unknown and invasive; not at
the current moment where the families feel that
disease experiences are known and easy to selfmanage.

Parents
feeling

experience
secure,

enables

that

because

memories

of

episodes in time. Children experience
registration as a fun activity.
Frequency of reminders: Registering
episodes daily reminds parents that
their children are patients. Parents
decide when children are involved in
registration.
Experiences of representation of time
periods: Parents strive to be able to
show data for each day to strengthen
own arguments about data patterns
and assist physicians’ work.
Experiences of specific time periods:
Parents find that, although registration
is more helpful during other time
periods,

it

enables

parents

a

representation of their interpretation.

Children

and

experience their disease each day.
Frequency of reminders:
Children do not think about their role

Frequency of reminders: Registration
reminds adolescents about their role as
patients on a daily basis.

as patients during the day, however

Experiences of representation of time

they are reminded about their role each

periods: Adolescents care less about

day, when parents remind them to

being able to show a representation

register.

because they have a difficult time

Experiences of representation of time
periods: Children do not express a wish

understanding the importance of the
activity to them.

to show data from each day in a time

Experiences of specific time periods:

period. Parents however attempt to

Adolescents

support that patients register each day,

information about the current time

although they also find it difficult to

period is disadvantageous.

experience

that

remember.
Experiences of specific time periods:
Parents and children do not find
information about the current time
period to be advantageous.
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Times

of

Experiences

the

detailed

registrations

hospital:

Children

on

Experiences of detailed registrations

Experiences of detailed registrations

Experiences of detailed registrations

Digitally

episodes

and

on episodes at the hospital: Physicians

on episodes at the hospital: The app

on episodes at the hospital: The app

Enabled

adolescents, parents and physicians experience

are able to diagnose the symptoms

enables children to remember details

enables the adolescents to remember

Chronic Disease

that the app enables a detailed view on everyday

children are feeling because of the

they would have otherwise forgotten.

and reconstruct details about episodes

Management at

episodes.

amount of details in the app.

Daily registrations also teach children

from every day in the time period.

Experiences of representations of time periods:

Experiences of representations of time

The app enables physicians to find patterns in

periods: Parents feel that they may be

patients’ disease experiences across time

able to use the time periods to point out

Experiences of representations of time

may be misleading when presented in

periods. If children and adolescents do not

patterns to the physicians.

periods: Children and parents find the

graphs because adolescents do not

representation of time periods without

register each day of the period.

Consultations

at

of

register each day, the graphs are misleading.

Experiences of specific time periods:

Experiences of specific time periods: When the

Parents experience that both times of

graph shows small or no arthritis flare-ups,

flare-ups

physicians are confirmed that children and

interesting

questions

at

the

Experiences of representations of time
periods:

arthritis flare-ups redundant.

Adolescents’

registrations

Experiences of specific time periods:

are

Experiences of specific time periods:

Registration of full time periods is

physician.

To

Parents and children do not experience

important

adolescents have reflected upon their disease.

physicians, data during this time

a value of representations of time

information from adolescents who

When children and adolescents do experience

period are important to help parents

period without disease challenges.

manage the disease on their own.

challenges, graphs quickly uncover areas where

with

Physicians find data about these time

physicians should look closer.

symptoms.

to

times

answer

consultation.

without

the

and

to

the

interpretation

of

the

periods

important

to

to

physicians

to

gain

question

everyday life challenges.

Table 10: Embodied Experience on Time
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Embodied perspective on Space
Places for Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management in Everyday Life
The use of How-R-you in everyday life changes how children and parents perform the self-management
of symptoms at home, and this has consequences for their experience of their home. Before the use of
How-R-you, children and parents seldom reflected upon the details of symptoms unless something
unknown occurred. Most of the families in this study would not perform self-management of the disease
on a daily basis. With How-R-you they now adopt a daily activity of reflecting upon the symptoms they
experience, both known and unknown. The questions in How-R-you remind children and parents about
the questions they are asked at the hospital and, accordingly, children and parents experience that the
hospital is virtually represented during the disease self-management activity in the home space. Even
when children tap the OK function they have to reflect upon whether they experienced symptoms
related to arthritis. In this way families are more aware of the child’s role as a patient at home than they
would usually be.

Age and Places for Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management in Everyday Life
The activity of disease self-management using How-R-you at home is performed in different ways
across the age groups represented in the study. For the young children, when they are included in the
registration of How-R-you, this always takes place at home with their parents, somewhere where
conversations about symptoms would usually take place. Often this is around the dining table, in the
living room or in bed. These children still need their parents to assist in the activity. Sometimes the
parents perform the activity without the child. During their registration, young children are reminded
about the reflective activity of creating the anamnesis at the hospital. For the mature children,
registration, like the small children, takes place at home. For the children, registration has become an
integrated part of their everyday life at home. The performance of registration takes place without help
from the parents. The children are reminded about the registration by their smartphone, although in
different ways. Registration is also supported by parents, who sometimes remind children about the
activity. The children, as seen with younger children, experience and recognize the questions from the
activity of creating an anamnesis at the hospital. For the adolescents, registration becomes more
sporadic, although it mostly is at home. To these children, registration is not related to parents in any
way, as the parents expect them to register without help or reminders. One child sometimes registers
just after badminton practice, while another usually does it in bed, when she finds the energy to do so.
Because these children carry the responsibility for the registration on their own, they need to feel
motivated to register at home. Initially, it seemed that showing the data at the consultation was
motivating to them. However, as one child expressed, because she had difficulties understanding how
the physicians use her data from everyday life, she did not see the point of reflecting upon the symptoms
and disease, which made her feel like a patient every day. In this way, even the adolescents are reminded
about the activity at consultations and feel that the hospital is virtually represented at home by the use
of the app. Yet, because they carry the responsibility for registering themselves, they have an easier time
rejecting this change of space by discontinuing the use of the app.
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Places for Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management at the Hospital
Using How-R-you during the consultation at the premises of the hospital changes how everyday life is
represented during the consultation. How-R-you is worked into one of the key activities in the
consultation, the activity of creating an anamnesis between patients and the physicians. Before the use
of How-R-you it was difficult to see the child in roles other than a patient. However, with the use of the
app, physicians and parents agree that everyday life is better represented, along with the child’s general
condition and experiences of everyday life. In fact, it was seen that physicians altered the following
activities in the consultation to make sure that they addressed the challenges that they found in HowR-you. For children, this experience differs according to their age. Interestingly, while physicians are
positive about the representation of everyday life in consultations, it varies whether parents and
children experience any value from the insight to everyday life.

Age and Places for Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Management at the Hospital
Looking across age groups there are, however, differences as to how the app changes the experience of
the hospital place. For younger children it is difficult to notice the difference between the consultation
place before and after the use of How-R-you. In general, although the young children are placed in the
role as patients when walking into the hospital, physicians treat them like children and often spend time
asking them about many different things besides their disease experiences. Parents, however, find that
their children’s everyday life is better represented in consultations with How-R-you. The representation
has a relieving effect on parents, who are less afraid of forgetting important details because they feel
that these details are presented in the consultation moment with How-R-you. Furthermore, many of
the physicians’ comments are directed at helping the parents distinguish their children’s’ symptoms
between non-arthritis and arthritis related. Physicians were able to observe and address challenges by
identifying different symptoms. They recognized these because of the representation of everyday life
through the registrations combined with parents’ interpretations of these data. Accordingly, when the
app is in use during younger children’s consultations, the children act in a similar manner to before the
use of the app by letting parents lead the conversation, while parents feel that How-R-you better
represents and addresses children’s everyday life challenges. For the mature children, they step into the
role as a patient at the hospital. With How-R-you the physician gains a better understanding of the
everyday life which is represented by the app. Yet, none of the mature children find that this everyday
life information is important or interesting to the consultation. Their parents also experience that
everyday life is better represented but have a hard time understanding the value of this. Interestingly,
from the physicians’ point of view these data are important to understand whether the child experiences
arthritis or non-arthritis related symptoms and to understand the child’s everyday life with the disease.
For adolescents, the physician again gains an insight into their everyday life and finds the insight
interesting to their treatment of the children. The children, however, are not sure that the
representation of everyday life is valuable at the consultation. Although John was relieved of his
headaches because of the physician’s insight and Sophie desired a tool to let the physicians gain a better
insight to her everyday life, both had a difficult time understanding what the physicians used the
representation of everyday life for in the consultation room.
Table 11 provides an overview of the cross-case analysis about the embodied perspective on “Space”.
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Embodied Experience on Space
Similarities

Digitally
enabled chronic
disease

self-

management
places
everyday life

in

Differences
Young children

Mature children

Adolescents

Place of disease self-management:

Place of disease self-management:

Place of disease self-management:

Place of disease self-management:

If a parent/s assists the self-management of the

When

included,

Registration takes place at home. The

Registration can take place anywhere

disease, the place of registration is linked to

registration

at

home

child registers alone and registration

and is not restricted by parents’

that person/these people.

together with parents in the same

could take place in any room, with or

participation or support.

room. Parents sometimes register on

without the parents, although it often

their own.

occurs at home, where the parents

Symptom self-management activities at home:
Daily and fixed performance of symptom self-

children
takes

are
place

remind them about the registration.

Symptom self-management activities
at

home:

Adolescents

carry

out

management in the everyday life space is

Symptom self-management activities

introduced with How-R-you. Symptom self-

at

is

Symptom self-management activities

questions in the app remind them

management

with

How-R-you

home:

When

the

activity

registration entirely on their own. The

requires

performed with the child, the parent

at home: The performance of the

about the practice at the consultation.

reflection structured by questions that families

reads the questions from the app to the

registration takes place without help

This enactment of activities known

know from the hospital. Accordingly, they

child and the child answers. In this

from the parents to answer questions.

from

experience the use of How-R-you as an

way, the symptom self-management

Parents only support children by

unnecessary to the adolescents, who do

enactment of the consultation space and

activity is reminding children of the

reminding them about the registration

not experience anything unknown.

activities in the home space.

similar

and assist with an understanding of the

Expected role at home: With the app, children

activity

of

creating

the

anamnesis during consultations.

questions. Children enact the reflective
activity, that they also know from the

and adolescents are expected to perform

Expected role at home: Parents decide

activities that are usually coherent with the role

where

of a patient, that they usually do not do in these

reflective

places.

activities and step into their role as

reflective

patients.

activities at home remind the children

the

child

disease

should

perform

self-management

consultation, on their own.
Expected role at home: The new
disease

the

consultation

feels

Expected role at home: Adolescents
step into the role as patients at home
when

registering

reflective

disease

because

of

the

self-management

activity.

self-management

about their role as a patient.
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Digitally

Place of disease management: The reading of

Symptom management activities at the

Symptom management activities at the

Symptom management activities at the

enabled chronic

the app takes place in the consultation room

hospital: The use of the app during the

hospital:

hospital:

disease

together with the physician, a nurse, the parent

anamnesis activity introduces more

management

and the child.

information

places
hospital

at

the

Symptom

management

activities

at

the

hospital: The app is integrated into one of the
key activities at the consultation, the creation of
the anamnesis. The data in How-R-you
represent everyday life better than before How-

about

parents’

and

children’s experiences of the child’s
everyday life. In this way, the physician
gains a better insight into the child’s
everyday

life

which

is

virtually

represented with the use of the app.

Both

arthritis

other

The reading of the app is integrated

challenges, are represented to the

into the physician’s key activity of

physician, who gains an insight into the

creating the anamnesis and they gain a

child’s everyday life. Everyday life is

better understanding of adolescents’

then virtually represented through the

everyday life, which is represented

app. None of the children or parents

through the app. Physicians treat

find

arthritis related as well as other

that

related,

the

and

everyday

life

R-you was in use, and the physicians are

Role at the hospital: Parents represent

representation is important to the

challenges

enabled an insight into the patient’s everyday

the children as patients. Physicians use

consultation. Physicians, however, find

experience.

life, which again affects their activities during

the app to teach parents and children

the representation valuable.

information may turn out to be

the consultation.

to

Role at the hospital: Arthritis related challenges
are prioritized; however, physicians also look
into other challenges they find in the app, which
at times changes physicians’ focus from
rheumatology to general pediatrics.

interpret

the

symptoms

they

experience as arthritis related or not,
and

attempt

to

help

families

understand when the child experiences
arthritis

or

challenges.

non-arthritis

related

Role at the hospital: Children are

that

the

patients

However,

missing

misrepresenting everyday life.

primarily treated for their arthritis,

Role at the hospital: Adolescents are

however other everyday challenges

primarily treated for arthritis, but

exposed through the app are taken into

when physicians find other challenges

account. In this way, children are both

they also treat these. Adolescents are

arthritis patients and children with

then treated as arthritis patients and as

other challenges.

adolescents, with other challenges.
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Embodied perspective on Artifact
Digital and Non-Digital Chronic Disease Self-Management Artifacts in Everyday Life
The families in this study only used other artifacts to self-manage the disease at times when the patient
experienced unknown and worrying symptoms. Comparing their experiences using pieces of paper, memos
and paper journals to How-R-you results in a range of opportunities and constraints. However, these are
different across the different age groups.
At the current time, none of the families in this study used other tools to daily self-manage not only
symptoms, but any aspects of their disease, and How-R-you did introduce a large change in the families’
lives. The introduction of the artifact also came with a new fixed activity to perform each day even if the
families did this activity in different ways.

Age and Digital and Non-Digital Chronic Disease Self-Management Artifacts in Everyday Life
Across families, there are differing experiences concerning noting down children’s symptoms before HowR-you was introduced. Again, it seems there is a pattern across age groups. For the young children, parents
have used pieces of paper to note down specific questions or symptoms. Yet, they mostly do so in times
when the parents experience the disease in an unknown and confusing way. At this time, children may
explain a symptom, but the parents decide whether their child’s experiences should be mentioned at the
consultation or something to worry about. Mark, for instance, noted Robert’s fever patterns on a piece of
paper across a time period when Robert experienced unstructured fever patterns. Similarly, Amanda noted
down symptoms they do not understand and questions for the physicians on pieces of paper during
everyday life. By comparison, How-R-you is used every day. Parents also find that How-R-you is a safe way
of saving data about the disease, and that the app enables an easy way of finding patterns in the data. They
also found it valuable to be able to register the information that is important to the physicians. The children
experience the app as a fun edition to the disease self-management and enjoy registering in the app. The
families around the mature children have a different take on noting questions and symptoms down on
paper. In these families, children negotiate how they are feeling with parents at home, yet when notes are
written down it is always performed by the parents. Parents mostly note down questions or symptoms when
something unknown is occurring during a time period. When the children feel well, parents do not record
their experiences. However, children and parents sometimes disagree on challenges or experienced
symptoms, and, in these cases, parents usually end up noting down their experience of the child’s
symptoms. With How-R-you, children alone use the app, only supported by parents. To these children, it is
a large activity to register and reflect upon their disease each day. Furthermore, because this artifact is their
first experience with the registration of symptoms, they feel that they think more about the disease than
they have previously done. The adolescents were not used to noting experiences down. While they may
swiftly chat with their parents about experiences, their disease is not registered. When using How-R-you,
adolescents are entirely responsible for the registration and the activity of using it seems challenging as
they must remember the app and register. To adolescents the app represents more of an unnecessary chore
than a help to the disease self-app.
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Digital and Non-Digital Chronic Disease Management Artifacts at Consultations
There are other artifacts to record the development of the disease at the consultation. The physician uses
the Electronic Patient Journal to keep track of how the patient feels. However, this artifact only registers
how the patient feels at consultation and the registration in the system is performed by the physician. In
this way, the information in the system is only interpreted by the physicians and only registered at
consultations. In contrast, How-R-you presents a daily registration of the child’s and adolescents’ (and
parents’) perspective on the disease in everyday life.

Age and Digital and Non-Digital Chronic Disease Management Artifacts at Consultations
For the younger children, the use of the app represents a negotiated perspective between child and parent.
Before the app, the pieces of paper that parents would bring to the consultation were interpreted by parents.
In How-R-you, children are at least included in registering when they experience episodes of pain or other
symptoms. In these cases, parents are happy to bring the app, because they believe that it provides the
physician a much-needed insight into the child’s experience of everyday life. From the physicians’ point of
view, the app enables a way of helping parents and children with sorting non-arthritis and arthritis related
experiences. To the mature children, the app is representative of their, and not their parents’, experience
during the consultation. Yet, these children experience that the app is not helpful to them and they have a
difficult time understanding why their perspective is interesting to the physician. The physician, on the
other hand, feels a closer connection to these mature children, because they brought in their own
perspective on how they have been. This information is not interpreted by parents. In this way, compared
to before they used How-R-you, the app now is a direct representation of the child’s perspective on the
disease experiences in everyday life. Adolescents do see how the app enables an insight into their everyday
life, which other artifacts have been unable to unfold; however, they find it difficult to understand the value
of these insights. Usually, these children do not bring pieces of paper or other artifacts to the consultation
and, accordingly, it is difficult to know details about how they have been. Physicians are interested in the
tool as it presents them with a patient perspective, which is usually very difficult to ascertain.
Table 12 provides an overview of the cross-case analysis about the embodied perspective on “Artifact”.
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Embodied Experience on Artifact
Similarities

Differences
Young children

Mature children

Adolescents

Digital and Non-

Other digital and non-digital disease self-

Other digital and non-digital disease

Other digital and non-digital disease

Other digital and non-digital disease

Digital Chronic

management artifacts: Parents who take part in

self-management artifacts:

self-management

self-management

Disease

disease self-management occasionally write

Self-

Management
Artifacts

down observations and questions on pieces of
in

Everyday Life

paper, in notebooks or in journals. Children and
adolescents do not note down their experiences
on paper.

Parents

have

occasionally

noted

reflections, observations or questions
down on pieces of paper. They have
done so during times where they
experience unknown symptoms. Now

Features used in everyday life: In their everyday

parents register alone or with children

life, parents and patients use the modules and

every day in the app and feel relieved

answer questions, however they never use the

that the data are saved and cannot go

graphs or tables to see data again.

missing, be forgotten or destroyed.

have occasionally noted their own

adolescents have never used any

reflections, observations or questions

artifacts to note reflections, questions

down on pieces of paper. Now children

or observation. Adolescents now use

note down observations and reflections

How-R-you to do so. Although they

in the app.

believe the app to be interesting at
times of arthritis flare-ups, they stop
using the app when they feel well
because they find it unnecessary.

Other digital and non-digital disease

Other digital and non-digital disease

Other digital and non-digital disease

management artifacts: The Electronic Patient

management

management artifacts:

management

Disease

Journal represents the physician’s perspective

pieces of paper or notebooks represent

on the patient’s disease development.

the parents’ perspective on the child’s

Consultations

disease

The

Other

at

non-digital

artifacts:

Digital Chronic

Artifacts

and

Parents

Digital and Non-

Management

digital

artifacts:

represents parents’ and children’s

The physician uses graphs and tables to
experiences.

and

interpret

Occasional

experiences. Information in the app

Features used at the hospital:

understand

artifacts:

the

patient’s

collaborate perspective on the disease.

The parents’ interpretation of the
child’s

experiences

is

occasionally

represents

artifacts:

his/her

The

child

perspective

on

experiences through How-R-you.

presented by the use of pieces of paper,
notebooks or journals. The child’s own
perspective on experiences in everyday
life are represented through How-Ryou.

Table 12: Embodied Experience on Artifact
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CHAPTER 8

DISCUSSION OF CONTRIBUTIONS
In the following I will discuss my findings against the current literature streams in order to make clear
my contribution to the literature on digitally enabled chronic disease self-management, experiential
computing and the IS field in general.

Contributions to Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management
On an overall level, this research contributes to the previous literature on digitally enabled chronic
disease self-management by using ethnographic methods to place emphasis on chronic disease selfmanagement in the home. To the best of my knowledge, this dissertation is the first in which the
researcher emerges into and observes chronic disease patients’ everyday life, while the patients use
digital artifacts to self-manage their disease. The method has proved interesting because it enabled a
new understanding of the patients’ self-management. Previous literature within the field has focused
attention on understanding the quantitative outcome of digital artifacts to patients’ health and
unforeseen consequences of the use are largely ignored in these studies (Kitsiou et al. 2017; Paré et al.
2007, 2010). Instead of understanding the digital artifact as either effective, ineffective or promising to
the health of the patient, as seen in previous studies (e.g. as seen in Ekeland et al.'s 2010 review of the
effect of telemedicine), this study focuses on the consequences of digital artifacts in their everyday life
that may not have been foreseen.
Furthermore, design- and qualitative-interview-based studies have focused on the motivation of
patients to use digital artifacts, and accordingly these studies intrinsically portray that chronic disease
patients spend, or should spend, all day, every day self-managing the disease. For instance, Dadgar and
Joshi (2018) investigate the inclusion of the patients’ values to the design of digital artifacts for selfmanagement. They do so to understand how to increase the use of these artifacts in the selfmanagement of patients’ chronic disease. Similarly, Gogovor et al. (2017) found that specific functions
should be available in digital artifacts to motivate patients’ use. In both LeRouge et al.’s (2013) and
Savoli et al.’s (2020) research, patient personalities are investigated to understand how to motivate
different types of patients to use digital artifacts to self-manage their disease.
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While these results all present interesting opportunities to motivate the use of digital artifacts, they
consider less whether there are times where digital artifacts should not be motivated at all. This thesis
describes that patients do not always need to use digital artifacts for reflective activities. In fact, the use
of digital artifacts at specific times can disturb patients’ everyday life. Accordingly, instead of only
focusing on how to motivate patients to use digital artifacts, research should steer towards a larger focus
on when patients do not need to use them.
In the following sections, I will firstly theorize that chronic disease self-management can be automatic
and reflective and explain the consequences of embodied digital artifact use to these two types of selfmanagement. From this part of the discussion it will be apparent when chronic disease patients should
use digital artifacts and what consequences digital artifacts have when applied at a time when they are
not needed. I will then theorize three different relationships between children and parents and explain
the consequences of embodied digital artifact use to these.
Drawing on Lee and Baskerville (2003), I will now generalize my empirical findings to empirical
descriptions. I will do so by comparing my results with other descriptions, in order to determine the
validity of my descriptions (Lee and Baskerville 2003). I will first consider the consequences of use to
chronic disease self-management in their everyday life, describing when and where the activity of
digitally enabled chronic disease self-management of symptoms is valuable and not valuable. Secondly,
I will explore the collaboration on chronic disease self-management between the actors in the study in
order to describe the activities of digitally enabled communication with physicians and use of social
support systems.

Consequences of Embodied use to Chronic Disease Self-Management
I will now present and discuss the theoretical statement that: 1) children’s and parents’ experiences of
chronic disease self-management in their everyday life without the use of a digital artifact are either
reflective or automatic. I will then move on to explain and discuss the second theoretical statement,
that: 2) the use of mHealth during a time period of automatic chronic disease self-management
unintentionally inflicts the role of patient onto children’s and parents’ everyday life; whereas it, during
times of reflective chronic disease self-management, enables patients’ self-management of the chronic
disease.

Statement 1) Children’s and parents’ experiences of chronic disease self-management in their
everyday life without the use of a digital artifact can be either reflective or automatic.
Across the cases, patients all described differences between their current and previous self-management
of the chronic disease in their everyday life. When describing previous experiences of self-management,
they highlighted specific time periods through which the disease was foregrounded in their everyday
life and contrasted them to the current disease self-management. From their descriptions chronic
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disease self-management can be characterized as either reflective or automatic depending on the
specific needs of the disease at that time. It has been argued earlier, that self-management should
change in character along five different phases; pre-treatment, initial titration, maintenance, reestablished control and cessation (Glasziou et al. 2005). Yet the characterization of self-management
as either automatic or reflective is, to the best of my knowledge, new.
All families have experienced times of reflective chronic disease self-management at home. In contrast
to current experiences, during times of reflective disease self-management, the disease and the selfmanagement of the disease are experienced as foregrounded, ever-present and apparent in their
everyday life. Furthermore, during these times, the family experience the disease in a hitherto far
unknown way. For instance, the arthritis could flare up with unknown and worrying symptoms or the
family could experience new side effects of the medication. Across all families, it is seen that these
periods are most often connected to a time where the child receives the arthritis diagnosis, changes
medication or when medication is discontinued. Families explain how they spend more time reflecting
upon the unknown symptoms and parents note down specific episodes, for instance symptoms or side
effects, to remember these observations at the consultation with the physician. The aim of the child’s
treatment at this time is not only to treat symptoms as they appear, but also to prevent further harm
and future symptoms by giving information to the physicians, who are then able to make decisions
about their treatment. Lastly, the child is experienced more in the role of a patient during this time
period, which is different to the families’ current experience of the disease and the self-management of
it.
The way that families in this study currently experience disease self-management in their everyday life
stands in stark contrast to the previous ones and is automatic in nature. Currently, the six children
studied and their parents focus on maintaining the disease. Although the children are aware that they
have arthritis, the experience of the disease is backgrounded in their everyday life. During this
maintenance of the disease, the symptoms they experience are known and seldom cause worries or
reflections. Consequently, when symptoms or side effects are felt, they are quickly forgotten, and they
are seldom experienced as apparent in their everyday life. Disease self-management is straightforward
and performed without much thought, and more as an automatic activity. Accordingly, the families do
not experience a need to note down symptoms and symptoms are treated automatically, because the
families know them well and will have treated them many times before. For the children, taking their
disease medication is also a recurrent, fixed and known activity, that seldom causes any reflections
except for the need to remember it. The aim of the treatment is to maintain the current status and
symptoms are self-managed as they appear at the current moment without much thought about future
symptoms. The child is seldom experienced as a patient by themselves or their parents due the
backgrounding of the disease and the automatic self-management of it. In the literature, Glasziou et al.
(2005) question whether we should self-manage symptoms of chronic patients in general at all. These
researchers conclude that the principles of self-management of symptoms for chronic diseases have not
been well conceptualized and that looking at needs for treatment across time periods could reduce costs
and needed self-management of symptoms.
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It is a general assumption in the previous literature that patients are in need of constant reflective selfmanagement of their disease and automatic self-management is not considered. It has, for instance,
been stated that “[i]t is essential that individuals are effectively engaged [in digitally enabled chronic
disease self-management, red.] for sustained behavior change” (Vuong et al. 2012: 1181) when
describing the use of digital diaries for disease self-management of diabetes. This statement underlines
the importance of patients’ reflective self-management by explaining that without the reflective
performance of registering in the diary, patients will not change their self-management behavior (for
instance medication adherence or self-management of symptoms). However, what I see in this study
problematizes such findings, because it shows that the use of digital artifacts causes patients to think of
themselves as patients during periods of automatic self-management. Another example is the statement
that “[i]t is also generally accepted that successful management of a chronic disease depends, among
other factors, on the active involvement of the patient” (Savoli et al. 2020: 372). This statement is used
to support the description of different personality types to enable physicians in motivating asthma
patients to use digital artifacts, even when patients are not interested in digitally enabled chronic
disease self-management. Against this line of literature, the division of reflective and automatic selfmanagement activities presents a contribution, because it explains that the self-management of a
chronic disease in some time periods successfully occurs without much reflection. It also shows that the
consequence of digital artifacts is that they necessitate reflection during such times.

Automatic and Reflective Disease Self-management
Automatic

Reflective

Experience of disease

Background

Foreground

Time period

Maintenance of disease

Diagnosis, medication changes,
discontinuance of medication,
consultations with physicians

Symptoms and side effects

Known

Unknown

Important time perspective

Now

Future

Treatment of symptoms

Focused on stopping symptoms
now

Focused on understanding what
symptoms
signify,
stopping
symptoms and preventing further
harm and symptoms in the future

Child role

Child

Patient

Consequence
of
digital
artifact to support disease
self-management

Unnecessary, because it reminds
children and parents about disease

Helpful, because it enables children
and parents to provide important
information from everyday life to
physicians

Table 13: Automatic and reflective disease self-management
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Importantly, the child experiences reflective disease self-management every time they attend
consultations at the hospital, even at times where the disease is self-managed in an automatic manner
at home. Consultations at the hospital are reflective situations because the disease is foregrounded to
enable the physician, patient and parents to reflect on how the patient experiences the disease and the
self-management of it. In particular, the creation of the anamnesis is reflective, as physicians attempt
to understand the child’s experience by asking different questions about their everyday life. Table 13
presents an overview of the different characteristics of chronic disease self-management as either
automatic or reflective.

Statement 2) the use of digital artifacts that need manual registration during a time period of
automatic chronic disease self-management unintentionally inflicts the role of patient onto everyday
life; whereas they, during times of reflective chronic disease self-management, enable the patient’s
self-management of the chronic disease.
Previous literature differs on how digital artifacts in disease self-management affect patients. To some
patients, digital artifacts have positively eased their self-management activities (Hess et al. 2007), while
other research explains that well-controlled patients may not need digital artifacts to self-monitor the
disease (Farmer et al. 2007). To explain why the digital artifact may be problematic during some time
periods, I will first explain how How-R-you changes the current experience of the disease and disease
self-management. I do so by describing the findings on how How-R-you changes chronic disease selfmanagement in patients’ homes. Secondly, I will explain when the digital artifact is found to be helpful
and when it is unnecessary by describing findings on the dimension of time. Table 13 also presents the
consequences of the digital artifact during automatic and reflective disease self-management in their
everyday life.

Embodied Experiences of Disease Self-Management Activities: where and how?
To understand the consequences of the use of How-R-you, it is important to understand how it changes
children’s and parents’ experience of the space they are situated in during their everyday life. Children
and parents are physically present at different places, yet their surrounding space is enacted through
activities at each of these places. In this way, although the physical place they are situated in does not
change, how they experience the place may change as different activities are performed. The home space
does not usually include reflective disease self-management activities, and, most of the time, the
automatic manner in which self-management is carried out is backgrounding the awareness of the
disease in the home space. In contrast, during reflective disease self-management activities, for instance
talking about and noting down disease experiences, children and parents become more aware of their
disease and the self-management of it. In this way, the disease is experienced as more present at home
when self-management activities that necessitate a perspective of the child as a patient are carried out.
At the consultation, the activities and especially the activity of creating an anamnesis, are also of a
reflective nature. During this reflective activity, children and parents answer questions to explain their
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experiences of the disease in order to provide the physician with an understanding of how the child
feels.
Interestingly, the activity of registering in How-R-you requires a reflective disease self-management
approach because it questions the child’s experiences of the disease. Children and parents already know
the activity of questioning the experiences of the disease well, as it reminds them of the anamnesis that
they are familiar with from consultations. Consequently, the use of How-R-you to self-manage the
disease at home requires an enactment of the activities that children and parents know from the
consultation. A consequence of the embodied use of How-R-you is then that the child experiences the
reflective self-management activity and their role as a patient in their everyday life at home.
In the literature, a few similar findings have been found to support this, yet, in the literature, patient,
age and artifact differ. Ancker et al. (2015) report that elderly patients with multiple chronic diseases
are reminded that they are ill when manually registering information on a webpage to self-manage
symptoms and they call for more attention to be paid to how to solve such challenges. On the other
hand, other researchers have found that digital artifacts that work seamlessly in their everyday life, such
as wearables, are almost forgotten by asthma (Son et al. 2017, 2020), chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, and diabetes patients (Atallah et al. 2009), and are well received. It seems then, that digital
artifacts that need manual registration of information cause the patient to reflect about their disease,
while other digital artifacts, in which registrations are made automatically, are forgotten.
How-R-you is furthermore integrated into the activity of creating the anamnesis in the consultation.
This integration affords the physician new information about the children in their everyday life, which
guides the physician’s activities during the consultation. In this way, the child’s experiences of everyday
life with and without arthritis are also enacted at the place of the hospital, which changes the space to
more closely resemble everyday life. Presentation of data from self-management at consultations has
been found to upset (Ancker et al. 2015) and confuse (Peel et al. 2007) the patient, and patients are
surprised that physicians are not very interested in their registrations (Ancker et al. 2015). In this case,
patients do not agree about the effect of How-R-you at the consultation and speak of different
experiences. Although some felt that the digital artifact afforded physicians a better understanding of
their everyday life, other patients found that it did not change the consultation at all. Essén and Oborn
(2017) similarly observed that arthritis patients of all ages found the information registered in a
registration system to be representative of only a small part of their life. On the other hand, physicians
felt that it helped their understanding of the patient (ibid). Similarly, in this research, physicians found
that they understood the patients better and their understanding of patients for everyday challenges,
for instance in explaining to patients the differences between arthritis and non-arthritis related
symptoms. Concerning how the app was seen as an educational tool, Frøisland et al. (2012) had a similar
finding when describing diabetes care to adolescents with diabetes. The physicians in the present study
also started to help patients with everyday challenges, because they found information about them in
How-R-you. While not entirely coherent with this study, it is interesting that Farmer et al.’s (2007)
study shows that diabetes patients did not experience changes in their specific chronic disease by the
use of mHealth, but did see an improvement in general health status. While Farmer et al. (2007) focused
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on self-management and explained the finding by patients’ enhanced focus on health, this research may
broaden such an explanation because it shows that the physicians expand their focus on the patients’
health.

Embodied Experiences of Disease Self-Management Activities: when?
Jiang and Cameron (2020) describe how the literature explains a main benefit of digital artifacts as
being that patients are required to reflect upon their disease. The results of this study, however,
problematize such a stance because of the consequences of such tracking to the patient’s everyday life.
The digital artifact in this study was implemented during a time period when patients would not usually
reflect upon the disease. During this period, child and parents would usually treat the disease
automatically and they seldom experienced the disease as foregrounded in their everyday life. However,
the reflective disease self-management which the digital artifact requires, necessitates a perspective on
the child as a patient. When using How-R-you, children and parents accordingly experience the child
as a patient, even during a period where they would seldom think about this role and the disease. This
is in line with other research that claims that using digital artifacts to self-manage symptoms is
unnecessary to the lives of well-controlled diabetes patients (Farmer et al. 2017). However, in this case,
children and parents also explain that, during times where the disease appears in an unknown manner
(e.g. when the disease is diagnosed, at times of medication change or when medication is discontinued),
How-R-you will aid the process of making sure that all important information is reported at
consultations. Other research on adolescents with cancer has also described that the use of manually
registering through mHealth is generally helpful immediately after patients receive their diagnosis
(Gibson et al. 2010). Another research project described that SMSs from diabetes patients of all ages to
physicians were, by patients, perceived as being a good way of self-managing symptoms by enabling
fast contact with the physicians when such contact was needed (Hess et al. 2007). Although Hess et al.
(2007) do not explore the question of time in their study, the study also suggests that patients only used
SMS to communicate with physicians at times of reflective disease self-management. In this way, an
artifact that requires manual activities to self-manage the disease is more valuable to patients during
time periods where they, even without the artifact, would experience reflective self-management of the
chronic disease in their everyday life.
Embodied use of How-R-you not only changes the experience of the time periods in which it is used,
but also changes how often actors reflectively self-manage the disease. How-R-you changed how often
reflective self-management of symptoms was performed, from occurring when unknown symptoms
appeared, to a fixed, daily activity. With How-R-you children and parents reflect and register the status
of their symptoms on a daily basis, even during time periods where they do not experience symptoms.
Registration of symptoms takes place in the evening to ensure the registration of everything that
happened during the day. Registration takes no more than five minutes; however, for most users, the
thoughts of the digital artifact extend throughout the day. Patients or parents think about registration
when they experience an episode that they must remember to register or when they remind themselves
about how they must remember to register altogether. For some users reflective disease self-
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management accordingly becomes an all-day activity. Hence, how often the children and parents
experience the child in the role as a patient also changes, because the reflective disease self-management
necessitates that the child is viewed as such.
During time periods where the disease is foregrounded and patients naturally perform reflective disease
self-management, patients expect that the app will be helpful. Children and parents recall how they
often worried that they would not be able to provide physicians with important information during
times where the disease was foregrounded in their everyday life. They found it difficult to know what
information the physicians found important to observe at home and were afraid that they would have
forgotten details at consultations. Daily registrations in How-R-you about the details of the disease will
ease the children’s and parents’ minds, because they register information that the physicians find
important to the treatment of the disease and will not forget important details. In this way, How-R-you
can support patients by providing focused questions to ensure that patients do not forget important
information during times of reflective disease self-management. Other research has explained the use
of mHealth to calm adolescents with cancer when they experience a frightening symptom (Gibson et al.
2010).
Physicians, on the other hand, find information from all time periods to be interesting and valuable.
During periods where the child and parent are maintaining the disease, the physicians for instance use
the information to make sure that patients do not experience symptoms at home, to help them
distinguish arthritis related symptoms from other challenges and to address everyday challenges. It has
been noted that patients find the use of digital artifacts helpful in their communication with physicians
at times of non-urgent matters, even if the physicians oppose the digital artifacts due to the increased
workload (Cingi et al. 2015). In line with this, digital artifacts have been problematized, because the use
of digital artifacts may engender patient dependency on healthcare professionals at unnecessary times
(Pinnock et al. 2007). Yet, in contrast, the six patients in this study are less confident about the value of
the information at consultations during the current time period. Even at consultations in which patients
find the use of the information valuable, they all still suggest that How-R-you will be more valuable to
the treatment of arthritis during periods of time where they experience unknown symptoms in their
everyday life. The artifact can then provide an opportunity for registering more and relevant
information to bring to consultations, which has a calming effect on the patients.

Interdependence of Time Periods and Enactment of Activities
Although time periods and space are distinguished in this discussion and throughout the thesis to
enable an understanding of both, it is difficult to deny their interdependence. Whether the digital
artifact and the activities it requires are either unnecessary or helpful entirely depends on the time
period at which it is used. During time periods of unknown symptoms or side effects and where the
disease is foregrounded in their everyday life, How-R-you creates a helpful, reflective space, because it
enables patient assistance by asking important questions and saving information about the disease. In
contrast, during periods of known symptoms or side effects and where the disease is backgrounded in
their everyday life, How-R-you creates an unnecessary and annoying reflective space, one which
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reminds children about their disease and role as a patient. One previous study found that patients are
not always enthusiastic about the use of digital artifacts to self-manage their disease, because digital
artifacts remind patients about their disease (Ancker et al. 2015). This research further explores that
there are times where this reminder is less invasive than others, and that the digital artifacts remind
patients about their disease because the embodied use requires the performance of reflective activities.
The importance of understanding this is that it can guide when and how digital artifacts are valuable to
patients.

Consequences of Embodied use to Collaboration on Children’s Chronic Disease Self-Management
Statement 3) The relationship between chronic disease children, parents and physicians changes
when the app is introduced to the collaboration on chronic disease management.
Although self-management of chronic diseases has previously been seen as an individual activity (e.g.
Badawy et al. 2018; Khan et al. 2018), in this case the activity was clearly a collaboration between child
and parent. The case of disease self-management between children and parents is also different from
other collaborations, because disease self-management takes place in the home and the patient (the
child) may not bear the main responsibility for the activity (Fedele et al. 2017). Accordingly, in other
cases, how digital artifacts support social support systems in an online manner by connecting chronic
disease patients and caregivers across geographical distances (Barrera et al. 2002; Merolli et al. 2014;
Shaw and Johnson 2011) is an interesting perspective. However, in the case of children and parents,
how a digital artifact affects the child’s social support system (the parent) in an offline manner is
undeniably a question.
It is, as such, not new to the literature that parents play a role in disease self-management enabled by
digital artifacts. Fedele et al.’s (2017) review observes an increased effect of digital artifacts on children’s
and adolescents’ health when parents are involved in their use. Armoiry et al.’s (2018) review confirms
the importance of parents in the collaboration on digital artifacts. Yet, none of the studies reviewed by
Fedele et al. (2017) or Armoiry et al. (2018) or any other studies that I found explain why.
Furthermore, most studies that mention parents as being involved in the use of mHealth to self-manage
the disease do not differ between different age groups (e.g. Carpenter et al. 2016; Ellis et al. 2007;
Franklin et al. 2008; Leonard et al. 2017). The representation of children from 6 to 17 years of age
included in this study differs from previous research. Most literature on digitally enabled chronic
disease self-management by children and adolescents only represents infants and young children
(Fedele et al. 2017) or adolescents (e.g. Frøisland et al. 2012; Gibson et al. 2010; Rhee et al. 2014; Slater
et al. 2017). Different studies comment that the lack of representation of children across age groups is
limiting the results (Fedele et al. 2017; Gammon et al. 2005). In this study, the inclusion of different
age groups did prove important to the findings because patterns were found when comparing the
different age groups of the patients. These patterns allowed three types of disease self-management
relationships between children and parents to appear that describe how children’s parents are involved
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in disease self-management: interpretative, collaborative and supportive. These relationships were
moreover important to what information the physician received and acted upon in consultations
between parents and children.
To explain how, I will start by presenting the relationships without How-R-you and then move on to
explain the consequences of How-R-you to these relationships.

Three Chronic Disease Self-Management Relationships between Parents and Children
When self-management of the disease is performed between young children and parents, it is
undertaken in an interpretative manner. At this age, children are still dependent on their parents to
assist with many of their daily activities, let alone disease self-management. The responsibility for the
self-management of the disease falls on the parent, not the child. It is a difficult time period, because
children have not learned to understand symptoms or to express them. At this age, children may know
the difference between disease-related and other symptoms, however the difference is unclear, and they
report both types of pain to parents. Furthermore, for a large part of the child’s day, he or she is
separated from the parents and the parents must consequently rely on children to explain disease
experiences when they arrive home. In this way, parents must also rely on their own interpretations of
the children’s limited descriptions of disease-related and other symptom experiences to assist the selfmanagement of the disease. Because of the knowledge of the diagnosis, parents often mistake a nonarthritis related, everyday pain for something arthritis related, which sometimes causes confusion and
unnecessary worry. Yet the interpretations are used to treat the child on an everyday basis and to
collaborate with physicians regarding future treatment plans. In fact, at consultations the child is
generally backgrounded and the parent acts as the child’s spokesperson.
Self-management between mature children with a chronic disease and their parents is performed in a
collaborative way. With the growing maturity of children follows the ability and responsibility to
perform more disease self-management activities on their own. The responsibility for the disease selfmanagement is, in this way, shared between parents and children. Although children still rely on their
parents to assist and teach them about the self-management of the disease, for instance to remind them
and help them to take their medication, the children have started to understand and treat symptoms on
their own. The difficulty of self-management during this time is that the shared responsibility between
parents and child makes the boundaries less clear. Children sometimes protest to the treatment because
they are more confident in their experience of the symptoms and do not always agree with the parents’
interpretations or decisions. At these times, parents take over the disease self-management by, for
instance, convincing children to adhere to the treatment. At most times, however, parents and children
are now collaborating on the disease self-management because their multiple discussions about
treatment and disease experiences have led to an agreement on how the disease is experienced and how
to treat it. Mature children are more inclined to experience their role as patients when collaborating
with parents on their disease self-management because the collaboration at times requires reflective
conversation about the disease. At consultations, children listen and attempt to understand the
physician although parents are still the spokespeople for the children. Yet, because children and parents
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talk about symptoms and challenges, parents’ representations of children are less interpretative and
include the child’s experience to a higher degree. Physicians seek to connect more with children and
include them more in the treatment.
Disease self-management in the relationship between adolescents and their parents is supportive.
Children are less dependent on their parents in the disease self-management and have become more
autonomous. The children carry out most of the disease self-management activities on their own. They,
for instance, self-manage medication and treat symptoms as they appear without parental interference.
Parents stay supportive by reminding the children about the self-management of medication or
symptoms. Children sometimes also look for parental advice, yet parents do not interpret the child’s
symptoms. The difficulty these parents and children face lies in making sure that the child keeps
managing the disease as agreed, because the activity is new to them. At consultations with the physician,
the child is now required to talk about how they feel. The parent is still present at the consultation but
only as a form of support who at times adds or elaborates the child’s story.
Table 14 presents the three age-determined relationships before How-R-you is used.

Chronic disease self-management relationship without How-R-you
Young children: Interpretation

Mature children: Collaboration

Adolescents: Support

Child

Little awareness
disease

of

the

Collaborates with parents
and starts to form own
opinion about the disease

Independent disease selfmanagement with support
from parents

Parent

Interpreting children
disease self-manage

to

Collaborating with children
on disease self-management

Supporting children’s disease
self-management

Physician

Anamnesis is created from
parents’ interpretations

Anamnesis is created from
parents’ descriptions of
conversations with children

Anamnesis is created from
children’s descriptions along
with parental supportive
elaborations

Table 14: Chronic disease self-management relationships before embodied artifact use

It should be mentioned that, although children clearly fit in these groups according to their age, there
are times where they either act a little older or a little younger than they are, especially when they are
just about to or have just changed age group. In this way, the transition between groups should not be
seen as a clear-cut transition, but rather as a slow transition in which children and parents sometimes
fall back into old relationships or start to test the coming one.
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Consequences of Embodied use to Disease Self-Management Collaboration: Combinations of Actors and Artifacts.
The integration of How-R-you changes the relationship between parent and child. When comparing
How-R-you to other digital and non-digital artifacts this aspect becomes more clear. In comparison to
previous artifacts, How-R-you affords a collaboration between parents and children and enables
children to carry out a larger responsibility in the self-management of their symptoms. Other artifacts,
in contrast, afford management by other actors. Pieces of paper, for instance, are always written by
parents at home with questions and information that they find interesting in relation to the disease.
Such pieces of paper then represent the parents’ perspective and interpretation of the child’s condition.
The Electronic Patient Journal is used by physicians to represent their medical interpretations of the
child, and, when physicians create an anamnesis with the child, the physicians pick out which parts of
the child’s story are registered in the Electronic Patient Journal. In this way, other artifacts represent
different interpretations of the child, while How-R-you always represents the child’s experience, at least
partly, if not fully, depending on the degree of involvement by parents. In any case, children must at
times answer questions in the app to enable reliable descriptions of symptoms and disease selfmanagement.
The degree to which parents are involved in the use of How-R-you is thus paramount in understanding
the changes in how parent and child: 1) collaborate, sometimes with the physician, on reflective disease
self-management, 2) perform reflective disease self-management, and 3) when and how often they do
so. In the following I will discuss all three points.

Digitally Enabled Chronic Disease Self-Management between Children and Parents
I will now address the first point, namely collaboration on digitally enabled reflective disease selfmanagement. Interestingly, it is seen that the collaboration between children, parents and physicians
changes in each age group of children to resemble a more mature age group relationship, similar to the
relationships without How-R-you. The relationship between young children and parents, which used to
be interpretative, becomes collaborative; between the mature children and parents, the relationship
moves from collaborative to supportive; and for adolescents moves from being supportive to nonexistent.
The embodied use of the artifact changes the self-management activities by young children and parents
from being interpretative to being collaborative. Parents start to include children to a higher degree in
the self-management of the disease. In comparison to the previous scenario, where parents solely
decided what questions and information were interesting to understand the child’s symptoms at home,
they now use the questions in How-R-you to understand children’s symptoms and include children in
the registration. Accordingly, the child’s experience of the disease is better represented in How-R-you.
The collaboration between children and parents in the mature group changes as How-R-you is
integrated into families’ disease self-management. Instead of being collaborative, the relationship
between parents and children changes to become supported by the use of How-R-you. Children now
register in the app on their own, yet parents still support the registration by reminding children about
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it and sometimes commenting on it. However, they do not discuss what children register in How-Ryou, and in this way the registration is only performed by children. Parents also start to contemplate
their and their child’s role in the disease self-management and reflect upon whether the children are
ready to perform the activity or not. Usually, digitally enabled self-management studies about children
in this age group are combined with the study of adolescents, and, accordingly, it is difficult to differ
research results (Carpenter et al. 2016; Gammon et al. 2005; Seid et al. 2012). The two studies that
come closest in terms of age comparison to this age group are Gammon et al.’s (2005) study of diabetes
in children aged 9-15 years and Holtz et al.’s (2017) study, also on diabetic children, but aged 10-15. In
Gammon et al.’s (2005) study, the researchers find that parents are involved in children’s registrations,
yet they also find that parents are more involved if children register irregularly. Although it is difficult
to say from just two children in this research, it was seen in Rachel’s case that Theresa only reminds her
every so often about the registration, while Oliver’s parents, Stephen and Joanna, often attempt to
encourage Oliver to use the app. Holtz et al. (2017) explain that the use of mHealth may ensure parents
that the children are transitioning well to their own care. Parents in the present study saw the app as a
welcome help, however only in times where the children did experience symptoms. At other times, the
app was considered to be unnecessarily reminding the child about their disease.
For adolescents, collaboration between parents and children changes from being supportive to nonexistent. It should be noted that, in the relationship between adolescents and parents, parents have
previously both been reported as performing (Sezgin et al. 2018) and not performing (Carpenter et al.
2016; Franklin et al. 2008; Gammon et al. 2005; Seid et al. 2012) the digitally enabled chronic disease
self-management. In the current study it is seen that adolescents are left with the full responsibility for
How-R-you and parents neither support, remind or comment upon their use. Yet the consequence of
this is that the children, at some point, stop registering, because they can decide whether they should
or should not. Other research has described that parents are important to ensure the self-management
of adolescents. Rhee et al. (2014) explain that daily reports sent to parents, that summarized asthma
children’s symptoms, enabled timely care, although they do not discuss why this was the case. Another
study on adolescents with asthma also explains that the app should share data with parents to ensure
patients’ needed support to self-manage their disease (Carpenter et al. 2016). However, in other studies,
it is discussed how mHealth can enhance the independency of adolescents in self-managing their
disease (Franklin et al. 2008; Gammon et al. 2005; Seid et al. 2012). In this case children independently
used the app to self-manage their JIA, however they stopped using the app when they believed it to be
unnecessary.
Table 15 documents the three age-determined relationships after How-R-you is implemented.
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Embodied chronic disease self-management relationship
Young children: Collaboration

Mature children: Support

Adolescents: Non-existent

Child
and
How-R-you

Collaborates with parent and
starts to form own opinion
about the disease

Independent
selfmanagement of symptoms
with support from parents

Independent
selfmanagement of symptoms

Parent and
How-R-you

Collaborates with child on
self-management
of
symptoms

Supporting children’s selfmanagement of symptoms

Unaware
of
selfmanagement of symptoms

Physician
and How-Ryou

Anamnesis is created from
parents’ and children’s joint
experiences found in How-Ryou. The app supports the
physician in sorting disease
experiences into categories of
non-arthritis and arthritis
related symptoms

Anamnesis is created from
children’s experiences found
in How-R-you along with
parental
supportive
elaborations.
Physicians
experience that the children
have
gained
a
larger
responsibility and are able to
reflect upon and explain their
disease experiences

Anamnesis is created from
children’s experiences found
in How-R-you. The app
brings forward challenges
that children would have not
mentioned without How-Ryou

Table 15: Chronic disease self-management relationships during embodied use

The findings of this research are partly new and partly confirm other literature in the stream of digitally
enabled chronic disease self-management by children and adolescents. The patterns found across age
groups in this study reveal that the advantages of digital artifacts that researchers have mentioned
previously may be quite specific to age groups. For instance, although this study confirms that digital
artifacts may work as an educational tool (Frøisland et al. 2012), this was particularly seen in
consultations between young children and physicians. Here, the physician is enabled a better view of
children’s and parents’ interpretations of the disease although it is difficult for them to differ between
child and parent experiences. From the information in How-R-you, they are able to address and teach
children and parents to distinguish between arthritis related symptoms and other symptoms. The study
also confirms that a digital artifact can, to some degree, promote a connection between children and
adolescents and the physician (Huang et al. 2014), yet this is especially interesting to mature children,
who are learning to take a greater responsibility for their self-management. During these consultations,
the physicians in this study feel they gain a better connection to children and a greater insight into their
experiences. Yet I should note that children do not experience the same change as physicians. Lastly, it
was seen that adolescents become more independent in the communication with physicians, as has been
shown in other studies (Franklin et al. 2008). How-R-you provides the physician with a much better
understanding of the disease self-management at home and children are independently representing
their own experiences with the use of How-R-you.
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Performance of Reflective Chronic Disease Self-Management
Regarding the second point – the performance of self-management activities in their everyday life
through the embodied use of How-R-you – the degree to which parents are involved is also important.
To young children and parents, the self-management of the disease can only take place at locations
where they are both present, because the children are not sufficiently mature to handle the selfmanagement on their own. Accordingly, for the child, registration always takes place at home and
together with their parents. Even then, performing this activity presents a change to the child’s everyday
life, since young children are not used to taking part in reflective self-management activities that
necessitate a view of themselves as a patient. At times, however, the parents register on their own and
this registration can occur at other places. In this way, the parent can protect their young child from the
experience of their role as a patient by not including the child in the registration activity; however, in
this case the parent is instead forced to experience the child as a patient. The mature children are able
to perform the registration in the app on their own, yet it is seen that this activity always takes place at
home. This is also the place where parents remind children about the activity. For these parents, their
children’s performance of the registration is more a matter of reminding the child about the registration
than inviting them to take part in it. In this way, children alone enact the reflective activity and are
reminded about their role, and parents cannot perform the activity for them. To the adolescents, parents
are not gatekeepers to the registration activity since they are not at all involved in the registration.
Adolescents can choose any place to register or not register. After having registered for a period of time,
adolescents begin to find the enactment of the reflective activity annoying and stop doing it. Both of the
included adolescents found the reflective activity unnecessary.
At the hospital, only the physician serves as a gatekeeper when it comes to the inclusion of How-R-you
in the consultation. In consultation with physicians, digital artifacts have been shown to be beneficial
to the communication between children and physicians (Frøisland et al. 2012; Nordqvist et al. 2009),
yet this study differs by explaining what benefits are experienced in each age group of children. Because
everyday information is different according to who registered the information, it changes the
consultation space in different ways depending upon age group. For the young children, the
collaborative style of registering means that parents still include their interpretations in How-R-you.
When this information is used it often changes the physician’s activities to spend more time sorting and
educating families about arthritis related and non-arthritis symptoms. For the mature children,
physicians use their everyday information to better connect with the children. Finally, in the case of
adolescents, the physician finds information about their health in their everyday life that would
otherwise not have been mentioned at the consultation. It should, however, be noted that the
experiences of patients of all age groups differ from feeling that the physician is afforded a better
experience of their everyday life to not feeling a change in the consultation.
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When and how often Reflective Disease Self-Management is performed
Regarding the third point, namely when and how often registration takes place, it was also seen that
parents, to different degrees, could or could not decide when children registered. Parents of young
children find that they can decide when children register, and, in this way, are able to protect children
from reflective disease self-management, even though children find that the activity of registration is
fun. These parents like that they are able to register information about the child in order to avoid
information between consultations, even during this time period through which they usually perform
automatic disease self-management. Yet they agree that How-R-you would be more advantageous
during another time period with unknown symptoms. Mature children and their parents find that
registration each day is unnecessary and that the artifact would help them more during a period with
unknown symptoms. Nonetheless, they keep using the app every day because the parents remind them
about the registration. Adolescents agree that registration each day is unnecessary, but because their
registration is not supported by their parents, they, in contrast to the mature children, stop registering
when daily registration starts to feel annoying to them.
Previous research has focused on understanding the benefits of digital artifacts to children’s selfmanagement (e.g. Franklin et al. 2008; Seid et al. 2012), but has not considered that there could
potentially be times where the use of a digital artifact to self-manage the chronic disease is more or less
valuable. Throughout the previous studies, it is assumed that children should register each day, every
day. In this study, children reported that there are times where the use of digital artifacts is more useful
than others in supporting disease self-management activities. During times of maintenance of the
disease, the frequent use of an artifact may even influence children’s experience of their role in their
everyday life. How the involved parent handled decisions on how often the child should perform the
activity underlines the fact that young children were not included in the registration every day, while
adolescents stopped registering. The parents of the mature children also started wondering about the
necessity of their children’s continuous registration of their disease during a period without too many
complications.
At the hospital the frequent registrations are interesting to physicians regardless of the period of time
in which they are registered. The detailed registrations from each day provide the physicians with an
understanding of the specific episode as it occurred, which enables an analysis of the episode to
understand what has happened. Furthermore, the graphs in How-R-you are helpful to physicians in
order to understand how the full time period has unfolded and which challenges are experienced the
most. Even graphs that show physicians that the child has not experienced any arthritis related
challenges throughout the time period are interesting to physicians because the physicians are assured
that the child has been fine. However, when children do not register each day, the registrations in HowR-you can become misleading regarding how children experienced the past period of time.
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Contributions to Experiential Computing
I will now revisit the theory on Experiential Computing to explain the contribution of this research. To
the best of my knowledge, this is the first time the conceptual framework has been used as a frame for
a research study. This use has consisted of different contributions but mainly in two different ways: 1)
it expands the experiential computing conceptual framework through additions to the understanding
of embodied experience and propositions between dimensions, and 2) it has practical implications for
the use of the framework.
I will start by addressing the expansion of theory by explaining the findings on the embodied experience
which affects the relationships between dimensions of everyday life. I will then move on to describe how
researchers can use the framework in future studies.

Expanding Theory on Experiential Computing
Specifically, this research contributes to the experiential computing theory with propositions to Yoo’s
(2010) conceptual framework for experiential computing. Firstly, it specifies that space and time in
everyday computing are interlinked in the spatiotemporal dimension. Secondly, while embodied use
affects the experience of dimensions in their everyday life, these dimensions also have consequences for
the embodied use. In this way, the relationship between the embodied experience and the surrounding
dimensions is two-way, because embodied use affects the environment, yet the environment affects
embodied use. Figure 3 visually explains both the interlink of space and time as being a spatiotemporal
dimension and the environmental impact on the embodied experience. Both propositions will be
elaborated in the following.

Figure 3: Conceptual framework for Experiential Computing with dimensions permitting and constraining embodied use
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Proposition 1: Time and space are interlinked in the spatiotemporal dimension.
Before explaining the connection between the environment and embodied use, it is necessary to address
the interlink between time and space during the everyday use of digital artifacts. Although this is not
new to Yoo’s (2010) theory of experiential computing in their everyday life, I explicate the importance
of the interdependent relationship by visually showing the overlap of the concepts of time and space in
the new conceptual framework (Figure 3).
It is specifically important to note that this research is not in disagreement with previous work on timespace distanciation (Giddens 1990); however, as suggested by Yoo (2010) it focuses on the experience
of the world immediately around us. New digital artifacts have enabled the fact that computing is no
longer experienced by humans as “[...] something that is out there, but rather they will live in it” (p.
220). Accordingly, digital artifacts are mediating everyday activities that we perform to sustain our daily
lives, such as sleeping, eating, running, driving, listening (Yoo 2010) or self-managing a chronic disease,
and these artifacts are entirely unnoticed, yet still changing our experiences in the here and now. The
focus then is moved from work which is done in the virtual space in front of a computer screen, to other
activities we perform in our everyday life, even without these digital artifacts. In Yoo’s (2010: 223)
words:
Reflecting this historical role of information technology, the emphasis in the literature has been
the emergence of the sense of space out there that is boundless and global (Castells 2003;
Giddens 1990; Schultz and Boland 2000). To the contrary, however, experiential computing
brings us back to a place of here and now. When we engage in everyday activities, our
experiences do not happen somewhere out in a virtual space. Instead, they happen in a place
with the urgency of now. There is no denying the important and transformative consequences
of time-space distanciation in information technology, as has been argued in the IS literature.
What is being argued here, instead, is that the emergence of experiential computing in our
everyday life will force us to pay closer attention to what is happening immediately around us.
The emphasis of place does not mean that we are going back to the premodern configuration of
time and space. Instead, we will have to think more carefully about the emergence of a new
meaning of place with digital technology mediating our experience of material surroundings.
The focus should be how technology "pulls down" the digital representations into the
immediate activities in the material world of here and now.
Yoo (2010) also explains that “[t]he spatiotemporal experience shapes the contour and possibilities of
the embodied experiences, as indeterminate and dynamic” (Yoo 2010: 219). However, he distinguishes
the concepts of space and time, both when explaining them and in his conceptual framework. Although
the separate analysis of both concepts can support different research questions – on the one hand when
and on the other where and how – in experiential computing research the concepts are intrinsically
linked and overlapping. The embodied experience is performed at a place and time, in the here and
now, and it is changing how the here and now would have been otherwise experienced.
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Proposition 2: Embodied use affects environments which maintain experiences of specific roles.
With the description of time and space as being interlinked, the study of experiential computing
framework addresses other actors, other artifacts and the spatiotemporal dimension consisting of time
and space, but as interlinked. According to Yoo (2010) and Ihde (1990), a digital artifact “is not being
interpreted, nor is it being experienced as an end in itself. Instead, it directly shapes and occasionally
transforms our lived experiences” (Yoo 2010: 218). Correspondingly, I saw that the embodied use of
digital artifacts in this fieldwork changed the experiences of artifacts, actors, and the spatiotemporal
dimension consisting of time and space.
In this research project we saw that the embodied use changed the experience of all four dimensions.
The embodied use changed the experience of the time and space. Concretely, How-R-you’s guided
enactment of activities that focused on a reflective and foregrounded self-management instead of the
current automatic and backgrounded chronic disease self-management affected how children reflected
upon their disease at home. Furthermore, the embodied use of How-R-you changes patients’ experience
of how often they reflect upon the disease in comparison to before the app was introduced. Accordingly,
the role of patient is experienced to a larger degree in the spatiotemporal dimension than before the use
of the app. Other experiential computing research has described that embodied use affords reflections,
which with time tuns mundane (Bødker et al. 2014). Another affordance of the embodied digital artifact,
triggered essential reviewing, has been seen to entirely hamper reflection (Piccoli 2016). Yet, in this
study, the reflective activity did not turn mundane or changed to become un-reflective with time, as
much as they became annoying, because they happened at an unfitting time. According to other
research within the experiential computing field, such emotions affect the use of the digital artifact
(Ding and Chai 2015), which was especially observed in the adolescents in this study, who stopped using
the app.
The embodied use changed the experience of other actors, because collaboration between actors was
changed. Actors were given a new and larger responsibility for and new abilities to perform disease selfmanagement activities. With the responsibility and abilities followed more focus on the child’s role as a
patient and at the consultation the embodied experience changed the physician’s role from being a
rheumatologist to becoming a more general pediatrician.
Finally, the embodied use of the digital artifact also changed the experience of other digital and nondigital artifacts. Because the artifact amplified the voice of the child as a patient (and sometimes the
parent, reflecting on the child’s role) it became clear that other artifacts, the Electronic Patient Journal
and the parents’ paper notes, amplified other voices in the consultation. Without How-R-you, the
patient was represented only by their parents’ and physicians’ interpretations.
Accordingly, for experiential computing research, this study described how the embodied use of a digital
artifact maintains actors’ experience of a specific role in a specific environment, where they usually
would not experience such a role. Other research on the experiential computing covers how boundaries
between different spaces become blurred and questions whether this is the same for actors’ roles
(Vodanovich et al. 2010). In this case the role of patient is not blurred so much, as it is connected to the
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times and places in which the app affords a reflective embodied use. A similar result, although not
connected to the user’s role but to affordances of digital artifacts and their effect on experience, has
been found. It was seen that the affordances of digital artifacts have an effect on the user’s experience
upon which they react (Piccoli 2016). In the addressed research users posted reviews when they were
triggered by the artifact, which also affected their experience of the artifact, yet the researchers do not
explain whether it changed or maintained a specific experience of the actor’s role.

Proposition 3: Everyday dimensions affect embodied use.
All these findings are coherent with Yoo’s (2010) and Ihde’s (1990) theories of experiential computing.
However, their post-phenomenological perspective applied to experiential computing constrains
experiential computing thoughts because the perspective only enables a view from the embodied
experience and onto the environment. This has also been seen in other research where the use of
experiential computing has primarily focused on the effect of the digital artifact on the experience of
the actor (Bødker 2017; Prasopoulou 2017). In contrast, in this research it was seen that the dimensions
of the surrounding environment also impact upon the embodied experience. This is visually presented
in Figure 3 by the use of arrows pointing away from the dimensions of everyday life and to the embodied
experience.
Starting with time and space, one of the most important findings was that there are periods of time
where the embodied use of the artifact is experienced as valuable and other times where it is merely
annoying. During times of reflective disease self-management, the app may create a safe environment,
which calms the children. However, during times of automatic disease self-management, How-R-you is
an intrusive reminder to reflect on worrying symptoms that the child does not experience anyway.
Regarding space, it was also observed that different functionalities are valuable at different places.
Children and parents, for instance, do not use the graphs, but rather answer questions every day at
home, whereas the opposite is true for physicians at the hospital. Furthermore, while the digital artifact
is only interesting at home during some periods of time, physicians find that the app is always
interesting at the consultations. Accordingly, the spatiotemporal dimension in the environment around
the embodied experience is decisive to the use of the digital artifact, because it either constrains or
permits the use.
Similar to how a specific spatiotemporal dimension both constrains and permits the embodied use
depending on when and where it takes place, some actors prevent or encourage the embodied use of
other actors. Yoo (2010) describes that “[...] understanding how our embodied experiences are shaped
through subtle but constant negotiations with others as we orient ourselves toward these artifacts is
critically important”. However, the post-phenomenological foundation of his own study of experiential
computing necessitates a point of departure in an embodied relationship between one actor and one
artifact. In this study it was seen that not just one, but several, actors were involved in the embodied
use of a single digital artifact. Accordingly, several actors may use the same digital artifact to create
embodied experiences of the everyday dimensions. Yet it was also seen that one actor in each situation
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is more responsible for the embodied use of the app than other actors. This actor decides who can use
the artifact and where, when, how and how often the artifact is used. Interestingly, this one actor
accordingly decides who is invited to experience the dimensions through embodied use. In the case of
actors, they too are not just experienced differently through digital artifacts but they also constrain and
permit the embodied experience.
Finally, similar to how actors negotiate the use of the digital artifacts and embodied experience between
them, the same is seen for artifacts. Yoo (2010: 217) mentions that “[a]ccess to and use of these artifacts
are constantly negotiated and renegotiated, as opposed to a conventional computing usage pattern
where users could afford to pay attention exclusively to a computer”, which implies that an actor can
experience the embodied use of just one digital artifact at a time, and constantly renegotiates this use
by weighing current use against the use of other artifacts. However, nonetheless, the actor is alone in
making the decision about which digital artifact to use. In this fieldwork, actors compared the use of the
digital artifact to other artifacts for disease self-management to describe what it enabled and disabled.
In this way, actors weighed how valuable the digital artifact was in comparison to other digital and nondigital artifacts and negotiated its use with other artifacts to understand whether it was needed. Actors
also commented that they would usually not use an artifact to keep track of the disease and using it at
the current time seemed unnecessary. Accordingly, the dimension of artifact also affects the embodied
experience and their comparison to other alternatives constrains or permits their use.
These findings contribute to experiential computing by proposing that the experiential computing
framework changes the experiences of the lived world; however, the environment too is constraining
and permitting in regard to when, where, how, who and with what the embodied experience takes place.
At times where it does not fit the environment, a digital artifact ends up being considered an annoying
activity. At other times, a digital artifact can be very helpful. To find out how actors, artifacts, times and
places constrain and permit the use of experiential computing is just as important as understanding
how the embodied experience mediates the dimensions of everyday life.

Future studies of Experiential Computing

Use of Ethnographic Methods to Study Experiential Computing
Previous research has been seen to use autoethnographic methods to study experiential computing
(Bødker 2017; Prasopoulou 2017) and the use of these methods is acclaimed (Avital et al. 2017). Yet it
is also questioned whether other methods are valuable to the study of experiential computing (Avital et
al. 2017). By the use of autoethnographic methods, Bødker (2017) suggests the IS field to move in the
direction towards asking how the entanglement with digital artifacts feels (physically and mentally) and
not just how people use them.
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However, in this case I advocate that even traditional fieldwork methods can contribute meaningfully
to the study of experiential computing. By approaching experiential computing using ethnographic
methods instead of autoethnographic methods, I have moved the focus away from solely focusing on
the individual use of digital artifact and more towards the group behavior in experiential use. While
autoethnographic methods work well when studying the effect on digital artifacts on the individual,
because the researcher can explore artifact use in own embodiment (Bødker 2017; Prasopoulou 2017),
the use of ethnographic methods is useful to study questions of the effects of experiential computing to
small groups. Research outcomes were targeted at the collaboration between actors and environmental
constraints and permissions to use the artifact. Yoo (2010) advocates research on small group behavior
because: “The exploration of experiential computing becomes more complicated when we consider the
fact that we often use digitalized tools with others. This suggests that we need a new set of theories
focusing on small group behaviors in digitally mediated environments. We may orient ourselves toward
an artifact as we interact with others who may or may not be co-present” and he asks: “How does the
shared use of digital artifacts shape small group experiences?” (Yoo 2010:223). To that, this research is
a response, because it outlines the consequences of collaboration between actors on the embodied
experience. Furthermore, while autoethnographic methods work well when studying the effect on
digital artifacts on the individual, because the researcher can explore the use in own embodiment, the
use of ethnographic methods is useful to study and answer questions on the effects of experiential
computing to small groups.

Use of Yoo’s (2010) Conceptual Framework for Experiential Computing
To the best of my knowledge, this research is the first to adopt Yoo’s (2010) conceptual framework for
experiential computing. As seen in this research, the framework does present interesting opportunities
for future research due its focus on embodied relationships in the dimensions of everyday life. IS
scholars recently called for research of this character (Baskerville 2011a; Crowston et al. 2010; Kupfer
et al. 2018; Sørensen 2016) although theories to apply to such research are still limited (Kupfer et al.
2018; Matt et al. 2019). Accordingly, the development of new – or enabling the use of current – methods
to analyze IS in their everyday life is important and useful to IS research. I will now present a few
practical implications for the future use and study of experiential computing.
Firstly, as seen in the previous section, in which I developed theory on experiential computing, the
experiential computing framework can be thought of as a way to describe the consequences of digital
artifacts to the experience of everyday life. However, the framework can also be used to study when,
how, who and which artifacts constrain and permit the use of experiential computing. As was seen in
this work, broadening focus from the individual to the group enables a view of not just what is seen from
the embodied perspective, but also how the embodied experience is seen from the environment.
Secondly, while I have chosen to follow an analysis strategy that focused on the concepts that have been
proposed by Yoo (2010) and Ihde (1990); this was not an easy task, because the concepts were hard to
use and overlapping. As explained in the methods section, I experienced multiple difficulties when
applying the concepts to the data. To solve such challenges, I have a few suggestions for future studies.
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Firstly, the core concept of the embodied experience can be difficult to understand when coding in data,
because there are many artifacts and actors at play. This challenge was, in this research, experienced
when attempting to decide which actor is central in such a relationship. I found it to be impossible to
isolate just one embodied relationship between one artifact and one actor. Instead, I found that multiple
actors used and embodied the artifact and accordingly multiple actors’ experiences dimensions of
everyday life afresh. For future research, I suggest that researchers consider what core embodied
experience they are researching. I can see three options for such studies: researchers may choose to
follow: 1) one actor and one artifact throughout the study, 2) follow one actor with multiple digital
artifacts to compare the effect of different digital artifacts on the embodied experience, or 3), as seen in
this study, choose a core artifact and study the use of this by multiple actors. This focus may thus enable
less complicated use of the framework in future work.
Thirdly, during my analysis and sorting of data into large groups of actor, artifact, time and space, I
experienced that codes overlapped for different reasons, as explained in the methods section. I found
that asking questions about who; with what; when and how often; and where and how, respectively,
helped me sort the data for the different categories. More specific questions about the specific concepts
that I used to analyze the data can be found in the coding scheme, as presented in the methods section
(Table 6).
Finally, I suspect that the use of other theories to strengthen the concepts of the framework may be
fruitful in solving some of these challenges and exploring other options when using the experiential
computing framework in the future. There are other ways to explain the concepts, and early coding in
this research revealed that there were multiple possibilities for the analysis of the different concepts.
For instance Pickering’s (1995) ‘Mangle of Practice’, offering conceptual suggestions for both actors,
artifacts and temporal emergence could produce interesting results when applied to experiential
computing. Another option is to dig deeper into behavioral sciences at different levels, such as
psychology, anthropology or sociology (Yoo 2010), in order to find theories that originated in the study
of everyday life to support the conceptual framing of experiential computing.

Contributions to the IS Field: Focusing Research on Understanding Everyday Life
Within the IS field, scholars have recently called for research on the use of digital artifacts in their
everyday life, arguing that the dominant research on IS in organizations does not represent the
historical development of IS use to include everyday life. This research contributes to the new stream
of literature by: 1) presenting a case of digital artifact use in their everyday life, and 2) adopting Yoo’s
(2010) experiential computing framework to do so.
Interestingly, my research also contributes to the organizational stream of literature within IS research,
by showing that the introduction of digital artifacts to people’s everyday life changes the roles of
organizational members within and outside the organization. The analysis, for instance, clearly
presented that, not only does the child change their role to patient in their everyday life, the physicians
also focus on changes from being clearly rheumatology to becoming more of a general pediatrician.
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Overview of Contributions to Literature
The contributions of these findings to literature on digitally enabled chronic disease management,
experiential computing and the IS field in general are presented in Table 16.

Contributions
Category

#

Contribution

Description

Digitally enabled
chronic
disease
self-management

1

Reflective
versus
automatic disease selfmanagement

Understanding that the self-management of chronic
diseases includes a perspective on disease selfmanagement activities as either automatic and
backgrounded in their everyday life, or as reflective and
foregrounded.

2

How and when a
digital
artifact
supports disease selfmanagement

How. The use of digital artifacts to track answers to
questions about the disease in their everyday life
necessitates a reflective activity, which changes
automatic disease self-management to become
reflective. Digital artifacts change the user’s role from
being a normal everyday person to becoming a patient
during the use of the digital artifact.

When. The use of How-R-you changed time periods with
automatic disease self-management to become
reflective. In contrast, during other time periods where
children carry out reflective disease self-management
activities in spite of the digital artifact, How-R-you may
support the self-management.

3

Child-parent
relationship in chronic
disease
selfmanagement
and
digitally
enabled
chronic disease selfmanagement

Relationship types. There are three different
relationships between children and parents in chronic
disease self-management and they all change when a
digital artifact is utilized.
Child experience and parent involvement. The
relationship between children and parents and how they
share the chronic disease self-management activities is
important to the experience of disease selfmanagement.
The parent gatekeeper. The parent functions as a
gatekeeper to the use of the digital artifact, and,
accordingly, the parent is also a gatekeeper to the
embodied experience of “Time” and “Space” in disease
self-management.
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Experiential
computing

4

Contribution to Yoo’s
(2010) framework for
experiential
computing

5

Practical implications
for
experiential
computing research

•

Creating the spatiotemporal dimension to
interlink the concepts of time and space.
•
Describing how the embodied experience
maintains actors specific roles by affecting the
everyday spatiotemporal, actor and artifact
dimensions.
•
Developing experiential computing by
describing both the embodied experience of
everyday life dimensions, but also how the
environment, consisting of the dimensions,
affects the embodied experience.
•
Use of ethnographic methods to study
experiential computing.
Previously, auto-ethnographic methods have been used
to investigate experiential computing. Avital et al.
(2012) question the use of other methods to experiential
computing.
•

Use of Yoo’s (2010) framework for
experiential computing.
To the best of my knowledge, this is the first time that
the framework is used.
The IS field

Practical

6

7

Study of everyday life
to understand the
change of users’ roles
and experience in and
outside
the
organization
Advice to developers;
to physicians; and to
parents and children

Showcases an example of the study of digital artifacts in
people’s everyday life.
It furthermore shows that the introduction of digital
artifacts to people’s everyday life changes the roles of
organizational members within and outside the
organization.
•

•
•

Suggestions for developing new ways and
digital artifacts (wearables, predictive
algorithms) to support both automatic and
reflective self-management activities.
Suggestions for specific use by physicians.
Suggestions for specific use for children and
parents coherent with age group.

Table 16: Contributions of dissertation
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CHAPTER 9

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS
Practical Implications
Grounding research on the philosophical perspective of critical realism allows for IS research to work
as an applied science (Mingers 2004). Accordingly, I will now present the practical implications of my
findings. The practical implications of these findings are manifold and can be divided into implications
for developers, physicians and families with chronic disease children and adolescents. The following
will be structured by actor, artifact, time and space.

Developers of Digital Artifacts for Chronic Disease Self-Management
The following advice may help developers decide on which tools and practices, for whom and at what
time they should place focus in the development of digital artifacts for chronic disease selfmanagement.
1) Artifact. Understand what the digital artifact must enable and develop from the available
technological options.
Because the artifact is at times unnecessary due to the reflective activities it requires patients to perform,
yet the information it contains is interesting to physicians at all times, developers should look into how
to gather this information without requiring the patient’s reflective activity. It was seen in this research
that, during times of unknown symptoms, patients would register answers to all four modules on “My
day”, “My night”, “My pain” and “My medication”. However, when patients do not experience pain or
medication, they usually only register answers to “My day” and “My night”. One way to further decrease
questions but still receive answers is by using other digital artifacts to gather this information.
Wearables present a good option to gather information in a less invasive way because they can track
patients without asking reflective questions. Research has even highlighted that chronic disease
patients do not even notice wearables in their everyday life (Atallah et al. 2009). To limit the reflection
of the patient, developers should look into wearable artifacts to understand how they may be able to
capture and convey some of the information that How-R-you is looking for children to answer. For
instance, wearables can today track activity levels, sleep, pulse, weight, temperature, location and so on.
A good opportunity for developers is developing more wearables to enable the tracking of more factors
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of human life. There are still questions in “My day” and “My night” that so far seem difficult to answer
with wearables, for instance the child’s mood, however these questions present at times difficult but
great opportunities for developers to explore. Potentially, even the use of medication can be tracked to
make sure patients adhere to treatment, because products to track when patients take their medication
have already been developed.
2) Actor. Understand who uses the app and that there may be various needs within the same group
of users.
In the development of digital artifacts for children and adolescents with chronic diseases, developers
should consider who uses the app, which may both include: 1) actors other than the specific actor
developers think uses the app, and 2) different needs within the same group of intended actors.
Firstly, in this case, children and physicians were not the only actors using the app, because parents
were also involved in the registration of How-R-you. Because the app and the questions in the app were
only created for the children, physicians had a difficult time understanding whether the experiences
registered in How-R-you represented children or parents. Accordingly, a digital artifact for children and
adolescents should include a parental gate, as noted in other literature (Rhee et al. 2014).
Secondly, looking across the age groups, parental involvement in the registration differed, and there are
different needs to include in the development of a digital artifact. For young children, the parental gate
may include functions that can let the physician know when parents register and when children do. In
this way, the physician is more aware of the children’s experiences versus the parents’. For the mature
children, the parental gate should include a way for parents to see what the child registered. This could
enable a conversation at home about the child’s experiences and help parents understand them. And
for adolescents, the parental gate should let parents know whether children registered or not, to assist
parents in supporting children’s registration. Understanding the needs of different children across a
group is difficult, yet it is necessary to ensure that the functions of the digital artifact support the needs
of the group.
3) Time. Understand when the patient needs the support of a digital artifact.
Importantly, this research shows when a digital artifact is necessary for chronic disease patients and
when it is not. When it is necessary, it can potentially offer considerable value to a chronic disease
patient. When it is not, it is obtrusive and unwanted for the patient, even if physicians still find the
information these artifacts contain interesting.
An opportunity for the development of these digital artifacts is to find ways to make the app easy to get
hold of and remember in times of need, and similarly to make it almost invisible at all other times. To
do this, developers can make use of predictions from the data that the smartphone and potential
wearables store on the patient. Predictions could potentially enable that the patient (and parent) was
only bothered by notifications from the app at times where they would find them valuable. The app and
wearables would, at all other times, function unnoticed in the background by tracking data about the
patient without bothering the patient with this in their everyday life. In this way, physicians would be
provided interesting data about the patient, while the patient would not notice it being tracked.
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In the development of predictive algorithms for children with chronic disease, we may find different
data from which to make such predictions. In this case data could include information about how active
the patient is, how the patient sleeps, whether the patient uses specific apps, whether the patient has
appointments that they either keep or cancel, etc. If the predictive algorithm is based on a large dataset,
suggestions and notifications to the patient about when to use the digital artifact will be more precisely
given. As seen in this research, untimely reminders are merely annoying to the patient. Oliver explained
that the app questioned whether he experienced arthritis at a time when he in fact was just ill, and this
suggestion was annoying to him.
It is furthermore important that the predictive algorithm understands different patterns of the patient’s
everyday life, for instance their daily rhythms, but also how they change during everyday life, weekends
and vacations. Similar to Oliver’s experience, John noted that the app suggested that he had experienced
arthritis on a day where he was simply inactive during the weekend, which he found very annoying.
A very first, simple prediction is to have the app send a notification based on location and time to ask
the child (and parent) and perhaps the physician whether they need to track the next time period when
they are at consultations. If so, the app could enable notifications from the time that the question of
tracking the time period is asked and until the following consultation. The decisions made at
consultations often decide whether the time period is important to track or not. Accordingly, this is a
good place to decide with the physician whether to track the time period.
4) Space. Understand what practices the users’ needs support doing and how they are performed,
and design digital artifacts to support these practices.
It was seen that activities in the self-management of a chronic disease are either reflective or automatic,
and developers should take this into account when developing digital artifacts for children and
adolescents with chronic diseases. During times where the disease is foregrounded, patients should
reflect and register answers to all questions in all four of How-R-you’s modules, “My day”, “My night”,
“My pain” and “My medication”. When doing so at times where symptoms are unknown and
concerning, the activity can have a calming effect on patients, because they are certain that physicians
receive valuable information with which to treat the disease. To enable this activity, developers must
stay updated on what information patients need to register. The development of new medications and
medical knowledge should be iteratively included in the app to continually ensure that patients are able
to answer. For instance, during the data collection for this work, patients were eager to continuously
mention new names of medications that should be included on the medication list in the app, along
with symptoms that were not mentioned. The app should be updated accordingly to help patients
register their disease.
In contrast, during times of maintenance of the disease, it is important that the app asks as little of the
patient as possible. During these times, the app should seem invisible for patients so that they will not
think about it. In fact, if predictions suggest that the child experiences unknown symptoms, the app
must still only ask children about whether they have experienced the arthritis or not before suggesting
that children answer all of the four modules in the app. Instead, wearables should carry out the work by
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tracking data. In case some of the current questions in the app are not trackable with wearables, such
as for instance the child’s mood, they should not be asked during times of maintenance. While the
patients noted that the app could potentially be interesting during times of unknown symptoms, they
in contrast noted that it was unnecessary and even annoying during times of maintenance.
Yet no rules are without exceptions and there is one here: Patients sometimes find it very difficult to
remember their fixed medication because the chronic disease is so integrated in their life. For some
patients, the app may provide help on this issue by reminding children (and/or parents) about the
medication. However, it should be an option and patients may choose to have reminders and when to
get them.
As mentioned earlier, parents should also be provided a gate to the app. This part of the app should let
parents register their experience of the child, send reminders to the child, and enable reminders to
themselves. As seen in this research, parents are deeply involved in the self-management of the child’s
chronic disease, and they should be able to both register their experience, but also note down questions
and concerns to bring to the physicians.
To support the physician’s activities, there should be updates to graphs. To support an understanding
of children’s everyday life, such graphs need to visually support the viewing of different graphs in the
same frame. Currently, physicians are not able to compare the findings in the same frame, which is
frustrating and difficult to work with. Furthermore, developers must find a way to represent days that
children did not register in the app. At present, the graphs are made from the specific answers that
patients register and do not visualize the days where they did not register. Accordingly, if patients only
register at times where they felt pain, the graphs may signal to physicians that the child feels pain all
the time, even if it has only happened a couple of times since the last visit. In this way, the graphs can
be misleading when representing the children’s life.

Physicians using Digital Artifacts for Chronic Disease Management
The following advice may help physicians decide for what, who, how and when the digital artifact is
valuable to the care of the patient in order not to implement it at a disadvantageous moment.
Furthermore, the physician should be clear on explaining these four points to patients when handing
out the digital artifact, in order to help the patient understand what the artifact is used for, who the
physician is interested in understanding and how, where and when patients should use it.
1) Artifact. Consider and explain to patient what the digital artifact enables in the specific
situation.
A digital artifact is a powerful tool to support the collaboration between families and physicians
(Franklin et al. 2008; Frøisland et al. 2012; Gibson 1986; Huang et al. 2014), and the physicians may
gain a better view of children’s perspective of everyday life from the use. However, to ensure that the
app is used in the best possible way, physicians must remember to make sure that patients are able to
track the information that both the patient and the physician needs.
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The best way to make sure that the right information is tracked by the app or by wearables is through
communication with patients and developers. Physicians should involve patients in this process and be
sure to note down when patients discover that they are unable to track specific important information.
Concurrently, when physicians learn about medical development, for instance that a new medication is
put into use or if new symptoms of the disease are found, physicians should carry this information to
the developers. Physicians need to stay in close contact with developers to ensure that data they receive
in the app represents an accurate image of the patient’s life from the patient’s perspective.
2) Actor. Consider and explain to patients who should use the digital artifact in the specific
situation.
Although the app in general provides the physician with a better image of the patient’s life, it was also
seen in this dissertation that How-R-you provides the physician different benefits depending on who
the physician works with. It was especially apparent that the benefits differ across age groups, which is
important knowledge when physicians consider who should use the app.
For young children and their parents, physicians could, in particular, use the app to address parents’
interpretations of challenges at home and arrange them into pools of arthritis and non-arthritis
challenges. Because the app allows for a large pool of data about each episode, physicians can easily
address every instance in which parents experience challenges in order to see more clearly what causes
the challenge. Furthermore, they have an easier time educating patients and parents about the different
scenarios because they can compare knowledge about arthritis to the challenges that patients and
parents experience.
In the case of adolescents it was seen that the app can be a way to ensure better contact with the child
during the consultation. It was seen that, while physicians wish to address the children to a higher
degree around this age group, it can be a challenge for children and parents to find their roles, and often
children end up sitting quietly without taking part in the consultation. Yet, with the app, physicians
have an easy way of establishing contact to the child during the consultation, by letting the child take
charge of showing the app to the physician.
Finally, for adolescents, How-R-you offers a way to find information that neither patient nor parent,
would otherwise have explained during the consultation.
3) Space. Consider and explain to patients how and where the digital artifact should be used in
the specific situation.
There are two aspects that physicians should consider when it comes to how the app is used in
consultations. The first is that the use of the app changes their activities in the consultation. The second
is that the app should always be assessed with the patient and as part of a conversation.
Regarding the first point, the physicians in this fieldwork often described how they would like to be
called pediatricians rather than rheumatologists. Interestingly, the incorporation of How-R-you into
their management activities during the consultation did change the focus of their consultations.
Physicians change their activities in consultations from having a clear rheumatological focus to
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broadening and becoming more general in nature. At times where patients did not experience arthritis
challenges, the physician would find everyday challenges in the app, for instance John’s headache, and
alter their activities to include that perspective in the consultation. But when children did experience
challenges with arthritis, for instance in Sophie’s case, the app offered a deeper understanding of the
specific rheumatological challenge. This is important to know when physicians strategize the use of
How-R-you in the consultation room.
Secondly, it is important that physicians remember to talk to and ask patients about the information
that patients have registered in the app. Patients can, for different reasons, forget to register or register
information that turns out to be wrong, and it is important that physicians find both information that
is not in the app, and misleading information in the app. A patient, for instance, recalls a time that the
physician asked her about a very strong pain that turned out to be a registration she had made by
mistake. Both physicians and patients repeatedly express that the use of the app should not take place
without a conversation between physician and patient.
4) Time. Consider and explain to patients when the digital artifact should be used in the specific
situation.
I experienced two specific times where the application could be beneficial to physicians in their
treatment of the child: 1) during times where the child would perform reflective disease selfmanagement with or without the app, and 2) at times where patients or children are unsure about what
they experience at home.
Regarding the first point, the use of digital artifacts that affords reflection should take place at times of
unknown symptoms: at diagnosis, medication change, discontinuance of medication or if unknown
symptoms occur at other times. At these times, an app to register disease experiences may both help: 1)
the patient by making sure that information that is important to the physician is not forgotten, and 2)
the physician, by bringing information from everyday life to the consultation.
Furthermore, a digital artifact can occasionally be used during times where patients, parents or
physicians are unsure about what patients experience in their everyday life. By having patients and
parents register in the app between two consultations, physicians can quickly gain an overview of the
challenges they experience. Physicians are able to see details about each episode to analyze them and
concurrently help patients and parents understand the differences between experienced symptoms of
the chronic disease and non-arthritis related everyday symptoms. This should, however, be performed
cautiously to limit the time of reflective disease self-management activities patients perform. I
experienced that physicians were eager to have patients reflect about their symptoms every day in order
to enable a better management of their disease. The danger in reflecting upon the disease when the
child does not experience it is that it either starts taking up too much room in the child’s life or that the
child starts finding it annoying, and thus stops using the app.
At both times, physicians should encourage patients to register each day because uneven registration of
data may be misleading to the physician when presented in a graph.
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Children and Parents using Digital Artifacts for Chronic Disease Self-Management
The following advice may help children and parents decide for what, who, how, where and when the
digital artifact is valuable to the self-management of the patient.
1) Artifact. Agree on what questions and modules the patient as a minimum should answer.
In this study, children were required to take a larger responsibility for their disease during the use of
the app. It was seen that parents did not always know how children used the app at home. At
consultations, this sometimes resulted in disappointed parents, who did not understand that the child
did not have much data to show. For instance, Joanna was disappointed to find out that Oliver did not
have many registrations to show at the consultation even though she reminded him each evening about
the app. The reason Oliver did not have much to show was that he had primarily used the ‘OK function’
to register, which meant that he had reflected about the module, but decided to not answer in detail.
Parents should recognize that, until now, most of them have been more involved in the selfmanagement of symptoms at home and that they may have expectations of this self-management. To
make sure that they do not experience that data are not registered as expected, they should align their
expectations with children before they start using the app. Parents and children should not only think
about when and how often the app is needed, but also what questions patients should answer, and how.
To enable this, parents should try to become more familiar with the questions in the app. In this way,
parents will experience less unpleasant surprises of missing data when they are needed.
Of course, the relationship with children varies across age groups, which means that younger children
in general receive help from their parents every time they register. Yet, for the group of mature children
and adolescents, parents can use this opportunity to help their children understand what information
they have registered and why the parents have previously noted it down to help patients understand
what the app enables. This should work as an educative assistance to the children, who should then be
better equipped when dealing with the responsibility of the digitally enabled chronic disease selfmanagement activity.
2) Actor. Agree on who should use the digital artifact in the specific situation.
Importantly, parents and their children should agree on their roles and responsibilities in the use of the
app. In general, it seemed that in most relationships between patient and parent, the parents were either
too involved, or too little. It is important to find the right balance between helping and involving the
child to ensure good registrations. I found similarities across age groups in the relationships and have
suggestions to more balanced collaboration on the app.
Roles and responsibilities differ across the three age groups and, accordingly, there are specific pointers
to consider in each case. For the young children, parents should include the child in registrations as
much as possible during the time period where the app is used. It was, in particular, seen that physicians
found it difficult to understand how much the child registered on their own to sort experiences as either
the children’s or the parents’. Accordingly, including children often in the app clarifies their perspective.
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For mature children, parents should support patients’ use of the app by also making sure that they
register answers to important modules. In this way, parents make sure that important details are not
lost when children register mostly on their own.
For adolescents, it seemed that patients need more support to remember the app than the parents
believe. Although adolescents are capable of answering questions, they need encouragement and
reminders from their parents to do so. Performing the activity alone soon seems pointless, which a
parent may be able to remedy.
3) Space. Agree on how and where the digital artifact should be used in the specific situation.
In this research, children experience a new responsibility for self-management. Young children, mature
children and adolescents were all expected to carry out a new self-management activity in a more
mature way. In this research project only the young children did so with parents at their side. Yet it was
seen that both mature children and adolescents struggled with the registration in the app. As shown,
these difficulties were especially due the period of time that children used the app, in that they did not
feel the need to use it. Nevertheless, at times where children are in need of such an app, all parents
should offer their assistance, support and guidance in the activity. As has been seen in research across
age groups, chronic diseases and digital artifacts (Barrera et al. 2002; Ekberg et al. 2010; Merolli et al.
2014; Shaw and Johnson 2011), patients need social support to self-manage their disease and adhere to
treatment.
Accordingly, during times of unknown and worrisome symptoms, children and parents should agree on
places where they can register in the app together across the project. In this project, adolescents’ parents
did not assist in registration or know anything about the app. Yet it seemed that both mature children
and adolescents could use more support every so often. Parents should follow the children’s process of
registering by sitting next to them and asking them, interestedly, about the registrations they make and
why. Parents may see this as an opportunity to help along children’s reflective process, while at the same
time, they can get an insight into the children’s thoughts about the challenges they are currently
experiencing.
4) Time. Agree on when the digital artifact should be used in the specific situation.
Importantly, children and parents should agree on when to use the digital artifact. We saw in this
research project that the use can support patients during reflective self-management activities by
making sure that patients register and remember the right data and on a daily basis. It was furthermore
discovered that, for JIA patients, important times to use the app are when the diagnosis is given, when
medication is changed, during medication discontinuance and at other times where the disease appears
in unknown and worrying ways. Especially for young children and parents, it may further be valuable
to use the app to register when parents experience uncertainty about the disease symptoms. At this
time, the app can help them get the needed education from physicians.
Yet, to both patients and parents, it is important to use the app on a daily basis throughout a time period.
This is important because, if it is not done, the data can be misleading to physicians. Accordingly, it is
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important for patients and parents to agree on a daily registration on the app throughout a time period,
to make sure that both parent and child remember to use the app.
Lastly, patients should not use the app at times where they do not feel symptoms or at times where they
are not worried about their disease. Instead patients could, as suggested to developers, find other digital
artifacts that require less reflective activities to track data on a daily basis, for instance wearables
(Atallah et al. 2009; Son et al. 2017, 2020).

Limitations and Future Research
I also found that there are some limitations to this study, mainly to the data collected and scope of
research. All limitations invite for other research in the future (see Table 17).

Limitations and future research
Category

#

Limitation

Future research

Data collection

1

Only arthritis patients
were included in the
study.

Understand and question whether the results of this
study are relevant to other chronic diseases and their
self-management.
Understand the differences between chronic diseases to
also understand what is important to track and whether
the differences in tracking changes the experiences of
embodied use.

2

All patients included
were maintaining their
chronic disease status
and
thereby
selfmanaging
it
automatically
were
included in the study.

Understand and question how digital artifacts affect
self-management in their everyday life during periods of
reflective disease self-management.

3

All patients were using a
digital artifact to selfmanage their disease for
the first time.

Understand and question how digital artifacts affect
self-management in their everyday life when patients
are already used to everyday self-management by other
means.

4

Use of mHealth, which
requires reflective selfmanagement although
there are many new
artifacts to self-manage
chronic diseases which
does
not
require
reflection.

Understand and question new artifacts, such as
wearables and insideables, to understand how and
whether ubiquitous artifacts that do not require patients
to reflect about the disease change the patient’s everyday
life.
Understand whether wearables/insideables can inform
predictive algorithms to suggest use of app when needed
and stay backgrounded at other times.

Table 17: Limitations and future research
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Data Collection
For the data collected in this research, I have limitations in regard to the informants included in the
study and the digital artifact used. Firstly, the patients who took part were all arthritis patients.
Accordingly, although I generalized to other chronic diseases, I have only seen the disease selfmanagement by arthritis patients. As noted by several researchers (Dadgar and Joshi 2018; Or and Tao
2014), individual chronic diseases have specific needs, for instance in what to track and how often.
Therefore, it would be interesting to see whether the dynamics of automatic and reflective digitally
enabled chronic disease self-management activities are similar across different types of diseases.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to understand whether the tracking of different data changed
patients’ embodied experience in a different way and how.
Additionally, this study only observed patients who self-managed their disease automatically.
Accordingly, we cannot know whether the digital artifact in fact supports patients during reflective
disease self-management as patients suspected it would. Again, in future studies, it would be interesting
to know more about the use of digital artifacts during periods of reflective chronic disease selfmanagement. Furthermore, it would be interesting to reveal whether the relationships between parent
and child shift during times of reflective chronic disease self-management to understand whether the
digital artifact imposed a new relationship upon patient and child at this time too.
In regard to this, the patients in the study were also not used to the use of digital artifacts to self-manage
their disease automatically or reflectively. The use of the artifact in this study may consequently seem
to have a larger effect on the disease self-management than it would have had in another setting, where
patients were used to any other artifact to self-manage. It would be interesting to compare this study to
another, where patients self-managed their disease by other digital artifacts, for instance tools to read
blood glucose for diabetic patients.
Lastly, in regard to the children included in the study, I was allowed more access into some patients’ life
and less to others. Following ethical guidelines for ethnographic methods, I only visited informants
when they allowed me to and left when they needed their space. Accordingly, some children’s viewpoints
may be more heavily represented than others in the dataset. Yet, to make up for this limitation, I always
made sure to call informants to ask whenever I was doubting whether I knew their opinion on different
matters.
Secondly, the artifact used in this research was different from other artifacts, in that it required children
to answer questions about their disease. Other, newer artifacts, such as wearables or even insideables,
are able to track patient data without requiring patients to reflect upon how they feel. Researchers have
previously described a focus on one digital artifact as a limitation to the research on digital artifacts in
chronic disease self-management (Or and Tao 2014). There still are factors that such artifacts cannot
track, for instance the experience of pain or worries in their everyday life. However, they are able to
track for instance sleep and activity. Another path for future research is the understanding of such
digital artifacts in the patient’s everyday life.
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Scope of Literature Review
I started out by reviewing all of Dadgar and Joshi’s (2018) 7 self-management activities, but as I moved
forward in the study it became clearer that only three were important for this research. I accordingly
limited the review to only consider these three activities and give a broad perspective on the field.
Furthermore, in the literature review I limited my search to the literature in Basket of Eight journals
and SIGHealth’s list of Health IS journals (Members of SIGHealth 2019), and additionally added a few
articles from a backward and forward search (see appendix 1 for more detail on the search). Jiang and
Cameron’s (2020) very recent review on digitally enabled self-monitoring presented a very different
approach from mine, which resulted in two different pools of literature. Looking through Jiang and
Cameron’s (2020) literature, very few references were repeated from my literature review – however,
interestingly, their findings were very similar to mine. Most importantly, they also found that the
majority of papers within the stream are based on randomized control trials; that literature within on
Health Information Systems is exponentially growing within the multidisciplinary field, including
within the field of Information Systems; and that the subject of use of digital artifacts is largely missing
any depth of results. Accordingly, even though the two literature searches were different and found
different references, they yielded very similar results. As seen in the current literature review, I have
actively incorporated Jiang and Cameron’s (2020) review to broaden the knowledge presented in the
literature in the area of concern. For future research on the topic, Jiang and Cameron’s (2020) paper
skillfully enlists the literature in their study in large tables with references, which enables a thorough
understanding of the literature on digital artifacts to self-monitor chronic disease. These tables were
also useful in my distinction of their results on digital artifacts and mHealth.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSION
This dissertation sought to understand the unintended consequences of digital artifacts to patients’ selfmanagement of their chronic disease in everyday life. This interest was sparked as a consequence of a
discrepancy between what the stream of literature presented concerning digitally enabled chronic
disease self-management and what was observed in the real-world. While the literature described the
potential of digital artifacts to support the self-management of chronic diseases (Ekeland et al. 2010)
and looked into ways of motivating patients to use them (e.g. Giunti et al. 2018; Gogovor et al. 2017;
Savoli et al. 2020), patients did not always seem as interested in using them (Ancker et al. 2015). In
fact, the focus found in the literature on motivating patients to use the digital artifacts was relatively
puzzling. The question is, why do chronic disease patients need motivation to use digital artifacts if
these artifacts actually make patients feel better? Hence, this research project attempts to understand
this by answering the research question: To what extent can digital artifacts enable self-management
of chronic diseases in patients’ everyday life?
To understand this, ethnographic methods were utilized, and the researcher embedded herself into the
lives of six JIA patients. All six patients were given a digital artifact, How-R-you, to keep track of their
disease. Children were followed to understand their everyday life in places such as school, afterschool
activities, in their homes and at the hospital, and the investigation open-mindedly observed their life
with JIA and use of How-R-you. Children, parents and physicians were interviewed, both formally and
informally, to understand their experiences, ideas and feelings about life with JIA, the chronic disease,
disease self-management and How-R-you.
The data collected in the field were analyzed using Yoo’s (2010) experiential computing concept and
framework combined with Ihde's (1990) concepts on the same topic. Throughout the analysis it became
increasingly clearer that, although the app holds value at specific time periods of the child’s life with
JIA, it also has unintended consequences to their everyday life. These unintended consequences emerge
because the app changes children’s experience of themselves and of their disease self-management.
Before How-R-you, patients most of the time did not experience themselves as patients as much as they
were daughters, sons, soccer players, horseback riders, school children and so on. During these times
the activity of self-management was carried out in an automatic manner. Although there were time
periods through which the disease was foregrounded in the patient’s consciousness, it was most often
in the background. During these time periods in which the disease was backgrounded, patients
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experienced their disease more than usually when How-R-you was used. How-R-you necessitated a
reflective manual activity, which made children think of details about their disease and their role as a
patient. Such reflective activity seemed unnecessary to patients at this time period. However, during
other time periods, where the child contrarily experiences unknown and worrying symptoms and where
the child carry out of reflective disease self-management activities in spite of the digital artifact, it may
in contrast create a calming environment to the child. Patients and parents continuously described how
they at times where the symptoms or side effects were experienced as unknown and invasive (often
when the disease was diagnosed, when new medication was introduced, when medication was
discontinued or when symptoms appeared unexpectedly) would find the app helpful to their treatment.
These findings are important to the literature on digitally enabled chronic disease self-management,
because this stream of literature describes only the digital enablement of reflective disease selfmanagement. Examining the literature on digitally enabled chronic disease self-management revealed
that there are few studies on the unintended consequences of digital artifacts to self-manage chronic
diseases in which the research is embedded in everyday life. Instead much of the literature addresses
how to develop digital artifacts to motivate patients to use them. This stream of literature seems to be
driven by the literature preceding it, instead of real-world challenges. Similar issues have recently been
addressed in other reviews of state-of-the-art literature (Jiang and Cameron 2020). Addressing
automatic disease self-management is, however, important, because reflective manual disease selfmanagement by use of digital artifacts may not be helpful to patients at this time. This knowledge will
enable researchers and practitioners new opportunities, in which the patient’s actual everyday life is, to
a higher degree, included. This approach includes research opportunities for new concepts and research
in self-management, but also includes opportunities for the development of new digital artifacts to
support self-management to a higher degree.
Furthermore, specifically to the use by children and adolescents, it was seen that the degree to which
parents are involved is important to how the artifact is used and experienced by children. Through the
cross-case analysis patterns emerged that revealed three relationships between children and parents.
These are important to understand how children and adolescents experience digitally enabled chronic
disease self-management and to understand that consequences differ across age groups. With this
understanding, the research provides new pathways for understanding the self-management by
children and adolescents in collaboration with parents and physicians.
For research on experiential computing it was here shown how the framework can be adopted in
research studies. It was apparent that a post-phenomenological approach enables a clear focus on the
embodied experience of the world. Through this lens, it was seen that actors can become interlocked in
their experience of their role during experiential computing. However, the critical realistic approach in
this research broadened the scope of research to understand both the embodied experience of the world
and how the world constrains or permits the embodied experience. This is interesting to research on
experiential computing, because it encourages other researchers to understand the conditions that
allow (and deny) embodied experiences of specific artifacts and actors to take place.
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These findings led to practical implications and suggestions for both developers and physicians and
children and parents. These implications focus on the development of apps and other artifacts for
chronic disease self-management. It suggests developing other artifacts, such as wearables, to track
patients during automatic self-management times. Furthermore, it explains predictive algorithms as a
way for apps to suggest to patients when to use the artifact. For the physicians, children and parents,
the practical implications give a particular focus to suggestions of when, how and with who to use digital
artifacts to self-manage a chronic disease.
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APPENDIX 1: Literature review
In this research I reviewed literature to learn more about digitally enabled chronic disease selfmanagement. When doing so, I already had some insight to the field from previous searches and reviews
on digitally enabled chronic disease management, digital technologies to empower patients and digital
technologies to co-create health between patients and physicians.
Following my interests in digital technologies I looked for “digital technologies” but was aware from
previous reviews, that this concept is new to the research stream. I accordingly also looked for other
concepts as "health information system*", "health information management", "digital health", "health
information technolog*", "information system*" and "information technolog*". I then zoomed into the
empirical domain and searched for “chronic disease management" and ”chronic disease selfmanagement” to include even articles that were studying self-management without calling it so.
Knowing the scope of the field, I furthermore limited my search to focus on papers within basket of
eight journals and journals on SIGHealths list of Health Information Systems (IS) journals
(http://www.aissighealth.com/wordpress/health-is-journals/). I consulted a fellow researcher on this
choice, and it was agreed that literature from such a search would position the research well and that
similar research to this dissertation would turn up from this search combined with a forward-backward
search.
I searched within the databases of Scopus and Web of science and had 374 hits.
I started the manual process of selecting literature out of the pool of papers. I selected papers from their
abstract and keywords. I sorted out papers that:
1) did not study a chronic disease. Often papers would describe digital artifacts to track the people
with normal health concerns, for instance weight or physical activity.
2) did not study self-management. Often papers would concern healthcare professionals work
without discussing the patient’s perspective.
3) did not included a technology, but was another kind of intervention, for instance an education
process.
I did keep reviews, to make sure that I did not miss important research on my specific topics now that
I limited the search to only include top HIS and IS journals. I for instance found two good reviews on
self-management of chronic disease children and I found both the papers and their references very
useful for my study. After this I did a forward-backward search and found some interesting papers.
While reading the papers, a few papers were also picked out. I ended up with 101 papers.
I loaded the papers into Nvivo 12 and categorized them using different concepts. I always coded the
specific disease in the paper; the type of technology, the paper was studying; which one(s) of Dadgar
and Joshi’s (2018) activities, was described; and methods used. I furthermore made small summaries
of each paper using the function “annotation” in NVivo 12. NVivo is a great tool for literature reviews,
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in that it allows the researcher to return to exactly the part of the literature, the researcher wants to
question.
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